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PREFACE

From my earliest exposure to Chinese history, 1 have been interested in the
interaction between China and the peoples on its frontiers. It seems to me
that much can be learned about China, or any other civilization, through a
thoughtful examination of the ways it has treated and regarded its peripheries.
What makes a civilization unique unto itself is partly the manner in which it
views other peoples and cultures and thereby distinguishes itself from them.
The very spirit with w h c h a society thinks of and relates to its frontiers is an
important element of its character at that point in time.
The implication, however, is that one's understanding of these things cannot properly be ahistorical. To be cogent, such lessons have to be learned
from detailed, comprehensive examinations of that civilization's frontiers in
specific temporal and geographical contexts.
This book recounts and analyzes the long and eventful relationship
between China and the Nan-chao kingdom, an independent political and cultural entity based in the Ta-li plain region of modern Yunnan province.
Specific events are seen in the pattern of China's evolving policy toward the
southwestern frontier, especially under the Sui and T'ang dynasties (late
sixth to late ninth centuries). The subject is intrinsically important. It is also
well suited for one of the many focused and detailed studies without which a
thorough understanding of the significance of the frontier in Chlnese history
is, I t h n k , impossible.
The reader should be forewarned that China's southwestern frontier has
always been an area of great ethnic and geographical complexity. This makes
for a complicated story at times, but it also gives us opportunities to enhance
our appreciation of the often complex dynamics of frontier relationships.
Other significant problems are associated with the various sources on which
this study is based, some of which, it can be shown, are more reliable than
others. Although the narrative that has survived from contemporary accounts
is sometimes surprisingly detailed, in many important areas about which we
would like to know a great deal more the sources are hardly what we would
hope for. Archaeological discoveries may eventually contribute greatly to our
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understanding of such issues as trade and economic patterns in this region,
and indeed modern studies of the history of southwest China are all indebted
t o the archaeological research that has been accomplished so far; as yet, however, not all that much can be learned from published reports. Our sources
also contain typical culturalistic and moralistic biases as well as listoriographical conventions that can obscure as much as they reveal. The reader
must be made aware of these special problems, though again I think that such
historiographical idiosyncrasies can themselves tell us a lot about contemporary Chinese attitudes toward the southwestern frontier. Where appropriate,
all of these problems will be noted and discussed in this study.
W e I would like for this account t o contribute toward a better general
understanding of the role and importance of the frontier in Chinese history,
my primary hope is that the story itself is full enough and occasionally exciting enough t o sustain the reader's interest. The book begins with a Prologue,
a translation of a satirical poem which manages t o encapsulate much of the
early history of China's relationship with the Nan-chao kingdom and t o provide a good deal of its flavor as well.
Research for this book was generously supported by Fulbright Hays Social Science
Research Council fellowship grants.
The extract from Translations from the Chinese, translated by Arthur Waley (copyright Arthur Waley 1919, 1947), is reproduced by permission o f Constable Ltd and
Alfred A. Knopf Inc.

PROLOGUE

The Southerners Pay Court
(A Satire on the Vainglory of Frontier Commanders
and the Uselessness of Court Ministers)

The southerners1 pay court :
Floating on leather boats, yes, crossing rope bridges,
They come via ~ u i - c h ~ over
u , ~ remote roads and paths.
Entering our borders, they first pass through Szechwan.
The Szechwan commander3 garners merit, quickly sending in a congratulatory report :
'I have heard that
The Man peoples of the Six chao4 of Yunnan
T o the east adjoin the ~ s a n ~ - k o t, o' the west abut on Tibet.
At first the Six Chao were strewn about like the stars;
United into a single state, they gradually grew stronger.
Although the K'ai-yuan ~ m ~ e r was
o r a~ sagely genius,
These Southerners alone did not come t o pay respect.
Hsien-yii chung-t9ung,' with sixty thousand troops,
In a single battle of a campaign against them - the entire army was lost.'
The banks of the Hsierh HO,' t o this very day,
Are covered with parched bones - chipped by arrows, scarred by blades.*
Who could have known that today,'' in admiration of Chinese ways,
The Southerners on their own would make contact, without our
wasting a single soldier?
Truly it is because of Your Majesty's resplendent virtue As well as Your reliance on this petty official to win them over.'
Reading the memorial, Emperor Te-tsung learns what has happened.
Laughing out loud," he sends a eunuch t o welcome the Southerners.
*[Po Chu-i's note:] In 754, Hsien-yu Chung-t'ung led sixty thousand soldiers in a campaign against the King o f Yunnan, KO-lo-feng, at the Hsi-erh Ho; but the entire army
was routed.

Prologue
And who comes along in the Southerners' train?
Their ~ o s o su-yu
' ~ with double wei-ch 'ieh badges;13
Their ch 'ing-p'ing kuan14 officials holding red cane staffs;
Their great generals wearing golden leather belts.''
I-mou-hsiin's son, ~siin-ko-ch'iian,16
Is specially summoned t o an audience in the Yen-ying Palace.
The Emperor's mind is set on coddling the distant Man.
He draws him near the jade throne, close t o the Heavenly visage;
He foregoes wearing the pendants on His crown," personally coaxing
him on ;
He grants him robes and gives him food, in an audience lasting for hours.
An audience lasting for hours!
It cannot be so!
The great ministers gape at one another, looks colored with envy.
Well may we pity
The Chief Ministers, dangling their purple tassels and wearing their
golden badges,
Who at morning's court are merely heard in a half-hour's audience."

T H E SOUTHWESTERN F R O N T I E R
UNDER THE SUI A N D EARLY T'ANG

The Sui period (58 1-607) began a new phase in Chna's relations with the
peoples on all of its frontiers. The process of reunification by the Sui
emperors stirred renewed confidence and curiosity among the Chinese; geopolitical and economic motives blended to create a conscious policy of
expansion on many fronts. Once again, great emphasis was placed upon the
opening of routes of contact and the establishment of at least a nominal
hegemony over lands and peoples which had been for centuries but vaguely
known. These efforts were modelled on the more glorious epochs of the Han
period (206 B.C. to A.D. 220), when successful expeditions had been sent as
far afield as what are now Korea, Central Asia, and the northern tier of
Southeast Asia. f i s was in great contrast to the general trend of Chlna's
foreign relations from the third century A.D. down to the founding of the
Sui dynasty, when even nominal control over distant regions had vanished
and when even the peoples withn what had come to be regarded as Chinese
territory itself were continually resistant, often successfully, to Chinese
domination.
It is not within the scope of this study to analyze the causes of that overall change. However, the effects of those developments as they occurred in
the specific region of southwest China during the brief Sui period will be
shown in some detail. Those developments were important, for they set a
pattern for that area's relations with the center of China that was to be more
fully realized under the T'ang.
It may be useful first to recount the prior history of t h s area, which has
been clarified somewhat in recent decades by several remarkable archaeological excavations.' It appears that modern Yunnan province and its
peripheries, the region of southwest China with whch this study is most
directly concerned, were inhabited by neolithic peoples as late as the first
millennium B.C. Yunnan advanced rapidly during that millennium, however,
with strong cultural influences coming from at least three sources: the civilization of the state of Ch'u centered in modern Hupei and Hunan to the east;
the Pa and Shu cultures in Szechwan to the north; and the Dongson culture
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centered on northern Vietnam to the south.2 Although usually regarded as
non-Chinese in origin, Ch'u, Pa, and Shu were each directly involved in the
developments and struggles of China during the Warring States period (403 to
221 B.C.). Evidently, however, Yunnan's location kept it isolated from any
direct influence or incursion from Chinese civilization, at least until the
fourth century B . c . ~
During the middle of the first millennium B.C., Yunnanese civilization
appears in a rather advanced form, based on irrigated farming, domesticated
animals, fortified towns, and the use of iron implement^.^ This local culture
probably corresponds t o that of the so-called 'K'un-ming' and 'Ai-lao' peoples
described in Chinese documents of the Han period; more will be said about
these peoples and their culture later in t h s study. The real climax of early
Yunnanese civilization, however, was reached in the highly sophisticated Tien
lungdom, which was centered on the Tien Lake region of eastern Yunnan.
Spectacular archaeological discoveries have revealed a very hlgh level of
artistic and industrial attainment, but the most interesting feature of Tien
civilization is its unmistakable links t o the famous Dongsonian 'bronze drum'
culture, which seems to have had a very wide influence over much of south
China and northern Southeast Asia.'
Early Chinese contacts with Yunnan were highly tenuous. One of the
earliest of these is recorded in the perhaps apocryphal story of a Ch'u general
named Chuang Ch'iao who reportedly succeeded in conquering Tien late in
the fourth century B.C., only t o be cut off from returning t o his native state
by the Ch'in conquest of Pa and Shu in 316 B.C. Subsequently, Chuang is
said to have made himself King of Tien, a title which his descendants kept for
generations.6 Later, after its conquest of Ch'u and unification of China late in
the third century B.C., the short-lived Ch'in dynasty (221 t o 206 B.C.)
showed little interest in Yunnan, concentrating its southward attention
instead on the south Chna coastal region near modern Canton (known as
Nan-yueh in Ch'in and Han times).' With the fall of the Ch'in and the subsequent reunification of China under the Han dynasty, the entire southwestern frontier escaped any serious Chinese initiative for almost a century. The
Han court was content with a non-interventionist policy toward Yunnan and
even granted an official seal t o the King of Tien, symbolizing that peaceful
relationship.'
The Chinese, however, had not entirely forgotten about the riches of the
far southwest. Important trade in many items, including slaves, had existed
from Szechwan into Yunnan, Kweichow, and beyond for centuries, and
many Szechwanese merchants had made great fortunes by that trade.g During the reign of the great Han Emperor Wu-ti (140 to 87 B.C.), renewed
knowledge of that trade precipitated expansive initiatives throughout the
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southwest, as wdl be shown in some detail later in this chapter. Those initiatives did extend nominal Han control over the entire region; that control, however, was never consolidated but remained superficial except in a few frontier
administrative seats. The predominant policy was one of indirect control
whereby local rulers were acknowledged and given title as overlords for the
Chinese in their own territories.''
Later, after the fall of the Han, control of the southwest again briefly
became a critical issue for the state of Shu Han, one of the Three Kingdoms
from which the period A.D. 220 to 265 takes its name. Its renowned statesman Chu-ko Liang led a major expedition into Nan-chung, an area which
included most of modern Yunnan province. That campaign yielded a significant amount of captured manpower, livestock, and riches with which t o
maintain the threatened position of the Shu Han kingdom, which was based
in Szechwan. However, in one of the most celebrated foreign policy decisions
in Chinese history, Chu-ko Uang chose not to try to maintain direct control
over this area, fearing that any such attempt would provoke troublesome
resistance and would ultimately be counter-productive. Instead Chu-ko
settled for the security of cordial patronage of the peoples at his kingdom's
back door. It was assumed that their chiefs would not only be grateful for
being spared but would also be stimulated to some extent by Chu-ko's active
sponsorship to adopt certain Chinese ways - which to the Chinese meant that
they would be that much less of a threat."
This policy of nominal sponsorship of local chiefs in the far southwest
continued under subsequent Chinese dynasties, but the process became
increasingly fictitious. For one thing, no subsequent major dynasty was
based in Szechwan and thus had such a compelling need to take an active
interest in the security or the exploitation of the southwestern frontier.''
Hence, by the sixth century, and especially after the disruptive Hou Ching
rebellion, most of the southwest was independent of any direct Chinese
control; and local leaders seemed hardly grateful for the privileges of Chinese
appointments and titles, which were purely hereditary in any case.13 This was
particularly true of the most interesting and probably the strongest and
richest of those local ruling clans, the Ts'uan.
As is typical for many of the peoples of southwest China, the origins of
the Ts'uan are obscure, surrounded by a controversy which probably is at
least partially of their own making. The southwestern Ts'uan first appear in
Chinese sources of the third and fourth centuries, already as an elite clan
among the native peoples of Nan-chung. It is not certain how early the written
character ts 'uan had been adopted to represent their name; but it is in fact
reported to have been one of the surnames that Chu-ko Liang granted (or at
least ceremonially confirmed), as part of his pacification policy, t o the local
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elite in the third century.14 It seems likely that it was first the personal name
of one of their chiefs, given as exotic a written form as possible by the
Chinese to represent the native sound, and that it later came to be used, by
the Chinese at least, to refer to the entire group of peoples under lus and his
successors' c o n t r ~ l . ' ~
Most modern scholars regard the Ts'uan as native inhabitants of the
southwest and identify them with the Yi (previously, more commonly
known as the Lolo) of that area.16 However, there is an early tradition, which
the Ts'uan themselves fostered, that they were descendants of Chnese who
had come from the Han period district of An-i, located in modern Shansi.
According to thls account, as China fell into disunion after the Han and contacts with the Chinese in the north became more tenuous, these Chinese
6migrCs established themselves as rulers over their adopted home and its
peoples."
There is some independent support for t h s claim, in that the great early
ninth-century social register Yuan-ho hsing-tsuan does record a rather obscure
Chinese clan named Ts'uan from An-i in the north." Yet this may simply be
a reflection of how well informed these local southwestern peoples were
about the Chinese. In reality, rather than being descendants of a Chinese clan
transplanted to the southwest, it seems much more likely that the Ts'uan
were native inhabitants whose own culture and perhaps language had been
greatly affected by extensive contacts with the Chinese, for the following
reasons.
In the first place, none of the surprisingly detailed descriptive accounts of
the area found in the early dynastic histories contains a record of any sizeable
migration of Chinese to the southwest in pre-T'ang times; nor does even a
work devoted especially to the hstory and description of the region, such as
Hua-yang kuo-chih. It is unlikely that any important movement of Chinese
~
peoples into this area would have gone so unnoticed and ~ n r e c o r d e d . 'On
the other hand, the only surviving local records, two outstanding funerary
inscriptions associated with Ts'uan chiefs of the fifth century, only further
complicate the issue. It is true that these inscriptions, which came under the
great French sinologue Chavannes' scrutiny in the early part of this century,
are written in Chinese and are highly regarded for their literary and calligraphic style.'' They thus implicitly reveal the high degree of Chinese cultural influence among the Ts'uan. Yet they in fact weaken the Ts'uan claim
to Chinese ancestry by their bald but hardly credible attempt to link themselves genealogically to the renowned Pan family of Han times (to whch the
great historian Pan Ku belonged) instead of to the mere Ts'uan clan of the
less prominent northern city of ~ n - i . "
This problem of the claim to prestigious Chinese roots by peoples of the
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southwest is a rather pervasive one. Two other quite similar claims, one
associated with the Chuang kings of the ancient Tien kingdom and one with
the Tuan clan of Nan-chao and Ta-li times, can also be effectively challenged.22 In the case of the Ts'uan and the Tuan at least, t h s may reflect a
trend also prevalent among the Chnese themselves during the socially disruptive period between the Han and the early T'ang, when it was not unusual
for government officials to exaggerate or even to invent illustrious ancestries
in order to enhance their positions at court and in society.23 It is certainly
possible that the Ts'uan, who seem to have been strongly influenced by contacts with the Chinese, might have sought in a similar manner to heighten
their own social status, both in the eyes of the Chinese courts with whom
they had dealings and in relation to the other native peoples of the southwest,
by use of such a bogus claim. But the location of the Ts'uan and some of
their cultural traits, especially the shaman-like designation of their leaders as
kuei-chu, or 'spirit masters,' point strongly to an affiliation with the modern
Lolo, now preferably known as the Yi peoples, who still maintain similar
practices.24 Thus even if there once were a Chinese official and his family
who settled among the Ts'uan and gave them their name, the peoples themselves almost certainly were not Chinese. Those Chmese records which report
the Ts'uan claim to Chinese ancestry themselves deliberately show a measure
of disbelief by prefacing the claim with the formulaic phrase tzu-yun, ie.,
'they themselves say' that they are Chinese descendant^.^' Without further
and consistent supporting evidence, there is no good reason to accept that
claim.
What is more certain is that by the fifth century the Ts'uan were firmly
established as hereditary rulers over the area corresponding to the northeastern portion of modern Yuman. During the first half of that century, internal
troubles about which we know next to nothing split the Ts'uan into eastern
and western halves, the eastern centered on modern Chien-ning, the western
on modern Chin-ning.26 The Chinese dynasties in the north, however, were
preoccupied with their own troubles and were not prepared to take advantage
of t h s opportunity. That situation did not change until late in the sixth century, when China had again been united by the Sui and could once again
afford to think about extending its hegemony over the southwest.

Early Sui initiatives in the southwest
As in the case of other Chinese dynasties before and after, the Sui first
became interested in the region of modern Yunnan as an extension of their
conquest and annexation of Szechwan. It is thus not surprising that the
earliest indication that has survived of Sui interest in pushing further into the
southwest is a rather long and detailed proposal made by Liang Jui, who had
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completed Sui pacification of the Szechwan region late in 580, prior to the
official founding of the dynasty in 58 1.27 Liang's efforts there had also convinced the local native peoples, especially those known as the Lao (a name
still in use), to offer their submission to this powerful new Chinese force.28
Only the peoples of Nan-ning, the northeastern region of modern Y u ~ a n ,
under their Ts'uan chiefs, had not sent in necessary tokens of submission.
T h s deficiency hang proposed to correct.
In his memorial to the future Sui emperor, Iiang Jui recounted the administrative history of this well populated area, emphasizing its wealth and its
great natural resources, especially its excellent horses and salt wells.29 He
related the history of the Ts'uan, who had established pre-eminence in the
area from early Chin times (late third century A.D.) and who had come to
receive Chinese confirmation of their position in the form of official appointment to the post of tz 'u-shih, an administrative term usually translated as
'prefect.' Later on, however, succeeding Chinese dynasties had become preoccupied with internal problems and the exigencies of defense against northern steppe invaders so that these local Ts'uan chiefs, while continuing to
receive hereditary appointment, had in fact become independent. The current
chief, Ts'uan Chen, according to Liang, was haughty and negligent in the submission of tribute payments. Unfortunately, the exact nature of these
expected payments is left unclear; but Iiang did note that by t h s period the
Ts'uan leaders were willing to submit only a few dozen horses a year.=
At any rate, Liang continued, this region was not so distant from Ch'engtu, the principal city of Szechwan. Moreover, it was said, the peoples of the
area were oppressed by harsh Ts'uan rule and would be eager to accept
Chinese imperial intervention." Fortunately, the Sui already had close-by a
large army used in the pacification of Szechwan, so there would be no need
to raise another; local Lao leaders had also pledged their help. Liang urged
that the Sui should take advantage of these favorable circumstances to take
over direct administration of this area, garrison it, and tax the local peoples,
enough at least to provide sufficient funds for the maintenance of Sui rule
there.32 This last point was a crucial one, and indeed all of Liang's arguments
tended both to emphasize the ease with which the Sui could subjugate the
area and to minimize the expense, immediate and long-term, of such an
endeavour.
When there was no reply to his proposal, Liang sent in another very
interesting memorial in which he reminded the emperor that it was in fact his
duty to expand Chinese territorial control.33 This rich region was the source
of treasures and prized horses, and there were many Chinese peoples who
had settled there. Its annexation would both propagate the imperial majesty
of the new Sui dynasty and add to state revenue^.^
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The future Sui Wen-ti, it is said, gave bang's analysis and proposal serious
consideration; but fearing to disrupt the settled and peaceful circumstances
only just achieved, he took no action at that time.35 Nevertheless, as Liang's
biographer is careful to point out, the Liang proposal was destined to attain
fruition several years later with the expedition of Shih Wan-sui, which will be
recounted shortly.
It was apparently a few years later, in 583 or 584, that the first direct
Sui initiative into Nan-ning was made. The noted Sui diplomat, Wei S h h chung, was sent t o negotiate with the Nan-ning leaders.36 Wei was well known
to iavor a reasoned, conciliatory approach in China's dealings with all
foreigners; he believed that mediation could easily.be used to settle disputes
without the need for sending expeditionary armies. He seems to have
objected, to little avail, when in addition to h s mission of negotiation
Emperor Wen-ti also sent out an army under Wang Ch'ang-shu. However, it is
likely that Wang's forces turned back when Wang himself became ill and died
en route. 37 In any case, Wei's diplomacy had some temporary success, for
Ts'uan Chen and other Nan-ning leaders agreed t o a form of diplomatic
relations acceptable to the ~ h n e s e . ~ '
Unfortunately for Sui interests, just when conciliation had been achieved,
these frontier peoples were given some cause for disillusionment with the
Chinese when members of the mission, led by Wei's own son, reportedly kidnapped some of the local women.39 There were no immediate repercussions,
but such behavior was apparently not untypical and could not have promoted
continued smooth relations.
In 589, after the completion of the unification of the Sui empire, Ts'uan
Wan, who had succeeded his father Ts'uan Chen, found it prudent to send a
mission with appropriate gifts to the Sui court. In return, Ts'uan Wan was
given appointment as tz 'u-shih of K'un-chou, one of three newly created
nominal administrative units that were established by the Sui over tribal
territories in northeastern ~ u n n a n Despite
.~
this auspicious start, however,
Ts'uan Wan subsequently chose to resist Chinese contr01.~' It was this act of
resistance, of w h c h we know neither the immediate causes nor the details,
that provoked the great Sui expedition into Yunnan, led by Shih Wan-sui.

The Shih Wan-sui expedition
The career of Shih Wan-sui, who was certainly one of the most outstanding of the Sui military commanders, is extremely colorful and well
represents both the opportunities and the risks which presented themselves t o
the Chinese who lived during that period. Shih was a native of the Sui capital
region, near modern Sian. His youth seems to have been devoted largely to
developing martial skills and aspirations. His own father had died heroically
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and, in reward, had been granted posthumous military titles, which Shih Wansui inherited. Before long, however, Shih lost those titles when he was
indirectly implicated in an attempted coup against the Sui founder. This was
but the first setback in a truly checkered career. As punishment, Shih was
banished to the important but remote outpost of Tun-huang as a common
garrison soldier. It was there, however, that he found the opportunity to distinguish hmself in individual combat with the champion warrior of the
Turkish forces. Shih was victorious; his single-handed valor is credited with
intimidating the Turks, who subsequently broke off the attack and fled. However exaggerated that may be, Shih was clearly an accomplished soldier who
sought out glorious deeds. Rewarded for those deeds with promotion to the
rank of general, Shih showed himself also to be a skillful commander.42
Subsequently, Shih Wan-sui was named to lead an expeditionary force sent
against the Nan-ning peoples of the southwest and their intractable cheftain
Ts'uan Wan.43 In the spring of 597, Shih's troops set out on this mission of
chastisement. The route w h c h Shih's force and subsequent Sui expeditions
took from Szechwan into t h s region followed the Ch'ing-ch'i road, sometimes called the 'southern road,' which was to be the primary route of contact between Szechwan and Yunnan throughout the T'ang period as well.@
(See the map on p. 1 11). The Shih expedition seems to have proceeded
smoothly along that route across northern and central areas of modern
Yunnan, including both the Tien and the Erh-hai Lake regions, near modern
Kunming and modern Ta-li respectively. In the process, Shih smashed the
resistance of more than thirty local tribes, reportedly taking more than
twenty thousand captives, despite the strategic fastness of their mountainous
10cations.~~
The great success of Shih's expedition accomplished just what
was hoped for; all of these peoples were coerced into offering their submission. Shih did not miss the opportunity to erect a commemorative stone
(as had Chu-ko Liang before him), extolling the Chinese imperial virtue.46
It was at this point, however, that Shih's triumph turned to personal misadventure that would dog him until the end of his life. Shih dispatched a
report of his victory to the emperor and asked permission to take the
defeated leader, Ts'uan Wan, to the Sui court. This request was approved. In
the meantime, however, Ts'uan (who inwardly maintained his disloyal ways,
we are told) had offered rich bribes to Shih. Obviously, Ts'uan was not eager
to pay court to the Sui, where his fate could not be certain. As a result, Shih
pardoned Ts'uan Wan on his own authority. Then Shih began his triumphal
return .47
Unfortunately, somehow at this juncture Sui Wen-ti's fourth son Yang
Hsiu, who as the Prince of Shu maintained his own court in Ch'eng-tu,
learned of the bribe. Possibly he had attached an observer to the Shih
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expedition, just as he did with a subsequent campaign into the same area a
few years later .48 In any case, he sent out an official to investigate. Shih,
however, had been forewarned. He disposed of the evidence of bribery and,
thus, no charges could be brought against him at that time. Indeed, additional
honors were given lum for his triumph, and he was transferred to a comfortable post at the court of the Rince of
The next year, however, tlungs took a bad turn. Ts'uan Wan again showed
his unwdlingness to submit to Sui suzerainty. The Rince of Shu (who was
generally considered to be an ambitious, irascible, and dangerous fellow)50
then charged that Shih had been bribed to let Ts'uan off and that it was this
breach of duty that had led to new frontier troubles. What followed, Wen-ti's
wrathful personal questioning of Shih and Shih Wan-sui's spirited defense,
need only be summarized here. Shih maintained that the only reason that he
had left Ts'uan Wan in Nan-ning was that he feared subsequent disorder
otherwise and felt that he had t o retain Ts'uan in his position there to keep
things under control. He claimed that he had already crossed back into
Szechwan by the time that the imperial edict authorizing Ts'uan's trip to
court had arrived. Above all, he insisted that he had not taken any bribe.'l
Far from being convinced, the emperor was even further enraged by what
he regarded as Shih's disingenuous defense and was about to have him
executed. Shih was saved only by the pleas of high court officials, who
pointed out his meritorious service to the Sui and his unsurpassed qualities as
a general. Wen-ti's wrath was slightly assuaged, and he decided merely to
degrade Shih for the second time to commoner status - which was nonetheless a very stern punishment.'* Barely a year later, however, Shih's titles were
returned to him and he was once again put into service for the Sui against the
Turks. We are told that the very news of Shih Wan-sui's presence intimidated
the Turkish army and forced them to retreat.53
But the Ts'uan bribery case was still to haunt Shih. Not long thereafter he
was wrongly and spitefully implicated by Yang Su, 'the "hatchet man" of the
first Sui reign,'54 in an abortive palace plot. Once again Shih's forthright
defense angered the emperor, who recalled that Shih's avarice in the southwest had allowed further troubles to arise and had necessitated the sending of
another punitive campaign, to be discussed shortly. This time there was no
hope of averting the death sentence. When news of Shih Wan-sui's execution
became known, his biographer tells us, all were indignant and grieved by this
injustice ."
Yet quite aside from punishing Shih Wan-sui for his alleged irresponsibility,
it was necessary to deal decisively with the situation which, in the eyes of the
Sui court, he had encouraged. Thus, in the spring of 602, another punitive
expedition was sent out against the Ts'uan, this time led by Liu Hui and Yang
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W U - t ' ~ n g . Our
' ~ sources for thls expedition are sparse, but according to
Yang's short biography there may in fact have been a number of campaigns
launched at this time against the peoples of the far southwest, each of them
achieving its goal." Some of these campaigns were carried out a little closer
to home and were directed toward the suppression of various Lao groups in
Szechwan. Their 'rebellious' actions may well have been stimulated in part
because the aforementioned Prince of Shu had kidnapped many of them
from their mountainous homeland and had cruelly used them to expand the
ranks of eunuchs at his extravagant court." In one later campaign against the
Lao of Chia-chou, Yang Wu-t'ung was himself killed, despite heroic efforts.59
One certain result of the 602 expedition into Ts'uan territory was that this
time Ts'uan Wan was dealt with harshly. He himself was executed, all of his
family were taken off in captivity to the Sui capital, and control of Ts'uan
territory was taken away from them.60 It was the restoration of Ts'uan's son
to power in Nan-ning many years later that was to mark the first step in T'ang
policy toward the southwest.
Little more can be gleaned from the sources concerning Sui relations with
the peoples of the far southwest. Yang-ti's accession in 605 marked the beginning of Sui preoccupation with more distant frontier campaigns. In addition
to the well known, disastrous campaigns against Korea, Sui forces also looked
further south. In 605, Liu Fang led his spectacular but very costly expedition
against 'Lin-i,' i.e., Champa, which at that period controlled the southern and
central portions of modern Vietnam. (The Chinese maintained a fitful sort of
administrative control in the northern portion of Vietnam, called Chiao-chou
')
however, no further action was taken in the southby the ~ u i . ~ Apparently,
west against the Ts'uan or any other local peoples for the remainder of the
Sui dynastic era.
It seems that very little real benefit had been gained from the Sui campaigns into Nan-ning, except for forcing the nominal submission of those
peoples. There is no evidence of any lasting Sui administrative presence there
or of the imposition of taxes. Unfortunately, the sources do not provide
enough information for even the most tentative speculation on whether either
tribute or trade was opened up by (or continued despite) Sui initiatives there.
Yet the Sui campaigns into Nan-ning did have lasting importance. They
were the first large-scale, aggressive actions taken by a Chinese government
against this region in centuries. They signalled the reformation of a Chinese
state which both showed interest in extending its control into this area and
possessed the resources to sustain such an interest. The fall of the Sui and the
formation of the T'ang dynasty did nothing to change this new set of conditions. Thus, early T'ang policy toward the southwest exhibits remarkable
continuity with that of the Sui.
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Early T'ang policy toward the southwest
After the T'ang founding in 61 8, a n e s e activity in the far southwest
picked up where Sui policy had left off nearly two decades before. One key
to that policy was the realization of the importance of the Ts'uan to the
maintenance of a lasting, stable relationship with the area. Thus the first step
taken soon after Kao-tsu's accession was to reinstate Ts'uan Hung-ta, who was
the son of the Ts'uan chief executed by the Sui, as tz 'u-shih or 'prefect' of
~'un-~hou.~~
Ts'uan Hung-ta must have been one of those taken captive in the major
Sui campaign of 602 ;he, along with the others, had presumably been kept
hostage at the Sui capital for some sixteen years. Those years were no doubt
enormously influential in the lives of these Ts'uan elite, and their return to
the southwest probably had some effect on the further spread of Chinese cultural patterns in that region.63 In any event, Ts'uan Hung-ta was given the
privilege of taking his executed father's remains home for
That all
of this was probably calculated by the T'ang court to engender a friendly and
submissive attitude from the Ts'uan leaders is shown by the follow-up mission
into Ts'uan territory by a representative of the T'ang regional commander in
Ch'eng-tu, Tuan Lun, not long thereafter.65 This goodwill mission produced
favorable results: late in the summer of 620 all of the Ts'uan peoples capitulated, inaugurating a series of tribute missions to the T'ang capital.66
The following year another diplomatic mission was sent into the southwest,
this one headed by Chi Hung-wei, a T'ang official in the important Szechwan
frontier post of Sui-chou. Chi's mission went beyond Ts'uan territory into the
region of western Yunnan occupied by the so-called K'un-ming people^.^'
Perhaps influenced by the Ts'uan example, the K'un-ming leaders also submitted and sent in tribute.@ Thereafter, a detachment of T'ang troops was
sent to garrison the area. For many years, peaceful relations were maintained
with the peoples of this region. Thus within a few years of the T'ang founding,
a degree of direct Chinese administrative presence was achieved, entirely by
diplomatic means, across the northeastern and north central portions of
modern Yunnan. This accomplishment was symbolized by the establishment
in 621 of the frontier prefecture of Yao-chou, modern Yao-an, which was
destined to serve as the chief administrative outpost in the far southwest
throughout the first half of the T'ang period.69
At this point, however, what was to become an axiom of T'ang frontier
history began to manifest itself in the southwest: that is, that the moral
character and personality of officials chosen for frontier service would often
play a fundamental role in the success or failure of the T'ang goal of peaceful
control. Indeed, this principle seems so firmly rooted in the intellectual
consciousness of contemporaries and subsequent historians alike and is so
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often invoked as an explanation for the vicissitudes of frontier relations that
it must be regarded as a true ropos, or cliche, of Chinese historiography, whatever the period. As such, it should serve to alert the modern reader against an
uncritical acceptance of what often seems to be a naive and moralistically
forced interpretation of the dynamics of frontier relations. No doubt the
personal character of Chinese frontier officials did affect the course of border
relations. However, other less ethical factors normally were equally or more
important, though our sources often give little or no mention to them. Once
stated, unfortunately, these facile, moralistic explanations of sometimes complex and crucial events were usually perpetuated in Chinese historical writings.
This often makes a more sophisticated analysis of frontier events difficult or
impossible, since perhaps more telling factors which did not fit the interpretation were not given their due. The reader is intentionally forewarned;
numerous such examples will occur in the following narrative and, while
special attention will be drawn to some cases, it will be good to maintain a
generally judicious perspective.
After the reinstatement of Ts'uan Hung-ta, and after the peoples of southwest China who had previously come under Ts'uan leadership had submitted
t o the new Chinese dynasty, the T'ang court assigned several officials to
frontier posts to maintain these renewed friendly relations. Those selected,
however, were evidently poor choices, 'all avaricious and unrestrained in
character, so that the distant peoples suffered from them, and there were
those who rebelledaYmIt so happened that there was a former Sui officlal
named Wei Jen-shou, who was then serving the T'ang in the remote southwestern frontier post at Sui-chou. In contrast to those others, Wei had an
outstanding reputation as a fair and just official. His treatment of criminal
matters, for instance, was so thorough and impartial that, reputedly, not even
those whom he sentenced to death could ever begrudge his decision. To the
T'ang court, Wei seemed the perfect man to restore harmonious relations in
the Nan-ning area." So, apparently, he was.
Wei Jen-shou was given concurrent appointment as governor-general of
Nan-ning, but with his administrative seat stdl at Sui-chou. He was instructed
to visit the Nan-ning region once each year to smooth out relations. On the
first of his official visits, Wei went all the way to the Erh-hai Lake area,
impressing all the peoples along his route with his wise and magnanimous
policies. Wei set up a network of seven chou, or prefectures, and fifteen hsien,
or districts, in this area, appointing the local chiefs to head them.R We are
told that all the native peoples were so gratified by Wei's liberal treatment
that they begged him not t o leave. When after much pleading Wei still insisted
that he must return, they saw him off reluctantly, each of the chiefs sending
along relatives to submit tribute t o the T'ang court.73
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After Wei Jen-shou had returned, the T'ang emperor was naturally pleased.
Thus when Wei subsequently petitioned to move the administrative seat to
Nan-ning, occupying it with a garrison force of T'ang soldiers, Kao-tsu gave
him extraordinary powers to administer the region according to local conditions, as he saw fit.74 The emperor further ordered the head official in
Ch'eng-tu to provide troops for Wei's use. Unfortunately, this official was
resentful of these extraordinary privileges and powers granted to Wei and
found excuses not to provide Wei with the necessary troops.7s (The frustration of Chinese administration in frontier regions because of such jealousy
andlack of cooperation among rival officials is another theme which will
recur more than once in the following narrative.) Apparently, Wei Jen-shou
never did return to Nan-ning before his death a little more than a year later.76
What happened after this is not altogether clear. However, the fact that
upon Ts'uan Hung-ta's death, the date of which is uncertain, his successor
Ts'uan Kuei-wang was himself named governor-general of Nan-ning indicates
that the T'ang had given up the idea of direct Chinese administration of this
area.77 Instead, they settled for an indirect style of control, usually called a
chi-mior 'loose rein' policy, through hereditary appointment of the local
Ts'uan chief as nominal T'ang representative. This has led the contemporary
scholar Wang Chi-lin to speculate that the breakdown of direct T'ang control
may have come when Wei Jen-shou's reappointment to Nan-ning went unfulfilled, resulting in continued harsh treatment of the native peoples by other
less enlightened officials in the Szechwan area.78 It is clear that throughout
this period exploitation and enslavement of the Lao peoples, still far from
accustomed to Chinese rule, by T'ang officials in Szechwan provoked a whole
series of rebellious acts, which the Chinese found very difficult t o quell completely. Indeed, T'ai-tsung in 626 declared that it was useless t o continue the
campaigns against the Lao and lamented that if only local officials would
. ~ wonders
gain their respect and trust they would surely be s u b m i s ~ i v e Wang
if perhaps Ts'uan Hung-ta too might not have reinitiated Ts'uan resistance to
direct Chinese control, forcing the T'ang to abandon for a while such pretensions of hegemony and to appoint Ts'uan himself to take over official
command in this region.* This is certainly a credible hypothesis, one which
would help t o explain the hiatus of direct T'ang initiatives in the far southwest for the next two decades, until the Liang Chien-fang expedition of 648.
In the meantime, however, in other areas of the southwest developments
favorable for the T'ang were taking place. As early as 620, a group known as
the Tsang-ko sent in tribute to the T'ang court.*' These peoples of the northeastern portion of modern Kweichow province possessed a well developed
agricultural economy, though not a very strong political cohesion, according
to Chinese account^.'^ The Tsang-ko chief was rewarded for his submission
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with impressive titles and appointment as rz 'u-shih of the newly created chim i prefecture of' Tsang-chou. Then in 629, two other tribes of this same area,
the Eastern Hsieh and the Southern Hsieh, both sent missions to the T'ang
court, as did the Nan-p'ing Lao of the modern Kwangsi region.83 Their
tribute gifts and exotic costumes, especially those of the Eastern Hsieh (black
bear-slun caps with extensive gold and silver ornamentation over the brow,
and fur capes with leather bindings), must have made a stunning impression
at court, for they provided the immediate motivation for the readoption of
the practice of having portraits made of all the foreign kings and emissaries
who came to court, depicting their costumes and unusual features.84 Of
course, this was the beginning of a glorious, cosmopolitan era for the T'ang,
and peoples of outlandish appearance, customs, and dress must have been a
rather frequent sight in the T'ang capital.
By the late 640's, the Western Chao, yet another tribal group from the
same area, similar in culture to the Eastern Hsieh though more remote and
inaccessible, also submitted, and they too were given official recognition by
the ~'ang." All of these peoples of the region known as Ch'ien-chou (the
northern portions of modern Kweichow and Hunan) were to become regular
and dependable protdgds of the T'ang. Diplomatic contacts and the submission of tribute were faithfully maintained, with minor exceptions,
throughout the T'ang period. There seems not to have been any trouble even
when a road was opened up in 639 through Tsang-ko and Western Chao territory, connecting eastern Szechwan with Kwangsi and beyond to Hanoi,
though this was something that often led to resistance from the native
peoples of other areas.86 In short, the Ch'ien-chou border region was to
remain one of the quietest and most trouble-free of any of the T'ang frontiers.
One suspects that this was so largely because this region was less attractive
and more difficult to exploit economically than adjacent frontier areas,
reducing the likelihood of strains arising from Chinese attempts to intervene
directly.

Liu Po-ying's proposal and the Liang Chien-fang campaign
Late in the 640's, however, T'ang policy toward the region of Nan-ning
and beyond again took an aggressive turn. This change was at least partially
in response t o a memorial from the governor-general of Sui-chou, Liu Po-ying.
In essence, Liu's memorial proposed that since 'all of the Man peoples of
Sung-wai are sometimes submissive: but then at other times rebel, I request
that we send out an expeditionary force t o chastise them. In so doing we can
establish communications along the route through the Hsi-erh region [ie.,
the Erh-hai Lake region] to ~ndia.'~'This is quite a fascinating justification:
Yunnan was to be pacified in order to secure the route to India. Although it
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will cause a slight digression in the course of the narrative, this explicit
enunciation of Chinese interest in trade and communication along the route
through western Yunnan into India deserves special consideration.
By T'ang times, the Chinese had defiitely known of the wealth and the
natural resources of the region of modern Yunnan for at least a millennium.
Indeed, one major reason given in very early Chinese historical sources for the
great wealth of Szechwanese merchants was their control of the trade in
southwestern riches and slaves. In one of the first great classics of Clunese
historiography, the Shih-chi of the first century B.C., already we read that the
natives of Szechwan engaged in private trade with the peoples of Yunnan,
especially in livestock and slaves, and that 'it is for this reason that Pa and
Shu [ancient names for the Szechwan region] are wealthy.'" It is, however,
rather difficult to find detailed, specific information concerning this trade, to
what extent it was relatively localized and to what extent it was part of a
much larger international trade.
However, that there were international trade routes from Szechwan
through Yunnan was twice definitively demonstrated by Han dynasty representatives in far-off lands. In 135 B.C., an official named T'ang Meng was
sent on a mission to Nan-yueh, in the modern Canton region. There he was
fed a special sauce, one which he knew to be made in Szechwan. After he
returned t o the capital at Ch'ang-an, he asked some Szechwanese merchants
about this and was told that many of their number carried on a private trade
at Yeh-lang, in the area of modern Kweichow. T'ang Meng subsequently used
this intelligence as the basis for a proposal for the conquest of Yeh-lang,
which he himself carried out soon thereafter.89 Further indications of contacts across this route can be found in the arrival at the Han capital in A.D.
120 of a troupe of musicians and entertainers from Hai-hsi (the western Asian
portion of the Roman empire),* who are said to have traveled across what is
now Burma t o get there.91 Later, in post-Han times, this region experienced a
great increase in the trade in Buddhist-related 'holy objects,' and Buddhist
teachers and pilgrims also occasionally used this route.92
By far the most famous and startling proof of these trade routes, however,
was that provided by the great Han envoy, Chang Ch'ien. While in Central
Asia attempting to establish allies for the Han, Chang claimed to have seen
articles of unmistakable Szechwanese manufacture: a special type of cloth
and a distinctive bamboo staff. Upon inquiring, Chang was told of a route
from Central Asia through India by which one could reach markets run by
Szechwanese merchant^.^^ Such a route necessarily would have proceeded
through the Yunnan region.
It is well t o remember the formidable difficulties, even today, of travel
over this route and thus the prohibitive cost of supporting a long-distance
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trade across it in anything but light, precious good^.^ Yet Chang's report,
which led indirectly to the subjugation of other areas of the southwest by the
Han, is persuasive evidence that the route, however difficult and infrequently
traveled, did exist from ancient times.gs It is thus both plausible and
extremely interesting to note Liu Po-ying's specifically stated goal of gaining
control over this route, setting out to accomplish what the Han had been not
quite able to do.
It would be very illuminating to isolate the origin of this proposal. Of Liu
Po-ying himself we know very little, from the more obvious sources at least,
except that he served as the T'ang governor-general of the frontier prefecture
of Sui-chou and later was assigned to similar frontier posts in the Kwangsi
and Canton areas.96 His native place is not revealed, and there is no compelling reason to believe that he himself was from Szechwan. However, it is
possible, even likely, that in his official capacity there he would come to
identify to some extent with Szechwanese interests, which it may have been
worth his while to promote. One assumes that this ancient trade route had
never been entirely shut off. Could the impetus for Liu's proposal have come
from Szechwanese mercantile interests, which could be better developed if
the T'ang were to conquer and pacify the peoples of Yunnan, who periodically were a bottleneck to this potentially rich trade?
As supporting evidence, it is interesting to note that the builder of the
road, mentioned above, which was opened up in the summer of 639 from
Yii-chou in eastern Szechwan through Tsang-ko and Western Chao territory,
' Hungconnecting finally with Hanoi, was indeed a Szechwan n a t i ~ e . ~Hou
jen, who is given credit for the construction of this route, seems not even to
have been a T'ang official, but is rather identified simply as a 'man from Yiichou,' i.e., from the modern Chungking basin area in ~zechwan.~'It is very
unlikely that the sources would have failed t o provide his title if he had been
a T'ang official. But if he was not an official, what sort of private citizen
would have sufficient wealth and incentive to undertake such a responsibility? Did this represent another attempt by Szechwanese commercial
interests to cash in on frontier trade, in this case the then burgeoning and
fabulously rich Nan-hai trade with its terminous at Hanoi?
Admittedly, the hypothesis that merchant motives may have played a
strong role in early T'ang activity in the southwest is speculative. The sources
will probably never permit anything more than a tentative answer to these
questions. But the plausibility of the hypothesis increases with each new
instance where the possibility of similar motives can legitimately be raised.
Thus, I will return to this issue when the narrative reaches the feverish
attempts in the 730's and 740's by certain T'ang officials in Szechwan, who
can definitely be shown to have had close local ties, to open up the so-called
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Pu-t'ou road, connecting Ch'eng-tu with Hanoi via eastern Yunnan, an event
which was to have very serious repercussions for T'ang foreign policy.99 What
is at stake, ultimately, is a much broader and perhaps unanswerable issue: to
what extent did local interests affect not only the implementation but also
the formulation of Ciunese foreign policy?
Whatever ius motives, L u Po-ying's proposal elicited a vigorous response
from T'ang T'ai-tsung. In the summer of 648, he ordered the general h a n g
Cluen-fang to lead a punitive expedition of troops from Szechwan against the
so-called Sung-wai an.'" These peoples occupied the territory southwest of
the Szechwan frontier at Sui-chou and west of the area controlled by the
Ts'uan. They bordered on the Hsi-erh Ho Man (also called Erh-ho Man or
simply Ho Man), who occupied the modern Erh-hai or Ta-li basin area.'''
These two broad groupings of peoples had much in common, and sometimes
the distinction between them seems rather hazy. Both were well-advanced
culturally, and both were literate to some degree. There is little likelihood
that this refers to anything other than literacy in Chinese, a further indication
of the extensive penetration of Chinese cultural influence in this region. They
had walled cities, with economies based largely on agriculture and, interestingly, sericulture. Yet they are said not to have been so well organized politically as were the Ts'uan to the east.lo2 These Sung-wai and Erh-ho peoples,
especially their elite clans (the Chao, Yang, Li, Tung, and Wang, among
others), should be remembered, for they were subsequently to play a major
role in the Nan-chao kingdom, after its unification of the area. In 648, though,
they were regarded simply as an annoying block t o trade and communication
through western Yunnan.
At first, Liang Chien-fang's expedition encountered some resistance from a
local chief named ~huang-she.lo3But ultimately Shuang-she's forces were
routed, and the severity of his defeat by the T'ang army apparently dissuaded
other local groups from further active opposition.'04 Instead, they fled to the
hdls, we are told, to where Liang sent an emissary to reason with them.
Having once displayed T'ang might, Liang was highly successful in his negotiations with these peoples. Altogether some seventy tribes with a reported
population of 109,300 households (an unlikely figure, corresponding to
something like a half million people) submitted to Liang. In typical fashion,
Liang appointed two of their chiefs, Meng Lien and Ho She, as local officials
for the T'ang, and he seems to have made them less anxious about their continuing relationship with the ~ h i n e s e . ' ~ '
h a n g then sent an envoy to pay an official call on the Hsi-erh Ho peoples.
This ominous visitation (one source says that it was in fact a surprise attack)
caused great alarm.'06 Their leader Yang Sheng was about t o flee by boat
(most likely down the Erh-hai Lake, one of the few navigable bodies of water
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in that region), but was dissuaded by the Ciunese envoy who convinced him,
we are told, through 'awe and good faith.' Yang thereupon capitulated, as did
the numerous other component groups of these peoples, each controlled by a
dominant clan.lo7 Among these, three prominent chefs (named Yang T'ungwai, Yang Lien, and Meng Yii) actually journeyed t o the T'ang court in 648,
where they were rewarded with official appointments.108 hang's accomplishment was completed in the spring of the following year with the further submission of the T'u-mo-chih Man and the Chlen-wang Man, both also located
to the west of the territory controlled by the Ts'uan.log A number of nominal
T'ang prefectures were then created in this area.
Thus by the end of T'ai-tsung's reign, T'ang power had been extended as
far as the Erh-hai Lake region of western Yunnan. Unfortunately, again the
sources tell us nothing concerning any measures subsequently imposed on the
peoples of this area or to what degree if any T'ang trade through the southwest may have been facilitated through these efforts. At any rate, the ethnic
diversity of this region and the seeming lack of any overall political organization among these peoples made dealing with them effectively more difficult
than had been the case with the ~s'uan."' Further resistance would be forthcoming, and T'ang attempts t o assert control over t h s area were far from over
Further T'ang penetration into the far southwest
In the summer of 65 1, a group of peoples known as the Pai-shui Man
rose against recent T'ang attempts at domination of the area, attacking one
of the newly created T'ang administrative outposts, ~ a - c h o u . l l 'Very little is
known about the Pai-shui peoples; they too seem to have been one of the
small tribes occupying the area between the Ts'uan and the Erh-hai Lake
region. Like many of the peoples of the southwest then and now, they held a
strong belief in spirit forces within nature and in the need t o propitiate them
regularly. Indeed, their political organization seems t o have been centered on
shamanistic leaders, known throughout the area as kuei-chu.11*
What sparked this specific act of resistance by the Pai-shui peoples is not
known, but it is clear that the T'ang response was immediate and large scale.
A general named Chao Hsiao-tsu was appointed by T'ang Kao-tsung t o head a
punitive expedition. Chao at first encountered surprisingly stiff opposition
from these peoples but finally overcame them. In fact, with the help of a
great snowfall, the sources say that he virtually annihilated them.'13
As was not uncommon in such cases, Chao then proposed to take advantage of this victory t o extend T'ang control further into this area. He reported
that west of Nung-tung, the administrative seat of Yao-chou, were two groups
of peoples known, from the names of two rivers in that area, as the Big Po" ~ complained that they were constantly
nung and the Little ~ o - n u n ~ .Chao
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attempting to stir up other local peoples in the Yao-chou area to resist T'ang
control. Their territory bordered on the Hsi-erh Ho region and was populous
and extremely rich, richer even than Szechwan itself, Chao's memorial asserts,
perhaps with intentional hyperbole. Despite this, the area was politically disorganized and the people there were given to feuding among each other."' In
short, Chao painted a picture of a region ripe for conquest and proposed
using his forces, fresh from victory over the Pai-shui peoples, in a free-style
campaign of pacification further to the west. This proposal was approved.
Thus the Chao expedition pushed on in the summer of 652, vanquishing
thclittle Po-nung forces in a great cavalry battle and executing their chef.
When the Big Po-nung chief also resisted, Chao besieged his fortress, captured
him, and forced the submission of all of these peoples. This campaign seems
to have been a decisive one, stabilizing the region in China's favor for many
years to come.ll6 This was well symbolized in 656 by the submission of the
Hsi-erh Ho peoples and their mission of tribute to the T'ang court."'
The final stage of early T'ang policy toward the modern Yunnan region
came in the early 670's when Liang Chi-shou led a punitive campaign against
the peoples of Yung-ch'ang, modern Pao-shan, who reportedly had rebelled
against T'ang contr01."~ Liang's expedition was successful in pacifying that
region, which lay beyond the Erh-hai Lake. At about the same time, another
large group of K'un-ming peoples submitted t o the T'ang, and three prefectures were set up in their midst.ll9
In sum, early T'ang policy toward the southwest had been successful in
establishing Chinese presence and at least a measure of indirect control across
the entire northeastern and central portions of modern Yunnan province.
This was the furthest extension of Chinese power and influence in that region
since Han times. That fact was emphasized by the symbolic upgrading of Yaochou to governor-generalship (tu-tu fu) status in 664.1m Previously, T'ang
policy toward this area had been directed from one or another of the three
less distant outposts of Lang-chou (in modern Hunan), Jung-chou (modern
I-pin, in Szechwan), and especially Sui-chou (modern Hsi-ch'ang, in Szechwan).12' The transfer of the administrative center for the implementation of
T'ang policy in the far southwest t o Yao-chou in one sense represented the
extent and the confidence of Chinese penetration into the area. Yet in
another, perhaps more important sense, it may also have been meant to
represent the priority of the T'ang claim to this region, a defense against the
rapidly increasing danger of Tibetan expansion in that d i r e ~ t i 0 n . l ~ ~
By mid-century, the rise of Tibet to the role of a major military power of
the Asian continent was well established. This presented an ominous threat
to T'ang interests all along its western borders. The southwest too was considered fair game by the Tibetans. Routes of communication, while not easy,
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did exist directly from Tibet to western Szechwan and down into yunnan.12=
Contact was soon established between the Tibetans and the numerous small
tribal groups on t h s frontier, with some of whom the Tibetans had quite a lot
in common. In the southwest the Sui-chou region early became a site of contention between the expanding T'ang and Tibetan empires. Apparently, each
of them saw the advantages and the opportunity for expanding into the
Yunnan region, and each was anxious to prevent the other from doing so. The
small tribes around Sui-chou were caught right in the middle and had to be
skilled in playing off both sides.
The earliest recorded manifestation of this growing contention in the
southwest came in 652, when the T'ang general Ts'ao Ch-shu led a punitive
campaign against three of these tribes, who though nominally attached to Suichou and yearly receiving subsidies which amounted to bribes to maintain
their allegiance to the T'ang nevertheless (claimed the Chinese righteously)
kept up friendly relations with the Tibetans. In consequence, the Ts'ao
expedition captured several of their towns, executed some seven hundred
people, and plundered great numbers of their l i v e ~ t o c k . ~ ~
Thls marked the beginning of a significant transition in T'ang policy
toward the southwest. Until this time, T'ang motives for expansion into this
region had not gone beyond those of economic exploitation, the facilitation
of trade, and expansion for its own and glory's sake. Now for the first time,
T'ang policy toward the peoples of the southwest had become inextricably
involved with a larger and more formidable issue - the containment of Tibet.

T H E TIBETAN CONNECTION

Of all the foreign policy predicaments faced by the T'ang dynasty in its
nearly three centuries of rule, the Tibetan menace was surely the most
chronic. The problem arose suddenly withn two decades of the founding of
the Chinese dynasty in 618, and perennial difficulties were not finally
resolved until the almost as sudden dissolution of Tibetan political unity and
military power in the middle of the ninth century. Unlike the relatively unstable confederations of Turks and other nomadic, pastoral peoples that had
periodically raised havoc along T'ang China's frontiers, the Tibetan kingdom
was truly a rival territorial empire with a more or less settled population,
some towns, a partly agricultural economy, and a fairly stable governmental
system.' While other peoples often threatened the security of T'ang frontier
regions and overran outlying possessions, the Tibetans took over large tracts
of what had been actual Chnese provinces in the northwest, shrinking the distance between the frontier and the T'ang capital at Ch'ang-an t o within one
hundred miles.2 Indeed, until the closing years of the T'ang dynasty, only the
Tibetans succeeded in capturing the capital itself and setting up their own
puppet as emperor, as they did for fifteen extraordinary days in 763 . 3
Hostilities between China and Tibet, however, were not constant. Diplomatic contacts were always maintained; and, frequently, one side or the other
was eager t o work out an amicable settlement of disputes and to maintain
friendly, or at least peaceful, intercourse. In all, three T'ang princesses were
sent to Tibet in marriage, and cultural influences quite certainly went with
them.4 In many periods of this relationship, Tibet held the upper hand,
demanding and receiving equal diplomatic treatment from the T'ang court.
Sometimes Chinese gifts and concessions t o the Tibetans amounted t o tribute
in reverse.' Yet even when the Tibetans were most submissive and relations
between these two great powers were least troubled, frontier skirmishes and
incursions continued apace.
This was a back-and-forth struggle, in which first one side would gain the
upper hand and then the other. This inconstancy makes for a rather confusing analysis of the pattern of relations between China and Tibet. Yet we
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must make a conscientious attempt to understand that pattern, for from the
latter half of the seventh century on, it had a direct and intimate bearing on
the realities of what we have defined as T'ang Chna's southwestern frontier
as well.

The rise of Tibet
The origins of the Tibetan kingdom are not well recorded. The Chnese
were frankly baffled by its quick rise to major power status. Chinese sources
were able t o identify the Tibetans only under the general grouping of the
Western Ch'iang peoples of Han times, or at least as occupants of Western
Ch'iang territory, but a branch of those peoples with whom the Chinese had
never before had direct dealing^.^ Their sudden appearance as a truly formidable military power became one of the most perplexing concerns of early
T'ang foreign policy. Still, as H.E. Richardson has perceptively remarked,
'great powers do not spring up overnight; the Tibetan hngdom was the fruit
of centuries of growth and consolidation."
Fortunately, Tibetan chronicles recovered from Tun-huang several decades
ago provide us with a fuller picture of very early Tibetan h l ~ t o r y They
.~
sketch the process by which the ancestors of the Tibetan kings gradually
extended authority over the area between modern Lhasa and the Kokonor or
Ch'ing-hai Lake region. Evidently, the unification of the entire Tibetan
plateau had been accomplished by the time of Songtsen Gampo (died 649),
the first of the historically verifiable Tibetan kings.9 Chinese records pick up
their story in the 630's, when diplomatic contacts were first made. Soon
after, the Tibetans learned of the marriage alliances that the T'ang had
granted to the Turks and to their own close neighbors, the T'U-yli-hun." The
Tibetan monarch demanded that he be given a Chinese princess as well. The
T'ang court initially refused, but in 641 it was decided that it would be wiser
t o grant the Tibetans this request, since they had been striking hard at the
T'u-yu-hun and other peoples located on the T'ang borders, implicitly
threatening China itself." The Wen-ch'eng Princess (who, like almost all
T'ang 'princesses' granted in marriage to foreign peoples, was actually a collateral relative rather than a true imperial daughter) was sent off to Lhasa
and, along with her retinue, subsequently proved to be a strong cultural
influence on the Tibetans.12 At the Wen-ch'eng Princess's insistence, the
Tibetans put aside some of their more distinctive customs, especially the
hideous (to Chinese eyes) practice of painting their faces red.I3 Naturally,
the Chinese entourage also introduced the Tibetans t o many T'ang artistic,
literary, and religious forms.14
Still, Tibetan military expansion continued in all directions. To the south,
Tibet reportedly subjugated the region of Nepal and extended its control
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down to the borders of the Indian kingdoms of that period. To the north,
they began to encroach on lands occupied by various Turkish confederations.
Their westward expansion put them in conflict with T'ang interests in Central
Asia; there, in 670, they captured the four T'ang protectorates of Kucha
(Ch'iu-tz'u), Khotan (Yii-tien), Kashgar (Su-le), and Karashar (Yen-ch'i), thus
temporarily blocking Chinese communication and trade with the far west.
Soon thereafter, they completed the destruction of the T'u-yu-hun kingdom,
subjugated the various Ch'iang and Tangut peoples of that region, and
annexed virtually all of the territory between Tibet and the T'ang borders to
the east.'' Altogether, theirs was a vast territorial empire. To the Chinese, it
represented an unprecedented threat to the security of the western frontiers.16
It is thus not surprising that in this period the Chinese sought to improve
defenses all along their western borders. In particular, one spot which was of
critical importance to the security of the Szechwan region was the area
around Mao-chou, modern ~ao-hsien," northwest of Ch'eng-tu. In T'ang
times, this was the terminus of a major route which connected Tibet via the
modern Hei-shui River valley with the province of Chien-nan. Even today,
t h s is the course of the only major highway between Szechwan and the
Ch'ing-hai region. It has always been a rather difficult route but certainly a
passable one, so long as strategic mountain passes are not blocked." It was
t o control this route that the T'ang court in 678 ordered the augmentation
of garrison strength in Mao-chou and the construction of a fort at one of the
most strategically indomitable spots along the route, a place northwest of
Mao-chou which the Chinese sanguinely called An-jung-ch'eng ('fortress for
the pacification of the ~ibetans').'~
The strategic location and impregnable position of An-jung are repeatedly
emphasized in T'ang sources. Emperor Hsiian-tsung himself would later have
occasion to observe that 'its location is very difficult; it is not a place that
force [alone] can subdue.'20 Certainly, the construction of this fortress was
intended to block further Tibetan intrusion along this route and thus to
' it is
increase the general security of the entire Szechwan f r ~ n t i e r . ~Yet
important and very interesting to note that one of its specifically stated purposes was to 'cut the route of communication between Tibet and the an,'^^
i.e., the same frontier peoples of the far southwest that, as we have seen, the
T'ang had been trying so hard to subdue. This is a clear indication of the
increasingly strong Chinese concern that Tibet be prevented from establishing
control over the peoples and the territory southwest of Szechwan.
It should be pointed out, however, that something seems not quite right
here. An-jung was indeed the crucial spot for the control of this particular
route between Tibet and China - but this was certainly not the only such
route. In fact, this road itself had another branch, for which the strategic pass
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T S I N G H A I

K W E I C H O W

Map 2 An-jung and Szechwan's western frontier

was located to the south, at Wei-chou; and, subsequently, control of Wei-chou
was also to be a recurring source of vigorous contention between China and
~ i b e t In
. ~any
~ case, both branches of this route went through territory
inhabited by the Ch'iang peoples, and neither linked directly with what is
usually thought of as Man territory, located further to the south. Moreover,
directly west of Ch'eng-tu, there were at least three specified routes which
also connected with Tibet. Here, in fact, dwelled various Man peoples, some
forty-six tribes in all, each loosely and indirectly controlled through chieftains who received hereditary T'ang official appointment^.^^ There were, in
addition, direct routes connecting Tibet with the region of what is now north-
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western Yunnan, routes that did not pass through T'ang territory at all.2S
According to one ninth-century source, there were paths across the magnificent mountains there, however formidable, by which Tibetan traders frequently came to exchange goods.26
Although all of these routes were over very difficult terrain, later events
clearly show that they were passable, even for large armies. It is thus unlikely
that blocking Tibetan access to any one of them could have totally shut off
Tibetan encroachment into the T'ang southwest. This seems especially true of
the An-jung route, since it was so much further north and did not abut
directly against areas identified as Man territory. Yet the sources insist on
An-jung's crucial importance. One can only conclude that the easiest and
most natural 'direct' route from Tibet into Yunnan must have been first due
east across the Chamdo region into the area around modern Mao-hsien and
then south down the western edge of Szechwan, through territory inhabited
by various Ch'iang and Man peoples, territory that was never securely under
T'ang control. It was to shore up that control and prevent uninhibited Tibetan
activity along that entire periphery that fortresses at key points such as Anjung and Wei-chou were established.
An-jung was built by the Chinese in 678. Almost immediately, however, it
came under Tibetan attack. In 680, with the help of Ch'iang peoples of this
area who served as guides to the local terrain, Tibet succeeded in capturing
An-jung from the T'ang.27 Thus, Chinese construction of this easily defended
outpost actually worked to Tibetan advantage, for once they had occupied it
with their own forces the Tibetans were able t o use it as a secure base for
their continued domination of this region. It would be several decades before
T'ang forces could dislodge them.
Moreover, we are told, the capture of An-jung had the immediate effect of
inducing all of the peoples of the southwest, specifically including the Hsi-erh
'
Ho Man of the Ta-li plain region of Yunnan, to submit to the ~ i b e t a n s . ~As
noted above, there are geographical reasons to doubt the direct cause-effect
relationship of these events. Yet there is much evidence to corroborate the
basic fact that many of the peoples on China's southwestern frontier did ally
themselves with the Tibetan camp during this period.
In the first place, it must be remembered that Tibet was by this time a
dominant military power in Asia, whose subject peoples extended great distances in all directions. It is true that periodically the Tibetans were willing to
submit to Chinese forms in exchange for a T'ang princess and various such
cultural perquisite^.^' Chinese cultural influence clearly did affect Tibet
during this period, yet the pre-existing cultural and economic basis of the
Tibetan kingdom was not fundamentally altered.30 Tibet was never subdued
or 'transformed' by T'ang China. Instead, Tibet fully retained its indepen-
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dence, and the Tibetan court frequently demanded, and usually received,
treatment from the Chinese as an equal. Indeed, on a purely military basis,
for most of the period down to the beginning of the ninth century Tibet was
probably a stronger and more dangerous adversary than T'ang China itselfma'
Viewed from this aspect, the Tibetan capture of An-jung may have held
temporary psychological significance for the peoples on China's southwestern
frontier. It could well have been regarded as a further and perhaps decisive
indication of Tibetan military pre-eminence over the T'ang. This would have
provided a strong inducement to join the Tibetan side. Moreover, many of the
peoples of this region had much more in common with the Tibetans than
with T'ang China, ethnically, economically, and culturally. Caught in a
position between two great powers, where they could hardly hope to retain
full independence all the time in any case, these peoples may indeed have
preferred to submit temporarily to Tibet rather than to the T'ang, for as long
as they felt that it was in their best interest to do so.
Moreover, it is also quite clear that Tibetan actions in these years were not
limited to the An-jung region. Rather, throughout this period Tibet was
actively engaged in campaigns aimed at establishng domination over the
peoples and territory located all along the frontier southwest of Szechwan.
Here again, the Chinese record, which is relatively sparse, can be supplemented and enhanced by the Tibetan annals discovered at Tun-huang. Fortunately, these annals, which cover the years from 650 to 763 (with some
lacunae), were long ago translated by F.W. Thomas (Tibetan Literary Texts
and Documents Concerning Qzinese Turkestan) and by Bacot, Thomas, and
Toussaint (Documents de Touen-houang relatifs d 1'histoire du Tibet). They
confirm that by 703 the Tibetans had extended their domination through
campaigns as far as the Erh-hai Lake region of modern northwestern Y u ~ a n .
These were some of the last exploits of King Tusong (676-704), who in
the winter of 703 personally led an expedition against this area. According to
the annals, 'he established his authority over the 'Jan, he imposed tribute on
the White Myava (Myava Blanc), he subjugated the Black Myava (Myava Noir),
and so forth.'32 Here it is essential to realize that these bizarre names can all
be linked to the inhabitants of the area occupied partially by the Hsi-erh Ho
Man, the same peoples whose submission the Chinese sources report was lost
to Tibet after the fall of An-jung.
The 'Jan, whose name seems to have been applied by the Tibetans to the
entire northwest Yunnan region ('Jan yuZ), have been equated with the Moso
peoples (the modern Na-hsi) of that area.33 Myava, or more properly ~ y v a , ~
seems to have been the Tibetan equivalent of an.'^' Thus the 'Myava Blanc'
were the Pai Man W t e Man) and the 'Myava Noir' were the Wu Man (Black
Man), the two principal ethnic categories of the Nan-chao populace.36 These
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annals thus reveal the extent of early Tibetan subjugation of the northern
portions of what was to become the Nan-chao kingdom. Indeed, the annals
make it clear that King Tiisong met his death in 704 while on campaign
, ~ ' than in an expedition against mutinous subject
against the ~ ~ a v arather
peoples in the Nepal region, as the Chinese sources make it seem.38
The motives for Tibetan expansion in this direction were probably
numerous. The basic ethnic, economic, and cultural similarities between the
Tibetans and the peoples of this region could have encouraged the hope of
annexing this area. More importantly, the Tibetans were probably as well
aware as the Chinese of the natural wealth of this region, and just as eager to
exploit it. Perhaps the most essential resource that the Tibetans hoped to
acquire was salt, of which there were major deposits in the frontier region
southwest of Sui-chou as well as in several areas within what is now Yunnan
itself.39 There is strong evidence to show that, despite comparatively primitive
techniques of decoction, the Tibetans fully utilized one of these salt wells,
located at a spot known in T'ang times as K'un-ming (modern Yen-yuan in
southwestern Szechwan, not to be confused with the present Kunrning,
capital of Yunnan province), once it became theirs. Certainly they fought
mightily to maintain control of it even after their domination of this region
was ~ h a t t e r e d . ~
The Tibetans could also have hoped to gain additional horses and other
livestock as well as extensive pasturelands in what is now northwest Yunnan,
in addition to agricultural products and textiles from the plains regions.41
Manufactured items from this area, especially swords, were later t o be quite
famous; they too may have been a Tibetan objective.42 The Tibetan annals
are not specific about the tribute reportedly imposed on the Pai Man in 703,
but probably some or all of these items were included. It is also very likely
that the Tibetans viewed these peoples themselves as a valuable resource, an
additional source of manpower to fight in their far-flung campaigns, for
Tibetan armies relied heavily on levies of soldiers from all of the peoples that
they s ~ b j u g a t e d . ~ ~
Whatever the Tibetan motives, from the 670's at latest they had begun an
active program of expansion all along the frontiers of Szechwan, and local
peoples had begun to submit to their control. This process, however, which
would continue down to the beginning of the ninth century, was by no means
a totally smooth and uninterrupted one. There were to be periodic setbacks
for the Tibetans, just as there were Tor the T'ang.
T'ang setbacks in the southwest
In chapter 1, it was noted that Yao-chou, the furthest major T'ang outpost in the southwest, which was established as early as 621, was raised to the
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status of a governor-generalshp (tu-tu fu) in 664. However, sometime thereafter (probably after the fall of An-jung in 680), the Chinese began t o experience great trouble in maintaining control there. Two senior officials were
killed by local peoples, and when the T'ang court sent out a punitive
expedition of troops from Szechwan, under the command of Chao Wu-kuei,
it was defeated at every turn, apparently with very heavy casual tie^.^^ A subsequent T'ang campaign against t h s region also met with failure, and Yaochou was a b a n d ~ n e d . ~It' seems quite probable, though the sources are not
explicit, that those local peoples of the Yao-chou area who so completely
defeated the T'ang forces were actively supported by the ti bet an^.^^ Evidence from the Tun-huang annals, cited above, of direct Tibetan campaigns
into this region a few years later is certainly consistent with this conjecture.
In 688, however, events in this region began to turn in favor of the T'ang.
In that year, two local chiefs, Ts'uan Ch'ien-fu and Wang Shan-pao, who had
nominal T'ang appointments as tz 'u-shih, or 'prefect,' in Chin-ning and Anning respectively, sent in a memorial requesting that the governor-generalship
at Yao-chou, recently abandoned, be re-e~tablished.~'It is interesting t o note
that, in a manner reminiscent of h a n g Jui's proposal to the Sui emperor over
a century before, they assured the T'ang court that funds for the support of
Yao-chou could be obtained from within that region, so that there would be
no need t o tax Szechwan any further.
Ts'uan's name is a familiar one, representing the same dominant tribal
leaders of the eastern portion of modern Yunnan with whom the T'ang had
had a long and largely stable relationship. On the other hand, most of what
we know of Wang Shan-pao comes from a commemorative inscription which
he had written, with assistance from a Chinese native of Ch'eng-tu named h
Ch'iu-chiin, for his father Wang Jen-ch'iu, who had died in 674.48 In this
rather refined Chinese inscription, Wang traces his and his father's hereditary
position as tz 'u-shih in that locale and claims, in a familiar fashion, a remote
Chinese ancestry originating in the T'ai-yuan area of northwest China. There
seems t o be no better reason t o accept this claim than there is for the quite
similar ones made by the Ts'uan and the T ~ a n . ~Rather,
'
like the Ts'uan, the
Wang clan should be regarded as one of the most prominent native groups of
the eastern Yunnan region who had long cultivated cooperative relations with
the Chinese in order t o preserve and strengthen their position in that area."
Wang Chi-lin has speculated that both Ts'uan and Wang had been alarmed by
the rapid spread of Tibetan power and influence into their area, regarding it
as a grave threat to their continued virtual independence and high standard
of culture. The re-establishment of Yao-chou might have served as a check
t o further Tibetan encroachment, and this was probably the real reason for
their proposal.51 Their request was granted and Yao-chou was re-established,
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but as will be discussed below, not without a great deal of continuing
troubles.
The following year, 689, was marked by the submission of the Langch'iung peoples, who occupied the area just to the northwest of Erh-hai Lake.
We are told that they had previously allied themselves with the Tibetans, perhaps after the fall of An-jung in 680.52 Their defection into the T'ang camp
at this time was potentially very influential for other peoples of the southwest, and their leaders were thus warmly received." Their chief, P'ang-shihhsi, a name to remember, received official appointment and was formally
authorized by the T'ang to command this region.
Whatever direct influence the submission of the Lang-ch'iung peoples may
have had, it was followed rather closely by the submission of the Yungch'ang peoples.54 They too had previously broken away from the T'ang,
provoking the Liang Chi-shou expedition against them in 674, as described in
chapter 1. Gang's campaign, however, does not seem to have had lasting
success, for in the early 690's there were further T'ang attempts to win their
submission. Thls time an official named P'ei Huai-ku was sent out to conciliate
them. Our primary sources describe P'ei's mission in florid, moralistic terms.
P'ei is said to have treated these peoples with such magnanimity that they
submitted to him daily by the thousands. After he had left their area, these
native peoples reportedly erected a commemorative stone in his honor; a little
later, they requested that P'ei again be sent out to govern their region."
Although this request was honored, P'ei's ill health evidently kept him from
taking up that post. (Later he successfully handled a revolt of local peoples in
the region of modern Kwangsi that had been provoked by harsh T'ang
officials. There he displayed the time-honored virtues of sincerity and good
faith so effectively that these peoples, who we are told were normally twofaced in their dealings with the Chinese, now happily and whole-heartedly
~urrendered.'~)
Although these sorts of entries in the sources do not actually tell us very
much, it does seem certain that between 688 and 694 the T'ang recovered
much ground in the southwest, for the moment reversing a trend of the previous decade. In fact, these years saw a number of important setbacks for the
Tibetans, culminating during the winter of 692-693 in the T'ang recapture of
its four protectorates in Central ~ s i a . " There were also several serious
Tibetan defections during these years. One major defection by a chieftain
named Ho-su, who reportedly led over thirty thousand allied troops, was
found out and prevented at the last minute; but soon thereafter another chief
succeeded in leading some eight thousand Ch'iang and Man soldiers over to
the T'ang side.58 Thus Tibet seems t o have had its hands full in other areas
during these years, perhaps lessening its ability to maintain control over some
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of the peoples southwest of Szechwan. Nor could the failures and defections
have done anything but lower their stock in the eyes of those same peoples.
All t h s may have contributed t o the temporary decline of Tibetan influence
in t h s area.59
Whatever advantages this may have given to T'ang interests in the southwest, however, seem on the basis of the sources that have survived to have
been offset by the actions of corrupt Chinese officials in the area, especially
those assigned to the newly re-established Yao-chou. They evidently paid far
more attention to their own enrichment than to dynastic interests. This situation was compounded by the presence of many Chinese vagrants from
Szechwan who had fled into thls region. Our knowledge of both aspects of
this situation is largely due to the survival of a long memorial written in 698
by the then prefect of Shu-chou (located just west of Ch'eng-tu), Chang
chien-~hih.~'
Chang was a native of Hupei who had studied at the National University,
earning a reputation as one of the foremost scholars of this period. His
prominent career at court, however, was interrupted when he strongly
opposed what he regarded as Empress Wu's unnatural variation of the
Chinese policy of ho-ch 'in 'rapprochement through marriage,' by granting a
Chinese prince in marriage t o the daughter of a Turkish khan.61 'Since
ancient times,' he protested, 'there has never been a case of the Son [or
Daughter?] of Heaven seeking to match a foreign woman in marriage with a
Chinese prince!'62 Chang's vehement objection was an embarrassment t o the
Empress, who had him sent down t o Shu-chou, this relatively insignificant
post in the provinces.
Almost immediately, it seems, Chang turned his attention t o the longstanding mismanagement of the southwestern frontier and sought t o rectify
what he regarded as an almost hopeless situation in Yao-chou. His initial
point of focus was the established practice of sending five hundred conscripted soldiers a year t o garrison Yao-chou; the difficulties of the mountainous route they were forced t o take were said t o have resulted in a very
hlgh casualty rate among these men.63 But Chang's analysis went much
further, pointing out a number of serious disadvantages which he believed
went along with the maintenance of T'ang control in Yao-chou.
Formerly, according t o Chang, after the Later Han had established its
administrative presence in this region, 'prized riches and exotic treasures were
submitted as tribute on a yearly basis without fail.'64 And later, Chu-ko
Liang's expedition into Nan-chung (including the area of modern Yunnan)
netted gold and silver, salt and textiles, as well as good soldiers to fill the
ranks and augment the military funds of the state of Shu Han. Speaking from
this basis,
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the benefits which former dynasties derived from establishing their
administration here were quite profound. Now, however, taxes in salt
and textiles are not contributed, and tribute in precious oddities is not
submitted. Military material [acquired from this region] is not of any
real value for warfare, and the wealth of precious merchandise is not
transferred to our great country. Yet [for the sake of this territory] we
vainly exhaust our treasury, and we drive out our people [as soldiers for
tlus region], where they become enslaved by these alien peoples, or
spill out their guts on the battlefield. The bodies of Your Majesty's children fertilize the wild grasses, their bones are not returned [for proper
burial]. Old mothers and infant sons cry out, wanting to carry out
sacrifices a thousand li away. For our country, this area holds not the
slightest advantage; for our people, it means a lifetime of cruel
oppression. I grieve over this, for our country's sake.65
Chang then gives his analysis of what had gone wrong in Yao-chou. According to him, officials sent there had all been exceedingly avaricious and totally
unconcerned about the best interests of the T'ang. They had even instigated
corruption among the local chiefs, forming cliques with them, and fawning
after them unashamedly. Moreover, there were more than two thousand
households of Chinese vagrants from Szechwan who had fled into this region,
and who now reportedly were living exclusively from plunder.66
Chang's memorial then recounts the administrative history of Yao-chou in
T'ang times, the great troubles that it had experienced from 664 on, and its
eventual abandonment, as described above. In 688, Wang Shan-pao and
Ts'uan Ch'ien-fu had begged that Yao-chou be reinstated and had pledged
that it would cause no further troubles for the region of Chien-nan. Yet after
it was re-established, further troubles did break out, resulting in the death of
one of its officials. In 694 or 695, it had been necessary to request that seven
garrisons be set up in the region of Lu-nan, just south of the Upper Yangtze,
and that soldiers from Szechwan be sent t o guard these areas. AU of this had
caused great disturbance and agitation in Szechwan, which still had not subsided. In addition, Chang re-emphasizes, the lawless vagrants in this region
were innumerable. Both Chinese and non-Chinese alike were guilty of killing
and highway robbery, and seemed to be beyond control. Given this state of
affairs, greater troubles could erupt at any time.
Chang Chien-chih therefore requested that Yao-chou again be abandoned
and that all the territory under it be attached administratively to Sui-chou.
He suggested that from now on this region should be treated just like a subordinate kingdom (fan-kuo), required to attend court once a year.67 As for
the garrisons established at Lu-nan, i. e . , south of the Lu River (a section of
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the Upper Yangtze), they should also all be di~banded.~'A customs barrier
should then be set up at Lu-pei, i.e., north of the Lu River, probably at Lu~ h i n - k u a n Such
. ~ ~ an arrangement would take advantage of the danger and
the great difficulty of crossing the usually raging Lu River, w h c h in T'ang
times was accomplished mostly on rafts made from inflated animal skins."'
Except for emissaries on official business, no one should be allowed t o
travel or t o communicate across this barrier. In addition, the quota of
troops for Sui-chou should be increased, and only incorruptible officials
should be chosen t o administer it. In this manner the region would be
stabili~ed.~~
Chang's memorial presents an admittedly one-sided view. It is, of course,
only through a chance political struggle that Chang became involved in this
area and that such a detailed point of view concerning the far southwest in
this period has survived at all. Unfortunately, it is not now possible t o reconstruct a full picture of the dynamic interrelationships between local officials
in Yao-chou and the leaders of the surrounding native peoples. What Chang
regarded as collusion and fawning might have been the most effective way of
administering the delicate situation in that area, especially given the prevalence and the aggressiveness of Tibetan contacts during these years, about
which Chang says nothing. Nor is it likely that Chang would have taken anything but an unsympathetic view toward the Chinese CmigrCs in this area,
whom he regarded as vagrants and brigands.
Yet this memorial is certainly useful. As Wang Chi-lin has observed, it
clearly reveals that at least part of T'ang officialdom in Szechwan was resentful of the demands which maintaining the security of Yao-chou and the far
southwestern frontier placed upon them and the Chien-nan populace.R Moreover, it represents a recurring tendency of one segment of Chnese court
opinion to regard the Yunnan region as all too troublesome and not worth
the effort required of China t o maintain control there. According to this
point of view, China should withdraw behind some natural, easily defended
border closer t o the interior of Szechwan, garrison it heavily, and regulate
contacts across the frontier as closely as possible. As we will see, the Chinese
were t o have more than one occasion t o consider the wisdom of this strategy.
And ultimately, Chang's viewpoint would be vindicated by the founder of
the Sung dynasty, Emperor Sung T'ai-tsung h i m ~ e l f . ' ~
In 698, however, Chang Chien-chih was not in favor with the current ruler,
Empress Wu. (Indeed, Chang would eventually become one of the prime
movers in the successful plot t o depose her.74) Chang's memorial seems not
t o have been given serious consideration. Thus the generally unfavorable situation in the Yao-chou frontier region must have continued. In conjunction
with the lukewarm support that Chang's memorial indicates Yao-chou was
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then getting from other officials in Szechwan, the stage was set for more
dramatic events, which occurred a decade or so later.
By 707, the same year in which the Tibetan request for another Chinese
'
had again broken out between the T'ang
princess was a p p r ~ v e d , ~hostilities
and the peoples of Yao-chou. Chinese sources label the Yao-chou peoples as
the aggressors in this case; according to one source, they were joined in this
. ~ ~ is certainly good reason to believe that they
attack by the ~ i b e t a n s There
had Tibetan support at least, as we have seen. In any case, in the summer of
that year, a Chinese official named T'ang Chlu-cheng led a punitive expedition
against the Yao-chou peoples, defeating them and killing or capturing more
than three thousand.77
Fortunately, what the standard sources have to say concerning the T'ang
Chiu-cheng campaign can be supplemented with a bit of detailed information
that has survived in an early ninth-century source called Ta-T'ang hsin-yii.
Tlus interesting account shows that T'ang Chiu-cheng carried his attack far
past Yao-chou in an attempt to destroy the route of communication between
Tibet and the peoples of the Yunnan region.
By this time Tibet had spanned the Yang and P'i rivers with bridges
made from iron cables, thereby establishing communication with the
Hsi-erh Ho Man, who had built fortresses to guard the bridges. T'ang
Chiu-cheng hacked down all the ramparts of the fortresses and razed
both bridges. He ordered the archivist Lii Ch'iu-chiin to engrave a stone
at Chien-ch'uan and to erect an iron pillar at the Tien Lake, thereby to
commemorate his achievements. T'ang took captive their leaders and
ret~rned.~'
Many significant points are raised by this passage. Not least of these is the
additional evidence which is here provided for the existence and the provenance of iron-chain suspension bridges in the border region between southwest China and Tibet, an issue of some importance for the general development of civil engineering in world history.79 This passage is also important
because it confirms the close contacts which existed throughout this period
between the Tibetans and the peoples of T'ang China's southwestern frontier,
specifically along this direct route through northwestern Yunnan. It also
shows how eager the Chinese were to block that route of contact. Moreover,
the iron pillar erected by T'ang Chiu-cheng was to be of more than passing
importance, for the T'ang court would refer to it again and again as proof of
the Chinese claim to control over this regioraO
As Tibetan contacts and collusion with the peoples of this region continued, it appears that a segment of T'ang officialdom grew impatient and
vindictive toward these local leaders. One official in particular, Li Chih-ku,
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sought to reverse this state of affairs. In 710, he proposed a punitive campaign to subjugate the peoples around Yao-chou once and for all; this being
accomplished, he would then build fortresses and administrative posts and
force these peoples t o send in their full share of taxes.81
Another segment of T'ang court opinion, however, was strongly opposed
to the adoption of such an aggressive policy. A prominent court official
named Hsu Chien expounded this point of view: 'Alien peoples are made
subject t o China through [the indirect means of] bridling and haltering; they
should not be held accountable to the same laws as are in effect within m n a .
I fear t o exhaust our troops in a far off expedition; the benefits will not compensate for the injuries done.'82 This is highly reminiscent of similar objections offered by another very prominent official (and poet), Ch'en Tzu-ang.
In 688, Ch'en responded to a proposal to open up a road through the mountains t o the west of Ch'eng-tu, for the purpose of attacking the unsubmissive
Ch'iang peoples of that region and, subsequently, of mounting an invasion of
Tibet itself. There was very little t o be gained from such a venture, Ch'en
argued effectively, and much to be risked by stirring up these dangerous
peoples and facilitating Tibetan access through these mountainous barriers
. ~ ~ Chien's objections also remind one
into the heartland of ~ z e c h w a n Hsii
very much of Chang Chien-chih's proposal of 698, quoted above, which urged
that the T'ang should cut losses and abandon Yao-chou. All of these officials
were representativesof an apparently vocal minority of court opinion,
advocates of prudence and caution along the southwestern frontier. Like the
Chang proposal, however, Hsu's warning went unheeded. Li Chlh-ku's
expedition proceeded as planned.
Initially, Li seems t o have accomplished just what he had proposed. Local
forces were defeated, and T'ang outposts were built in the area. It was when
Li subsequently tried t o impose harsh discipline on some of the local leaders
that he ran into trouble. Ii wanted t o execute certain local chiefs and to take
their children as slaves - a practice which, as we have seen, was not uncommon in T'ang frontier areas.84 Such severe measures naturally caused alarm
and anger among the local leaders. It was then, the sources tell us, that one of
them, called P'ang-ming, solicited Tibetan support T'ang forces were
attacked, Ii Chih-ku was himself killed, and his corpse was cut into pieces in
a ritual sacrifice to the spirits of heaven. AJI the peoples of the Yao-chou and
Hsi-erh Ho regions joined in wholesale revolt, again blocking the route
between Sui-chou and Yao-chou. As a result, Yao-chou is said to have been
totally cut off from T'ang control for the next several years.86
Interesting as it is, however, this is not the whole story. According to
another T'ang source," one of the local chiefs executed by Li Chih-ku was a
certain Feng-mieh, leader of a group known as the Teng-t'an Chao. This was
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one of six small kingdoms, the so-called Six Chao, which eventually were to
be unified by one of their number, the Meng-she Chao, into the Nan-chao
kingdom. Originally, however, each of these six kingdoms was an independent
entity. The long and complicated process by which they were united will be
analyzed fully in chapter 3.
Here it is only necessary to point out that, according to t h s source, Fengmieh of the Teng-t'an Chao was the younger brother of Feng-shih, who was
ruler of the Lang-ch'iung Chao, another of the Six Chao." It should be
recalled that in 689 the Tang court had accepted the submission of the Langch'iung peoples (Langch'iung-chou Man), who previously had been allied
with the ~ i b e t a n s . ' ~The source that reports this capitulation calls their chef
by the name of ~'ang-~hih-hsi.~'
It seems likely that these Langch'iung
peoples are identical with the Lang-ch'iung Chao and that P'ang-shih-hsi is
simply another Chinese approximation of the name given for the ruler of the
Lang-ch'iung Chao, Feng-shih. In T'ang period pronunciation, as reconstructed by Karlgren, the discrepant characters P'ang and Feng were pronounced 'b'wang' and 'p'iung,' a somewhat closer correlation than the
modern pronunciation^.^^ As for the additional character 'hsi,' Ma Ch'angshou explains it as equivalent to a modern Lolo word meaning something like
'master ,' i.e. , Master ~ ' a n g - ~ h i h . ~ ~
The key point is that it is not at all uncommon for different Chinese
sources to have slightly different approximations for the native sounds in
non-Chnese personal and place names from frontier regions. In this case, the
correlation is so close and supporting evidence is so substantial that there can
be little doubt that the two names refer to one person. Feng-shlh, leader of
the Lang-ch'iung Chao, was almost certainly identical with P'ang-shih-hsi,
chief of the Lang-ch'iung peoples.
That being so, the case of Feng-mieh, Feng-shih's younger brother, is even
more interesting. In the period around 689, the Langch'iung Chao seems to
have been a powerful and influential force in the Erh-hai Lake region, whose
support was cultivated by both Tibet and T'ang China. Later on, probably in
710 or soon before, its ruler's brother, Feng-mieh, attacked and took over the
Teng-t'an area (modern Teng-ch'uan), forming his own kingdom, which
became known as the Teng-t'an C h a ~ It. is
~ not
~ clear whether he had his
brother's support in this venture, but it would seem that he did. What is more
certain is that it was this act of invasion and usurpation which provoked Li
Chih-ku's harsh response. In keeping with his stringent policies toward the
often troublesome peoples of this area, Li reportedly ordered Feng-mieh's
executi01-1.~~
Thus it is curious that the local chief who is said to have called
in Tibetan support and, with their help, to have attacked and killed Li Chihku is called P'ang-ming.95
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Is it possible that P'ang-ming and Feng-mieh were the same person? Again,
the correlation between the names is fairly close. 'P'ang' and 'Feng' have
already been shown to have been similar in T'ang pronunciation. Karlgren's
reconstruction of the T'ang sound for the character 'ming' is 'miang,' which
seems rather closer to 'mieh,' for which the T'ang pronunciation should read
'mie.'96 Yet if these two names do represent the same person, then one of
our sources has to be wrong in its account of these events, for P'ang-ming/
Feng-mieh could hardly have led the attack on Li Chih-ku if he had already
been executed.
Ma Ch'ang-shou thinks that Feng-mieh and P'ang-ming were in fact the
same person. Although Li Chih-ku may have sought to discipline him for
what the T'ang could have regarded as his unauthorized attack and usurpation
in Teng-t'an, he certainly never succeeded in executing him, according to Ma.
Instead, Feng-mieh (and, presumably, his brother Fengshih, whose previous
connections with Tibet were evidently well established) called in Tibetan
support and prevented Li Chih-ku from checking his (or their) expansion into
this areae9'
Wang Chi-lin, however, favors another explanation. He does not seem
w f i n g to reject the account in Man-shu of Feng-mieh's execution. Rather, he
regards P'ang-ming as another brother of Feng-mieh and Fengshih. If 'P'ang'
and 'Feng' do in fact represent the same sound, then this explanation is consistent with the laws of the patronymic linkage system, whlch is one of the
distinctive traits of these peoples (see chapter 3)' whereby the first syllable of
the names of brothers should be the same.98 Wang thus believes that IJ Chihku did execute Feng-mieh and that his subsequent lulling and ritual dismemberment at the hands of P'ang-ming (or Feng-ming) was in fact an act of
fraternal vengeance and a t ~ n e m e n t . ~ ~
Both of these interpretations are plausible, but neither is fully consistent
with all of the accounts concerning these events. The important point is that
there does seem to have been a direct connection between Li Chih-ku's
attempt to contain the expansion of Langch'iung and Teng-t'an power and
the subsequent uprising of these peoples, with Tibetan support, whlch is said
to have had such disastrous results for Tang interests in the far southwest
during those years. This incident, moreover, may have reconfirmed the Langch'iung and Teng-t'an leaders in their orientation toward Tibet; certainly, it
did nothing to further cooperative relations between T'ang China and the
peoples of this area. As we will see in the following chapter, this development
was to have some significance for the rise of the Meng-she Chao, located further to the south, which the Chinese may have believed, mistakenly, to be
innocent of any political contact with Tibet.
Although more than one source declares that the Li Chih-ku debacle
A
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resulted in the blocking of communications between Ch'eng-tu and Yao-chou
and the loss of all control in this region for years to come, there are indications that some degree of nominal Chinese presence continued, at least
until 713. In that year, local peoples again attacked Yao-chou, and in that
attack the T'ang governor-general Ld Meng was killed.Im Then two years
later, the Sui-chou Man (probably also a reference to these same peoples,
located in the Sui-chou region) are reported to have beset the T'ang frontier.
In response, a T'ang general named L.i Hsiian-tao led an expedition against
them, reportedly employing some t h r t y thousand troops mostly from eastern
Szechwan, along with the garrisons already along the frontier.''' There is,
unfortunately, no information available concerning the outcome of this
expedition, nor of any subsequent relations with t h s area for the next decade
or so. Probably, this is itself an indication that T'ang contacts with this area
from 710 down to the late 720's were minimal and mostly defensive in nature.
There thus seems t o be little support for Fujisawa's conclusion that the Li
Hsiian-tao expedition of 7 15 inaugurated a new, more aggressive Chinese
policy toward the far southwest, which he associates with the dynamic reign
of Emperor Hsiian-tsung (7 13-755) and especially with the establishment of
a military governorshp (chieh-tu shih) in Chien-nan in 719.1°2 While such a
general characterization can be made, this was a later development, for which
there seems to be little direct substantiation until the 729 expedition of
Chang Shen-su, to which we will now turn.
T'ang policy and Nanchao's links with Tibet
In the spring of 729, the governor-general of Sui-chou, Chang Shen-su
(called Chang Shou-su in some sources), is reported first t o have vanquished
the southwestern Man peoples and then to have captured K'un-ming and Yench'eng, the 'city of salt.' In all, it is said that he killed or took captive ten
thousand people.'03 K'un-ming, modern Yen-yuan in southwest Szechwan, is
the site of a major salt deposit, which the Tibetans had taken over in the
latter part of the seventh century and were loath to give up; Yen-ch'eng was
probably part of this same salt-spring complex. Later the K'un-ming area (not
t o be confused with modern Kunming, the capital of Yunnan province)
would revert to Tibetan control and would remain in their possession at least
until the 790's.lo4 Nevertheless, the Chang expedition against K'un-ming
might be viewed as the start of a T'ang campaign to recover strategic territory
previously lost to the Tibetans in the southwest, a campaign which was to
culminate in the late 730's and early 740's with concerted and ultimately
successful Chnese efforts to recapture ~n-jung.los
There is one other very suggestive but rather questionable piece of information concerning this campaign. Two Ch'ing period sources on the history
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of Yunnan, Tien k ho by Feng Su (ca. 1662) and Tien-yiin li-nien chuan by Ni
Shui (ca. 1736), have it that P'i-lo-ko, the first of the great Nan-chao kings,
cooperated in this T'ang venture by sending a force under his minister Changlo-p'i to join in the Chang Shen-su expedition against the K'un-ming area.
Subsequently, according to these sources, Chang-lo-p'i was rewarded for his
services with nominal appointment to T'ang office.lo6 The reliability of t h s
information, however, is very much in doubt, since there is no indication of
what it is based upon. None of the earlier standard sources, which tend to
treat this period of relations between Nan-chao and the T'ang rather fully,
offers any corroboration whatever for this story, or even for Chang-lo-p'i's
reported appointment to T'ang office. More surprisingly, I have found no
mention of this aspect of the Chang Shen-su campaign in any of the
numerous Yuan and Ming period sources on Yunnanese history, which often
embellish the earlier historical record with local tradition and legendary
elaboration. The validity of this particular piece of information is further put
in doubt by the assertion in Tien k'ao that it was Sheng-lo-p'i, ruler of the
Meng-she Chao, who had called in Tibetan support and had attacked L Chihku in 710 - not P'ang-ming or any other Lang-ch'iung or Teng-t'an chief.'''
Clearly this is wrong, since it is totally inconsistent with the more reliable
sources cited above. Perhaps this shows a tendency of the authors of these
Ch'ing period works, or their unspecified sources, to insert the deeds of the
early Nan-chao kings and their ancestors into the historical account wherever
possible. In any case, one must be wary of Fujisawa's use of t h s claim of
direct Nan-chao participation in the 729 T'ang campaign against the Tibetans
to expand the theme that the early Meng-she or Nan-chao kings consistently
supported the T'ang position in the s o u t h w e ~ t . ' ~ ~
This is not to deny that the early Nan-chao kings, both before and after
unification, maintained close contacts with the T'ang court. (See the table of
T'ang-Nan-chao diplomatic relations in the Appendix.) Nor can it be said
that they never engaged in hostilities with Tibet. There is solid evidence that
Sheng-lo-p'i's son, P'i-lo-ko, in the process of extending Nan-chao control
over all of the peoples in the area surrounding the Erh-hai Lake, did 'attack
and defeat Tibet,' sometime around 738.'"' There will be much more to say
about this in chapter 3, in connection with the long process of Nan-chao
unification and consolidation. What must be considered here is the question
of the relationship between the early Nan-chao rulers and Tibet during the
first half of the eighth century and how that relationshp in turn may have
affected the developing involvement between the Nan-chao kings and the
T'ang court.
There is an interpretation of T'ang relations with Nan-chao in this period,
perhaps first enunciated in Ming period sources, that while the other peoples
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of the far southwest were uniformly troublesome and frequently colluded
with Tibet, the early Nan-chao rulers 'alone followed the T'ang calendar,' i. e. ,
they alone were loyal to the Tang."' Recently, important studies by Fujisawa Yoshmi and Wang Chi-lin have supported and developed this hypothesis.
They reason that T'ang China, fearing further Tibetan encroachment into the
southwest and unable t o prevent contacts and collusion between Tibet and
most of the peoples of t h s region, sought out a strong and reliable ally in this
area. Other peoples periodically submitted to the T'ang, yet they also maintained furtive contacts with the Tibetans; and frequently (especially when
provoked), they would call in Tibetan support and turn against the T'ang.
According to this view, it was only the early Nan-chao rulers who, both
before and after their unification of the Ta-li plain region, did not become
friendly with Tibet but consistently maintained diplomatic contacts with the
T'ang and genuinely supported Clunese interests in this area. Accordingly, the
T'ang court patronized the early Nan-chao rulers and favored their rise to
power as a reliable counterpoise to the extension of Tibetan influence among
the otherwise two-faced and vexsome peoples of the s o ~ t h w e s t . ' ~ '
On the face of it, there is both evidence and logic to support this hypothesis. It fits in well with the age-old Chnese foreign policy ideals of using one
group of foreigners to control another (i-I chih-l) and of allying with distant
peoples t o attack those close by (yuan-chiao chin-kung).l12 Further, the early
Nan-chao rulers, including the leaders of the Meng-she Chao, did maintain
continual contacts with the T'ang court from 653 on; and there was some
direct Chinese support for Nan-chao's unification and consolidation of control in t h s area. (All of this will be analyzed and substantiated in chapter 3.)
Yet this hypothesis is faulty because it is based partially on the false assumption that the early Nan-chao rulers, being further away from Tibet geograplucally, were not so vulnerable as other peoples in this region to Tibetan
domination and that they thus never submitted t o Tibet or even maintained
contacts with them during these years, when their orientation was set consistently toward China.
Judging solely from the standard Chinese sources, there is no compelling
reason to doubt this mistaken notion. In fact, it seems that the T'ang court
truly believed that the Nan-chao rulers, and P'i-lo-ko in particular, had been
singularly loyal allies. The Sung period encyclopedia, Ts'e-fu yuan-kuei, in
one of the few instances where it provides substantive information not found
in other standard sources on T'ang foreign relations, contains the following
paean in an imperial decree justifying the granting of additional titles t o P'ilo-ko for his above-mentioned defeat of Tibetan forces in 738:
Kuei-i [P'i-lo-ko's honorific name] has established his prominence in
the southwest and may rightly be called a heroic chieftain. He is
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benevolent but valiant; he combines loyalty with filial respect. He
cherishes the enduring qualities of a leader of men; he maintains the
strong principles of a servant to his Prince. He keeps watch over the
various tribal groups. If perhaps there are villains who would secretly
collude with the wolfish Tibetans and would dare to loose their waspish
swarm, then he is able personally to don amour and helmet, to take
command of his intrepid braves, to penetrate deeply [into their territory] and drive them far away, [annihilating them like a whirlwind]
encircling them from the left and flinging them out to the right. Any of
this vile type would be promptly exterminated. So meritorious a barbarian deserves to receive additional favors from the court.113
There are, furthermore, two surviving letters addressed directly to P'i-lo-ko
that were written in the emperor's name by the famous statesman Chang
Chiu-ling, presumably at roughly the same time as the above decree. Here
Nan-chao is also singled out as sincerely submissive to China, 'and so it has
been for generations.' Nan-chao's earnest loyalty in defense of T'ang interests,
one letter remarks, is a great solace to the emperor: 'What further worry need
We have?'l14
One can read these passages with a great sense of irony, however, for a
close analysis of the Tibetan annals for this period makes it clear that, intentional literary hyperbole aside, if the Chinese really believed the substance of
this acclaim then they were very much deceived.
These Tibetan annals strongly suggest that by the early part of the eighth
century Tibet had already achieved temporary domination over the northwestern Yunnan region, probably as far down as the Erh-hai Lake, that they
had 'established authority over the 'Jan, imposed tribute on the White Myava,
" ~ 'Jan, sometimes written Hjan or
and subjugated the Black ~ ~ a v a . 'The
Jang, are usually identified by Tibetan scholars as the Moso peoples of northwest Yunnan. Rock, the modern authority on the Moso, confirms that this
term was used by the Tibetans to refer to these peoples.l16 Thomas, however,
has suggested a broader use of this term, inferring that
the Hjan with whom the Tibetan State first came into contact were
those occupying the present Hjan [ie., the Moso, now usually referred
t o as the Na-hsi] region . . . west of the Man State of Nan-chao. When
their further advance brought them into touch with Nan-chao, or perhaps in consequence of a prior absorption of the Hjan territory by Nanchao, they used the term Hjan to cover also that hinterland."'
Thomas' latter explanation is impossible, for by the first half of the eighth
century the Nan-chao rulers defiiitely had not absorbed the Hjan, or Moso,
territory. However, his other explanation is credible, for there certainly is
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evidence that the Tibetan advance had brought them into direct contact with
the early Nan-chao rulers.
For one thing, the 'White Myava' and the 'Black Myava' can hardly be anything but the equivalent of the Pai Man (W?ute Man) and the Wu Man (Black
Man) that appear in Chinese sources as the principal ethnic constituents of
the Nan-chao kingdom."' The reconstructed T'ang pronunciation of the
character for Man, 'mwan,' certainly does not lessen the similarities between
these ethnic term^."^ However, this is still not conclusive evidence of direct
connections between Tibet and the early Nan-chao rulers themselves, for they
are not specifically mentioned at this point in the annals.
But later, in 733 ('annee de l'oiseau'), the annals tell us that, 'while the
King was residing in the Dron Palace, the Chinese envoy "Li zan-so" and
"Myava-la-kag", along with their entourages, presented to him their homage
to Tibet.'12' That the T'ang court sent a mission to Tibet in 733 led by Li
Hao ('zan-so' seems to be the Tibetan approximation of Li's title Shang-shu,
or 'Resident' of the Board of Works) is confirmed by Chinese sources.12' The
reference to 'Myava-la-kag' or La-kag of the Myava, on the other hand, is
unique and intriguing.
Thls is almost undoubtedly the Tibetan approximation of the name of the
Nan-chao king, P'i-lo-ko. The correlation between the Tibetan 'la-kag' and the
Chinese 'lo-ko,' both approximations of the native sound, is too close t o be
coincidental, especially in the T'ang pronunciation, 'la-kak."22 It is not
altogether clear why the Tibetans should have dropped the first syllable from
his name. Under the laws of the patronymic linkage system, the first syllable
was an element passed down from the last syllable of the father's name (in
this case the 'p'i' of Sheng-lo-p'i), signifying generational attachment. The
Tibetans may have regarded only the last two syllables as the personal name,
and this may explain why they alone appear in the Tibetan records. Whatever
the explanation, it is clear that P'i-lo-ko did go on a personal mission to the
Tibetan court in 733, presumably via one of the direct routes through northwest Yunnan into Tibet. This is very strong evidence that Nan-chao had established at least a superficially submissive relationship with the Tibetans and
that the Nan-chao ruler was maintaining such relations with Tibet just at the
time that the T'ang court was attempting to cultivate Nan-chao as the principal Chinese ally in the southwest.
Nor is this the only occurrence in the Tibetan annals of a Nan-chao mission
to Tibet during thls period. In 742 ('annee du cheval'), 'during the winter . . .
the Chinese envoy "An-da-lan" and an envoy of the Black Myava [myava nagpol named La-bri presented homage."23 In addition, there also seems to be a
reference to Nan-chao in the Tibetan account of the major treaty between
Tibet and Chna negotiated near the Kokonor Lake in 730. According to the
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Tibetan treaty inscription, there were in fact four parties to the negotiations,
referred to as the 'four exalted kings,' and one of them is said to have been
the ~ j a n . 'Thomas
~~
concludes that this is a reference to Nan-chao, noting
that it must by this time have been 'sufficiently important to participate in
the pact of four great states.'12' What is also extremely interesting is that the
son of king Trhde Tsukten is called 'Hjan tsha Lha dban' in the Tibetan
treaty inscription. According to Thomas again, he was 'so named, "Hjan
grandson," because the queen, his mother, Khri-brsun, was a Hjan-mo, a Hjan
woman."26 Neither the Chinese sources nor the one surviving Nanchao document of roughly this period, the Te-hua inscription of 766, gives any indication of marriage relations between Nan-chao and Tibet during this or any
other period. This reference to the Tibetan queen as a 'Hjan woman' is not
specific enough to prove that there was a marriage alliance between Tibet and
the Nan-chao court itself; yet, given all these other indications of close
relations between the two kingdoms during these years, such a relationshp
does not seem unlikely.
In any case, there is indisputable evidence of extensive Nan-chao contacts
with Tibet throughout the first half of the eighth century. It is strange that
Chinese sources should not have picked this up, especially since they frequently and righteously point out instances of contact between Tibet and
other peoples in the southwest. Presumably, the Nan-chao missions to Tibet
mentioned in the Tibetan annals were not at the Tibetan court at precisely
the same time as the Chinese missions of those years. Yet even so, if Nan-chao
did participate in the negotiations for the treaty of 730, the a n e s e must
have taken note of their presence. How could they have been so deluded
about the 'meritorious' and 'heroic chieftain' P'i-lo-ko and his own contacts
with the Tibetans? Were they willing to overlook all such connections as part
of their cultivation of Nan-chao support? Or did they simply not know? That
the Chinese sources have nothing at all to say about these contacts remains a
puzzle.
Nevertheless, the data gathered from the Tibetan annals seems unimpeachable. It is misleading to characterize Nan-chao as steadfastly loyal to T'ang
interests in the southwest during this period, whether or not the T'ang court
believed them to be. Given the realities of Tibetan might and its rapid extension into this region, it would also be somewhat naive to think that Nan-chao
alone could have remained aloof. The Tibetan presence in the southwest was
real and imposing, for the early Nan-chao rulers as for all the other peoples of
this region. It was vitally important for the outcome, as well as for the formulation, of T'ang policy toward the southwest during this era; and it would
remain a major factor both in the formation and in the long struggle for consolidation of the Nan-cha~kingdom.

3

THE FORMATION O F THE
N A N - C H A O KINGDOM

The process by which the Nan-chao kingdom was established was a long and
complicated one. As early as the middle of the seventh century, the so-called
Six Chao, the basic entities which eventually were united to form the Nanchao state, were already in existence in western Yunnan. These groups themselves seem to have been based economically and culturally on vaguely known
but apparently sophisticated societies that had inhabited that region for centuries. However, one can hardly speak of a unified 'Nan-chao kingdom' before
the 730's, and the final conquest and consolidation of control over all the
peoples and territories associated with the Nan-chao state would not be possible until the 790's.
This study is concerned primarily with T'ang China's southwestern frontier
and with the vicissitudes of the relationship between the Chinese and the
peoples who inhabited that frontier region. Because the Nan-chao kingdom
was the chief political and cultural entity among those peoples and the one
group in the southwest with whom the T'ang had the most profound and farreaching relationship, it is necessary to give an account of its formation and
t o describe the basic outlines of its institutions, economy, and social composition, where they are pertinent. However, the primary focus of this book
will remain on the evolution of Chinese policies and attitudes toward this
southwestern region as a key problem of T'ang China's frontier history.
Therefore, analysis of the numerous and often perplexing questions of the
history of the Nan-chao kingdom itself will necessarily be limited t o general
points that are essential for a fuller understanding of that frontier relationship.
To do otherwise would, in fact, be t o undertake two studies, closely related
but nevertheless distinct.

The ethnography of the Nanchao kingdom
Probably the most vexed of all the issues of Nan-chao history is also
one of the most fundamental: just who were the peoples who made up the
Nan-chao kingdom? The diversity of opinion concerning this question has
been truly amazing.' One source of the problem is that the Nan-chao king-
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dom came to control a wide variety of ethnic groups, about most of whom
there is too little detailed information, especially physical and linguistic
description, to permit conclusive identification. Our knowledge of these
peoples is limited almost entirely to what the Chinese chose to write about
them - their location, their basic economy, and their outstanding or, to
Chinese eyes, curious cultural traits. So far, archaeological reports from this
region have not provided much supplementary ethnological evidence.'
A rigorous attempt to identify these peoples is not possible within the
scope of this study. Even to summarize all of the relevant information from
T'ang sources, along with the extremely divergent views of modern scholars,
could well be the subject for a rather long monograph in itself. Here my
intention is simply to indicate what is most likely to have been the ethnic
affiliation of the major groups that made up the Nan-chao population and to
point out that the most popular theory concerning their ethnic identity has
been shown to be wholly untenable.
It has long been customary to speak of the Nan-chao kingdom as a Thai
state and of its ruling core, if not its entire population, as Thai peoples. This
theory goes back well into the nineteenth century; it seems to have been
e , ~it was quickly adopted by other
formulated first by ~ a c o u ~ e r ibut
~
European scholars, such as Saint-Denys, Rocher, Parker, and D a v i e ~ .Considering how pervasive this theory was to become, it is surprising how little
and how tenuous was the evidence adduced to substantiate it. It was noted
that the Nan-chao rulers claimed descent from the Ai-lao, peoples who had
inhabited southern Yunnan in late Han times and who were commonly
thought to be ancestors of the Thai. Further, two or three words in the Nanchao lexicon, out of the several dozen that have survived, were seen to be
similar t o terms in the modern Thai language. Most notable among these is
the word chao itself, for which the Nan-chao meaning of 'princelking' or
'princedom/kingdom' is the same as a Thai word with similar pronun~iation.~
This very limited linguistic identification was used to support a much more
elaborate ethnographical theory concerning the early history of the Thai
peoples.6 That theory posits that the original homeland of the Thai was in
northern China, but that successive waves of migration brought them to the
southwest by the beginning of the Christian era. By the seventh century, they
had putatively taken refuge in the plains of Yunnan, where they eventually
established the powerful and sophisticated kingdom of Nan-chao. There they
remained, despite dynastic changes in the tenth century, down to the time of
the Mongol conquest of this region in 1253.
It was the Mongol conquest of Yunnan that clinched the argument, for it
was just at this time, in the middle of the thirteenth century, that the first of
the fully historical Thai kingdoms, Sukothai, was founded in the northern
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plains of modern Thailand.' It seemed obvious to advocates of this theory
that the Mongol conquest of the supposedly Thai kingdom in Yunnan had
resulted in a 'wholesale emigration' of its inhabitants southwards and that it
was they who subsequently established Sukothai.'
This theory was widely circulated in the first half of the twentieth century, especially after the publication in 1926 of W.A.R. Wood's A History of
Siam,which immediately became the standard source and remains influential
to this day. Wood accepted the theory enthusiastically, despite serious reservations concerning this grand hypothesis which had been expressed by more
. ~ further, totally without original source
critical scholars such as P e l l i ~ t But
documentation of his own, Wood gave this theory rather pointed political
overtones. He went so far as to suggest that the long history of relations
between Nan-chao and China, in which Nan-chao successfully resisted T'ang
encroachment and launched a great period of independent cultural development, showed that 'the Chinese had as much to learn from the ancient Tai as
their descendants have to learn from the Siamese of today.'10 Indeed, Wood
seemed eager t o draw contemporary lessons from the history of this allegedly
Thai kingdom of Nan-chao. 'Even at the present time,' he remarked, 'the
population of South China shows signs of a strong Tai strain of blood. The
Yunnanese are more Tai than Chinese.'" It is not surprising that many
modern Chinese have found the expression and perpetuation of this notion
quite disturbing. They regard it as a clear manifestation of Western imperialist
encouragement of pan-Thai nationalism, aimed against the security of their
southwestern frontier provinces.12
It seems to have been primarily through Wood that modern Thai intellectuals absorbed this interpretation of their own country's origins.13 Thus,
before long, the putative identification between Nan-chao and the modern
Thai was made virtually sacrosanct in Thailand and the glorious epoch of
Nan-chao history became a matter of mistaken pride to many Thai people.
Thereafter, most scholars throughout the world seem to have accepted the
equation of Nan-chao with the early Thai peoples, without further question.
This was even true among some native Chinese historians of southwest
china.14 Also in Japan and especially in the West, many scholars uncritically
perpetuated the notion that Nan-chao was a Thai kingdom. This is still true
in most general histories of China and of Southeast Asia to this day, even in
their most recent editions." Nor has a recent specialized study, which many
may take as authoritative, avoided giving the impression that at least the
ruling class of the Nan-chao state and a sizeable portion of its population
were unquestionably ~ h a i . 'This
~ is unfortunate, for in the past two decades
numerous books and articles in Chinese and Japanese, and a few articles in
E n a s h , have demonstrated and reiterated that neither the rulers nor the great
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majority of the Nan-chao population can in any way be equated with the
Thai peoples.17
There is a wide range of evidence t o show that this is so. In the first place,
most of the Nan-chao words that have survived in Chinese transcriptions from
that era reveal no similarity at all t o the Thai language. Moreover, the three or
four terms that do resemble the sounds of words which have the same meaning in modern Thai are all political in nature, like chao, terms such as are
readily borrowed from one language and culture t o another.18 It should further be pointed out that in pre-T'ang times the Ti peoples of China's northwestern frontier region also had a term pronounced chao, meaning 'king,'
which was used in a very similar fashion.19 Simply on t h s basis, the Nan-chao
rulers can be linked as closely t o the Ti peoples as they can t o the Thai,
though t o do so in either case would seem to be a mistake.20
On the other hand, fairly convincing correlations have been made between
as many as seventy-five per cent of these Nan-chao words and similarly pronounced lexical items in the Tibeto-Burman languages of the Yi peoples (also
known as the Lolo) and the Pai peoples (also known as the M i n ~ h i a ) . ~The
'
dichotomy of this correlation (i.e.,t h s lexical equation with both the Lolo
and the Minchia) is probably a reflection of the basic division within the Nanchao population between peoples who are labelled in T'ang sources under the
categories of Wu Man and Pai Man, the 'black' and 'white' an.^^ T'ang
sources describe the language of the Pai Man as being the more correct, i.e.,
closer t o Chinese. In contrast, the language of the Wu Man peoples was said
t o be far behind, ie., much less (or not at all) intelligible t o the Chnese. The
Six Chao, the principal constituent groups which eventually were unified t o
form the Nan-chao kingdom, are described as a variant type of Wu Man. Their
language was said t o be inferior t o that of the Pai Man but not so unintelligible
as that of the Wu an.'^
Modern scholars have taken all this t o mean that the Pai Man probably had
a longer and closer relationship with the Chinese than did the Wu Man and
thus had a relatively sophisticated culture, more strongly influenced by contacts with China. The Six Chao, though belonging t o the Wu Man ethnically,
are seen as being comparatively advanced, themselves highly influenced by
contacts with the Pai Man peoples.* This seems t o have been especially true
of the ultimately dominant Meng-she Chao, originally located furthest to the
south and therefore called 'Nan-chao' or the 'Southern C h a ~ . ' ~Evidently
'
they were the only one of the six whose ruling elite, the Meng clan, had a
surname.26 After the unification of the Six Chao, their Wu Man leaders,
especially the ruling Meng family, naturally formed the top social stratum of
the Nan-chao kingdom. However, the Pai Man were also relied upon for their
political and cultural expertise, serving in the majority of official posts in the
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Nan-chao g~vernment.~'In addition t o the Yang, Chao, Wang, and Chang
clans, this Pai Man elite included the Tuan, whose vague claims to Chinese
ancestry do not disprove their Pai Man a f f r l i a t i ~ n . ~ ~
Thus, the basic population of the Nan-chao kingdom was a combination of
Wu Man and Pai Man peoples. Although culturally they must have grown
much closer t o each other during the course of Nan-chao history, they seem
t o have remained ethnically distinct, for the Wu Man evidently practised
endogamy.29 This social hierarchy naturally remained in effect throughout
the Nan-chao period, but the Pai Man elite seem to have grown increasingly
powerful. With the overthrow of the Nan-chao dynasty early in the tenth century, the Pai Man established the dominant position within Yunnan and
retained it for centuries thereafter.J0
Most modern scholars classify both the Pai Man and the Wu Man in the
Tibeto-Burman ethnolinguistic family.31 The Pai Man are equated with the
modern Pai-tsu peoples, who still inhabit the area of western Yunnan centered
on the Ta-li plain. These are highly cultured peoples, whose language reveals
a great deal of Chinese a d r n i x t ~ r e The
. ~ ~ Wu Man, on the other hand, are
identified with the modern Yi peoples, who still occupy the hilly regions of
Szechwan, Yunnan, and Kweichow. More commonly known as the Lolo,
these peoples have always put up strong resistance to Chinese cultural

influence^.^^
These ethnic identifications and cultural characteristics are entirely consistent with the above-mentioned linguistic equation of the Nan-cha~population with the modern Yi and Pai peoples. On virtually every count, therefore, the linguistic proof, one of the few supporting arguments for the theory
that the Nan-chao peoples were related t o the modern Thai, does not hold.34
To the contrary, the principal native languages of the Nan-chao population
were almost certainly Tibeto-Burman, not Thai.
The supposed Ai-lao ancestry of the Nan-chao peoples, another assertion
basic t o the commonly accepted theory, also cannot withstand close scrutiny,
for what we know of Ai-lao and Nan-chao cultural traits do not match.35
Rather, it is more likely that the Nan-chao founders simply adopted the Ailao as illustrious ancestors and took over Ai-lao myths and legends as their
own.36 Some early Chinese sources themselves indicate skepticism of this link
by stating carefully that the Nan-chao founders originally inhabited Ai-lao
territory or that they 'themselves say' (tzu-yen)that they were Ai-lao
descendant^.^' Moreover, most modern authorities now deny that the Ai-lao
and the Thai are in any way related in the first place.38
Nor is there any indication at all in the Chinese sources t o support the
hypothesis of large-scale migration by Thai peoples, either from north to
south China or from southwest China down into modern Thailand, at any
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time in h ~ t o r y In
. ~particular,
~
it can be shown that the Mongol conquest of
Yunnan did not displace any sizeable body of native peoples. We know that
the Pai Man ruling elite of the Ta-li kingdom, successor to Nan-chao in
Yuman, did not flee after their conquest by the Mongols in the middle of
the thirteenth century but were appointed to administer the western portions
of the province for the Mongols in hereditary official posts.40 There they
remained throughout the Yuan and Ming periods.41 There is simply no evidence of any great movement of peoples from Yunnan into modern Thailand
at that time.
On the other hand, a great deal of additional cultural data exists to show
that the Nan-chao peoples could not have been related to the Thai but must
have been Tibeto-Burman peoples. Probably the most important and conclusive bit of evidence is the so-called patronymic linkage system, whch in
one form or another was shared as a basic cultural trait by most of the population of the Nan-chao l u n g d ~ m Stated
. ~ ~ simply, the patronymic linkage
system is a device for showing generational order and affiliation, whereby the
name of a son always contains an element from the name of h s father. Thus,
under the common form of the system used by the Nan-chao rulers, the first
syllable of the son's name was always identical with the last syllable of his
father's name: e.g., Sheng-lo-p'i, P'i-lo-ko, KO-lo-feng, Feng-ch'ieh-i, and so
on.43 Most scholars associate this cultural trait primarily, if not exclusively,
with the Tibeto-Burman peoples. Many of the Yi groups in this region still
exhibit this characteristic, and some of them through it trace their ancestry
back t o the Nan-chao king^.“^ Yet most experts agree that this fundamental
custom is now and always has been totally uncharacteristic of the Thai
peoples.45
In a similar manner, other distinct cultural characteristics of the Nan-chao
peoples (burial practices, hair styles, and the like) can be linked readily with
the Tibeto-Burman peoples but show no affinity with Thai culture.46
Although those people who do share these traits are not necessarily closely
related, those who do not have them as part of their cultures, especially the
patronymic linkage system, almost certainly cannot be ethnically linked t o
the Nan-chao peoples.47
This is not t o deny that there were some peoples at the southern and
southwestern extremes of Nan-chao territorial control (see the map on p. 61)
who perhaps can be identified as 'proto-Thai' peoples: e.g., the Mang Man,
Chin-ch'ih Man, Hsiu-mien Man, and other groups.48 These lowland peoples
were best known t o the Chinese for their distinctive customs of capping their
teeth with precious metals or lacquer, or of tattooing various parts of their
bodies.49 They were also feared by the Chinese as fierce fighters, for the
Nan-chao rulers made effective use of them in their armies, especially in
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extensive campaigns against the Chlnese in the ninth century.'" Thus it is
clear that Nan-chao did exercise some degree of administrative authority over
them and that they levied troops from among their number. However,
whether or not these peoples can be identified as ancestors of the Thai, it is
certain that in thls early period they remained a peripheral frontier minority
and were not part of the core of the Nan-chao p o p u l a t i ~ n .Indeed,
~~
there is
limited evidence to show that in later times these peoples reasserted independent control over this southern periphery and even pushed north wards, at the
territorial expense of the Ta-li kingdom, the Nan-chao successor state in
~ u n n a n52.
Thus there is little reason to maintain the theory that Nan-chao was a Thai
kingdom, either in rulership or in population, and much cause to abandon it.
However, although almost all specialists deny any significant link between
Nan-chao and the Thai, there is unfortunately no uniformity of opinion
about exactly what ethnic group or groups the Nan-chao population did
belong to. A few reputable scholars contend that many of the Nan-chao
peoples were related to the Ti and the Ch'iang peoples of the n ~ r t h w e s t . ' ~
Again, however, the evidence in support of this hypothesis seems contrived
and circumstantial, and most specialists reject this theory as
Instead,
the basic population of the Nan-chao kingdom is generally thought to have
been Tibeto-Burman and is tentatively identified with the modern Yi (Lolo)
and Pai-tsu (Minchia) peoples. In any case, there is scarcely any expert scholarly support left at all for the old equation between Nan-chao and the Thai.

T'ang and Tibetan rivalry and the rise of Nanchao
Beginning around the middle of the seventh century, six petty kingdoms arose in the region surrounding the Erh-hai Lake. These were the socalled Six Chao: Meng-sui, Yueh-hsi, Teng-t'an, Shih-lang, Lang-ch'iung, and
Meng-she, also known as 'Nan-chao.'" Some Chinese sources of the T'ang
period give different names to three of the six, and there has been some
scholarly disagreement concerning the identification of these variant names.
However, the six names given above are the most commonly used, and the
identifications of variant names and specific locations given in the table on
p. 54 seem to be the most reliable.56 (See also the map on p. 53.)
In addition to the Six Chao, there were two other short-lived groups, one
established by Shih-p'ang, who was related by marriage to the rulers of Mengshe, or 'Nan-chao,' and the other founded by a chieftain named I-lo-shih
Their attempts to set up
(sometimes mistakenly written I-ch'uan-lo-~hih).~~
their own independent kingdoms were unsuccessful, but nevertheless their
short-lived political entities are also sometimes referred to as chao, thus
bringing the total number to eight.
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Map 3 The Six Chao. Names in bold capitals are the Six Chao, and names in light capitals
are either short-lived or displaced entities that are sometimes also referred t o as chao.
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The Six (or Eight) Chao
-

-

-

Name (variants)*

Probable modern locations

Mengshe Chao

Wei-shan (formerly called
Meng-hua)

Meng-sui Chao
(Meng-yueh Chao)
Yuch-hsi Chao
(Moso Chao)
Lang-ch'iung ~ h a o t
(Chien-lang Chao)
Teng-t 'an ~ h a o t
(Y ueh-t'an Chao)
Shih-lang ~ h a o t
(Yang-p'i Chao)
Shih-p'ang (Chao)
I-loshih (Chao)

-

-

-

- - -

Probable dates
of conquest

Around 730
Around 732
Erh-yuan; later fled to
Chien-ch'uan
Teng-ch'uan; later fled to
Ho-ch'ing vicinity
Southwest of Erh-yuan;
descendants resettled at
Chien-ch'uan
Teng-ch'uan; later resettled
in Hsiang-yun vicinity

Fled in 737 ;
conquered in 794
Fled in 737 ;
conquered in 794
Fled in 737;
conquered in 794
Late 730's
Late 730's

*Identifications of variant names are my own attempt to reconcile conflicting interpretations. See Ma Ch'ang-shou, Suzuki Shun, Ts'en Chung-mien, and Fujisawa Yoshimi.
t ~ n o w ncollectively as the San-lang Chao or the Lang-jen.
Sources: MSCC, 55-74; HTS, 222b. 6293-5; Tu-shih fang-yii chi-yao;Ma, Nan-chao
chih-tu, 41 -68; Suzuki Shun, 'Nanshl, no igi oyobi Rokush6 no juchi ni tsuite,' 26782 ;Wang Chi-lin, T'ang-tai Nan-chao, 172-84; Fujisawa, Seinan, 129-43; Ts'en Chungmien, 'Liu-chao suo tsai chi Nan-chao t'ung-tao i-tuan chih chin-ti,' 350-65.

The ruling groups of all of these small kingdoms were Wu Man, as described
in the preceding section, but not all of the populations under their control
were Wu Man. In fact, Ma Ch'ang-shou and Fujisawa Yoshimi have shown
that the bulk of the population of four of the Six Chao (Yueh-hsi, Teng-t'an,
Shih-lang, and Lang-ch'iung) were Pai an.''
According to both Ma and Fujisawa, the Six Chao were established on the
economic and cultural foundations of the 'K'un-rning kingdom,' which evidently controlled western Yunnan from late Han timesss9 These were some of
the peoples who were encountered by Chu-ko Liang in his great campaign
into Yunnan in the third century, and their rulers were subsequently included
in Chu-ko's successful policy of indirect control. They were granted surnames,
given rich gifts, and confirmed in their authority to govern their native region,
which remained nominally under Chinese contr01.~' Post-Sung sources often
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refer to these peoples collectively as the Pai-tzu kingdom. These later sources
also report that the r u h g family of these peoples had been granted the surname Chang by Chu-ko Liang, after which time the kmgdom was a h known
as chien-ning.61 After the fourth century, this region figures much less
prominently in Chinese sources, so information about the development of
these peoples is quite limited. However, it seems likely that the names of
these three kingdoms (K'un-ming, Pai-tzu, and Chien-ning), along with that of
the Ai-lao, all refer t o essentially the same evolving local culture centered on
the plains of western Yunnan, whose rulers and principal occupants were the
ancestors of the Pai Man peoples of T'ang times.'$' Thus,there was considerable cultural continuity at a rather high level in this region during the postHan period, when China took a much less active role in the southwest. h k e
their Ts'uan counterparts in eastern Yuman, the rulers of this lungdom based
on the Pai Man apparently grew gradually stronger and more independent
from the Chinese dynasties to the north during this era. But with the
resurgence of Chinese efforts in Yunnan by the Sui and early T'ang courts,
these peoples were again directly and adversely affected.63
By the middle of the seventh century, as we have seen, the T'ang had
succeeded temporarily in subjugating the peoples of t h area. Especially after
the far-reaching expeditions of Liang Cluen-fang and Chao Hslao-tsu (in 648
and 652) against the Sung-wai, Pai-shui, Po-nung, Erh-ho Man, and others (all
of whom can probably be linked with the Pai Man), whatever power and
political unity was left t o the Pai Man in this region apparently c o l l a p ~ e d . ~
Thereafter, the Pai Man elite (the Yang, L,Chao, Tung, and other clans) fragmented. 'Each occupied a single region. The greatest of them had six hundred
families, while the smallest had two or three hundred. There was no overall
leader, nor was there any shared unity."$' It was this politically disorganized
situation, which had resulted from T'ang expeditions against the Pai Man,
that provided the opportunity for the rise of the Wu Man peoples and the
creation of the Six Chao.
Although it was only at this juncture, beginning in the middle of the
seventh century, that the Six Chao were formed, it has been argued that the
Wu Man peoples too had long been in this region and that some of them must
have participated in the various Pai Man kingdoms. They are thus seen as the
inheritors of Pai Man political and cultural traditions going all the way back
to the K'un-ming kingdom.'$'$ Although these conclusions seem somewhat
speculative, it is safe to say that there were Wu Man chiefs among the local
elite encountered by T'ang forces in the middle of the seventh century. One
of them at least, Meng Yii, who may have been related to the Meng clan of
Nan-chao, was appointed as a T'ang representative in t h s region.'$' What is
certain is that the rise of these Wu Man ruled kingdoms, the Six Chao,
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coincided with the decline of Pai Man power and cohesion, which had been
brought about partially at least by T'ang attacks.
Nan-chao legends concerning the foundation of the political power of the
Meng family in Yunnan, of which there are many fascinating versions, support this observation. These legends appear mostly in post-Sung sources, but
they may have been current as early as the ninth century, for some of them
occur in the accompanying text of the remarkable painting known as the
~ ~ ~legends
'Nan-chao t'u-chuan,' which dates originally from the 8 9 0 ' These
often have a strong overlay of Buddhist influence, replete with miraculous
portents, indicative of the religious transformation of the Nan-chao kingdom
that took place during the ninth century.69 (See chapters 5 and 6.) Some of
them even attempt to trace the lineage of the Nan-chao kings back to Asoka,
the great third-century B.C. Indian king and propagator of B u d d h i ~ m . ~
One key feature that appears in most of these legendary accounts is the
story of the abdication of power from the Pai Man ruler Chang-lo-chin-ch'iu
t o Hsi-nu-lo, first ruler of the Meng-she Chao. Although different dates are
given for this event, most commonly 629 and 653, most scholars prefer the
latter date.71 It is not likely that any such formal abdication ever took place,
but these legends may well reflect the transfer of power in this region during
the middle of the seventh century from the Pai Man, whose political base had
been broken up by repeated Chinese campaigns against them, to the Wu an.*
It is wrong, however, to think that the Nan-chao kingdom suddenly sprang
up full-blown in the middle of the seventh century. Rather, the unification of
the Six Chao and the consolidation of control over all of the territory surrounding the Ta-li plain, the Nan-chao heartland, would take much longer to
accomplish. In that process, moreover, Chinese and Tibetan rivalry for control
of this region would play a major role.
It should be recalled that by the 670's the T'ang court was well aware of
extensive Tibetan encroachment along the Szechwan border and into the
northern part of t h s region. It was also increasingly concerned about the
apparent establishment of a network of contacts between the Tibetans and
the peoples of this area. Thus one of the primary objectives of the Tang in
the southwest from the latter half of the seventh century on was to block the
spread of that influence.73 To assist in the attainment of that objective, the
T'ang court seems to have searched for a reliable ally in the southwest, t o
stabilize the region and make it less open t o Tibetan advancement."'
Although, as has been shown, none of the early rulers of pre-unified Nan-chao
was immune from contacts and perhaps even collusion with Tibet, it appears
that the T'ang court either was not aware of those contacts or else still
regarded these Wu Man leaders, especially the rulers of the Meng-she Chao, as
their best hope for securing stability and a measure of control over this region.
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The earliest formal contacts between the Nan-chao leaders and the T'ang
court came during the reign of Emperor Kao-tsung, while Hsi-nu-lo was the
Nan-chao ruler. (See the table of Nan-chao kings on p. 58.) Post-Sung sources
indicate that Hsi-nu-lo sent his son b-sheng (sometimes mistakenly written
LO-~heng-yen)~~
on a mission to the T'ang capital in 653.76 AS usual, the
T'ang court responded with gifts and official titles.77 Many people have used
this date, which is also the most likely year for the reputed abdication of
power from Chang to Meng, as the beginning of Nan-chao h~story.~'Contemporary T'ang sources, however, are not so explicit, indicating only that both
Hsi-nu-lo and Lo-sheng sent missions to the T'ang court during the reigns of
Emperor Kao-tsung (650-684) and Empress Wu (684-705).~~
It was during the period when Lo-sheng was ruler of Nan-chao, down to
712, that the T'ang began to experience major setbacks in the Yuman region.
As recounted in chapter 2, virtually all of the peoples of the southwest, both
Pai Man and Wu Man, including apparently the leaders of the Lang-ch'iung
and Teng-t'an Chao, offered continual resistance to Chinese control during
these years. They tended to ally with the Tibetans and to rely on Tibetan
support against Chinese attempts to subdue them, as evidenced in the
disastrous Li Chih-ku affair of 712. Yet Lo-sheng and his successor Sheng-lop'i (reigned 712-728) kept sending missions to the T'ang court, maintaining
at least the semblance of cooperation with T'ang interests in the southwest.
Evidently, in this period, they were the only leaders in this region to do SO.^
Perhaps their location south of Erh-hai Lake brought them into the least
conflict with Chinese ambitions to control the area. It is also true that their
favored location may have allowed them to withstand Tibetan domination
better than groups located further north."
It is nevertheless clear that even the Nan-chao leaders maintained their
own contacts with the Tibetan court and were regarded as subjects by the
Tibetans, at least from the beginning of the eighth century. However, at least
the Nan-chao leaders were not overtly hostile to the T'ang. If the T'ang court
was t o find an ally in the southwest, the Nan-chao rulers may have seemed to
be the most likely candidates. All of these factors seem to have combined to
win Nan-chao a favored place in the eyes of the ~ h i n e s e . ' ~This helps to
explain why the T'ang court seems to have approved the expansion of Nanchao power and why they actively supported Nan-chao attempts to unify the
entire Erh-hai Lake region under their rule.
Although the sources tell us very little about the reign of the Nan-chao
ruler Sheng-lo-p'i (712-728), it seems that he too sent a mission to the T'ang
court, probably in 722; for thls, he was awarded an official title.83 However,
the process of Nan-chao unification did not really begin until the reign of his
successor, P'i-lo-ko (728-748). That process has been described and analyzed
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Name (variants)

Relation t o
predecessor

She-lung (Meng-chia tu)
Hsi-n u-lo ( Lung-t u-lo)

son

Losheng (Losheng-yen)

son

Reign dates

T'ang (and Tibetan)
titles

Native titles

?

Meng-she chao

653-674

Kao-tsu ; Ch 'i-chia wang
Shih-tsung ; Hsing-tsung
wang

Y en-ko *

Cn

- -

Sheng-lo-p'i

son

7 12-728

Thi-teng chiin wang

P'i-lo-ko

son

728-748

Yun-nun wang; Kuei-i

son

748-779

Yun-nun wang
(Tsan-p 'u chung; Tung-ti)

Shen-wu wang

grandson

779-808

Nan-chao wang
(Jih-tung wang)

Hsiao-huan wang

Hsiin-ko-ch'iian

son

808-809

Nan-chao wang

Hsiao-hui wang; P'iao-hsin

Ch'iian-lung-sheng

son

809-8 16

Nan-chao wang

Y u wang

Ch'iian-li-sheng

younger brother

8 16-823

Nan-chao wang

Ching wang

(Ch'iian-) Feng-yu

younger brother

823-859

Nan-chao wang

Chao-ch 'eng wang

Shih-lung (Ch'iu-lung)

son

859-877

Lungshun (Fa)

son

Shun-hua-chen

son

T 'ai-tsung; Wei-ch 'eng wang

Ching-chw n g huang-ti
Hsuan-wu-ti;
Mo-ho-lo-ts'o ; T'u-lun wang

897-902

Hsiao-ai ti

Q,

*Probably never existed. See chapter 3, n. 7 5 . t ~ i e dbefore father and did not reign.
Sources: MSCC, 3 , 6 8 - 7 4 ; HTS, 222a, 6270-93;CTS, 197,5280-4; THY, 9 9 , 1 7 6 3 - 6 ; T F Y K , Wai-ch'enpu (ch'iion 956-1000),passim; Hu NCYS,
- 4
C 7 . 1
,,~ m NCYS,
n
535-49; Fujisawa, Seirtan, 197 and 566; Li Chia-jui, 'Yung wen-:vu pu-cheng Nan-chao chi Ta-ll kuo ti chi-nien.'
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very fully by Ma, Fujisawa, and Wang ;and in En@ most of the details have
been faithfully related by B l a ~ k m o r e But
. ~ ~it is still necessary here t o give a
general account of that process and especially to assess the extent of C h e s e
and Tibetan involvement in it.
We must first deal with the legend of the Sung-ming Tower, whch has
been current in Yunnan at least since Ming times, according t o which Nanchao unification was greatly facilitated by P'i-lo-ko's use of a clever, deadly
stratagem. Essentially, this popular story tells how P'i-lo-ko summoned the
leaders of the other five chao to a council in his capital. There, under the pretext of a banquet, he trapped them all inside the Sung-ming Tower, specially
built of highly flammable materials for this purpose, then burned it to the
ground, killing them all. Thereafter he was able t o take over their territories
without much difficulty." The story of 'thls ruthless act of treachery' is
accepted and recounted in detail, totally without qualification, in some
modern works.86 However, it should not be too surprising that the tale is
purely anecdotal. In reality, the conquest of the other five chao and the consolidation of Nan-cha~control over the entire region was a long and complicated process, which was achieved step by step.
In general, P'i-lo-ko seems to have accomplished the goal of unification
partially by exploiting internal tensions within the other five chao and
partially through superior military strength." But at crucial points in the
process, he does seem t o have received active Chinese support.
Not unnaturally, the first of the rival chao to be conquered by P'i-lo-ko
was the nearest. Meng-sui was located at Yang-kua-chou, near modern Mi-tu,
only a few miles to the north of the Nan-chao capital, which was situated
near modern ~ei-shan." According to Ma Ch'ang-shou, Meng-sui was probably founded in the 650's, soon after Nan-chao itself, and the two probably
had much in common.89 Meng-sui was the largest of the Six ~ h a o . * By the
720's, however, it may already have been subordinate to Nan-chao, for the
son of its ruler was said then to have been a hostage at the Nan-chao capital.
In quite a ruthless fashion, P'i-lo-ko brought on first the downfall and then
the death of the Meng-sui ruler, who was reportedly blind, and arranged for
this son t o succeed him. Within a few months, however, P'i-lo-ko took over
direct control there himself, probably around the year 730.~'
It was around this time, soon after P'i-lo-ko's accession, that a concerted
attempt seems t o have been made to cultivate Chinese sanction and support
for Nan-chao's unification of the peoples of this region. Visits to the T'ang
court continued on a regular basis, in 732 and 734; records of the 734 mission
specify two local products presented in tribute to the T'ang: musk aromatic
(she-hsiang) and ox bezoar ( n i u - h ~ a n ~In
) . addition,
~~
we are told that P'i-loko sought to insure a favorable reception for his expansionist plans by bribing
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the T'ang regional commander in Szechwan, Wang ~ i i Thereafter,
. ~ ~
there is
indirect evidence that Wang Yu did send reports to the T'ang court, assuring
the emperor of P'i-lo-ko's loyal intentions, and that this may have helped to
win at least tacit approval of Nan-chao ambitions.%
Next of the Six Chao to fall to those ambitions was Yueh-hi, located east
of the Erh-hai Lake, near modern Pin-ch'uan. The conquest of Yueh-hsi was
greatly facilitated by a serious rift between its ruler P'o-ch'ung and a member
of the local Pai Man elite named Chang Hsun-ch'iu. (Many have noted the
curious resemblance between the names of the historical Chang Hsiin-ch'iu
and the legendary Pai Man king who abdicated power to the Meng clan,
hang-lo-ch-ch'ium9') We are told that the quarrel concerned Chang's illicit
relations with P'o-ch'ung's wife and that it resulted in the murder of the
Yueh-hsi ruler by Chang. It was at this point that P'i-lo-ko's cultivation of
Wang Yu paid off. Wang reportedly summoned Chang Hsun-ch'iu and had
him executed. Then on the pretext that Yueh-hsi at that point had no ruler,
Wang transferred control over it to P'i-lo-ko. (Although parts of this account
have a suspicious ring, we have little choice but to accept it, for it is repeated
in several reliable sources.) Subsequently, Yueh-hsi forces under P'o-ch'ung's
nephew Yii-tseng put up stubborn and effective resistance to Nan-chao's
annexation of their territory. Finally, however, they were overcome by Nanchao armies led personally by P'i-lo-ko's son KO-10-feng.~~
P'i-lo-ko's conquest of the remaining three chao, all of which were located
to the north of the Erh-hai Lake, was to be more problematic and, for the
time being, less completely successful, largely because of Tibetan intervention.
Efforts against them actually began in 737 with Nan-chao's conquest of the
Ta-li plain. Although from the middle of the seventh century the Wu Man
leaders of the Six Chao seem to have controlled virtually all of the territory
surrounding the Erh-hai Lake (see the map on p. 61), the narrow Ta-li plain
itself remained in the possession of the Ho Man (or Hsi-erh Ho Man), whose
surnames and cultural traits identify them as Pai Man peoples.97
In preparation for the conquest of this area, P'i-lo-ko first allied with the
Teng-t'an Chao, the capital of which was one of the sites recently excavated
by archaeologists in Yunnan. Situated on the side of a mountain near modern
Teng-ch'uan, this small fortress (approximately three thousand square meters)
with strong, tamped-earth walls, a deep moat, and an excellent system of
water supply, was probably designed mainly for defensive purposes and could
not have held a very large population. It may have been typical of cities in the
area up to that time.98
The reader should recall that it was the Teng-t'an Chao's previous ruler,
Feng-mieh (or P'ang-ming), who had earlier been involved in the Li Chih-ku
affair of 712. His son Mieh-lo-p'i, the current ruler, was reportedly related to
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P'i-lo-ko by marriage.99 It was thus perhaps natural that he should have been
included in the campaign against the Ho Man. The combined forces of Mengshe and Teng-t'an seem to have had little trouble in capturing the Ta-li plain
and driving out the Ho Man, probably in 737. Their success may have been
made easier by active Chinese assistance in this campaign. According to the
Te-hua inscription, a T'ang official named Yen cheng-huilgo both participated in the planning of the campaign and joined forces with KO-lo-fengin
one wing of the attack."'
Once the Ta-li plain had been captured, however, P'i-lo-ko turned against
his Teng-t'an allies, preventing them from establishing themselves there and
forcing them back to their original base.lo2 This was an extremely important
development, for thereby Nan-chao secured for itself undisputed control over
the Ta-li plain. P'i-lo-ko's achievements earned him additional recognition at
the T'ang court, including the granting of the honorific name Kuei-i, a not
uncommon sobriquet for trusted foreign leaders, which might be translated
'surrendered to loyalty.'103
At this point an alliance was formed by the rulers of Teng-t'an, Langch'iung, and Shih-lang, in an attempt to prevent Nan-chao's continued expansion at their expense. In a showdown battle, however, that alliance suffered a
great defeat. Thus P'i-lo-ko was able to capture control over these three
localities as weU.lo4 The Teng-t'an ruler fled north to a place called Yeh-kungch'uan, probably located near modern Ho-ch'ing. The Lang-ch'iung leader too
was expelled from h s territory, centered on modern Erh-yuan, and fled north
with his remaining forces. They settled at Chien-ch'uan and thereafter became
known as the Chien-lang ~hao.'"
Unlike the Teng-t'an and Lang-ch'iung rulers, the ruler of Shih-lang was
not able t o escape and re-establish his power elsewhere. Rather, his population surrendered t o P'i-lo-ko, and he was forced t o flee with about half
of his family to Yung-ch'ang (modern Pao-shan). He seems to have known
that he would inevitably be captured by Nan-chao forces, so he sought
peace with P'i-lo-ko, offering h m his daughter, reportedly a famous
beauty. P'i-lo-ko accepted, and the erstwhile Shih-lang ruler was brought
to the Nan-chao capital, where he seems t o have been allowed to live out his
years.106
His younger brother, however, did manage to escape and subsequently fled
to Tibet. The Tibetan court gave him their patronage and sent him back to
Chien-ch'uan. There, with Tibetan support, he carried on as the ruler of the
Shih-lang ~hao.''' Altogether, it is reported, the remnant forces of Teng-t'an,
Lang-ch'iung, and Shih-lang numbered in the tens of thousands. Situated in
close proximity t o each other, they were known henceforth as the San-lang
('the three lang'), or simply as the Lang-jen, i.e., the Lang peoples.'0a With
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continued Tibetan support, their successors were to control this area of northwestern Yunnan for the next several decades.
Similar Tibetan support may have been given t o the remnants of the Ho
Man who had been expelled from the Ta-li plain by Nan-chao and who now
attached themselves to the San-lang at Chien-ch'uan.lo9 The Tibetans were
also involved with two other abortive Wu Man regimes. As mentioned above,
Shih-p'ang, a relative of the Nan-chao rulers, and I-lo-shih, about whom we
know very little, attempted to establish independent kingdoms of their own,
apparently in 737 or 738. Their negotiations for Tibetan support, however,
became known, and Nan-chao quickly took action against them. Again the
Chinese seem t o have provided military assistance, under the command of the
.~~~
eunuch general Wang Ch'eng-hsiin, in the campaign against I - l o - ~ h i h Shihp'ang was killed, but I-lo-shih fled to Tibet and apparently lived the rest of his
life in Lhasa.ll1
Nonetheless, despite the continued existence in the northwest of vestiges
of the original Six Chao, who with persistent Tibetan support would prevent
full consolidation of Nan-chao power in that region until the 790's, much had
been accomplished. AU potential rivals had either been conquered or expelled
from the Erh-hai Lake region, and the entire Ta-Li plain now came under Nanchao control. Although Nan-chao's accomphhrnent had been assisted both
by active T'ang support and by internal disputes within some of the other five
chao, most of the credit for this impressive achievement should still be
assigned personally to P'i-lo-ko, who is rightly regarded as the great unifier of
Nan-chao history.
In 739, P'i-lo-ko took the decisive step of moving his capital from Mengshe t o the Ta-li plain, to a site called T'ai-ho-ch'eng (south of modern ~ a - l i ) . " ~
Strategic sites were fortified, especially the northern and southern ends of the
plain, called Lung-t'ou, 'Dragon-head,' and Lung-wei, 'Dragon-tail' (modern
Shang-kuan and Hsia-kuan respectively)."' Thereafter this fertile and easily
defended plain, with the precipitous Tien-ts'ang mountains to the west and
the broad Erh-hai Lake t o the east, would serve as the heartland of the Nanchao kingdom, and of its successor states down to the middle of the thirteenth century. This may be regarded as the final, symbolic step in the creation of the Nan-chao kingdom. There was thus ample justification for the
new title granted by the T'ang court to P'i-lo-ko in 738 in recognition of his
achievements: Yun-nan wang, ' h n g of Yunnan,' i.e., the western portion of
modern Yuman province.114
Conquest of the Ts'uan
Having achieved the unification of the Six Chao and the annexation of
the entire Ta-li plain region, the Nan-chao rulers were quickly presented with
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an opportunity to extend their control over the eastern portion of what is
now Yunnan province, the ancient homeland of the Ts'uan peoples, as well.
Again the opportunity was catalyzed by Chinese attempts to expand their
own administrative authority over this region, and again the Nan-chao rulers
accomplished their goal by performing the role of cooperative ally of the
T'ang;
It should be recalled from chapter 1 that the Ts'uan had become virtually
independent rulers of this area in the period between Han and Sui. During the
Sui and early T'ang periods, however, a series of campaigns against them had
again forced their submission. Thereafter, relations between them and the
T'ang seem to have been consistently cooperative and peaceful. According to
some scholars, this relationship may have been carefully cultivated by the
Ts'uan, for though they remained nominally subordinate to the T'ang they in
fact retained a semi-independent status in their region. Chinese administrative
encroachment and interference appears to have been minimal.115
In the 740's, however, the Chinese suddenly began to take a more active
interest in this area. As in the middle of the seventh century, the main focus
of that interest was again the construction of a road through eastern Yunnan.
The beginning stages of this road, from Szechwan down into Ts'uan territory
near Chin-ning, probably were the same that had been in use for a very long
time.ll6 From Chin-ning, however, the route passed through and beyond
Ts'uan territory, down to a place called Pu-t'ou (probably modern Cluen-shui,
Pelliot's Lin-an). From there the route followed the valley of the Red River,
for the most part probably by boat, down to Annam and the lively commercial center of Chiao-chou (modern ~ a n o i ) . " ~
In addition t o the construction of the 'Pu-t'ou road,' the Chinese suddenly
took over control of the rich salt wells near An-ning, which long had been
relied upon by the Ts'uan.ll8 The Chinese regional commander in Szechwan,
Chang-ch'ou Cluen-ch'iung, sent an official named Chu Ling-ch'ien to build a
fortress at An-ning and to establish a stronger Chinese administrative presence
in this area. What seemed to the Ts'uan like harsh taxes and labor services
were suddenly imposed.11g
It has been suggested that this sudden activism in T'ang policy towards the
southwest, which would continue through the 740's and into the 750's, with
disastrous results, may have been inspired by local interests in ~ z e c h w a n . ' ~ ~
The exploitation of Yunnan's mineral wealth and especially the opening of a
new route connecting Szechwan more effectively with the riches of the Nanhai trade are hypothetically linked to the likely mercantile connections of
Szechwanese officials with whom the new policies are closely associated. In
particular, Chang-ch'ou Chien-ch'iung's protegd and eventual successor as
governor of Szechwan, Hsien-yii Chung-t'ung, was a native of Szechwan, as
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was the increasingly powerful patron of them both at the T'ang court, Yang
Kuo-chung. All three were from prominent though not especially distinguished
local families. There are very explicit indications that these three relied on
each other for political support and that the wealth of Szechwan was used
liberally in the form of bribes to strengthen the positions of all three at
court.''' Thus it is possible that local motives, more than national interests,
were involved in this aggressive change of policy towards the T ~ ' u a n . ' There
~~
is not much substantial evidence to prove or disprove this hypothesis. However, in conjunction with what we have seen to be similar activities and proposals emanating from Szechwan in the middle of the seventh century,'23 the
circumstances of these new developments give the idea a degree of plausibility.
Whatever the origins of these policies, they quickly provoked resistance
from the previously cooperative Ts'uan peoples. Chlnese exploitation of their
resources and demands for their labor appear to have been more than they
were willing t o bear. Moreover, the construction of the Pu-t'ou road and the
creation of a fortified administrative outpost by the Chinese at An-ning were
unmistakable threats to their continued a ~ t o n o m y . ' ' ~Severe disturbances
resulted, during which the Ts'uan attacked and destroyed the fortress at Anning, killing Chu Ling-ch'ien.
It was at this point that Nan-chao was given its opportunity. Since the conquest of his rivals in western Yunnan, P'i-lo-ko had maintained close contact
with the T'ang court, which reportedly treated him with ever greater
ceremony and h0n0rs.l'~ In 745, hls grandson Feng-ch'ieh-i was sent to the
T'ang capital, where gifts and favors were lavished upon him.12' It was probably in 746 that the Ts'uan disturbances began.12' At that time, it was perhaps natural that the T'ang court asked P'i-lo-ko t o intervene on their behalf.
This he did, forcing a number of the Ts'uan leaders to perform acts of
obeisance. Having done t h s service as the marshall of the Chinese, P'i-lo-ko
then petitioned the T'ang court in behalf of the Ts'uan, perhaps cultivating
the role of their protector. Subsequently they were ~ a r d 0 n e d . l ' The
~ T'ang
outpost at An-ning was then rebuilt.13"
There followed a complex skein of intrigue and incitement used against
the Ts'uan both by the Chinese and by the Nan-chao court. The Ts'uan had
for centuries been split into eastern and western halves, though by T'ang
times that division does not seem to have been a particularly hostile one. Still,
there is some indication of dissension among the Ts'uan during the first half
of the eighth century, for Ts'uan Kuei-wang, whom the Chinese seem to have
regarded as the chief Ts'uan leader, is said to have attacked and killed two
other Ts'uan chieftains and to have taken over their territory."' Wang Chilin sees this as evidence of pre-existing tensions among the Ts'uan, whlch now
the new Chinese official at An-ning, Li Mi, sought to exploit.13' L Mi

'''
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reportedly incited Ts'uan Kuei-wang's nephew Ch'ung-tao to krll first h s
uncle and later his own brother. Again P'i-lo-ko played a leading role in restoring order, but this internal violence seems to have caused great alarm and
unrest among the ~ s ' u a n . 'It~ was
~ at this point that some of their leaders
themselves asked directly for Nan-chao's intercession.
It so happened that the wife of the murdered leader Ts'uan Kuei-wang was
originally from some unspecified Wu Man tribe and was thus ethnically
related to the Nan-chao rulers. After her husband's death, she fled back to her
home and sent a message t o P'i-lo-ko, asking for h s help.l3" P'i-lo-ko then
used his influence at the T'ang court to have Ts'uan Kuei-wang's son Shou-ou
named as the successor to h s father's titles.13' However, P'i-lo-ko also supported the other side in this dispute, for when he gave a wife to Shou-ou he
also sent one to Fu-ch'ao, son of the regicide, ~h'ung-tao.lMWas this simply
the act of an impartial peacemaker? It seems more likely that P'i-lo-ko was in
fact shrewdly promoting Ts'uan dissension, as had the Chinese, playing one
side off against another. In any case, harmony among the Ts'uan was not
restored for long. When hostilities against Ts'uan Kuei-wang's wife persisted,
she again requested P'i-lo-ko's assistance. This time decisive action was taken.
P'i-lo-ko sent an army which captured Ch'ung-tao, his family, and hls followers; and both Ch'ung-tao and his son were subsequently killed. The outcome of all this was that by 747 Ts'uan power and unity had been significantly
weakened.l3'
The Nan-chao leaders took full advantage of this situation. After P'i-lo-ko's
death in 748, his son KO-lo-feng carried out an extensive program of resettlement of a large part of the Ts'uan population. Ts'uan Kuei-wang's wife
assumed leadership of her own Wu Man tribe and was well received when she
personally led a mission to the T'ang court in ch'ang-an.13' Her son Shou-ou,
however, was prevented from assuming leadershp of the Ts'uan. He and his
Nan-chao wife were summoned by the Nan-chao king to take up residence at
a place called Ho-t'an, which seems t o have been located somewhere on the
Ta-li plain.139 From this location, Shou-ou not only was cut off from the
Ts'uan populace but also no longer had direct contact with T'ang officials.
The majority of the Ts'uan population, on the other hand, was rounded up
by Nan-chao forces and forcibly resettled in large numbers (reportedly more
than 200,000 famhes) far off to the southwest, near Yung-ch'ang (modern
~ao-shan).lWThe remainder of the Ts'uan peoples escaped this relocation
and eventually reasserted themselves as the major population of this region of
northeastern yunnan.l4l For the time being, however, this eastern realm
seems to have been depopulated and in great disorder. Thus, after hostilities
erupted between Nan-chao and the T'ang in the early 750's' the Nan-chao
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leaders were in a commanding position t o incorporate this entire eastern
region into their kingdom, as will be shown in the following chapter.
Inevitably, one must question the wisdom of T'ang policy toward the southwest during these years. Early Chlnese support for Nanchao unification may
have helped t o counter the growth of Tibetan influence in this area. Yet it
should be remembered that Nan-chao evidently did maintain contacts with
Tibet throughout these years, whatever the Chinese may have believed; in 733
and 742 at least, the Tibetan annals record missions from the Nan-chao king
P'i-lo-ko at the Tibetan court.142 It is also likely that even without T'ang
support the strength of Nan-chao forces alone would have prevailed over the
other five chao and the Ho Man natives of the Ta-li plain, especially when
combined with the Nan-chao leaders' astute display of diplomatic skills and
pragmatic manipulation of their rivals' weaknesses. Nevertheless, the Tang
court had at least established close and cordial relations with the rising Nanchao kingdom, and backing the winner in the far southwest could not be
judged an unwise policy.
Chinese actions against the previously pliant Ts'uan peoples, on the other
hand, seem t o have been hastily conceived and laclung in foresight. There
appears to have been insufficient awareness of the dangers of provoking the
Ts'uan and promoting their decline, too little realization that their fall was
more likely t o benefit Nan-chao than it was t o profit Chinese interests.
As for the Nan-chao leaders themselves, one has t o admire the skill and the
efficiency with w h c h they accomplished the formation of their kingdom and
the extension of their control over the richest and most strategically valuable
areas of modern Yunnan province. In 728, when P'i-lo-ko became ruler, Nanchao had been perhaps the strongest of a number of small principalities in
western Yunnan. By 750, barely two decades later, it was unquestionably the
largest and strongest force in that entire region, heir t o a productive economy
and a sophisticated cultural tradition. Yet the Nan-chao leaders accomplished
all this without unduly offending or alarming either the Tibetans or the
Chinese. Instead, they somehow seem t o have convinced both great powers
that they were a cooperative ally. Indeed, as we have seen, they attained
many of their goals of unification and territorial consolidation by taking
advantage of that role.
By the late 740's, T'ang officials in the southwest may have begun to
realize that the Nan-chao kingdom had itself become a potent rival t o Chinese
interests in this region. According t o the Te-hua inscription, sometime during
these years the T'ang general IJ Mi sent a memorial to the court in which he
complained that Nan-chao had overstepped its authority in interceding in the
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Ts'uan troubles, and that this was indicative of rebellious intention^.'^^
Reportedly, however, the Nan-chao king was cleared of these charges at the
time by Kuo Hsii-chi, who was then serving as regional commander of
~zechwan.'~~
There was still no reason to expect any serious disruption of friendly
relations between China and the Nan-chao kingdom. Nevertheless, the seeds
of rivalry and mistrust in the southwest may already have been sown.

4
N A N - C H A O ' S ALLIANCE WITH T I B E T

In 748, P'i-lo-ko, under whose reign the unification of the Nan-chao kingdom
had been accomplished, died. That year the Tang court dispatched a eunuch
envoy to confirm the succession of his son, KO-lo-feng,as 'King of Yunnan.'
KO-lo-feng'sown son, Feng-ch'ieh-i, in turn inherited his father's previous
titles.'
As described in chapter 3 , even before his accession KO-lo-fenghad taken
an active part in the process of Nan-chao unification and consolidation. As
king, he was to be confronted with still greater challenges, vitally important
to the future of the Nan-chao kingdom. Our sources, which are uniformly
laudatory, make it seem that hard choices were forced upon him and that hls
responses were admirably pragmatic and decisive. He is probably the most
heroic figure in Nan-chao history.2

The outbreak of hostilities
It should be recalled that Chinese attempts in the 740's to open up the
Pu-t'ou road through eastern Y u ~ a and
n to capture control of the salt
resources at An-ning had provoked resistance from the Ts'uan. The Chinese
had then called upon Nan-chao for support. Ultimately, this struggle had
resulted in the Nan-chao takeover of the region, greatly expanding Nan-chao
population and territorial control. Superficially at least, Nan-chao and China
remained on friendly terms. However, this route was still very important to
the T'ang court, and perhaps even more important to local interests in
Szechwan, since it provided them more direct access to the Chinese protectorate in Annam and its rich commercial entrepot of Chiao-chou (modern
Hanoi). After Nan-chao had subjugated the Ts'uan and, in effect, had
annexed their territory, control of this route may well have then become a
source of contention between Nan-chao and Chinese interest^.^ It is reported
that in 749 a T'ang general named Ho Lu-kuang, a native of the Kwangsi
region, led a force from Annam via the Pu-t'ou road on a campaign against
~ n - n i n And
~ . ~a little earlier there had been a quarrel between the previous
Nan-chao ruler P'i-lo-ko and a T'ang envoy at the Nan-chao court.' The
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sources are not explicit, but this seems to be part of a background of growing
dissension between Nan-chao and the T'ang, which was to break out into
open hostilities in the early 750's.
According to the Chlnese sources, the flare-up of hostilities can be traced
to the immoral and exploitative behavior of a certain Chang Ch'ien-t'o, a
T'ang official in Yao-chou, or 'Yun-nan,' as it was called during the T'ien-pao
era (742 to 7 ~ 6 ) Although
.~
very little information concerning Chang has
survived, it has been suggested that he may have been a native chieftain
appointed to this official post, rather than a C h e s e official sent by the T'ang
court.' This conjecture is consistent with the apparent loss of direct control
over Yao-chou by the T'ang after the second decade of the eighth century, as
recounted in chapter 2. Ln any case, Chang Ch'ien-t'o is said to have made
numerous excessive demands on KO-lo-feng.Moreover, it is reported that he
had sexual relations with the Nan-chao ruler's wife (or wives), who customarily
accompanied him on his trips into Szechwan to see the T'ang governorgeneral.8
It is noteworthy that our most important surviving Nan-chao source, the
Te-hua inscription erected by KO-lo-fengin 766, says nothing of any such
sexual outrage. It does, however, catalog a whole list of grievances against
Chang. In general, it claims that Chang was doing everything he could to
weaken the Nan-chao kingdom and that he had tried to incite the Tibetans,
the Ts'uan, and others to attack an-~hao.~ KO-lo-fengsent petitions to the
T'ang court, complaining about such treatment; but the eunuch commissioner
who was sent by the Chinese court to investigate the matter was bribed by
Chang Ch'ien-t'o, and KO-lo-fengcontinued to receive insulting and unjust
treatment. Thus, when all peaceful recourses had failed, KO-lo-fengattacked
Yao-chou, capturing it and taking control of the peoples in the surrounding
territory. KO-lo-fengthereby got his vengeance, for in the attack on Yao-chou,
Chang Ch'ien-t'o either was kllled or, according to another source, poisoned
himself .I0
It seems that hostilities might have ended there. However, from this
relatively minor incident, Chinese officials in Szechwan foolishly escalated
the confrontation with Nan-chao into a series of major campaigns, each of
them more disastrous than the last. According to the Te-hua inscription,
KO-lo-fenghimself would rather have considered the matter closed, for his
quarrel was with Chang Ch'ien-t'o, whose provocations could not have been
ignored, and not with the T'ang as a whole. However, his explanations and
professions of loyalty were rejected."
It is true of course that the Te-hua inscription was written specifically as
an apologia for Nan-chao's actions during these years. We should thus regard
its righteous claims of innocence and good intentions with some skepticism.
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However, Chinese sources too indicate that it was T'ang officials in Szechwan,
not the Nan-chao leaders, who subsequently precipitated full-scale war.12
In the summer of 75 1, the regional commander of Chien-nan, Hsien-yii
Chung-t'ung, initiated a punitive campaign against Nan-chao. As an augury of
what was t o come, that expedition began with a heavy defeat for the Chinese
forces at Lu-nan, the point where their route crossed the Upper yangtze.13
Yet even then, KO-lo-fengwas still wihng to extend h s apologies for the
Chang Ch'ien-t'o affair. Moreover, he offered t o return those Chinese who
had been taken captive and even to repair the damage that had been done t o
Yao-chou. More importantly, however, he also issued the following warning:
'At present, large Tibetan armies are pressing on the frontier. If you do not
accept our proposal, then we will turn our allegiance t o Tibet, and Yun-nan
will no longer belong t o the T'ang.'14 Unfortunately for China, Hsien-yii
Chung-t'ung was incensed rather than persuaded by t h s candid threat. He
imprisoned the Nan-chao envoys and pressed on with the campaign.''
One very interesting feature of t h s campaign is the surprise flanking
attack o n the Ta-li plain, ordered by Hsien-yii, that reportedly crossed the
formidable Tien-ts'ang mountain range from the west.16 The sheer topographical difficulties of such a maneuver make it seem almost impossible.
(See the accompanying sketch map, traced from a sixteenth-century gazetteer of Yunnan, on p. 72.) Yet it must be remembered that, only a few years
before, a large Chnese force under Kao Hsien-chlh had crossed the equally
formidable Pamirs in a campaign against the ~ibetans." It seems that the
Ta-li plain was not so completely invulnerable to attack from the west as has
been claimed."
Although KO-lo-fengstill professed his loyalty, Nan-chao could no longer
afford t o be without an ally. Thus, true t o his warning, the Nan-chao king did
not hesitate t o turn t o Tibet. It should be remembered that the Tibetan
chronicles provide strong evidence that Nan-chao had been in direct contact
with Tibet throughout the first half of the eighth century. There was therefore precedent for the hgh-level mission that was sent t o the Tibetan capital
with articles of tribute in 751 .I9 The Tibetan court responded with lavish
gifts and agreed t o regard Nan-chao as a 'fraternal state' (hsiung-ti chih kuo).
That this relationship was one of elder t o younger brother, however, is
reflected in a title that the Tibetans bestowed on KO-lo-feng: 'Tsan-p'u chung,'
i.e., 'younger brother' (chung) of the Tsan-p 'u, or Tibetan king.10 Additionally, KO-lo-fengwas given the title of 'eastern emperor' (tung-ti), and a gold
seal and badges (kao-shen) acknowledging his authority were presented t o
him and his ministers. The mountains and rivers were invoked in an oath of
fidelity, and Nan-chao adopted a new, Tibetan-centered era name, beginning
with the first day of the lunar year, 752.21
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In the meantime, there was an attempt at the T'ang court to cover up the
disastrous results of Hsien-yu Chung-t'ung's campaign. In fact, we are told
that Hsien-yii's patron at court, Yang Kuo-chung, actually claimed that the
expedition into Yuman had been a success.22 Iike Hsien-yu, Yang was himself a native of Szechwan, from a mid-level aristocratic family with links to
the Sui ruling house. Through his close family relationship to Emperor Hsuantsung's favorite courtesan and principal consort, Yang Kuei-fei, Yang Kuochung had achieved an extraordinary rise to high position at the T'ang court.
In Ch'ang-an, Yang had managed to gain control over T'ang finances while
jockeying for position in the struggle to succeed the 'virtual dictator' of the
court during the 740's, Li Iin-fu, who by this time was old and ailing.23 One
way that Yang sought to assure his position at court was through his personal
control over the armies of Szechwan, the only major region whose troops
remained under the control of Chinese commanders instead of foreign
generals in T'ang employ.24 Accordingly, Yang arranged for his protegi,
Hsien-yii Chung-t'ung, to be appointed to the post of regional commander of
the province.25
In the coming showdown with the military might of the regional commander of Ho-pei, the infamous An Lu-shan, and his allied forces, it was
essential for Yang both to maintain absolute control over the troops of
Szechwan and to demonstrate their effectiveness. Thus Hsien-yu Chung-
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t'ung's zealous pursuit of the campaign against Nan-chao may have been
designed to enlarge the power base in Szechwan as well as to increase the
prestige of the Szechwanese army.26 In any event, it is clear why Yang Kuochung would have wanted t o cover up the ensuing disaster. However, it is
hard t o see how such a major setback could be covered up for long, even from
the uninterested gaze of a well sheltered emperor.
Soon thereafter, Yang Kuo-chung had himself appointed regional commander of Szechwan. When Li Lin-fu actually ordered him t o return to
Szechwan t o take up his post, however, Yang relied on the Lady Yang's
intercession, and on h s own tears before the emperor, to have the order
rescinded. Soon the ailing Li h - f u died, and Yang Kuo-chung was h s e l f
entrusted with governing the T'ang empire.27
Yang, however, was not done with his intentions to chastise Nan-chao.
Another large-scale campaign was being readied. To supplement the regular
T'ang forces in Szechwan and t o replace the large number of soldiers who had
been lost in the previous expedition, reinforcements (evidently including a
contingent of captured warriors from the distant northeastern frontier state
of Hsi) were sent in t o guard the Nan-chao frontier^.^' More importantly,
Yang Kuo-chung resorted t o a very extensive program of conscription.29
By mid-century, the state of the T'ang military, especially those forces not
controlled by non-Chinese frontier generals, had declined markedly.M The
old fu-ping military system, designed t o defend the frontiers by calling up
units of peasant-soldiers in rotation, was totally moribund. The dead and
deserters were not replaced, and horses, weapons, and supplies were virtually
depleted. Yet whenever possible, these dead and deserted souls were retained
on the rolls so that corrupt military officials could personally enrich themselves with whatever supplies they could falsely requisition for them. From
743 on, we are told, conscription procedures were utterly undermined and
the whole system was rife with corruption. Those who were taken into the
ranks were usually vagrants with no military experience."
By this time, the prestige of the regular T'ang armies had ebbed away.
Armies controlled directly by the T'ang court were virtually powerless. The
only effective troops were those concentrated in the northern frontier regions
under foreign generals.32 It is, in fact, quite possible that Nan-chao's decision
t o challenge the T'ang, cautious though it was, was based on an accurate
assessment of the decline of T'ang military effectiveness.
The program of conscription ordered by Yang Kuo-chung in the early
750's was carried out with great severity and consequently resulted in much
social disruption. It is reported that even those who were entitled to permanent exemption because of their families' previous military services were
intentionally drafted. Quotas still could not be met, so trickery had t o be
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used. Indigents were enticed t o banquets where they were suddenly seized,
shackled, provided with coarse clothing, and sent off t o the frontier. If any
were lost along the way, the wardens who accompanied them would be put in
their place .33
Half a century later, the great T'ang poet and statesman Po Chii-i wrote a
poem t o denounce the folly of these campaigns into Yunnan and the harsh
program of conscription enacted by Yang at this time. In Arthur Waley's
translation (here quoted with a number of my own revisions), the poem has
a very modern ring.

The Old Man with the Broken Arm
(An Admonition against Militarism)
In Hsin-feng an old man, four score and eight,
The hair at his temples, his beard and eyebrows. all white as snow,
Leaning on the shoulders of his great-great-grandson, walks in front
of the inn.
With his left arm he leans on his great-great-grandson's shoulders; his
right arm is broken
1 asked the old man how many years had passed since he broke his arm
And also asked the cause of the injury, how and why it had happened.
The old man replied: 'My native place is Hsin-feng District.
I was born in a wise reign, without campaigns o r battle^.^
1 was accustomed t o hearing, from the Pear Garden, the sounds of flute
and song.35
Naught I knew of banner and lance, nothing of arrow o r bow.
But ere long, in the era of ~ ' i e n - ~ a came
o , ~ ~the great levy of troops.
In every house with three grown men, one was taken.
And those t o whom the lot fell, where were they taken to?
Five months' journey, ten thousand li, away t o ~ u n - r ~ a n . ~ '
We heard it said that in Yun-nan there flows the Lu ~ i v e r ; ~ '
As the flowers fall from the pepper-trees, poisonous vapors rise.
Whenever a great army wades across, the water seems t o boil;
When barely ten have gotten past, two or three have died.
T o the north of my village, t o the south of my village, the sound of
weeping and wailing;
Children parting from fathers and mothers, husbands parting from
wives.
Everyone says that whenever expeditions are sent against the Man
Of tens of thousands sent out, not a single man returns.
At that time, I (now an old man) was only twenty-four,
And my name appeared in the report t o the Board of War.
In the depth of night, hardly daring t o let anyone know,
I secretly took a large stone and dashed it against my arm.
For drawing the bow and waving the banner now wholly unfit,
Henceforth I could avoid the expeditions into Yun-nan.
Broken bones and injured tendons could not fail t o hurt;
Yet the plan allowed me t o choose t o return, t o go back t o native soil.
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Sixty years ago this arm of mine was broken;
But though I sacrificed a limb, I preserved my life.
Even now on cold and cloudy nights, when the wind and the rain blow,
Straight through till the morning's dawn I cannot sleep for pain.
1 cannot sleep for pain;
Yet I can never regret it,
Delighting in the old age that I alone have attained.
For otherwise, long ago, at the ford of the Lu River,
My body slain, my soul deserted, my bones ungathered,
I would have become a ghost in Yun-nan, always looking for home,
Over the burial mound of the ten thousand, mournfully weeping.'
So the old man spoke.
1 bid you listen and heed.
Have you not heard
That the chief minister of the K'ai-yuan era, Chancellor Sung Ching,
Did not reward frontier exploits, lest a spirit of aggression prevail?39
And have you not heard
That the chief minister of the T'ien-pao period, Yang Kuo-chung,
Desiring t o win imperial favor, started a frontier war?
Frontier merit was not achieved, but the people's anger was aroused.
Just ask the old man from Hsin-feng with the broken arm.@
Could this poem really have been based on a chance encounter with the
old man from Hsin-feng, a district near the capital of Ch'ang-an? Or is t h s a
purely imagined political satire, of the kind for which Po Chii-i is justly
famous? For our purposes, it hardly matters, for there is ample additional
evidence t o confirm the unpopularity of these campaigns and the great disruption which they caused. It is certain that wherever conscription for the
Yunnan expedition was carried out, it provoked fear, bitterness, and popular
resistance .41
Nevertheless, Yang Kuo-chung and the generals under his command
pressed on with their plans. In the summer of 752, Yang reported that T'ang
troops in Szechwan had scored a great victory over some 600,000 (!) Tibetan
soldiers who had been sent t o aid Nan-chao and that they had recovered
much of the territory that previously had been lost.42 Even aside from the
impossibly high figure, however, one tends t o be suspicious of this claim.
Some modern scholars have argued compellingly that this report, like earlier
ones presented a t court by Yang, was a complete f a b r i ~ a t i o n . ~ ~
In the summer of 753, according to the Te-hua inscription, the Chinese
attempted t o re-establish control over Yao-chou. However, Nan-chao cut off
the Chinese supply route and surrounded the fort. Within two days, Yaochou
again fell easily, 'like pulling up a rotten stump.'44
The most concerted Chinese effort against Nanchao, however, was not to
come until the following year, in the summer of 754. At that time, a general
in Yang Kuo-chung's employ in Szechwan named Li Mi led a force of seventy
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thousand soldiers into Yunnan. Simultaneously, Ho Lii-kuang (sometimes
mistakenly written Ho Fu-kuang) led another large contingent of Chinese
soldiers in a coordinated attack on Nan-chao from the
Some sources
indicate that Ho had also invaded Nan-chao from the south in the previous
summer.46 Chinese accounts of this campaign say that KO-lo-fengcleverly
ordered h s forces to fall back, drawing Li Mi's army deeply into Nan-chao
territory. When they reached the Nan-chao capital (still at T'ai-ho-ch'eng),
Ko-lo-feng's forces simply encamped w i t h n its walls, relying on its defenses
(which must have been effective t o have resisted so large a Chinese army)
rather than giving battle. This stratagem worked well, for soon T'ang supplies
ran low. 'Seven or eight out of ten' of the Chinese soldiers began dying from
starvation and virulent disease. When they tried t o retreat, Nan-chao forces
rushed out t o attack them. Li Mi himself was captured and h s army was
virtually wiped out .47
The Nan-chao account of t h s campaign is slightly different. According t o
the Te-hua inscription, the combined T'ang armies were cornered at Tengch'uan both by Nan-chao and by Tibetan forces. The Clunese were sorely
beset: 'They had no time t o draw their bows. They could not wield their
swords fast enough. Though it was daylight, shadows were obscured; red dust
dimmed the sky. Blood flowed, forming rivers; corpses piled up, blocking the
stream^.'^' The entire T'ang army was annihilated, and its generals were
drowned.49
Whichever of the accounts is the more accurate, it is clear that the T'ang
forces suffered tremendous losses and a great defeat. Again, we are told, Yang
Kuo-chung attempted t o hide the severity of this defeat from the T'ang court;
and obsessively, he sent out even more troops against Nan-chao. Altogether, it
is reported, nearly 200,000 Chinese were kdled in the various campaigns in
~unnan."
These figures are probably exaggerated, but the significance of this series
of defeats in the southwest was unmistakably profound. The soldiers lost in
these campaigns were some of the best that the T'ang court had left at its
disposal. Yet because of the difficulties of topography and climate, the
dangers of malarial infection, and the inadequacies of supplies, the majority
of them did not return." Although many people throughout China were
grieved and incensed at the wasteful folly of these campaigns, no one dared to
challenge Yang Kuo-chung at court, especially after he assumed the dominant
position upon the death of Li Lin-fu in 753. When even the powerful eunuch
Kao Li-shh warned Emperor Hsiian-tsung that the repeated loss of T'ang
armies in Yunnan had left the court completely defenseless against dangerous
frontier generals, he was told t o mind his own bu~iness.'~
All of this could only have had a baneful effect on the T'ang, just when it
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was about t o face its greatest challenge, as Kao Li-shh (and no doubt many
others) had foreseen. It seems certain that the calamitous An Lu-shan
rebellion, wluch began in 755, would have occurred regardless of the outcome
of the campaigns against Nan-chao. Yet the loss of precious troops and the
demoralization and popular unrest caused by these campaigns surely did not
help the dynasty t o cope with An Lu-shan's challenge.s3
On the other hand, it was quite natural that Nan-chao would take advantage of the tremendous difficulties that the T'ang experienced because of the
An Lu-shan rebellion. Forced by the rebellion to call in all of the frontier
armies that remained loyal, the T'ang court quickly lost control over many
outlying regions, some as far away as the modern Soviet republics in Central
Asia. Thus, in the southwest, the Chinese could hardly afford t o expend
much additional effort. Fortunately, the T'ang court was able to rely on the
Tsang-ko leader Chao Kuo-chen in Ch'ien-chung (a region which included
modern southeastern Szechwan, southwestern Hupei, western Hunan, and
northern Kweichow) to maintain stability and loyalty to the dynasty in that
region at least, throughout this difficult period.54 This was important, for
conditions in neighboring Szechwan over the next three decades would not be
so favorable.
In 756, Nan-chao captured Sui-chou and Hui-t'ung and occupied territory
as far north as the Ch'ing-ch'i pass, just south of the Ta-tu River." According
t o the Te-hua inscription, the Nan-chao attack against this area was at the
behest of its sovereign ally Tibet. Sui-chou resisted, and its defenders consequently were destroyed. Hui-t'ung, on the other hand, capitulated, and its
occupants were not harmed. In 757, the Chinese tried t o re-establish control
over Sui-chou and refortified T'ai-teng, t o the north of it. Again it was at
Tibet's suggestion, we are told, that Nan-chao joined in a coordinated attack
on Sui-chou, which was again captured. In addition, T'ai-teng was razed, and
many Chinese were taken captive.56
Having accomplished so much against the T'ang, KO-lo-feng next turned
his kingdom's attention t o its southern borders. He personally led campaigns
against peoples called the Hsun-ch'uan, the Luo-hsing, and the Ch'i-hsiang, all
of whom were located probably in what is now the southwestern part of
Yunnan province.57 According t o the Te-hua inscription, these peoples occupied rich territories, but they were barely civilized. Thus, in 762, KO-lo-feng
decided t o conquer and, indeed, t o civilize them. Again, those who submitted
were treated well, while those who resisted were suppressed." This also
seems t o have been the period during which Nan-chao first established its
domination over the Pyu kingdom of upper ~ u r m a . ' ~
In addition, KO-lo-feng consolidated Nan-chao control in the east. An
administrative post was established in An-ning, both t o supervise salt pro-
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duction there and to oversee the territory formerly controlled by the Ts'uan.
In the wintet of 763, this area was surveyed and a site around modern Kunming was selected, both for its strategic location and for its ability to support
a large population. In 765, KO-lo-feng's son Feng-ch'ieh-i was sent there to
establish a new fortress, which was named Che-tung. Feng-ch'ieh-i remained
at Che-tung and apparently was given authority over the eastern part of the
kingdom, the area taken over from the fractious and demoralized ~ s ' u a n . ~ '
Any further consolidation of control in Yunnan, however, was blocked by
Nan-chao's own ally Tibet. It is difficult to know how far direct Tibetan
authority extended into Yunnan at this time. Probably the furthest Tibetan
outpost was at Shen-ch'uan, located immediately north of the famous ironchain suspension bridge across the Upper Yangtze at T'ieh-ch'iao. However,
indirect Tibetan control must have extended much further, for throughout
the eighth century Tibet dominated and supported the peoples of t h s northwestern corner of Yunnan. Moreover, Tibet offered sponsorship and protection to the remnants of the ruling families of those original Six Chao who
had fled north to avoid total conquest and unification by P'i-lo-ko and Ko-lofeng6' There is no indication that Nan-chao ever discussed the disposition of
these peoples and this territory with their Tibetan allies. What is certain is
that throughout the period of the alliance with Tibet, Nan-chao took no
aggressive actions against any of the peoples in t h s area.
The achievements of KO-lo-feng'sreign
Nevertheless, many lasting accomplishments had been achieved by Kolo-feng. Not only had he extended the limits of Nan-chao territorial control
t o the northeast and to the south and consolidated Nan-chao administrative
authority in the east, he also had strengthened Nan-chao's internal organization, establishing the basic pattern of Nan-chao government, a subject t o
w h c h we must now turn briefly.
To some extent, Nan-chao political institutions probably drew upon local
patterns of organization which had been developed by the peoples of Yunnan
over many centuries. It is likely that this local political organization was
already much influenced by Chinese institutions. However, during Ko-lofeng's reign, Nan-chao government was evidently greatly elaborated on the
basis of the administrative model of T'ang China, which seems to have been
borrowed with varying degrees of adaptation by almost all of the sedentary
societies with whom the T'ang had close and extended relations. It was under
KO-lo-feng that the elaboration of this governmental pattern is first clearly
evident.
Unfortunately, our sources tell us little about how Nan-chao government
actually worked, how policies were formulated and enacted. However, the
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basic outline of Nan-chao's bureaucratic organization is relatively clear. The
Nan-chao h n g seems t o have been a true autocrat, probably with fewer
restrictions on h s absolute power than the Chinese emperor. However, there
was a council of chief ministers (ch 'ing-p 'ing kuan) who acted under h m as a
deliberative and advisory body. Each of the ch 'ing-p 'ing kuan held concurrent
rank as general (chiin-chiang) in the military organization.62 In fact, it seems
that virtually all civil offices were awarded on the basis of demonstrated
military merit. In theory there were six ch'ing-p'ing kuan; however, t h s number seems to have fluctuated a great deal, and more often there were seven or
eight.63 The council itself had a variety of functional offices, which saw t o
the transmission of documents and the implementation of policy.
In its earliest elaborated form, in the middle of the eighth century, the
Nan-chao bureaucracy had under the council of ch 'ing-p 'ing kuan a group of
functionally distinct ministries called the six ts'ao. These seem t o have corresponded t o the six ministries or boards (liu-pu) responsible for the routine
administration of government in the T'ang system. They may reflect even
more closely the six functional divisions of provincial government under the
early T'ang, which also were termed ts
In the Nan-chao system, the six
ts 'ao seem t o have been responsible for the administration of the military
(ping-ts 'ao), taxation (hu-ts 'ao), foreign relations (k 'o-ts bo), punishments
(hsing-ts 'ao or fa-ts 'oo), personnel (shih-ts 'oo, sometimes mistakenly written
kung-ts 'oo), and public welfare (ts 'ang-ts 'ao, also sometimes written huits ' a ~ ) . ~Nan-chao
'
m h t a r y organization was also highly bureaucratic. At the
top, there were twelve generals in theory, though again the numbers seem t o
have varied. Six of them were assigned t o the Nan-chao court, while the
remaining six were sent out t o serve concurrently as heads of the basic units
of local government. At first there were six regional administrative organizations called chien. Their number grew significantly with time, however, and
later they came t o be called chieh-ru shih, perhaps in imitation of the evolving
T'ang system of regional governmental control.66
In addition t o these obvious T'ang models, however, some Tibetan influence can also be seen in Nan-chao administrative practices, especially its
detailed sumptuary laws concerning the wearing of tiger skins by different
classes of officials and its intricate system of badges (kuo-shen) which had
been presented t o the Nan-chao court by the Tibetan king in the 750's.~'
However, there seems t o have been no direct Tibetan influence on Nan-chao
political organization or terminology, though there may well have been some
similarities, since Tibet too had borrowed from Chinese institutions.
The Nan-chao armies included both infantry and cavalry, in addition to
elite guard units. Evidently, advancement in Nan-chao society was tied closely
t o military achievement; bravery was rewarded, while the slightest sign of
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cowardice was dealt with harshly. In general, troops were expected to provide
their own weapons and mounts. Provisions were assigned sparingly to encourage the soldiers to accomplish their task quickly. Tight discipline was maintained over the army; however, once they had passed into enemy territory,
soldiers were freely allowed to pillage and provide for themsel~es.~'
Perhaps also reflecting T'ang practices, there was an elaborate system of
examinations for both Nan-chao soldiers and civil officials. Soldiers were
required to demonstrate both skill and endurance in tests of archery, jousting,
climbing, jumping, swimming, fencing, and the like. There were set periods
for military maneuvers and yearly inspections of troops and their weapons.69
In addition, all officers, both military and civil, were required to show mathematical skills and a basic degree of literacy. The fact that written instructions were sent down to the village level whenever mobilization was necessary
shows that literacy was perhaps not uncommon within the Nan-chao kingd ~ m . ~And
' later, some of the Nan-chao elite were to demonstrate a high
degree of literary a c c o m p l i ~ h m e n t . ~ ~
In assessing KO-lo-feng's reign, one must conclude that his greatest achevement was simply to have maintained Nan-chao's political and economic independence in the face of these large-scale and vindictive Chinese invasions.
Although to do so required an alliance with and some degree of subordination
to Tibet, nonetheless Nan-chao's autonomy within its own territory, exclusive
of the northwestern corner, was retained. It is natural that KO-lo-fengwould
have sought the support of an alliance with Tibet when confronted with the
prospect of full-scale war with China, especially given the long-standing
pattern of contacts between Nan-chao and Tibet. However, considering the
decline of Tang military effectiveness and Yunnan's problematic terrain and
climate, it is not impossible that Nan-chao alone could have repulsed the
T'ang expeditions against them. Nor is it clear that Tibetan military assistance
to the Nan-chao cause in these years was so great anyway.
Still, it was essential to cultivate Tibetan support, if for no other reason
than that Nan-chao could scarcely risk any possibility of Tibetan attack at
the same time that it was at war with China. Eventually, Tibetan demands on
its ally would become onerous, and KO-lo-feng'ssuccessor would have to find
a way to break away from t h s unequal alliance. However, subordination to
Tibet and the tribute and duties that it entailed may have seemed a small
price to pay at the time.
Thus it is not surprising that the Te-hua inscription erected near the Nanchao capital of T'ai-ho-ch'eng in 766 should praise KO-lo-fengwarmly.72 The
main purpose of this inscription, however, was to disclaim responsibility for
the break with the T'ang and to emphasize that hostilities were forced upon
Nan-chao. Perhaps the Nan-chao leaders did truly regret the break with China;
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certainly the inscription indicates a realization that the break was not likely
t o be permanent. KO-lo-fenglumself is said t o have remarked that, 'my predecessors have for generations served China and have repeatedly received
appointments and rewards. Later heirs may well re-establish that relationship.
If' an emissary of the T'ang should arrive, they can point t o this inscription to
cleanse away any charges against me.'73 In this light, Nan-chao's alliance with
Tibet appears t o have been purely an expedience, t o be dropped when circumstances no longer favored it.

T'ang efforts t o deal with the alliance
The alliance between Nan-chao and Tibet, however, gave T'ang Chna
considerable cause for alarm. For the preceding two decades the southwestern frontier had been relatively untroubled. Even the Tibetans, who were
preoccupied by their own internal problems and confronted by Arab expansion and consolidation in the west, had not been much of a threat." Now,
suddenly, not only had Nan-chao been provoked into becoming a formidable
enemy rather than a fairly cooperative ally but also, and far worse, they had
been driven into the Tibetan camp. The whole length of T'ang China's western frontier abruptly was occupied by a dangerous alliance of truly potent
enemies. Moreover, China had suffered great losses in the Yunnan campaigns.
And with the outbreak of the An Lu-shan rebellion, all available men were
needed t o fight for the dynasty's survival. Thus in the classic pattern of the
interaction between 'external disaster' and 'internal disorder,' T'ang China
was hamstrung by rebellion just when she needed a strong military presence
on the frontiers; and a relatively stable frontier situation was turned into one
fraught with danger, just when the dynasty could least afford it.
It was natural that both Nan-chao and Tibet should take advantage of this
situation. Nan-chao, at Tibetan behest, had attacked and captured the Suichou region in 756-757, as we have seen. Thereafter, however, there is little
indication of any Nan-chao aggression in the Szechwan area, despite the disorder caused by a series of minor rebellions in that province in the late 750's
and 760's."
Yet if Nan-chao refrained from fully exploiting T'ang weakness and disorder, the same thing can hardly be said for Tibet. The severity and the
audacity of Tibetan attacks on T'ang territory increased throughout the
750's, culminating in their takeover of most T'ang possessions in Central
Asia, their capture of the vitally important horse-breeding provinces of Ho-hsi
and Lung-yu in the northwest, and their brief seizure in 763 of the T'ang
capital itself. It is interesting t o speculate whether Nanchao troops may have
been employed in the Tibetan conquests in the northwest and perhaps even
in the capture of Ch'ang-an. Although there is no decisive evidence about this
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one way or the other, it is true that the Tibetans customarily used the troops
both of its alhes and of its subjugated peoples in the forefront of their campaigns.76 And there is firm indication that they did later seek Nan-chao
troops for campaigns against the Uighurs in the northwest.77 More than this
cannot be said with certainty.
In fact, records concerning the Nan-chao kingdom in the Chinese sources
for the period from 756 to 779 are very sparse. And the major supplementary
document for this period, the Te-hua inscription, only covers the years up to
766. There is thus a significant gap in our knowledge of the Nan-chao kingdom during these years, with regard both to its relations with China and Tibet
and to its internal development and consolidation.
There are therefore few sources that we can consult to clear up one
puzzling bit of information concerning the year 776. In that year, certain
Chinese sources mention that Nan-chao joined with T'ang forces to repulse
Tibetan attacks on ~ z e c h w a n Another
.~~
reliable source specifically identifies
KO-lo-feng as the leader of Nan-chao forces in support of the T'ang at the
time of thls Tibetan a t t a ~ k This
. ~ is very difficult to reconcile with the overall pattern of relations among these three powers during the latter half of the
eighth century, for the bulk of the evidence indicates that Nan-chao was
firmly, if not whole-heartedly, in the Tibetan camp down to the 790's. Wang
Chung, who has copiously annotated the sections on Tibet and Nan-chao in
the New Tang History (Hsin T'ang-shu), therefore concludes that these
sources must be wrong concerning this reported aberration in the three-way
relationship .80
Sat6 Hisashi, however, offers a more compelling explanation. Supplementing the Chinese sources with the Tibetan annals for t h s period, he notes that
during the reign of Trhsong Detsen (754-797) the 'Myava Blanc' reportedly
revolted and were subsequently quelled, reverting to their earlier submissive
allegian~e.~'
It is unfortunate that the annals do not specify the exact year
in which this o c c ~ r r e d . ' ~However, as substantiated in chapter 2, it is certain
that the 'Myava Blanc' is a reference to Nan-chao, or at least to some of the
peoples within that kingdom. Sat6 thinks that the events reported in the
Chinese sources and in the Tibetan annals are probably linked and that they
indicate a temporary break between one segment of the Nan-chao population
and their Tibetan overlords in the rnid-770's.'~ If that is so, it is still certain
from the Tibetan annals and from subsequent well documented events that
the rupture between Nan-chao and Tibet could not have lasted long.
Throughout the 770's, T'ang forces in Szechwan seem to have been consistently successful in repelling periodic Tibetan attacks." The principal
figure associated with these successes was an official named Ts'ui Ning
(originally called Ts'ui Kan). Although Ts'ui was said to have been from a
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scholarly family, he was more inclined to the military arts. As a youth, he
went to Szechwan, where he enrolled as a foot soldier in the service of Hsienyii Chung-t'ung. Ts'ui participated in the ill-fated Li Mi campaign into Yunnan
but managed t o survive that debacle and to return to Ch'eng-tu.@"(This is an
indication that there were probably more Chinese survivors of the T'ang
expeditions into Yunnan in the 750's than our romanticized sources state.")
In Szechwan, Ts'ui gradually rose to hlgher office and established a reputation
for himself. Eventually, he was appointed to lead a campaign against the
Tibetans and their Ch'iang allies in the Hsi-shan region, northwest of Ch'engtu. In that campaign, Ts'ui's exploits became legendary and are reported subsequently to have greatly intimidated the enemy. Equally important, Ts'ui
had gained the loyal support of the provincial military forces.
This was in great contrast to the new regional commander of the region,
Kuo Ying-i. A dispute soon arose between Kuo and Ts'ui (Kuo is said to have
taken Ts'ui's family hostage and t o have violated his women), and soon Ts'ui
found a pretext for mutiny. In the struggle that followed, Ts'ui enjoyed the
support of almost all of the region's troops, and soon Kuo was killed. The
new court-appointed regional commander, Tu Hung-chien, was apparently
wary of suffering Kuo's fate. Upon his arrival in Ch'eng-tu, he therefore
petitioned that the court transfer his command to Ts'ui." The court was
concerned about the continuing Tibetan threat to the Szechwan frontier and
preoccupied by its own troubles. It therefore decided t o secure Ts'ui's support
by giving him the post of regional commander in 767."
Thereafter, Ts'ui seems to have used his successes against the Tibetans as
the lever for maintaining his own power in Szechwan. As long as the Tibetan
threat against Szechwan seemed severe and as long as Ts'ui was successful in
controlling it, the T'ang court was reluctant t o replace him. It is reported that
Ts'ui also maintained the court's favor by sending his brother t o Ch'ang-an to
cultivate the support of high officials, especially the chief minister Yuan Tsai
and his sons, with liberal bribes. Ts'ui thereby enjoyed the security of his
position in Szechwan for more than ten years. Although Ts'ui's administration reportedly grew increasingly extravagant and his life-style increasingly
debauched, the court could do nothing.eg Some modern scholars have concluded that Ts'ui in fact probably exaggerated in his reports both the extent
of the Tibetan threat to Szechwan and the consistency of his victories over
them.g0
However, the Tang court had not completely forgotten that Ts'ui Ning
had in effect usurped his position in Szechwan. Finally, in 779, Ts'ui was
persuaded t o return t o the T'ang capital briefly on some unspecified pretext.91
It was clear that Ts'ui, once at court, was meant to be kept from returning to
Ch'eng-tu.
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The invasion of 779
It was at this point that the Tibetans, in conjunction with their Nanchao allies, chose t o mount a massive invasion into Szechwan. A reported
total of 100,000 enemy soldiers were sent in a three-pronged attack toward
Ch'eng-tu, the Nan-chao forces invading from the southwest, from their captured base in Sui-chou. Some of the sources w h c h describe the invasion are
ambiguous about whether it was Tibet or Nan-chao that initiated this largescale attack.92 However, in what is probably the fullest and most explicit
account, in Ts'ui Ning's biography in the Old T'ang History (Chiu T'ang-shu),
the following manifesto is clearly attributed to the Tibetan lung: 'I want to
make Szechwan our eastern prefecture. S M e d craftsmen will all be sent to
Lhasa, where they will uniformly be levied merely one piece of fine silk a
year .'93
The progress of the invaders was apparently swift. They overran much
territory, and the populace of Szechwan is reported to have fled in panic to
the hills. However effective the troops of Szechwan had been against Tibetan
attacks under Ts'ui Ning's command, the generals who led them in Ts'ui's
~
absence proved to be totally unable to mount an effective r e s i ~ t a n c e .Perhaps the fact that Tibet and Nan-chao chose the occasion of Ts'ui's absence
t o invade in force was the strongest argument for his crucial role in Szechwan.
Alarmed, the T'ang court was about t o return Ts'ui t o Ch'eng-tu to deal
with this critical situation. However, Ts'ui's main antagonist at court, the
chief minister Yang Yen, strenuously objected. He argued that Ts'ui's usurpation in Szechwan had deprived the dynasty of full control over this rich
territory. He denigrated Ts'ui's abilities and pointed out that it was only by
the circumstance of rebellion that he had risen t o power there; if the court
were t o return him now it would not be likely that Ts'ui would be successful
against the invaders. And even if he were t o be successful, the T'ang court
would still not be in direct control there. 'Thus the riches of Szechwan by
defeat would surely be lost and by victory also would not be regained.'" The
emperor was thus persuaded to reconsider and t o retain Ts'ui in a sinecure at
court.
In his place, the famous T'ang general Li Sheng was ordered to lead an
army of around nine thousand court and provincial troops from the north t o
rescue Szechwan. Few details are provided, but we know that the results of
this campaign were entirely in the T'ang favor. The combined forces of Tibet
and Nan-chao were routed and chased from the province with great losses.96
This proved to be a significant victory for the T'ang. Of immediate importance, it prevented any further loss of territory and stabilized the Szechwan
frontier for several years to come. It seems also to have weakened Tibetan
ability to take aggressive actions against China's borders. For this and perhaps
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other reasons, the period after 779 thus saw an improvement in Sino-Tibetan
relations. Border skirmishes diminished in intensity and frequency; prisoner
exchanges were arranged. Serious negotiations got under way and culminated
in 783 in the signing of the Ch'ing-shui treaty of border d e m a r c a t i ~ n Along
.~
the Szechwan frontier, the Hsi-shan mountains and the Ta-tu River were
chosen as the natural frontiers. East of these, it was agreed, was T7angterritory; t o the west and southwest, specifically including the territory of the
Moso and other local peoples, all belonged t o ~ i b e t Relations
.~~
had so
improved that Tibet even agreed t o help the T'ang royal house put down the
acutely serious Chu Tz'u rebellion, w h c h had once again brought political
chaos t o
The Tibetans, however, demanded a price for their support:
the cession of additional territory in the northwest. When after the Chu Tz'u
rebellion had been quashed the T'ang court did not honor what the Tibetans
regarded as their side of the bargain, relations were impaired even further and
the newly concluded treaty became a dead letter.'''
More significantly for our story, however, the T a n g victory in 779 had a
lasting effect also on the course of Nan-chao's relations with Tibet. The
Tibetan court is reported t o have reacted to this defeat with stern anger,
executing the leaders of the unsuccessful campaign. Presumably, Nan-chao
generals were included in this punishment. In any event, the failure of the
invasion attempt together with Tibet's harsh measures alarmed the new Nanchao king, KO-lo-feng's grandson, I-mou-hsiin.lol It was at this time that he
moved the Nan-chao capital t o the newly built fortress city of Yang-hsiehmieh, modern ~a-li.lo2His alarm soon turned to resentment, for Tibet began
t o make ever more onerous demands on its ally. Heavy levies and yearly
quotas of soldiers were required; strategic Nan-chao territory was taken over
by Tibetan garrisons.103
It was also at this time that the Tibetans are said t o have granted a new
title t o the Nan-chao king: jih-tung wang, or 'king of the region east of the
sun.'" Wang Chung regards this as a clear diminution of the status of the
Nan-chao kingdom in its relationship t o the Tibetan court. Before, the Nanchao king had been addressed as the 'eastern emperor' (htng-ti) and regarded
as a younger brother. Now his grandson was t o be treated as a simple vassal.10s
On the basis of the existing evidence, Wang's interpretation seems a little
forced. However, it is certain that from this point on the relationship between
Nan-chao and Tibet was increasingly characterized by resentment and mutual
distrust.
A major factor in this trend seems t o have been the character and background of the new Nan-chao ruler, I-mou-hsiin. And, apparently, a critically
important factor in the life of I-mou-hsiin was the relationship between him
and his tutor and advisor, the captured Chinese official Cheng Hui.
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Cheng Hui and I-mou-hsiin
Cheng Hui, a native of Hsiang-chou, in modern Honan, was serving as
magistrate of Hsi-lu, a district attached t o Sui-chou, when that region was
overrun by Nan-chao in 756-757. Cheng himself was taken captive at that
time. He, however, proved himself well able t o adapt t o his new circumstances. We are told that his Nan-chao captors reahzed that he was no common soldier and valued him highly for his learning and h s governmental
expertise. Indicative of that esteem, he was given a new name by KO-lo-feng:
Man-li, i.e., 'of benefit to the an.'"^ He was soon appointed tutor t o the
royal princes, including I-mou-hsiin, through which position he gained the
intimate respect and favor of a succession of Nan-chao rulers. Thus, it is likely
that he personally had much t o do with the process by which the Nan-chao
kingdom took on an increasingly Chinese flavor, even as it continued t o ally
with Tibet against the an^."'
For these reasons, by 779 we can assume that I-mou-hsiin was already well
disposed towards Chinese culture, even aside from his resentment of excessive
Tibetan exactions. As ruler, I-mou-hsiin is said t o have despised his kingdom's
low level of culture and morality and t o have regretted that Nan-chao was cut
off from direct con tact with china. 'OB This sounds suspiciously like later
Chinese historiographical rationalization, but it is made more plausible by the
fact of I-mou-hsiin's extended period of tutelage under Cheng Hui. It is
reported that Cheng was a stern and demanding teacher who on occasion
would not hesitate t o whip his princely charges and that I-mou-hsiin actually
stood in dread of him.lo9
Cheng's role as imperial tutor began soon after his capture in 756, but
there is no indication that he took any active role in Nan-chao politics during
KO-lo-feng's reign. With I-mou-hsun's accession in 779, however, Cheng rose
t o become a dominant figure in the Nan-chao government.
When I-mou-hsun became king, he appointed Cheng Hui t o the post of
ch 'ing-p'ing kuan. The ch 'ing-p'ing kuan were the Nan-chao chief
ministers. There were in all six of them, but national affairs were
decided exclusively by Cheng Hui. The other five ministers treated
Cheng with great deference, for whenever they erred Cheng would flog
them."'
It is not clear what these Chinese accounts of Cheng's role in the Nan-chao
kingdom are based upon, so they should perhaps not be taken at face value.
Nevertheless, it is evident that Cheng did occupy a position of power in the
decision-making process of the Nan-chao state and that he did exert a strong
influence over its ruler. Cheng Hui was undoubtedly a key figure both in the
continuing development of political institutions patterned on the T a n g
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model and in the increasing adoption of Chinese literary and cultural forms
within the Nan-chao kingdom. He was the author of the important Te-hua
inscription of 766,"' and he no doubt served as the chief drafter and
interpreter of correspondence to and from China. Although he supported
rapprochement with the T'ang, Cheng seems in fact to have worked primarily
for Nan-chao interests. In any case, there is no indication that he ever sought
t o return to china.'12
The sources give no information concerning the role that Cheng Hui's
immediate descendants may have played in Nan-chao government, though we
do know that it was his fifth-generation grandson, Cheng Mai-ssu, who would
later end the Nan-chao dynasty and found the first of the Nan-chao successor
kingdoms early in the tenth
Of more immediate importance, however, Cheng Hui was to serve as the primary force withln the Nan-chao kingdom arguing for a sundering of relations with Tibet and realignment with
T'ang China.

Li Pi and the grand stratagem
As we have seen, the situation confronting China on her southwestern
frontier during the last quarter of the eighth century was a critical one.
Decades of border warfare, though inconclusive, had been severely debilitating
and at times had verged on disaster. Certainly the alliance between Tibet and
Nan-chao, fitful though it may have been, was potentially an explosive one
and a source of grave concern t o the T'ang. Thls was especially so in light of
China's recurrent instability, which again manifested itself dramatically in the
rebellions of the early 780's."~ Thus, the most pressing frontier worry which
China faced during this period was the joint Tibetan-Nan-chao threat in the
southwest. Reducing the severity of that threat had become the prime concern of T'ang foreign policy.
A rather grand alliance was proposed for this purpose by Li Pi, a chief
minister at the T'ang court from 787 until hls death in 789, who advocated
what was essentially a policy of 'using foreigners t o control foreigners.' He
proposed that the T'ang should cultivate friendly relations with the Uighurs,
a Turkish confederation that dominated much of Mongolia from the middle
of the eighth t o the middle of the ninth centuries, inducing them t o put
additional pressure on the Tibetans from the north. He moreover emphasized
the importance of re-establishing friendly relations with Nan-chao, thereby
diminishing Tibetan power and ultimately creating an additional source of
harassment for the Tibetans t o cope with on their southern borders. He even
proposed t o encircle Tibet entirely by persuading both the Indian kingdoms,
known t o the Chinese collectively as T'ien-chu, and the Arab empire t o join
in this grand alliance against Tibet. In repeated and insistent dialogues with
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the Emperor Te-tsung, Li Pi asserted that he could bring Tibet to grief without ever using T'ang armies. Li Pi's justifications for this policy were simply
stated:
Once amiable relations have been established with the Uighurs, then the
Tibetans already would no longer dare to attack our borders at wiU. If
next we were to win over Yunnan [i.e.,Nan-chao] , then this would cut
off Tibet's right arm."'

Li then presented his assessment of the Nan-chao disposition towards China:
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Yunnan [Nan-chao] has been subordinate to China since Han times.
Yang Kuo-chung needlessly agitated them, causing them to rebel against
us and ally with Tibet. But they have suffered bitterly from heavy
Tibetan impositions, and there has never been a single day when they
did not t h n k of again becoming a T'ang vassal.
As for India and the Arabs,
The Arabs are the strongest force in the western regions; from the
Ts'ung-ling mountain range all the way to the Western ocean, their territory covers nearly half the world. They and India both feel admiration
for C h n a , and both have for generations regarded Tibet as their enemies
Thus I know that they can be won over.ll6
Although little ever came of this part of Li Pi's proposal, the hope t o
include the Arabs and the Indian lungdoms in this alliance against Tibet was
not so far-fetched as it may seem. The Indians had for some time been in
touch diplomatically with the T'ang; and in 720 they had offered their war
elephants and cavalry to the Chinese court t o be used in a joint campaign
against both the Tibetans and the Arabs. These diplomatic contacts continued
at least through the 750's."' There also had been frequent diplomatic contacts between China and the Arabs during the first half of the eighth century,
continuing down through the 760's and 770's; and Arab troops had been
among those used by the T'ang court t o recover both Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang
from the rebel forces of An LU-shan.llBDuring the 780's, the Arabs were
probably the strongest enemy of Tibet. The Chinese were well aware that the
greater part of the Tibetan forces was preoccupied in defending against the
Arabs t o the west, thereby reducing the frequency of Tibetan attacks against
T a n g borders.llg
The mainstays of Li Pi's proposed alliance, however, were the Uighurs and
Nanchao. But Li Pi's suggestion t o establish an alliance with the Uighurs
immediately met with strong personal opposition from Emperor Te-tsung
himself. A quarter of a century before, the future emperor had been involved
in a dreadfully humiliating incident when he was sent t o represent the
dynasty at the Uighur court. A dispute arose when the Uighurs haughtily
demanded that the T'ang heir-apparent should make some outward sign of
respect t o the Uighur khagan, a compelling indication of the hard times on
which the T'ang dynasty had fallen. Refusal resulted in terrific beatings for
the heir-apparent's top ministers, from which two of them died. The future
emperor himself suffered no physical harm, but this humiliation permanently
embittered him towards the uighurs.lzo
Thus Li Pi's strategy for dealing with the Tibetan problem was in great
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jeopardy from the very start. Te-tsung was willing t o consider all other
aspects of Li Pi's plan; but concerning the Uighurs he was adamant. It took
skillful arguments, a keen sense of psychology, and numerous discussions
with the emperor for Li t o convince him t o negotiate with the ~ i g h u r s . ' ~ '
Finally, Te-tsung reluctantly agreed for the sake of the country to put aside
h s personal grudge.
To the emperor's surprise and delight, the Uighurs, who at this period were
very much interested in gaining a T'ang princess for their ruler, proved t o be
quite eager t o come t o terms with the Chinese, no longer insisting on diplomatic treatment as an equal. As a result, an alliance was arranged, and the
Hsien-an Princess (one of only three true imperial daughters given in marriage
t o foreign kings during the entire T'ang period) was sent t o the Uighur kingdom.lz2 The cornerstone of Li PI'S strategy against the Tibetans was thus
achieved.

Wei Kao and the southwestern frontier
However, the other major part of Li Pi's plan, securing Nan-chao cooperation against Tibet, would take much longer t o accomplish. Li Pi himself
died long before this part of h s proposal came t o fruition. The primary figure
in the realization of t h s policy was instead the long-term regional commander
on the Szechwan frontier, Wei Kao. From around 785 when he was appointed
t o his post in Ch'eng-tu as a reward for his services against the rebels Chu
Tz'u and Chu T'ao,lz3 until his death in 805, Wei deftly coordinated a series
of effective military campaigns against the Tibetans, while he also skillfully
exploited existing tensions between Tibet and its ally, the Nan-chao kingdom.
Although he seems t o have followed the overall frontier strategies then in
favor at the T'ang court, much credit still must go t o Wei Kao personally, for
it was he who realistically implemented frontier policy and adroitly manipulated the growing rift between Nan-chao and
In the years since 778, not much had happened t o change existing relations
between China and Nan-chao in a formal sense. However, the great failure of
the joint invasion of Szechwan by Nan-chao and Tibetan forces in 779 and,
subsequently, Tibet's punitive actions and harsh demands on its ally had
planted seeds of mistrust and resentment. It was at this point that I-mouhsiin's chief minister Cheng Hui is reported t o have begun urging that Nanchao break off its alliance with Tibet and realign itself with T a n g China. He
argued that in previous relations with the Chinese Nan-chao had been treated
beneficently and that Chinese demands on Nan-chao had always been minimal
in comparison with the burdens now demanded by ~ i b e t . ' ~ I-mou-hsiin
'
readily agreed, but he was understandably fearful of Tibetan reprisal and
hesitant t o give his ally cause for suspicion. In fact, I-mou-hsiin's reluctance
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to offend Tibet colored the remainder of the period until 794. I-mou-hsiin
was nevertheless eager t o explore covertly the possibilities for renewed
relations with Chna. lndirect and more or less surreptitious contacts between
Nan-chao and the T'ang thus became the general rule. In this process, smaller
intermediate tribal groups of this region, especially the Wu-teng, Feng-se, and
Liang-lin, known collectively as the Tung Man, played a key role.'16
When the new T'ang regional commander Wei Kao arrived in Szechwan, h s
first discernible step in dealing with that region's frontier problems was to
attempt t o establish contact with Nan-chao. For that purpose, he sought
especially to secure the cooperation of the local peoples who formed something of a buffer between Nan-chao and the territory under h s command. It
is interesting to note how closely his memorial of the spring of 787 analyzing
the Tibetan problem is mirrored in Li Pi's proposal made later in that year.
At present the Tibetans have cast aside friendly relations and have
ravaged Yen-chou and Hsia-chou [in the northwest]. We ought to take
advantage of the sentiment for realignment with Chna held by Nanchao and the eight kingdoms of unsubmissive Ch'iang t o entice and
receive them, thus breaking them away from the Tibetan band and
dividing Tibetan strength.12'
Within the year, Wei Kao's efforts were rewarded by the appearance in
Ch'eng-tu, the provincial administrative seat, of the Tung Man chieftains
P'iao-p'ang, Chu-meng-ch'ung, and ~ h i i - w u - h s i n ~Apparently
.'~~
seeing an
opportunity in t h s new situation, the Nan-chao king I-mou-hsun reportedly
sent a messenger in the company of t h s Tung Man delegation t o inquire
about the possibility of renewing friendly relations with
Wei Kao
quickly realized the implications of the inquiry and sent a report t o the T'ang
court. He was instructed t o send a message t o the Nan-chao ruler and t o assess
his intenti~ns.''~First, Wei sent a letter t o another of the Tung Man chieftains, Chu-na-shih, and instructed him to send spies into Yunnan to observe
and report on political conditions there.l3l Then later in that year, taking
advantage we are told of the high degree of literacy in Chinese among the
Nan-chao elite, Wei sent a personal letter t o the Nan-chao court, urging them
t o dispatch an emissary t o ~ h i n a . ' ' ~
According t o the sources, I-mou-hsun did not yet dare make so direct and
open a move as to appoint an official Nan-chao envoy t o China. Instead, in
788 he again relied on the same Tung Man leaders t o represent him secretly at
the T'ang court in Ch'ang-an. There they were received lavishly with banquets
and gifts; each of them was given a princely title and a seal of office."'
From his Tung Man informants, Wei Kao learned that Nan-chao was
indeed inclined towards realignment with Chlna but was stiU hesitant to make
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that move.134 Knowing that this was so, Wei indulged in some diplomatic
chicanery t o precipitate the breach between Nan-chao and Tibet. At that
time, it is reported, Tibet was planning another attack on Szechwan and had
called upon its ally for supporting troops. Nan-chao felt forced t o respond
and sent'out a large army. Meanwhile, Wei Kao had composed a letter t o the
Nan-chao king in which he acknowledged I-mou-hsiin's 'sincere desire t o
abandon Tibet and realign with China.' He then had one of the Tung Man
chiefs deliver the letter not t o Nan-chao but t o the ~ i b e t a n s . ' ~ This
'
ploy
worked splendidly. Tibet began t o have serious doubts about its Nan-chao
ally; subsequently, the Tibetan court reportedly dispatched a twenty
thousand man force t o garrison the border and thus block the Nanchao court
from direct access into Szechwan. Tlus move angered Nan-chao, which
promptly called back the forces that had been sent in support of the Tibetan
attack on Szechwan. Strong mutual antagonisms were thus engendered
between Nan-chao and Tibet, and it is said that Nan-chao's resolve t o return
t o alliance with the T a n g became even firmer.136 From this period on, Nanchao military support for Tibetan attacks on the T a n g frontier grew progressively weaker, confirming Wei Kao in his policy.
In addition t o these diplomatic inroads, Wei was also scoring repeated
military victories during this period. His first major triumph over Tibetan
forces came in a 789 battle at T'ai-teng, just north of Sui-chou. For the
Tibetans, this defeat was made the more serious by the loss of an important
general named Ch'i-ts'ang-che-che, who was said t o be the son of the Tibetan
chief minister shang-chieh-tsan.13' This signalled the beginning of what was
t o become more than a decade of consistent military success by Wei's forces
over the Tibetan armies.lJ8 It is important t o note that these triumphs were
partially determined by the effective military support that Wei received from
his newly cultivated Tung Man allies.13' Thus Wei was always quick t o defend
them from the threat of Tibetan punitive attack.lM
On the other hand, these intermediary peoples were of such vital importance t o his overall frontier goals that Wei could ill afford t o let any of them
slip back into the Tibetan camp. Therefore, he sought both t o insulate them
from the pressures of Tibetan attack and t o block any renewed contact
between them and Tibet. When the Wu-teng chieftain Chu-meng-ch'ung
suddenly re-established relations with Tibet in 79 1, Wei Kao was quick t o
punish him lest this precedent go unchecked and serve t o incite other local
leaders t o follow his example. A punitive expedition was sent t o execute
Chu-meng-ch'ung, and a more reliable tribal leader was appointed in his
place.141 Wei's firm policy must have discouraged any other tribal chiefs from
entertaining similar notions.
This incident serves t o underscore a larger general characteristic of Wei
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Kao's frontier policy. Diplomatic initiatives based upon an understanding of
the frontier peoples and their interests were consistently successful only when
balanced by a firm and effective display of Chinese military might. Ultimately,
Tibetan attacks could only be blocked mditarily. Equally important, the conversion of the southwestern frontier peoples, including Nan-chao, to a position
of support for China could only be maintained so long as T'ang armies proved
themselves victorious in battle against Tibet, the cultural attraction of
Chinese civilization notwithstanding. It was essential for Wei Kao to demonstrate that Chinese forces could and would defend themselves, and their
frontier allies, from Tibetan attack. In this regard, his accomplishments were
consistent and convincing.
Yet diplomatically too, Wei Kao showed himself to be quite resourceful.
In the spring of 789, for instance, he sent a letter to I-mou-hsun in whch he
warned the Nan-chao ruler that he should act quickly to avoid losing t h s
chance t o come to favorable terms with the T'ang and also gain revenge
against Tibet. Wei argued as follows:
The Uighurs have repeatedly offered to aid the Emperor by joining
forces to exterminate Tibet. If you do not quickly reach a plan of
action, you may one day suddenly find that the Uighurs have won out
over you. Thus you would vainly throw away the chance for fame and
glory that could last for generations. Moreover, Nan-chao has long
suffered humiliation from Tibet. If you do not take advantage of the
current situation to lean upon China's strength, thus requiting the
grudge and erasing the disgrace, then later on it will be too late for
regret
This clever appeal may have struck a responsive chord, but in 789 I-mou-hsun
was still unwilling to risk an open break with Tibet.
In 791 another incident occurred which further deteriorated relations
between Nan-chao and Tibet. By this time Wei Kao was regularly sending
letters to I-mou-hsun, though he never received a direct response.14' But
convinced by Nan-chao's decreasing support for Tibetan incursions that
I-mou-hsun was inclined to re-ally with China, Wei Kao in that year sent a
former Nan-chao minister named Tuan Chung-i (who perhaps had been captured in battle by the Chinese) back to the Nan-chao capital with a letter
again urging Nan-chao's realignment. En route, however, Tuan passed through
territory controlled by the Moso peoples. The leader of the Moso, who were
closer ethnically and culturally to the Tibetans than any of the other peoples
of this region,144 secretly reported the news of Tuan's mission to the Tibetan
court.14' By the time that Tuan Chung-i had arrived, Tibetan representatives
at the Nan-chao capital knew of his mission and demanded an explanation
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from I-mou-hsiin. Thoroughly intimidated, I-mou-hsiin tried t o mollify the
Tibetans by saying that Tuan was only a former Nan-chao official who had
received Wei Kao's permission to return t o h s homeland. Unconvinced, the
Tibetans arrested Tuan and sent him off t o their territory. Further, they took
hostages from among the sons of h g h ranking Nan-chao ministers. AU of t h s
naturally embittered relations stdl more.""'
In fact, by 792 relations had so deteriorated that both Nan-chao and Tibet
are reported t o have mobilized their forces and t o have made armed preparations against one another.14' In that year, Wei Kao sent another message
t o I-mou-hsiin in w h c h he proposed a joint attack against Tibet in order to
expel them from the Yunnan plateau. Thereafter, he suggested, the frontier
could be fortified against the Tibetans and jointly garrisoned by T'ang and
Nan-chao forces.14' Wei also directed a campaign against Tibetan positions in
the Hsi-shan region northwest of ~ h ' e n g - t ~ Wei
. ' ~ ~Kao's successes there in
this and the following year seem t o have been a factor in the subsequent submission of the so-called 'eight kingdoms of Hsi-shan,' the same group of
'unsubmissive Ch'iang' peoples mentioned in Wei's memorial of 787. Wei
carried out a resettlement of these peoples, providing them with draft animals
and supplies, in areas along the Szechwan frontier that were somewhat more
firmly under T'ang control.150 Throughout these years, with each new success
Wei Kao's titles and honors were increased by the T'ang court.'51

The new alignment in the southwest
Perhaps influenced by all of these developments, I-mou-hsiin finally
committed himself t o an open break with Tibet and formal realignment with
China. Early in the summer of 793, he sent three sets of envoys t o the T'ang
court. Each took a different route, presumably t o insure that at least one of
them would get through t o the T'ang court without being blocked by Tibetan
forces on the frontier. Although some sources make it seem that all three first
called on Wei Kao in Ch'eng-tu, it is clear from other sources that this was not
the case. Rather, one group went via Szechwan (following an eastern route
through Jung-chou rather than the more direct route, which the Tibetans may
have blocked), one via the T'ang province of Ch'ien-chou (parts of modern
Kweichow and Hunan), and one via the T'ang protectorate in Annarn, from
where they were eventually sent on t o ch7ang-an.lS2Each envoy carried
offerings symbolic of the sincerity of the Nan-chao request: gold t o symbolize firm resolve, cinnabar t o symbolize red-hearted sincerity. Each
apparently was instructed t o reiterate the causes of the unfortunate break
with the T'ang in the 750's and t o ask for pardon. They formally renounced
Tibet and asked that their country be allowed t o re-establish close relations
with the T'ang.lS3 The Nan-chao envoys were sent on t o the T'ang court. Wei
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Kao sent in his own memorial of congratulations, no doubt t o remind the
court of his own important role in this major diplomatic coup.'"
When news of their arrival reached the T'ang court, Emperor Te-tsung was
delighted. He sent out a delegation to welcome them and gave their group,
headed by I-mou-hsiin's son and heir Hsiin-ko-ch'iian, a personal audience,
brealung protocol by having him approach the imperial throne.
He draws him near the jade throne, close to the Heavenly visage;
He foregoes wearing the pendants on His crown, personally coaxing him
on;
He grants him robes and gives him food, in an audience lasting for
hours.

'"

Hsiin-ko-ch'iian and the other Nan-chao envoys again expressed their kingdom's desire to re-establish friendly relations with Chna and pledged to
remain forever a bulwark of defense for the T'ang in the southwest. The
emperor responded with gifts and gave the envoys a letter for I-mou-hsiin. He
then instructed Wei Kao to dispatch a mission to the Nan-chao court.'%
Wei entrusted this mission to an official in his administration named Ts'ui
TSO-~hih.'~'
Arriving in the Nan-chao capital early in 794, Ts'ui found that
despite the recent Nan-chao embassy to China I-mou-hsiin was still fearful of
provoking his erstwhile Tibetan ally, several hundred of whose representatives
remained in the Nan-chao capital. I-mou-hsiin was thus afraid to deal openly
with the T'ang envoy. This situation produced an extraordinary and rather
amusing session of frontier diplomacy. I-mou-hsun reportedly asked Ts'ui,
who we learn from an unrelated source was an enormous, corpulent man,'"
t o keep his mission secret by entering the Nan-chao capital disguised in the
costume of the neighboring Tsang-ko peoples. Indignantly, Ts'ui refused: 'I
am the emissary of the Great T'ang. How could I possibly dress in the costume of some insignificant little foreign t ~ i b e ? ' " ~Having little alternative,
I-mou-hsun gave Ts'ui a formal reception, but arranged t o do so at night. We
are told that when Ts'ui loudly declaimed the contents of the imperial letter,
I-mou-hsun grew fearful and turned pale, glancing nervously t o left and right.
Reportedly with a great deal of sniveling, I-mou-hsun bowed and accepted
the edict.160
Meanwhile Cheng Hui had met secretly with Ts'ui Tso-shih and had
counseled him on the particulars of the current situation within the Nanchao
kingdom. Armed with this information, Ts'ui strongly urged I-mou-hsiin t o
formalize the break with Tibet by executing all of the Tibetan representatives
at the Nan-chao capital. He moreover insisted that Nan-chao should give up
the Tibetan seal and reign title and revert t o the T'ang era name. I-mou-hsiin
agreed to all of this.l6' Soon thereafter he sent another son, Hsiin-meng-ts'ou,
and several high officials t o swear a solemn oath with the T'ang emissary at a
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temple in the Tien-ts'ang mountains overlooking the Nan-chao capital. There
they invoked the natural forces of sky, earth, and water along with the
various spirits of the Five Sacred Peaks and Four Sacred Streams (earlier proclaimed by I-mou-hsiin, again probably in imitation of the Chinese system) to
draw near and give permanent witness.16* Four copies were made of the oath.
One was retained in an archive at the Nan-chao capital and one was submitted
t o the T'ang court. Of the other two, one was left at the mountain temple
and the other was deposited in the Erh-hai ~ a k e . ' ~ ~
To head off Tibetan reprisals that were almost certain to come, I-mou-hsiin
now took decisive action against his former ally. As described above, Li Pi's
proposal to cultivate Uighur support against the Tibetans had been accomplished by the late 780's, and it soon began to have just the effect that Li Pi
had hoped for. In recent years Tibet had been hard pressed from the north
by the Uighurs, and Tibetan casualties had been high.164 TO make up for
these losses, the Tibetans had demanded ten thousand replacement soldiers
from Nan-chao. I-mou-hsiin objected, claiming that Nan-chao was too small a
country to spare so many troops. After some quibbling, a figure of five thousand was agreed t o and these soldiers set out towards Tibet, ostensibly as
reinforcements. Actually, these troops were sent as the advance guard of a
deadly ruse. Behind them followed a large Nan-chao army. The Tibetans came
under surprise attack from both directions and were routed by the Nan-chao
forces. Nan-chao took several important localities, including the fortress of
T'ieh-ch'iao on the Upper Yangtze. They moreover destroyed the famous
iron-chain suspension bridge that had been the principal route of Tibetan
penetration into this region.16'
After this stunning victory, I-mou-hsiin sent his brother Ts'ou-lo-tung,
along with a group of high officials, to the T'ang court. There they presented
a map of their country, in addition t o objects of local tribute. They also
surrendered the gold seal and badges that Nan-chao had received from Tibet
in 751 and requested restoration of the titles first granted to P'i-lo-ko, I-mouhsiin's great-grandfather, almost fifty years before.166 Wei Kao, who had
reason t o be well satisfied with the outcome of his patient efforts, sent in two
memorials confirming the Nan-chao triumphs over the Tibetans and supporting their request .I6'
The T'ang court seems to have been eager t o grant the Nan-chao request
and t o send an official, high-level mission of investiture into Yunnan. (It
should be remembered that Ts'ui Tso-shih technically had been a representative not of the T'ang court but only of Wei Kao's provincial administration.16') However, the court evidently had difficulty in finding a suitable
official who was willing to lead a mission into the forbidding outbacks of the
far southwest. Only Yuan Tzu, a middle-ranking official at court, did not
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excuse himself from the responsibility when it was offered him, thereby earning the emperor's favor.16' The Yuan mission set out in the autumn of 794,
following a route that had been opened up especially for them by a force sent
out by Wei Kao.17"
Rather detailed accounts have survived concerning the Yuan mission to the
Nanchao kingdom. These probably all derive from Yuan's own description of
his experiences in Yunnan, entitled Yun-nan chi, in five chricm, which unfortunately has not survived.'" Nan-chao reportedly gave the Yuan mission an
elaborate and enthusiastic welcome. At each stop along the way, an honor
guard lined the road and the populace bowed and paid their respects. When
they drew near the Nan-chao capital, all of the top Nan-chao officials, led by
I-mou-hsiin himself, went out to greet them. The Chinese were welcomed
with great pomp by musicians, cavalry, elephants, and soldiers, all in full
regalia. The ceremony of investiture was itself impressive, with banners and
pennants all set out. The Nan-chao king and his high officials, with great
decorum it is said, stood in rank facing north. The subordinate members of
the T'ang mission stood facing east, while the investing official, Yuan Tzu, as
the imperial representative stood facing south. Yuan Tzu read aloud the
imperial proclamation, and I-mou-hsiin was summoned t o receive official confirmation from the T'ang court of his title of 'king of Nan-chao.'ln A special
gold seal, intended (at Wei Kao's insistence) to be at least as impressive as the
one that the Tibetans had given, was presented t o I-mou-hsiin.ln Finally,
I-mou-hsiin was given the T'ang calendar for the tenth year of the chen-yuan
era, 794, which he and his officials received with humble prostration^.'^
There was a great feast of celebration that day, during which I-mou-hsiin
displayed precious relics from the 740's, gifts to previous Nanchao kings
which had been respectfully stored after the break in relations. Among the
Nan-chao court musicians were an old man who played the flute (ti) and a
female singer, both of them around seventy years old. These were the only
survivors of two troupes of musicians from Central Asia who had been presented t o the Nan-chao court by the Chinese Emperor Hsiian-tsung a halfcentury before."' Thus there is evidence for the penetration of Central Asian
musical forms into the region of southwest China in the eighth century, a
striking indication of the cosmopolitan nature of Asian interstate relations
during the T'ang period. Finally, there was a round of toasts, after which
Yuan Tzu delivered a stern lecture t o I-mou-hsiin on his country's obligation
t o remain loyal t o the T'ang, which it is said I-mou-hsiin acknowledged
humbly, with a great sigh.'%
After the ceremonies were over, I-mou-hsiin sent a group of officials t o
accompany the members of the Yuan mission back t o the T'ang court. There
they expressed gratitude for imperial favor and offered an impressive array of
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products in tribute: excellent swords, horses, gold and jewels, ivory, and
textiles.177
This then was the culmination of the long process by which the alliance
between Nan-chao and Tibet was broken up and relatively cordial relations
were again established between China and the Nan-chao kingdom. This
marked the real turning point in T'ang attempts t o resolve the Tibetan threat.
Renewed Nan-chao support proved t o be at least as important as the securing
of Uighur cooperation against Tibet. From tlus point on, Cluna consistently
held the advantage; with Nan-chao help, the next ten years were filled with a
succession of military triumphs over the ~ i b e t a n s . ' ~And
'
when the Tibetans,
increasingly preoccupied with their own internal problems, began t o request
peace negotiations in 797, the T'ang court could afford t o refuse, waiting for
the time when they could arrange a peace precisely on their own term^."^
In 800 further military victories over Tibet were made more important by
the surrender of another outstanding Tibetan general, Ma-ting-te. His defection was a severe blow t o the morale of the remaining Tibetan ~omrnanders.''~
In the following year, many of the Moso peoples also submitted t o Wei ~ a o . ' "
In fact, there seems t o have been a snowballing pattern of submission t o China
by a number of the peoples of the southwestern frontier during this period,
some of whom had never before had relations with China. The Pyu kingdom
for instance, which by now seems t o have been firmly under Nan-chao domination, appeared at the T'ang court for the first time in 802, in the train of
the Nan-chao mission of that year.la2 Both the Nan-chao and the Pyu
missions caused great excitement in the T'ang capital with their exotic
troupes of musicians, who specialized in intricate dances and songs with
Buddhist lyrics.lm
Perhaps the most decisive battle of this period of Sino-Tibetan confrontation occurred in the years 801 -802. Tibet was again harassing the T'ang
frontier in the northwest, capturing additional territory in the region around
Lin-chou. To take pressure off this quadrant, the T'ang court ordered Wei
Kao t o counter-attack in the southwest. What followed was a very well coordinated campaign against the Tibetans involving many thousands of soldiers,
including the forces of all of China's new allies in the southwest, especially
Nan-chao, the Tung Man, and even the Moso. The strength of this attack
forced the Tibetans t o draw back their invading forces from the northwest.
Yet when a very large Tibetan army led by the high-ranking general Lunmang-je arrived t o relieve the situation in the south, it was drawn into an
ambush and took a disastrous beating. Lun-mang-je was himself captured and
sent on t o Ch'ang-an, where he was pardoned and retained as a hostage,
apparently in rather grand style.'"
This was t o be the last major battle of the period in the southwest. It was
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in many ways the end of an era. The first decade of the ninth century was
characterized by a general cessation of hostilities between Tibet and China
and by increased attempts at negotiation. For Tibet the decades of debilitating fighting had been compounded by the loss of support from Nan-chao and
other southwestern peoples as well as by increased pressure from the Uighurs
in the north. The death of the Tibetan king Trlusong Detsen in 797 had
coincided with the deaths of key ministers. The next few years were ones of
some internal instability for the Tibetan kingdom, another factor which
sapped their power.185 Poor harvests, famine, and disease are also reported.'&
Moreover, serious religious antagonism, which eventually would lead to the
collapse of the lungdom, had already begun to manifest itself.'" The
Tibetans were no longer in a commanding position but were forced to seek
compromise with the Chinese. Prisoners were again exchanged, and there was
a gradual lessening of the previously bitter h~stilities.''~Tibet was no longer
t o be quite such a major problem for either T'ang Chna or the Nan-chao
kingdom.
Thus, by the time of Wei Kao's death in 805, the southwestern frontier
was again relatively stable. Partially this was due t o fortuitous factors over
which the T'ang had no control. Yet in large part it derived from a combination of astute diplomacy and military triumph (in Chinese, en-wei pingyung), and for this Wei Kao personally deserves much of the credit. His
successes along the southwestern frontier were of vital importance to the
T'ang. Even more than in the case of Ts'ui Ning, this helps t o explain the
extraordinary length of Wei Kao's tenure in Szechwan (twenty-one years) and
the semi-autonomous nature of his administration there.la9
Nan-chao too had profited from its assertion of independence from Tibet
and from the decline in Tibetan strength. From 794 on, I-mou-hsun's forces
were able t o consolidate Nan-chao control over those portions of northwestern Yunnan that had been dominated up t o that time by Tibet. After trouncing the Tibetans at T'ieh-ch'iao, Nan-chao armies captured K'un-ming (modern
Yen-yuan) and temporarily took control over the salt deposits there.19" They
conquered many of the local peoples who inhabited this region: the Shih
Man, the Shun Man, the Mang Man, and the Moso, t o name the most prominent.lgl In a manner quite similar to the resettlement policy employed by
KO-lo-feng (see chapter 3), I-mou-hsun captured their leaders and removed
them from this region, transferring them t o areas in the south around Mengshe, where they could be watched over and kept separate from the peoples
whom they had previously led.lg2 The bulk of these peoples, on the other
hand, were resettled in the northeast, near modern Chao-t'ung, and in the
region around Che-tung, modern Kunming. There they seem t o have been
employed in developing the economic resources of these areas; and later they
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would be used t o augment the ranks of the Nan-chao army.lg3 The Nan-chao
technique of resettlement thus proved t o be a very effective method of maintaining political cohesion and control over an ethnically diverse population.'w
The elimination of Tibetan power in this area also gave the Nan-chao court
the opportunity t o deal once and for all with the remnant groups of the
original Six Chao who had fled north t o avoid total conquest and absorption
by the Nan-chao unifiers - namely, the Lang-ch'iung, Teng-t'an, and Shihlang peoples, known collectively as the San-lang. In 794, Nan-chao forces
conquered Chien-ch'uan, their base in the northwest, and captured all of the
San-lang leaders. Subsequently, these leaders were forcibly removed to the
Yung-ch'ang area, thus guarding against any further collusion between them
and ~ i b e t . ' ~ '
Thus it was only under I-mou-hsiin, in the last decade of the eighth century, that complete unification of the peoples and territory of the Nan-chao
kingdom was finally achieved. For Nan-chao, the realignment with China had
been an even greater accomplishment than it was for the T'ang. The reestablishment of a formal alliance with the T'ang court required some symbolic acts of subservience, but it in no way diminished Nan-chao's political
and cultural autonomy. And never again would the Nan-chao kingdom be
obliged t o honor excessive demands from Tibet or any other state.
It can be seen that Nan-chao always, not unexpectedly, looked t o its own
interests in determining alliances, that its leaders consistently sided with what
they judiciously considered t o be the strongest power in their region. They
then pragmatically relied on the support of that alliance t o expand their own
territorial control, at the expense of the Tibetans in the 790's as at the
expense of the Chinese in the 750's. Always, Nan-chao's intelligence concerning internal conditions in T'ang China and at the Tibetan court, as well as its
knowledge of the broader context of Asian interstate relations, seems t o have
been excellent. Basing its decisions cautiously on this information, the Nanchao court chose t o alter its foreign policy alignment only when it was clearly
safe and in its best interests t o do so.'%
In this manner, the Nan-chao kingdom seems t o have manipulated its
relationships with the Tibetan kingdom and T'ang China, always managing t o
maintain its basic independence from both.''' This was no mean achievement,
considering that China and Tibet, the two strongest powers in East Asia, both
had tenacious ambitions for the subjugation of this region. Moreover, in the
process, Nanchao had become a sophisticated and powerful state in its own
right. Thereafter, the renewal of friendly relations with the Chinese would
permit a half-century or more of stable peace (with one startling exception)
and the opportunity for further economic and cultural growth.

TRIBUTE AND PLUNDER

For years they had submitted tribute to the imperial court;
suddenly one day they sacked Ch'eng-tu.'

The first half of the ninth century was probably the most stable and the least
troubled period in the history of the intercourse between the Nan-chao kingdom and T'ang China. Only one dramatic incident was t o mar the general
peace and cooperation that existed between the two states through these
decades. This era of good relations was important for both countries. For
China, the period offered a welcome respite from the critical border strife
that had plagued the southwestern frontier for the preceding half-century;
coinciding with an era of comparative tranquillity on all of Cluna's frontiers,
it helped t o make possible the T'ang court's own program of internal reconstruction, especially during the reign of Emperor Hsien-tsung (805-820). For
Nan-chao, the stable and amicable relationship with China was certainly conducive t o the institutional and cultural development which occurred during
these years, even in the midst of some internal political strife.
During the productive reign of I-mou-hsun, the Nan-chao kingdom not
only had asserted independence from its Tibetan overlords but also had
become a fully autonomous and powerful state. During these years, additional
Chinese cultural patterns and technical skills had been adopted. Soon after
the realignment with T a n g China in the 790's, for instance, I-mou-hsun
informed Wei Kao that Nan-chao armies did not have adequate armor or crossbows t o use in the fight against Tibet. Wei responded by sending Chinese
artisans t o Nan-chao t o instruct local craftsmen in arms manufacture; thereafter the quality of Nanchao weapons was reportedly much improved.'
In 799, a more important and longer-lasting channel of cultural dissemination was created when I-mou-hsun requested that Nanchao youths be
allowed t o live as 'hostages' in Ch'eng-tu. It is interesting and indicative of the
direct nature of the contacts between them that I-mou-hsiin's request was
addressed t o Wei Kao, rather than t o the T'ang court. Subsequently, Wei
established facilities for the Nanchao youths in Ch'eng-tu. There they went
t o reside and t o study, instead of going t o Ch'ang-an t o be enrolled as special
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students at the National University, as was customary for foreign students
allowed into T'ang China.3 Although this case of foreigners going t o study at
a regional frontier city rather than at the capital is not unique in Chinese
history, it probably reflects both the especially close nature of the relationship between Nan-chao and the T'ang governors in Szechwan and the semiindependent status of Wei Kao's regime.4 Thereafter, for more than fifty
uninterrupted years, young men from the Nan-chao lungdom learned Chinese
literary and mathematical skills in Ch'eng-tu.' There can be no doubt that
this had a significant impact on the governing style and the general level of
cultural sophistication of the Nan-chao elite.6
I-mou-hsun's death in 808, however, initiated a fifteen-year period of
internal political instability. In 808, I-mou-hsiin's son Hsiin-ko-ch'uan came
t o the throne for a reign that was brief but which nevertheless did produce
some politically important developments. The eastern portion of modern
Yunnan, though not the original focus of Nan-chao development, had long
been a major center of civilization in this area. Its increasing importance
within the Nan-chao kingdom by this time is apparent in Hsun-ko-ch'iian's
establishment, perhaps in imitation of the T'ang practice, of two official
capitals. An 'Eastern Capital' was proclaimed in the area of modern K'unming, at the site of the fortress called Che-tung which had been built by
KO-lo-feng's son Feng-ch'ieh-i in 764.' During Hsiin-ko-ch'iian's reign or
shortly thereafter, its name was changed to Shan-ch'an.' However, the true
center of the kingdom remained at the 'Western Capital,' in the Ta-li r e g i ~ n . ~
This period also saw the adoption of a new and significant title by the
Nan-chao court. Although he retained his inherited title, 'king of an-chao,"'
Hsiin-koch'iian also styled himself 'P'iao-hsin,' a Burmese term which has
been translated by G.E. Harvey as 'Lord of the Pyu.'" The use of this term is
significant, for it is an indication of Nan-chao's increasing dominance over
upper Burma, where the Pyu kingdom (Chinese P'iao-kuo) had ruled since the
late seventh century.12 The Pyu people seem t o have come under Nan-chao
hegemony as early as the time of KO-lo-feng, in the middle of the eighth century.13 During I-mou-hsiin's reign, Nan-chao influence over the Pyu kingdom
must have grown, for in 802 the Pyu kingdom sent a tribute mission t o
Ch'ang-an in the train of the Nan-chao embassy. As we have seen, both Nanchao and the Pyu kingdom presented troupes of musicians and dancers that
caused great excitement in the T'ang capital.14 According t o the Chinese,
'through its mllitary strength and territorial proximity Nan-chao has always
held the Pyu kingdom in control."' Hsiin-koch'iian's adoption of the title
P'iao-hsin seems both t o reflect and t o glorify that fact. This began a period
of expansion whlch was t o take Nan-chao power far beyond the borders of
modern Yunnan.
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In 809, Hsiin-koch'iian died and was succeeded by his son Ch'iian-lungsheng. The new ruler's reign lasted until 8 16, at w h c h time he was murdered
by an important regional official named Wang Ts'o-tien.16 It is claimed that
Ch'uan-lung-sheng had been wanton and immoral in his rule and that everyone in the lungdom bore h m dl will." However, in view of Wang Ts'o-tien's
subsequent career (to be discussed in detail below), it is possible that he had
fabricated these charges as a pretext t o kill the young and inexperienced
Ch'iian-lung-sheng. According to later sources, Ch'iian-lung-sheng came t o the
throne at the age of twelve and was only nineteen at the time of h s death.''
Wang Chi-lin has suggested that as Ch'iian-lung-sheng matured he may have
clashed with those who had grabbed power in the Nan-chao government during his youth, thereby p r o v o h g his own demise.19 In any case, Wang Ts'otien installed the dead ruler's brother, Ch'iian-li-sheng, as his successor.
Again, according t o later sources, Ch'iian-li-sheng was hmself only fifteen
years old when he became king in 8 16.20 Apparently, he at first fell easily
under the domination of his 'patron,' Wang Ts'o-tien. Wang Ts'o-tien was
made a chief minister (ch Tng-p 'ing kuan), the royal surname of Meng was
conferred upon him, and he was even addressed by the new ruler as ta-jung, a
term meaning 'elder brother,' according t o contemporary Chnese source^.^'
Nevertheless, Wang Ts'o-tien's role as virtual regent came to an end in 81 9
when Ch'uan-li-sheng successfully asserted his own powers and dismissed him.
Wang Ts'o-tien was not punished for h s murder of Ch'iian-lung-sheng, and he
remained a prominent and powerful figure in Nan-chao political and military
history for many years t o come.22
In 823 (some sources say 824), Ch'uan-li-sheng died and was succeeded by
another brother, Ch'uan-feng-yu. This new king, reportedly out of admiration
for Chnese ways, did not want t o follow the local custom of patronymic
linkage and therefore dropped the first syllable of his name. Thus, he is
usually known simply as Feng-yu. He is characterized in T'ang sources as a
strong and effective ruler, appreciative of Chnese civilization and skilled in
using his subordinate^.^^ With his accession and until his death in 859, the
political instability of preceding years apparently came to an end.
Throughout this period, up t o the late 820's, there is little convincing evidence of any military confrontation between the Nan-chao kingdom and
T'ang China. There was sporadic fighting in the southwest during these years,
but it was evidently limited t o uprisings of minor frontier peoples in the
regions of modern Kweichow and Kwangsi who, according t o the sources,
were resentful of various demands made of them by local Chinese officials.*
Some Ming and Ch'ing period sources give more or less anecdotal accounts of
Nan-chao forays into Szechwan and Annam in 8 14 and 8 16.25 But these
alleged attacks are not corroborated in any of the standard sources for the
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T'ang and should thus be discounted, since there are many other instances
where these later sources can be shown t o be unreliable and misleading.
Part of the confusion arises from the fact that Nan-chao was sometimes
referred t o in various Chnese sources of the T'ang period by the general term
'Southern Man' or 'Yun-nan Man,' appelations used for all the border peoples
of the south or of the southwest respectively. In most instances, it is clear
what is meant, but one must resist the temptation t o read Nan-chao into
every such occurrence. Ming and Ch'ing period scholars were sometimes not
so critical. In other cases, T'ang sources themselves seem contradictory and
misleading. For example, the distinguished court official Tuan Wen-ch'ang,
who was considered something of a frontier expert, is said by one source to
have been sent t o the Kweichow region in 822 t o help repulse an invasion of
the 'Yun-nan Man,' while another source says that it was actually a rebellion
of local peoples in Kweichow that he had been sent t o quell.26 It is doubtful
that there was any real attack on the Kweichow area, the T'ang province of
Ch'ien-chung, by Nan-chao at this time.
Rather, from the turn of the ninth century until the late 820's smooth and
uninterrupted relations were predominant. Nan-chao even offered t o help the
T'ang repulse some of the minor Tibetan assaults on Szechwan that preceded
the negotiation of the Sino-Tibetan treaty of 821 .27 Wang Ch-lin thinks that
Nan-chao's succession of youthful rulers and general political instability
argued against any aggressive actions against China's frontiers during the first
quarter of the ninth ~ e n t u r y . ~In
' any case, it is evident that throughout this
period the Nan-chao kingdom maintained a consistently circumspect and
generally submissive relationship with T'ang China. The T'ang court
responded with an appropriate display of diplomatic ritual, honors, and
material rewards, characteristic of the Chinese system of interstate relations.
Official diplomatic contacts between Nan-chao and China during the
period from 805 t o 850 are summarized in the Appendix on pp. 195-9. In
general, there seems t o have been nothing extraordinary about these contacts.
Each country kept the other informed about the deaths of rulers so that
proper ritual condolences could be made. In the case of the death of a Nanchao king, the Chinese always appointed an embassy soon thereafter t o confirm the succession of the new N a n - c h a ~ruler. In 809, the Chinese also
presented a new seal symbolizing Chinese authority and the reaffirmation of
friendly relations between the two countries. Nan-chao embassies t o China
offered tribute of local products (often livestock) and precious objects such
as gold and jewels. In 800 and again in 802, the Nan-chao embassy also
presented troupes of musicians and dancers, who were enthusiastically
received. They, along with entertainers from the Pyu kingdom, were thereafter enrolled among the fourteen official foreign music troupes at the T'ang
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court and seem t o have performed there regularly.29 Nanchao embassies also
took part in various Chinese rituals, such as sacrificing at the imperial tombs
and offering New Year's congratulations t o the emperor. In return, the Nanchao envoys were well rewarded. In addition to prestigious official titles, they
were frequently honored with imperial audiences and banquets. Personal gifts
from the emperor included rich brocades and other clothing, silver utensils,
and gold and silver belts.30
There is, however, nothing very unusual in any of t h s . In fact, there is
little reason to believe that Nan-chao occupied any especially distinguished
position in T'ang China's diplomatic hierarchy. The Japanese monk Ennin
does report in his diary that Nan-chao was ranked first of the five foreign
embassies received in imperial audience on one occasion in 839, ahead of
Japan and the others, but that is not particularly surprising.31 Even the
suspension of court in observance of the Nan-chao ruler's death in 808 and
again in 816, while meant t o be a great honor, was a common practice of the
T'ang court during this period.32 One can assume that there was a great deal
of private, unofficial trade between the two countries, yet official trade
between Nan-chao and T'ang China apparently was insignificant. Certainly it
was not a strategic concern for Chinese officials and historians (who devoted
considerable attention t o the strategically crucial and carefully regulated
horse trade with the Uighurs, for instance), and therefore it does not warrant
mention in any of the standard sources.33 Nor did the issue of a marriage
alliance arise in this period of relations between China and Nanchao, as it did
with both the Uighurs and the ~ i b e t a n s . ~ ~
Instead, the most interesting feature of the relationship is simply the
regularity of this diplomatic and cultural intercourse. In almost every year
between 805 and 829 Nan-chao sent at least one embassy to the T'ang capital.
Frequent contacts continued in the 830's and, t o a lesser extent, in the 840's.
Moreover, the special educational program established in Ch'eng-tu remained
in effect throughout these years: 'When one group's instruction was completed, they would leave t o be replaced by other youths. It went on like this
for fifty years, so that all together Nan-chao youths who had studied in
Ch'eng-tu could virtually be counted in the thousand^.'^'
What makes the persistence of these very proper and evidently friendly
relations especially noteworthy is the curious fact that in the winter of 829,
coinciding precisely with the dispatch of yet another embassy t o Ch'ang-an,
Nan-chao mounted a devastating invasion into Szechwan.
The Nanchao invasion and plunder of Szechwan, 829-830
Responsibility for disastrous frontier incursions in Chinese history was
usually assigned by court officials and later historians alike not just t o the
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incompetence but also to the cupidity or moral ineptitude of the chef
Chnese official assigned to that frontier. The invasion and devastation of
Szechwan by Nan-chao forces in the winter of 829-830 is no exception. Tu
Yuan-ying, governor of that region when the invasion occurred and a very
prominent T'ang official, suffered demotion and exile to remote and unpleasant posts in Ling-nan, as well as considerable historiographical opprobrium, because of t h s calamity. Inevitably, our opinion of Tu is colored by
this traditional historiographical viewpoint. Yet in t h s particular case, the
weight of the evidence suggests that Tu Yuan-ying was not merely a scapegoat, but that he indeed must share much of the responsibility for the
conditions in Szechwan that precipitated the Nan-chao invasion.
Tu Yuan-ying's career had flourished under the T'ang emperors of the
8 2 0 ' ~Mu-tsung
~
(reigned 820-824), Chng-tsung (reigned 824-827)' and
Wen-tsung (reigned 827-840)' all of whom, in varying degrees, seem to
deserve their reputations as immature, sometimes foolish, and dissolute rulers
who gave more concern t o personal pleasures than to governmental affairs.36
At Mu-tsung's court, Tu had taken advantage of imperial favor to rise with
astonishing quickness to the rank of a chief mini~ter.~'When, in 823, he fell
from power and was sent out to become governor of Hsi-ch'uan, the western
half of the T'ang province of Chien-nan (modern Szechwan), he apparently
devoted hmself to maintaining that favor.
Tu Yuan-ying always sought to fulfd the emperor's desires and thereby
strengthen h s own favored position. Thus [as governor of Hsi-ch'uan]
he cleverly obtained valuable and unusual products of that region and
submitted them one after the other in an endless stream to the court.
There was no limit to his demands for all kinds of manufactured goods;
h s requisitions were oppressively heavy. He even misappropriated
military provisions in order t o promote his accumulation of valuable
goods. Nor did he issue supplies to his troops according t o their seasonal
needs. P:frontier soldiers suffered from cold and hunger.38
W e serving at court in 821, Tu had been criticized for his military incompetence and shortsightedne~s.~~
In Szechwan, he displayed both of these
qualities in abundance. Intent upon his own ends, perhaps lulled by the untroubled post-treaty frontier with Tibet and the extended period of submissive and cooperative relations with Nan-chao, Tu neglected frontier
preparations and apparently remained oblivious or indifferent to the growing
restiveness of the exploited population of Szechwan, civilians and soldiers
alike .40
However, the precarious and unstable conditions in Szechwan did not go
unnoticed by Nan-chao, which, through its close and amicable relationship
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with Chna, had acquired extensive knowledge of local conditions in this
region. Nan-chao emissaries had frequent opportunities to observe the
province on their way t o and from Ch'ang-an. Moreover, the permanent Nanchao student establishment in Ch'eng-tu provided an excellent base for ongoing intelligence gathering!'
There is little drect evidence concerning
unofficial contacts between Chinese and Nan-chao citizens and adherents on
the border itself, but it seems safe to assume that such contacts were commonplace by this time. It is easily understandable how any instance of widespread unrest in Szechwan would be readily observed by Nanchao.
In 829, the unstable conditions in Szechwan must indeed have been
obvious to Nan-chao leaders, for by that time dissatisfied and embittered
garrison soldiers who may have been cheated of their supplies by Tu Yuanying's regime had begun making raids on the Nan-chao frontier in order to
Instead of forcibly resisting these raids, however, Nansustain themsel~es.4~
chao is said to have freely provided the disgruntled soldiers with supplies. It
is difficult to judge how calculated a move this was, but it is clear that Nanchao thereby earned the gratitude of these Chinese garrison soldiers, and also
increased its intelligence concerning local unrest in Szechwan. Meanwhile, Tu
Yuan-ying took n o precautions, despite warnings of impending trouble from
Nan-chao by some of his own officials on the frontier.43
Militarily, Szechwan was by itself unprepared to repulse any concerted
Nan-chao invasion attempt. While n o firm estimate can be made for the total
number of soldiers in Szechwan at precisely this time, perhaps the figure of
50,000 given a couple of decades later by the mid ninth-century provincial
official Lu Ch'iu is a fair approximation.44 This figure also squares well with
the numbers given for total garrison strength in Szechwan several decades
earlier, in 742: 30,900 soldiers, plus some 14,000 militia (t'uan-chieh ying) in
the administrative seat at ch'eng-tu?' It should be pointed out though that
these numbers may have been supplemented by additional soldiers personally
recruited and financed by the provincial governor, a common practice during
this period.46
Yet whatever their number, the quality of the military forces in Szechwan
in 829 was not good. It seems that the people of Szechwan had never been
highly regarded as soldiers. In 688, Ch'en Tzu-ang had characterized them as
weak and unskilled in the martial arts; should one invader attack, even a
hundred of them would not dare t o offer defense. He also pointed out how
isolated they were from T'ang relief forces.47 This situation may have
improved under Wei Kao, during the long period of warfare with Tibet. But
since the suppression of the revolt by the would-be provincial governor Lju
P'i in 806:~ Szechwan had experienced some twenty years of peace, with no
major internal disturbances and only relatively minor and isolated border
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attacks from Tibet. The sources report that during these years provincial
military training and defensive preparedness had not been emphasized and
that the armies of Szechwan had declined in effecti~eness.~'
Later, in the 880's, Sun Ch'iao, a civil official stationed at Sui-chou,
recorded a discussion he had had with a frontier general named T'ien Tsai-pin
concerning the military situation in Szechwan. His colorful characterization
of Szechwan military forces can perhaps be taken as an apt description for
most of the ninth century.
All the soldiers who are sent here each year to guard the southern
frontier are Ch'eng-tu rabble, well-stuffed with pork and grain so that
ninety percent of them look like pumpkins. They may know the
military signals for advance and retreat, but they are not familiar with
the strategic lay of the land. I once observed them coming. With the
north wind stiff at their backs, they proceeded slowly on the level road,
each day advancing only one station. Even so, how they sweated and
creaked along! How could they be expected t o pass through difficult
terrain on a strict schedule, to bind on their armor and hasten t o the
fight, t o grasp their lances and give battle?"
Further complicating the matter was the fact that these soldiers, in the 880's
as well as in the 820's' were frequently dl-paid and cheated even of the
supplies which were due them. Sun's description continues:
What's more, their generals are oppressive and self-seeking; and the
quartermasters allow their clerks to engage in petty thievery. They take
the good quality silk that the government is supposed t o give t o the
soldiers and exchange it for coarse quality silk; they add sand t o the
grain that is the soldier's due [pilfering the difference for themselves].
In these circumstances, the frontier troops are totally preoccupied by
ill will against their superiors. So how can they be expected t o fight
aggressively t o the death? Thls is why the security of Hsi-ch'uan has
become a serious concern."
As noted above, Tu Yuan-ying himself had 'misappropriated military provisions in order t o promote his accumulation of valuable goods. Nor did he
issue supplies t o his troops according t o their seasonal needs.' In such circumstances, it is not surprising that some of these troops would abandon
allegiance to Tu Yuan-ying and his provincial administration. When Nan-chao
provided them with supplies that they were unable t o obtain from their own
superiors, these soldiers evidently added freely t o the Nan-chao store of
information regarding conditions in ~ z e c h w a n . ' ~
There is, moreover, strong evidence that some of the Szechwan populace
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may actually have conspired with Nan-chao. When the Nanchao army invaded
in 829, a number of provincial garrison soldiers served as their guides.s3 Again
according t o Sun Ch'iao, Nan-chao always sought t o take advantage of any
opportunity of divided loyalties by spying out grudges between commanders
and loolung for dissatisfaction among the T'ang forces in Szechwan. Nor was
collaboration necessarily limited t o discontented soldiers. In the late 830's,
for instance, a resident of Szechwan named Li Ch'iian 'sent his son with a
letter informing Nan-chao that Hsi-ch'uan was unprepared and ripe for the
talung. Thls son was apprehended at one of the border towns. An investigation
was made t o determine the facts; subsequently they [father and son] were
publicly executed. Yet even now there may be others who would follow in
their steps.'54
Thus, Szechwan's first line of defense, its own military force, was weak
and unreliable. Nor was there much popular support for the provincial
administration. Indeed, there seems t o be ample evidence t o confirm the
existence of some 'marginal' peoples (Owen Lattimore's term)" among the
Szechwan frontier populace who, under stress, might shift their allegiances
away from the T'ang. Ultimately, Szechwan's fate in any large-scale attack
would depend upon T'ang relief forces.
The 829 Nan-chao invasion of Szechwan, though short-lived, had important and long-lasting effects. The general picture which emerges from the
sources is of a quick strike into the province in December 829, a brief occupation of key localities including the suburbs of Ch'eng-tu itself, and the
plunder and widespread devastation of these areas before the Nan-chao forces
pulled back in late January 830. The invasion was over withln six or seven
weeks, even before Chinese relief forces could arrive in strength.
There is not enough detailed and consistent information in the sources to
permit any very thorough reconstruction of the progress of the Nanchao
invasion. Nevertheless, some significant points can be raised. The Nan-chao
attack was led by Wang Ts'o-tien, the same general who, in 816, had
engineered the coup against Ch'iian-lung-sheng and the installation of his
young brother, Ch'iian-li-sheng, whose reign Wang Ts'o-tien seems to have
dominated completely until 819. Thereafter, his exact role at the Nan-chao
court is not clear. Feng-yu, who ruled from 823, is always described as a
strong king, but post-Sung sources report that he was only seven at the time
of his a c c e s s i ~ n .During
~ ~ his infancy, Wang Ts'o-tien may once again have
assumed the role of regent. In any event, Wang Ts'o-tien's command of this
major invasion makes it clear that he was the pre-eminent Nan-chao military
figure during this period. As we shall see, he was also the principal figure
involved in the exchange of diplomatic letters between Nan-chao and China at
this time.
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The Nan-chao attack naturally fell first on Sui-chou, w h c h from the early
part of the eighth century on was the furthest and n ~ o s timportant T'ang outpost in the s o u t h w e ~ t The
. ~ ~ invasion probably began sometime during the
first ten days of December 829.58 Thereafter the progress of the Nan-chao
forces was swift. By mid-December the Nan-chao army had struck at the
Ch'ing-ch'i pass, which controlled access t o Ch'eng-tu from the south. (See
the map on p. 11 1.) By the end of December the invaders had pushed further
north, routing a provincial force sent by Tu Yuan-ying t o stop their advance
and capturing Ch'iung-chou, the last important prefecture on the road to
Ch'eng-tu, barely fifty miles away.59
During this period Nan-chao forces had split up, for about the time that
Ch'iung-chou fell, the invaders also captured Jung-chou, located approxi" eventual
mately one hundred miles t o the southeast of C h ' e n g - t ~ . ~The
objective of this eastward foray was Tzu-chou, administrative capital of Tungch'uan, the other half of the old T'ang province of Chien-nan. By late
December 829, Nan-chao had thus made very serious inroads into all of
Szechwan and had threatened its two most important cities. The situation
was critical, since none of the prefectural garrisons attacked by Nan-chao was
able, or willing, t o offer much resistance. Rather, 'when each of the garrisons
heard that Nan-chao forces had reached them, the soldiers all fled.'61
By this time the T'ang court had begun to take steps t o rescue Szechwan.
A eunuch envoy was sent t o present an imperial decree t o the Nanchao court,
though it seems unlikely that he ever got there.62 Under normal circumstances, news from Szechwan probably took well over a week t o reach
Ch'ang-an. The difficulties of this journey and the time required t o get a
response from the T'ang court meant that effective frontier administration in
the southwest, especially in a crisis, demanded the presence of an effective
regional commander in Ch'eng-tu. On 30 December, the court appointed Kuo
Chao, who was then serving as governor of Tung-ch'uan, t o take over as
interim governor of Hsi-ch'uan as well, replacing Tu ~ u a n - ~ iWithin
n ~ . ~the~
next few weeks, Tu Yuan-ying was demoted into exile, ultimately to a very
remote post in the dreaded backwaters of Ling-nan, where he died early in
833. Three of his subordinates were also stripped of rank and banished t o
separate posts.64
Kuo Chao was a descendant of the famous eighth-century general Kuo
Tzu-i, a brother of Empress-dowager Kuo (and thus Emperor Wen-tsung's
great-uncle), and a competent military official in his own right. He was
chosen for t h s important task, however, partly just for expediency's sake, as
the court realized that there was not sufficient time t o send out another
official from ch'ang-an." With troops from Tung-ch'uan still under his command, Kuo was ordered t o proceed t o Hsi-ch'uan's rescue.
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The T'ang court also called up troops and supplies from at least six
provinces and sent Tung Chung-cluh, the famous rebel cavalry commander
from Huai-hsi, now in the court's employ, to head an expeditionary force of
the imperial Shen-ts'e army in relief of ~ z e c h w a n However,
.~~
by the time
that these assorted troops had arrived in Ch'eng-tu in mid-January, the Nanchao invaders had already retreated across the frontier. Although some of
these Chinese troops remained on temporary assignment to garrison Ch'engtu, Tung Chung-chih and most of the relief forces were ordered to pull back
on 19 January 830.67 T'ang relief armies had not arrived in time to do
Szechwan much good. For the most part, provincial officials were forced to
cope with this formidable problem on their own.
Primary responsibility fell to Kuo Chao. Yet before he could even depart
for Ch'eng-tu (and well before T'ang relief forces had arrived), Kuo found
that the Tung-ch'uan provincial capital of Tzu-chou, for which he was still
responsible, was itself in imminent danger.68 Knowing that his own provincial
forces were not strong enough to offer effective resistance, Kuo resorted to
diplomatic maneuvering. He sent a letter to the commander of the Nan-chao
forces, Wang Ts'o-tien, condemning the Nan-chao invasion and demanding to
know the reason for it.69 Wang Ts'o-tien responded with what was to become
the standard Nan-chao justification for the incursion. He claimed that soldiers
under Tu Yuan-ying had invaded Nan-chao lands several times and that the
Nan-chao attack was simply an attempt to put thlngs right. There was an
element of truth to this, but there was no reason t o think that Tu himself had
in any way sanctioned those raids, which were in fact evidently a desperate
response t o Tu's own malfeasance. Given the friendly relations that Nan-chao
had cultivated with those very soldiers, Wang Ts'o-tien must surely have
known that. In any event, Kuo Chao was able to negotiate a settlement with
him. No details are given concerning the settlement, except that after it was
concluded the Nan-chao army lifted the siege of Tzu-chou and pulled back.m
Meanwhile, however, Nan-chao armies had placed the Hsi-ch'uan administrative seat of Ch'eng-tu itself under siege. On 2 January 830, they breached
Ch'eng-tu's western wall and occupied the western suburbs of the city.'' Tu
Yuan-ying, who had not yet been notified of his demotion, found himself in
an impossible situation. It cannot be true that Tu became aware of the
invasion only after Nan-chao soldiers had reached the outer walls of Ch'eng-tu
itself, as some sources contemptuously ~ l a i r n but
, ~ it is true that Tu's general
mismanagement of this region, his neglect of frontier defenses, and especially
his alienation of border garrisons, had made Szechwan an easy target for
invasion. By this time, Tu's only recourse was to take refuge in the inner
administrative enclosure ('ya-ch 'eng) of Ch'eng-tu. Although the T'ang court
did receive a report that Ch'eng-tu had fallen, Nan-chao forces were apparently
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unable t o capture the inner precincts of the city and may only have occupied
two of its metropolitan district^.^ This point will be discussed more fully
below. Yet whether or not the heart of the city held out against the invaders,
it is clear that much of Ch'eng-tu suffered directly from their attack.
The Nan-chao army occupied the western suburbs of Ch'eng-tu for ten
days in early January 830. At first, the sources state, they reassured the population of Ch'eng-tu. There was no plunder or disruption of the city. Almost
certainly, however, the invaders never intended t o conquer or occupy Ch'engtu permanently, and they must have realized that they were in danger of
being trapped deep within Chinese territory by T'ang relief armies."' Thus
when Kuo Chao arrived at Ch'eng-tu t o negotiate further with the Nan-chao
leaders, they quickly reached an agreement with him. Each side promised t o
refrain from encroaching upon the other's territory.75
Before leaving, however, Nan-chao forces did not miss this opportunity t o
loot the rich and culturally sophisticated city of Ch'eng-tu, plundering as
much as they could of its precious goods.76 Much of what they did not take
was apparently destroyed. We know, for instance, that they reduced Ch'engtu's Yii-ch'en Palace t o rubble,77 that they razed at least parts of Ch'eng-tu's
outer wall,78 and that they set fire to portions of the city.- Finally and most
infamously, before they left the invaders rounded up many thousands of
Ch'eng-tu's skilled craftsmen, along with many of its young people, and
forcibly carried these captives back t o their homeland with them. By 19
January, the Nan-chao forces had gone.B0
In the midst of all this, sometime during the twelfth lunar month of 829
(30 December 829 t o 27 January 830)' Nan-chao's customary tribute mission
arrived in ~h'ang-an."
The suffering and the devastation caused by the Nan-chao invation of Szechwan are attested in several accounts, some of them composed by people very
close t o the event. It is interesting t o note that the citizens of Ch'eng-tu may
have thought that they noticed during the year 829 several portents of the
impending disaster, for we are told that several strange and unnatural occurrences took place in Ch'eng-tu at that time: plum trees bore quince;82 a cat
and a rat were seen suckling together;83 a dragon and an ox fought outside
the city gates.84 These omens are not specifically linked with the Nan-chao
attack in the sources, but one cannot help thinking that later they may have
been connected with that catastrophe in the popular mind.
Probably the most poignant accounts of the invasion itself were those
written by the poet Yung T'ao. Yung was a native of Ch'eng-tu who received
a chin-shih degree in 834 and later rose t o prominence as a scholar at the
T'ang court. Aside from this, very little is known of Yung's life. A rather
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modest corpus of poems is extant," but the only real biographcal material
which has survived is the sketch in the Yuan period collection of the lives of
prominent T'ang literary figures, T 'ang ts hi-tzu chuan. This short account,
though not explicit, makes it seem that Yung hmself was either taken captive
t o Yunnan or at least forced t o flee from Ch'eng-tu by the Nan-chao
invasion." Whether or not he himself had been so personally involved in the
invasion, it is clear that he knew many people who had endured this misfortune." As he remarks in a poem addressed t o his friend Ma A ,
In this region which has suffered attack,
Whose family has not experienced the crises of life and death?"
To commemorate their sufferings, Yung T'ao wrote a series of five poems
entitled Lamenting the Nan-chao Capture of the People of Szechwan. These
poems are part of a genre of Chinese poetry, very popular in T'ang times,
which describes the rigors, the loneliness, and the barbarity of areas beyond
China's borders. Most such frontier poems (pien-sai shih) deal with the arid
vastness of the northern and northwestern frontier regions.89 Yung's poems,
on the other hand, are interesting representatives of another category of piensai shih, focusing their imagery on the lush but pestilential southern frontier.
Though not brilliant, Yung's poems deserve better than the prosaic translations offered here. However, their historical and especially their psychological significance demands that they be presented in some translated form.
In writing these poems, Yung T'ao gave particular emphasis t o the bitter lot
of those Chinese who had been captured and enslaved by the Nan-chao
invaders.
Look now as the Chinese commander returns t o the city's walls.
Who would have known our handsome beauties would become subject
t o the Man troops?
From south of the Embroidered ~ i v e r hear
, ~ the distant cries:
All the sounds of parting country, of being torn from home.
On the banks of the Ta-tu River, even the Man are saddened.
About t o cross over, the Chinese all turn their heads homeward.
Here they must leave the rest of their homesick tears;
Once south, no streams will flow back northward.
Going out from the gates of home, their steps slacken.
In this life there will be no chance t o go back again.
A thousand grievances, ten thousand hates - who will perceive them?
Beasts and birds of the desolate mountains alone will know.
South of the fort at ~ u e h - m i , 9 'there are no Chinese lands.
It wounds the heart from now on t o become barbarians.
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A mournful wind arises with the bewailing of their grievances;
Clouds darken clear skies, the sun sets below the mountains.

The dew of Yun-nan emerges from the quicksands of the ~ e s t . ~
Poisonous grasses are ever green, miasmic shades hang low.
Gradually nearing the city of the Man, who would dare t o weep?
For the moment, they can but collect their tears and envy the gibbon's
sad cry.93
Although these laments obviously employ a great deal of poetic exaggeration, there is certainly a strong tradition, evident in all of the standard historical sources, t o substantiate Yung's depiction of the plight of the captured
Chinese. In these accounts, we are informed of the general panic whlch
ensued in Ch'eng-tu when the Nan-chao invaders began rounding up their
captives. Reportedly, countless people N e d themselves, presumably out of
fear of the barbarous life they thought might await them.94 As the Nanchao
army fled south with their captives, Wang Ts'o-tien himself took command of
the rear guard. According t o these accounts, when they reached the Ta-tu
River, Wang Ts'o-tien condescendingly, or sadistically perhaps, advised the
Chinese that, 'south of this point is my [Nanchao] territory; we will allow
you t o weep at leaving your h ~ m e l a n d . ' ~Thereupon,
'
the Chnese were overcome with grief; many of them, we are told, threw themselves into the river
and drowned.96
The poignancy of this particular account is, unfortunately, diminished
with the realization that this is actually a stock incident in Chinese historiography. This suspicion is confirmed by an almost identical description, using
very similar language, of the fate of more than ten thousand Chinese from the
area northwest of Ch'ang-an who had been captured by the Tibetans in 787.
After they had been driven out of China and were about t o be parceled out as
slaves t o various subordinate tribes, they were told that 'we will allow you to
face eastward [toward China] and weep at leaving your homeland.' The
denouement is also the same, with only a change in the topographical features.
Several hundred are said t o have died of grief, and more than a thousand
reportedly committed suicide by throwing themselves off the cliffs in that
area.97
These, obviously, are examples of another of the topoi of Chinese frontier
historiography. As such, they should be taken for their symbolic rather than
for their literal value. In the case of the January 830 incident at the Ta-tu
River, this anecdote clearly expresses what must have been the feelings of
many who hrd personally experienced the invasion and represents the sentiments of many others who were outraged by this violation of Chinese ethnic
identity.
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Stroqg memories of t h s invasion apparently continued for some time.
Writing a generation later in 855, Lu Ch'iu described the massive destruction
that the 829 invasion had caused, so great that succeeding provincial administrations had up to that time still not been able to restore the area completely. Lu claims that half of the region's artisans had been lost and that half
of its population had been wiped out.g8 Nor were craftsmen and hardy
youths the only ones taken captive. In the early 840's, the T'ang court
received a petition from the son of a former Sui-chou official who complained that his father and brother, along with twenty-seven others, were
among those captured in the 829 invasion. A draft of an imperial letter
addressed to the chief ministers of Nan-chao, demanding the return of these
captives, has survived; but there seems to be no other record of their fate.99
However, a quite similar event that occurred in the early part of the eighth
century and by chance was recorded in the Sung period collection of informal
writings known as the T'ai-ping kuang-chi can give us some indication of what
may have happened t o some of these captives. Around the year 710, shortly
after the Li Chih-ku debacle at Yao-chou (see chapter 2), Kuo Chung-hsiang,
a nephew of the T'ang chief minister Kuo Yuan-chen, was sent to serve in the
administration of the new Yao-chou governor-general h Meng. Subsequently,
Kuo recommended a former neighbor named Wu Pao-an for a clerical job in
Yao-chou. What followed is an almost incredible story of friendship and
obligation, of suffering and cruelty. Although only the salient details will be
summarized here, the story is important, for it can tell us a great deal about
one aspect of relations between the Chinese and the peoples of the southwest.
By the time that Wu Pao-an arrived in Yao-chou, the peoples of that region
had again rebelled against the Chinese presence there, attacking the T'ang outpost at Yao-chou and killing h Meng. In that attack, hapless Kuo Chunghsiang was taken captive.loO When Chinese were captured by these southwestern peoples, we are told, they were usually held for ransom. At this
period, there was evidently a standard rate of thirty bolts of cloth demanded
from their families for each person's return.''' When his captors learned that
Kuo was related to such a high court official as Kuo Yuan-chen, however,
they raised their price to a thousand pieces of fine silk. But by this time Kuo
Chung-hsiang's uncle had died, and there was apparently no way of raising so
large a ransom. As a result, Kuo languished in captivity.lo2
At this point, Kuo's neighbor and protCge Wu Pao-an took it as his personal duty somehow t o raise the funds. He remained on the frontier at Suichou, cutting himself off from wife and family, and by scrimping for ten
years managed to acquire seven hundred of the necessary one thousand pieces
of silk. Finally, in the mid-720's, the new governor-general of this region
heard of Kuo's plight, and of Wu's devotion, and provided the additional
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funds for the ransom. The ransom was sent, and two hundred days later Kuo
was returned, 'emaciated and haggard in appearance, [looking] virtually
inhuman."03
Kuo had a harrowing tale t o relate upon his return. When he was first captured he was given as a slave to one of the local chiefs, who liked him and
gave h m very favored treatment. However, as the years passed and Kuo
despaired of ever returning t o China, he found an opportunity to escape, only
t o be recaptured and sold off t o another c h e f further south. This new master
was much more severe; bitter work and cruel beatings became Kuo's daily lot.
Again Kuo fled, and again he was captured and sold, this time to a master
even further south. After another few years of suffering, Kuo escaped once
more, but had no better luck as a fugitive. Once again he was recaptured and
sold off. This final master, we are told, decided to take no chances with such
a recalcitrant slave. Not only did he lock Kuo up in an underground cage at
night, he also hobbled him by having a wooden plank several feet long nailed
t o each of Kuo's feet.lW
Kuo's thirteen-year ordeal must have been a special case, and perhaps we
should not believe all of the sensational aspects of t h s account. Yet there is
here valuable evidence of an established practice among the peoples who
made up the Nan-chao kingdom of exploiting, marketing, and ransoming
Chinese slaves. Many of the Chnese captured in the 829 invasion may well
have received similar treatment.
Even in the 880's, the scars of the 829 invasion were apparently still evident, for Sun Ch'iao, writing at that time, observed that 'to this day the sixteen prefectures of Hsi-ch'uan still show signs of damage.'lo5 Sun's account
of the aftermath of the invasion is especially interesting as it adds t o our
knowledge of the invasion's chaotic effects.
The Nan-chao plunder of Hsi-ch'uan was so complete that in the region
south of Ch'eng-tu and north of Sui-chou, several hundred miles in
extent, scarcely a living thing survived. On top of this, Chinese soldiers
routed by the Nan-chao army and the people made homeless by them
now took up arms and formed themselves into gangs, robbing and
killing. Officials were unable to restrain thern.lo6
Matsui Shiichi is no doubt right in seeing this not only as evidence of the
sufferings caused the people of Szechwan by the Nan-chao invasion but also
as a manifestation of popular dissatisfaction with their provincial government."' It was probably these restive conditions that prompted an imperial
decree of 9 June 830, ordering the reduction of tax obligations in Hsich'uan.lo8 It is clear, at any rate, that the people of Szechwan had suffered
greatly. In another of his poems, Yung T'ao described how
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After the battles were done, people grieved over their injuries.
After the fires had died, they looked with remorse on the ashes.log
What were the motives for this Nan-chao invasion? In 829, it seems that Nanchao could not realistically have hoped to conquer and occupy Szechwan
permanently, especially not the well-developed region around Ch'eng-tu.
Although conditions withn the province had made it an easy target for a
quick incursion, there is no reason to believe that Nan-chao forces could have
withstood a concerted T'ang effort at recovery. Nor could anyone have
doubted that the T'ang would fight hard t o retain such a vitally important
area. Retreat from Ch'eng-tu after such a brief occupation and before T'ang
relief forces could arrive in strength indicated that Nan-chao was well aware
of these facts.
Yet perhaps it would be going too far to say that Nan-chao held no territorial ambitions for Szechwan at all.Ever since 750 Nan-chao had periodically chipped away at the Szechwan frontier. At the time of the 829 invasion,
the furthest secure T'ang frontier outpost was ~ u i - ~ h o u . Yet
' ' ~ in 829 and
following years Sui-chou itself was threatened. It is possible that Nan-chao
did seek to annex the Sui-chou region in these years, since in 831 Nan-chao
forces again attacked this prefecture, overrunning three of its districts and
forcing the governor of Hsi-ch'uan t o move the prefectural seat to a less
exposed area further north."'
It is also possible to see territorial designs in Wang Ts'o-tien's reported
pronouncement t o his Chinese captives that a l l of the region south of the
Ta-tu River was Nan-chao territory. Even if this story is not purely apocryphal, however, we should not put much stock in this claim. While there was
never a static and clearly demarked border line between Nan-chao and T'ang
Chna, the subsequent frontier seems to have fallen well south of the Ta-tu, at
least as far as the outpost known as ~ ' a i - t e n ~ .Yet
" ~ the attacks of 829 and
8 3 1 probably did extend the Nan-chao marches somewhat to the north, and
thls may indeed have been one of the goals of the invasion.
We can of course discount one stated motive for the Nan-chao invasion,
Wang Ts'o-tien's claim merely to have been repaying Tu Yuan-ying's administration in kind for Chmese raids on its own territory. According to this selfserving explanation, the primary goal of the attack on Hsi-ch'uan was a compassionate attempt to rid the province of this corrupt official. In fact, shortly
after the Nan-chao retreat from Ch'eng-tu, Wang Ts'o-tien submitted a
memorial to the T'ang court in which he asked for pardon and attempted to
rationalize the attack on Szechwan. Carefully noting the regularity of Nanchao tribute missions to the T'ang court, he asserted that Nan-chao dared to
violate the border only because Tu Yuan-ying had incurred the resentment of
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his own soldiers, who had subsequently volunteered t o act as guides for Nanchao forces, entreating them t o enter Szechwan and execute their cruel and
uncompassionate governor.l13 There may have been a kernel of truth to this
claim, as we have seen, but it is obvious from subsequent Nan-chao actions
that this was not the real reason for the incursion, convenient justification
though it may have been. Wang Ts'o-tien claimed regret that he had been
unable t o carry out the Szechwanese soldiers' wishes and strongly urged the
T'ang emperor t o execute Tu as a means of atonement to the people of Hsich'uan. The court, however, did not give him that satisfaction.l14
Rather than any of this, the real stimulus for the attack seems to have
been simply Nan-chao's awareness that Szechwan was ripe for the plucking.
The riches of this province, and especially of its capital, were famous throughout T'ang China and must have been the envy of many frontier peoples as
well.lls Simple plunder was thus a key attraction for the Nan-chao invaders,
with Ch'eng-tu's large output of fine textiles, famous at least from Han times,
as one of the major material prizes.116
Perhaps even more important than material riches, however, was the
acquisition of skilled manpower and technological expertise. Ma Ch'ang-shou,
for one, has argued that ultimately one of the most important of the Nanchao objectives was the capture of Chinese people, for he believes that slavery
was a fundamental element of the Nan-chao economy."'
Our sources give a relatively good economic overview of the Nanchao
kingdom. We know that Nan-chao had a mixed economy, in which there was
a strong pastoral element, especially in the western and northwestern parts of
the kingdom, where excellent horses were produced.118 In addition, there was
a well-developed mining industry, which seems to have extracted considerable
amounts of salt, gold, silver, tin, and other precious metals, as well as high
quality amber (hu-p b), a huge chunk of which was submitted to an amazed
T'ang court in 794.'l9 Sericulture also existed, though the leaves of the che
tree, rather than the mulberry, were used t o feed the s i l k w ~ r m s . ' ~
Nan-chao also had an important crafts industry. The variety and the color
of its textiles seem to have been stimulated by elaborate sumptuary laws of
dress.12' The production of weapons, some of them tipped or veneered with
poison, and of armor made from rhinoceros or elephant hide was also
especially important. In particular, this area was famous for its highly refined
swords, which seem t o have been a major item of trade with the Chinese and
the other peoples of the southwest all the way through the Sung period.122
Nevertheless, agriculture was clearly the mainstay of the economy. Favorable natural conditions, including an excellent climate and rich soil, had
encouraged the development of agriculture in the plains regions of Yunnan
at least from the Han period.123 Nan-chao inherited t h s agricultural base and
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developed it even further. There was a great diversity of crops - cereals, fruits,
and vegetables. Wet-field rice production was probably the staple, but the
Chlnese were especially impressed with Nan-chao's excellent techniques of
cultivating M s i d e fields.124 Their system of irrigation, which tapped perpetual mountain springs, is also hlghly praised.125
Ma Ch'ang-shou's contention that Nan-chao based its economy on a system
of slave labor is derived from Chinese descriptions of the regulations that controlled land allotment and the Nan-cha~labor force. According to these
sources, a graded system of land allotment was in force, whereby the highest
officials were given forty shuang (around two hundred Chinese mou, or
roughly thirty-three acres) of land, upper-class families thirty shuang, and
middle- and lower-class families correspondingly 1 e ~ s . Fujisawa
l~~
Yoshimi
regards this as a copy of the Chinese chiin-t 'ien system.12' Ma Ch'ang-shou
sees it both as an indication of the rigid class distinction within the Nan-chao
lungdom and as evidence of the exploitation of laborers by the land-holding
classes. He dismisses as false and absurd the notion found in the New T'ang
History (Hsin T'ang-shu) that the entire society engaged personally in tllling
the soil and that no labor services were demanded.12' Here, Ma's argument
seems well founded. We know that agricultural laborers (tien-jen) were
watched over and urged on by low-level officials acting as overseers. Although
regulations against graft were strictly enforced, the tillers themselves had no
control over the disposition of their crops. Rather, the officials would calculate a subsistence allowance for each agricultural family based on its size; all
of the rest of the harvest was appropriated by the 0fficia1s.l~~
Similarly harsh
regulations existed for miners, for seventy to eighty per cent of their yield
was claimed by the officials who oversaw them. Moreover, it is clear that
many Nan-chao captives were enslaved and put to work in state run gold and
salt mines.lJO
On this basis, Ma argues that one major goal of the invasion of 829, and
indeed of all Nan-chao forays across its own borders, was the replenishment
of its supply of ~ 1 a v e s . lCertainly,
~~
slavery was fairly common in south and
southwest China throughout this entire period, as noted in chapter 1. However, Nan-chao's raid on Ch'eng-tu had netted them more than simply an
additional supply of manpower; for among their captives, it is clear, were
thousands of skilled craftsmen. It is likely that the majority of these artisans
were textile workers, but all manner of crafts, skills, and professions were
probably represented. Nevertheless, both the number and the identity of
these captives are far from clear.
Surprisingly, one detailed enumeration of those taken captive in the Nanchao invasion has survived. However, this report, which was written by Li
Te-yii, probably the most important chief minister of the entire ninth century,
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must be used with caution. Li Te-yii played a leading role in the factional
politics that dominated the T'ang court during the first half of the ninth century.')' In 830, LI was temporarily out of favor at court and was assigned t o
manage the difficult situation in the southwest. This he was t o do very well,
as will be described below. In his initial report concerning the Nan-chao captives, however, L's apparent motive was t o downplay the severity of the
invasion, thus lessening the culpability of the chief official in Ch'eng-tu, Tu
Yuan-ying - who was both Li's personal friend and a member of Li's faction
at
Before Tu's death, Li sought to lessen the punishment which Tu had
received for the disastrous results of his inept administration. Later, as the
dominant chief minister at Emperor Wu-tsung's court, Li successfully had
some of Tu's titles and perquisites posthumously restored.lW As Hsiang Ta
has cogently demonstrated, the two long petitions that Li wrote in support of
these aims give an impression of the severity of the invasion that is not
entirely reliable. In fact, L's assessment may have been intentionally distorted so as t o make the invasion appear less c a t a s t r o p h i ~ . 'Thus,
~ ~ rather
than clarifying t h s issue, LI's account has further shrouded it with controversy. According to Li,
After Nan-chao's forces withdrew, reports circulated in Ch'ang-an that
they had captured more than fifty thousand people and that none of
the musicians and craftsmen of Ch'eng-tu were left. These reports
derive from [the interim governor] Kuo Chao's administrative incompetence in not having investigated any of the facts. When I arrived at
my post in Hsi-ch'uan, I dispatched officials to make an inspection of
each and every prefecture and district that Nan-chao forces had passed
through and to put all of their findings into an official report. In all,
Nan-chao had captured nine thousand people. From the Ch'eng-tu
metropolitan districts of Ch'eng-tu [i.e., Ch'eng-tu hsien] and Hua-yang
they got only eighty people. Of these, one was a young girl named
Chin-chn [tzu-nii Chin-chin (?)I , and there were two tsa-chii actors and
an eye doctor, who was a [Nestorian] priest from Persia [Ta-ch 'in
seng] . All the rest were ordinary people and certainly not craftsmen.
The remaining 8,900 captives were all folks from Li-chou and Ya-chou,
and half of them were KO-lao aborigines.136
There is some fascinating and useful information provided here. Cultural
historians, for instance, should take note of this very early use of the term tsachii, w h c h we usually associate with later developments in the Chinese
dramatic genre. It is also interesting to consider the possibility that the
Nestorian form of Christianity, w h c h we know was already well established
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in Ch'ang-an and in Ch'eng-tu, may have been introduced into Yunnan in
T'ang times.13'
More t o the point of this analysis, however, is the difficulty of reconciling
Li's figures with all of the other standard accounts. These sources give figures
of from four thousand t o several myriads of Chinese captives taken in the 829
Nan-chao invasion. More importantly, they all agree that many of the captives
were artisans.13' Given Li Te-yii's apparent ulterior motives, it would seem
best t o reject his figures.'=' The best conclusion is that at least several thousand Chinese were captured by Nan-chao forces in the 829 invasion and that
many of them were skilled craftsmen from the suburbs of' Ch'eng-tu.
Nan-chao made efficient use of this valuable catch. The sophistication of
the Nan-chao textile industry and the quality of its output improved quite
noticeably. 'Since 829 when Nan-chao invaded Hsi-ch'uan and took prisoner
quite a few male and female craftsmen, nowadays Nan-chao knows all about
how t o weave silk ~ 1 0 t h . " " ~'From this point on,' the sources state, 'Nan-chao
produced patterned textiles that were equal t o those of ~ l - u n a . " With
~ ~ this
invasion, Nan-chao acquired the slulls t o achleve a sudden and significant
advancement of its economy and culture, rapidly accelerating the trend of
Nan-chao's adoption of Chinese technology. Hence, this invasion, brief as it
was, assumed great importance in the cultural history of southwest China.
For Szechwan, however, the invasion had been an outright catastrophe.
Conditions in that province in 830 were acute. The recently disgraced provincial governor had exploited the resources of the province for his own
purposes, incurring the ill will of its people and soldiers in the process. Under
his administration, frontier defenses and the military readiness of the province had deteriorated through neglect. Moreover, the province had just
experienced a destructive invasion which had left it in a state of exhaustion
and desolation. Its economy had been dealt a crippling blow, not only by the
destruction itself but also by the loss of thousands of skilled workers. Some
of its people, exhausted and embittered by years of exploitation and ravaged
by the Nan-chao invasion, had themselves become roving bandits. The soldiers
of the province, ill-trained and ill-supplied, were divided in their loyalties and
doubtless demoralized by their ineffective performance against the Nan-chao
army. Kuo Chao, the new provincial governor, was old and in poor health.
Incapable of resolving the myriad problems with which he was confronted, he
soon asked to be relieved of his duties and, in fact, died on his way back t o
~h'an~-an..'~~
The situation was critical. It demanded the services of a skilled and forceful administrator to restore the stability, the security, and the vitality of the
province.
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Li Te-yii and the restabilization of Szechwan
In late October 830, Li Te-yii was appointed to fill the post of Hsich'uan chieh-tu shih, which Kuo Chao had recently resigned.14' Although Li
is best known for his role as a top court official, it should be remembered
that he, like most high officials of his time, spent a large part of lus career
serving in provincial posts. This was neither the first nor the last time that La
~ ~ subsequent events were t o
was appointed t o a provincial g o ~ e r n o r s h i p . ' As
show, the T'ang court could hardly have selected a more effective administrator for this important frontier province.
When he arrived in Szechwan, Li Te-yii found that the province was still in
an unsettled condition. None of the sources mention pacification of the riots
which according t o less official lustorical jottings followed the Nan-chao
invasion,14' so restoring civil order t o the province was probably a relatively
easy matter, which may have been settled during Kuo Chao's few months in
office. Yet Kuo's dlness and lack of administrative ability had prevented him
from doing much to revive provincial f 0 r t ~ n e s . l ' )It~ was La's firm hand and
clearsighted policies that restabilized the region and reassured the people of
Szechwan.
Li's first step was t o acquaint himself thoroughly with the peculiarities of
the region t o which he had been assigned. Upon arriving in Szechwan, he systematically familiarized himself with all aspects of local geography and
specific conditions. In so doing, Li was perhaps taking a lesson from his
father, Li Chi-fu (the most powerful c h e f minister at Emperor Hsien-tsung's
court), whose own recognition of the necessity for a thorough knowledge of
the country's geography is best evidenced by his compilation of the famous
Treatise on the Administrative Geography of the Yuan-ho Period (Yuan-ho
chiin-hsien t 'u-chih).14' LI Te-yii took great pains to increase his own stock
of intelligence through personal interviews with anyone who possessed strategic information concerning the region and its frontiers. We are told that LI
daily summoned those who had long experience in frontier garrisons
and were familiar with border affairs, regardless of whether they were
common soldiers or border peoples, and inquired about the disposition
of mountains and streams, fortifications and towns, the strategic
features of roads, their widths and distances. Within a month, he knew
as much about these things as if he himself had passed through them.14"
Li kept careful records of all this information. For this purpose and perhaps
as a reassuring symbol of his steps t o secure the borders, he ordered the construction in Ch'eng-tu of a building known as the Tower of Frontier Preparedness (Ch 'ou-pien IOU).Maps were sketched on this tower, depicting the
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frontier geography of the region. On the left side, all of the Nan-chao routes
of attack into Szechwan were delineated; on the right, the border with Tibet
was demarcated in detail.'49 During this period Li also compiled a book in
thrteen chiian (including maps), which he called Notes on Southwestern
Border Dejense (Hsi-nan pei-pien lu). Sadly, only a prefatory mernorial and a
handful of scattered quotations survive. However, t h s work probably served
as the primary source for the detailed description of the southwestern border
in Li's biography in the New T 'ang History (Hsin T 'ang-shu).'so We may also
surmise that t h s work, along with similar non-extant pieces by Wei Kao and
the T'ang envoys Yuan Tzu and Wei Ch'i-hsiu, served subsequently as a handbook for both court and provincial officials who had t o respond t o the
exigencies of the southwestern frontier.'" It is thus clear that LI Te-yii made
efficient use of the local intelligence that he had painstalungly acquired.
Defense construction was perhaps the one area in which Li's knowledge of
local conditions was utilized most effectively. During Li's brief tenure in
Szechwan, several forts were constructed, each of them designed t o reinforce
a spot which Li had determined t o be vulnerable or of special strategic value.
Li also reinforced important passes and transferred the prefectural seat of Suichou northward to the less exposed region around T'ai-teng, probably in
response to the Nan-chao attack on Sui-chou of November 831, in which two
or three districts were captured from the chinese.ls2 Thus Li was quick t o
engage in defense construction where he thought it strategically necessary.
Yet he also realized that such defense works, unless strongly garrisoned, had
only limited value - and that in some areas they were impractical in the first
place. When in 830 he received an imperial directive t o refortify the Ch'ingch'i pass in order t o block the Nan-chao route of invasion, Li objected that
any such attempt would be futile, since there were too many back roads
leading through the area and it would be impossible t o block them all.
Rather, he argued insistently, only by garrisoning this region in sufficient
strength could it be defended effectively. If there were enough troops in the
area, well supplied and well trained, Nan-chao would not dare attack. Li's
informed opinion convinced the T'ang ~ o u r t . ' ' ~Chang-i Fort, built in this
vicinity and heavily garrisoned in this period, was probably a product of L's
proposal .Is4
Concurrently, LI was engaged in a thorough reform of the military forces
of Szechwan. Li first petitioned that some of the soldiers which had been sent
t o the rescue of Szechwan be allowed t o remain and garrison the province on
a more permanent basis. By the time of Li's arrival in Ch'eng-tu, most of these
relief forces had long since returned to their home areas. Only a small contingent of three thousand troops remained, and even those soldiers were
scheduled t o return in the t h r d lunar month of the following year.'55
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Because of this, the people of Szechwan were understandably apprehensive
that they should again be vulnerable to attack.
In petitioning that at least fifteen hundred troops be allowed t o remain for
the defense of Szechwan, Ls offered the following critique of the state of the
military there in 830:
The troops of Hsich'uan are fragrle and weak, and moreover, have
recently been besieged by the Nan-chao invaders. Their confidence has
been shattered, and they are incapable of giving battle or of offering
defense. If the relief forces were all to return [to their home provinces] ,
then the situation would be no different from that which existed under
Tu Yuan-ying, and Hsi-ch'uan could not defend itself.lS6

L further pointed out that local troops drafted by Tu were virtually useless
and that subsequent call-ups by Kuo and by L himself had yielded but a few
hundred men. Li capped his argument by reporting the ominous news that
Nan-chao had sent two thousand of the Chnese captured in the invasion,
along with a gift of cash, t o the Tibetans. If both countries should learn of
Szechwan's continued military weakness and were to join forces for an
invasion, Li warned, it could truly be cause for deep concern. Persuaded by
these alarming (and perhaps exaggerated) arguments, the court approved Li's
request and left some of these relief forces on duty in ~ z e c h w a n . ' ~ '
Li then devoted himself t o eliminating deadwood from the provincial
troops. Complaining that the sick and the infirm, the old and the weak among
the soldiers of Szechwan were never weeded out, h established new standards
of fitness for soldiers under h s command, thereby getting rid of more than
4,400 useless personnel. On the other hand, Li recruited an additional thousand sturdy youths into the ranks. He intermixed these recruits, along with
the fifteen hundred relief troops that he had been granted, into the regular
provincial army and had them train together and learn from one another."'
He also established a new militia in Szechwan, called the 'Border Braves'
(hsiung-pien tzu-ti), with one man selected for service from among every two
hundred households. In theory self-supporting, since in normal times they
would farm and otherwise provide for themselves (though they would remain
ready to fight when emergencies arose), the 'Border Braves' were divided into
eleven units, including crossbowmen and cavalry.ls9
Li Te-yii also sought to improve the quality of arms manufacture in
Szechwan, claiming that weapons produced by local artisans were overly
ornamental and not of much use. He therefore recruited weapons-makers
from other regions (armorers from An-ting, bow-makers from Ho-chung,
crossbow craftsmen from Che-hsi) t o help upgrade these crafts in Ch'eng-tu.
Li integrated them with the local artisans and oversaw their production.
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From this time on, we are told, the arms of Szechwan were sharp-edged and
keen-pointed.160
As governor of Hsi-ch'uan, Li also showed concern for the problems of
supply for frontier garrisons. Formerly, the province's frontier garrisons had
received provisions which were transported all the way from the Cha-chou
and Mei-shan areas in the eastern part of the province. Moreover, supply
trains left late in the year and, because of the difficulty of travel in t h s area,
often did not arrive at their frontier destinations until mid-summer. By that
time the heat and miasma of the frontier took a heavy toll on what must
have been a considerable number of laborers drafted for the transport of'
these provisions.161 Li's reform of t h s system shortened the supply route and
began the transport in the tenth lunar month, allowing plenty of time t o
arrive on the frontier before the onset of summer and thus avoiding the
hottest months.162
Li Te-yu's incisive and comprehensive policies in Szechwan are impressive,
as indeed are the results of those policies, especially the rnihtary reforms.163
Li had strengthened Szechwan's defensive capabilities, providing the province
with more, better trained, better armed, and better supplied soldiers, as well
as a newly buttressed perimeter of fortifications. AU of this may have instilled
a renewed esprit de corps in the province's soldiers and must have given comfort t o the people of Szechwan, who were apprehensive over the possibility of
further invasion. The upgrading of the provincial army and the creation of a
new local militia force may, moreover, have relundled local pride and confid e n ~ e . Although
'~~
the province had not recovered fully under Li Te-yu, his
policies did result in a marked improvement over the situation as it had
existed under Tu Yuan-ying, however much Li may have wanted t o downplay
Tu's negligence. The populace of Szechwan, we are told, responded with a
sense of relief.16'
Despite the brevity of his tenure in Hsi-ch'uan, less than two years, Li had
enacted the most successful and constructive programs of any governor there
since Wei Kao. Partly because of his achievements in restoring this important
area, Li Te-yii was recalled t o the capital in late 832 and rose for the first
time to the rank of c h e f minister.166

Normalization of relations between Nanchao and China,
830 to mid-century
Given the Nan-chao leaders' excellent intelligence concerning Szechwan,
it is not likely that they would have failed t o notice any of these developments, for Li Te-yu had rectified most of the weaknesses that had made
Szechwan such an inviting target for invasion under Tu Yuan-ying. When LI
sent an envoy in early July 8 3 1, t o demand the return of Chinese prisoners
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captured in the 829 invasion, Nan-chao responded by repatriating some four
thousand of them.167 Clearly, as in the case of the Sui-chou official mentioned
above, not all the Chinese taken captive were returned to their homeland.
According t o Li himself, two thousand of them had been sent t o Tibet. It is
possible that some sort of a ransom was paid for those who were repatriated,
but no details concerning the circumstances of their return are given. On the
other hand, as Wang Chi-lin has observed, it is also possible that Nan-chao's
vvlllingness t o return these prisoners indicates that they had been impressed
by Li's restabhzation of the region and were intimidated by his reorganization and strengthening of its mihtary potential.I6' Perhaps t o avoid a fight
over the issue of these captives, Nan-chao at least partially acquiesced.
In any case, the repatriation of these prisoners is consistent with Nanchao's continuation of regular diplomatic relations with the T'ang court. The
table in the Appendix reveals that again in 830, in 8 3 1, and in ensuing years,
Nan-chao dispatched its normal missions t o Ch'ang-an with great consistency.
Contacts with Ch'eng-tu must have been even more frequent. Only in the
840's did the frequency of these missions begin to decline. Yet note again
that, curiously contradicting this consistently correct diplomatic relationship
with China and occurring almost simultaneously with their mission of 8 3 1 ,
Nan-chao in mid-November of that year once more attacked Sui-chou and
overran parts of that prefecture.169
Clearly, border attacks and even serious invasions were not necessarily
incompatible with continued diplomatic relations under the traditional
Chinese system. 'Acts of war' did not necessarily lead t o a 'break in diplomatic relations,' as the modern Western system of interstate relations might
lead one to expect.17"
Aside from this 831 incident, however, the frontier between Nan-chao and
the T'ang province of Hsi-ch'uan was quiet for the remainder of the period
under consideration in this chapter. Perhaps one reason for this was the continuing emphasis given t o the military preparedness of the region. As governor
of Hsi-ch'uan in the late 830's, the T'ang official Li Ku-yen (who was not
related t o Li Te-yii) established a new cavalry unit and recruited three thousand more soldiers into the provincial arrny.l7l The eastern part of the
province was also strengthened militarily during these years by its governor,
Feng Su.ln And Pai Min-chung further improved military preparedness in the
region as governor of Hsi-ch'uan in the 8 5 0 ' s . ' ~ ~
Meanwhile, during the reign of the Nan-chao king Feng-yu (823-859),
important internal developments may have been taking place in the Nan-chao
kingdom. Unfortunately, virtually all we know about such developments is
derived from post-Sung Chinese sources, which, it must be reiterated, are not
fully reliable for the Nan-chao period. Some cautious use, however, can be
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made of them. They indicate, for instance, that this was a great era of architectural construction within the Nan-chao kingdom. Great secular buildings,
especially the outstanding Tower of Five Glories (Wu-hua lou), new fortress
towns, and public works projects such as granaries and irrigation waterways,
were completed during these years.174 Many of the most impressive buildings,
however, seem t o have been religiously inspired. In fact, the entire ninth century was a great era for the building of Buddhst temples all over Yunnan.17'
Of these, the most famous is the Ch'ung-sheng Temple, located near modern
Ta-li, whose three magnificent pagodas have survived into the twentieth
century
This period of temple construction seems t o reflect the religious transformation that occurred in the Nan-chao kingdom during the ninth century.
Prior t o that time, the peoples of Yunnan held t o their own local religious
orientation, apparently shamanistic in practice and organization, centered on
belief in the forces of nature and in the need to propitiate the spirits of
departed a n ~ e s t 0 r s . lExtensive
~~
contacts with other societies, especially
China and Tibet, must have exposed the Nan-chao peoples t o Buddhist influence throughout the seventh and eighth centuries; on the other hand, of
course, it is quite possible that these peoples had long been aware of
Buddhism through more or less direct contacts with 1ndia.17' At any rate, it
is certain that they had ample opportunity t o observe Buddhism as it was
practised at the T'ang court when they began sending missions t o China in the
latter half of the seventh century.179
Yet down t o the end of the eighth century there is little reliable evidence
that Buddlusm had begun t o supplant the earlier religious practices. It is true
that post-Sung sources tell of a Nan-chao minister named Chang Chien-ch'eng
who studied Buddhism while on a mission t o China in the late 7 2 0 ' s . ' ~ And
there is also a legend concerning a brother of KO-lo-feng, who was reputedly a
Buddhist priest with magic powers that were employed with great effectiveness against the T'ang armies in the wars of the 750's.'~' But these sources
are especially suspect in the realm of religion, where they all exhibit a very
prominent and often anachronistic overlay of Buddhist legend. (In these
sources, for example, the genealogy of the Nan-chao kings is spuriously
traced t o Asoka, the great Indian emperor and patron of Buddhism of the
t h r d century B.C., as has already been noted.) More trustworthy sources give
no indication of any Buddhist influence within the Nan-chao kingdom
through the end of the reign of I-mou-hsun. Certainly, the ritual associated
with the Nan-chao acceptance of the treaty with China in 794 was dominated
by pre-Buddhist religious impulses, requiring the sanction of the three forces
of earth, water, and m o ~ n t a i n / s k ~ . ' ~ *
It was only during the first half of the ninth century that the first indi-
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cations appeared that Buddhism was dsplacing the earlier native religious
orientation. As the century progressed, the building of Buddhist temples and
the casting of Buddhist statues seem t o have become prolific, under the
patronage of the Nan-chao c o ~ r t . ' ' ~Indeed, later Nan-chao hngs, as we will
see in the following chapter, became fervent followers of this religion. By the
latter half of the ninth century, Buddhism was quite clearly the state religion
of the Nan-chao kingdom.'" This development was t o have lasting importance, for all of Nan-chao's successor kingdoms in Yunnan down t o the
Mongol conquest in the middle of the thirteenth century remained devoted
patrons of Buddhsm.
Externally too, significant developments occurred during the period of
Feng-yu's reign. In particular, during the 830's Nan-chao seems t o have
refocused its attention southward, exercising its considerable military power
in raids across much of mainland Southeast Asia. In 832, for instance, Nanchao forces invaded and sacked the capital of the Pyu lungdom of upper
Burma, which Nan-chao had long dominated, and abruptly ended its political
exi~tence.''~'In 832, Nan-chao forces invaded and plundered the Pyu kingdom. They captured more than three thousand of its people and transported
them into servitude at Che-tung, requiring them t o be self-sufficient. Nowadays [ca. 8661 their descendants are still there, subsisting on such things as
fish and insects. Such has been the end of that people.''"
In 835, Nan-chao also attacked and destroyed the kingdom of Mi-ch'en of
lower Burma, over which the Pyu kingdom had claimed some form of
s u ~ e r a i n t ~ . ' Again,
~'
Nan-chao took a great deal of booty and many captives,
whom they carried off t o northwest Yunnan where they were forced t o pan
for gold."' There are additional records of Nan-chao attacks during this
period on the Mon peoples of the K'un-lun lungdom and on another kingdom
known t o the Chinese as Nii-wang. Both of these attacks, however, were
repulsed, reportedly with very heavy losses for the Nanchao army.lB9 Nanchao is also reported t o have attacked the Khmer peoples of Chen-la, in a
foray w h c h took their cavalry all the way to the sea.'% Obviously, by midcentury Nan-chao had asserted itself as a major power in mainland Southeast
Asia as well as along the southwest China frontier.
Several post-Sung sources also include a rather involved account of a Nanchao expedition into Burma in the 850's' reportedly at the request of the
Burmese king, to drive off a force of invaders from Sri Lanka (Shih-tzu
kuo).19' Tlus account, however, must be discounted, partially on the basis of
internal i n a c c u r a ~ i e s . 'Moreover,
~~
there is apparently no record of any such
Sinhalese invasion into Southeast Asia in the ninth century, either in Burmese
or in Sinhalese chronicles. We do know, however, that there was a massive
raid on Burma in 1164 or 1 165 by forces under the great Sinhalese king
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Parakramabahu I, an incursion that was provoked by a dispute over trading
rights.193 It is possible that post-Sung Chinese sources picked up local historical tradition that somehow had misplaced this event and had woven it
into the context of Nan-chao history. It seems unlikely in any case that any
such event actually occurred in the middle of the ninth century.
The only other incident that has possible significance in the history of
relations between Nan-chao and C h n a in the first half of the ninth century is
likewise rather questionable. Many late sources report that in 846 Nan-chao
forces attacked the T'ang protectorate in Annam, capturing it and killing the
Chinese official in command, P'ei yuan-yii.l" That there was some sort of
disturbance in Annam in that year is confirmed by the far more reliable
source, Tzu-chih t'ung-chien. However, that source says only that there was
an attack on Annam by the Man, or 'southern peoples,' and that P'ei Yuanyii led a force of soldiers from neighboring regions against them.19' P'ei
could hardly have been N e d at this time, in any case, since he is known t o
have served in this post until 848.196 Of course, 'Man' could here mean Nanchao; but, as we have seen, that is not necessarily so. The Annam region had
had its share of troubles with local tribes throughout the eighth and ninth
centuries.19' It is possible, even likely, that the 846 attack was also local in
nature. In any event, it is certain that Nan-chao did not capture Annam in
846.
Yet the possibility that Nan-chao did at least stage a raid on Annam at that
time has t o be taken seriously, especially in light of Nan-chao forays all over
mainland Southeast Asia in the preceding decade. Soon, moreover, there were
t o be truly massive invasions into Annam by Nan-chao forces, attacks which
would succeed in the temporary capture of Hanoi and which would threaten
the T'ang empire with the permanent loss of this commercially vital region.
These are developments that will be analyzed more fully in chapter 6.
Yet the fact remains that from 831 t o the middle of the century, the
frontier between T'ang China and the Nan-chao kingdom was stable and
comparatively quiet. These favorable conditions can be attributed partly t o
the legacy of Li Te-yii's reforms in Szechwan. The ordinary pattern of frequent diplomatic contacts and generally friendly relations between the two
countries remained as yet unbroken, despite the devastation of 829.

6

B E L L I G E R E N C E A N D DECLINE

For nearly three decades after Nan-chao's 829 invasion of Szechwan, no
serious problems arose t o mar relations between the Nan-chao kingdom and
Chlna. During this period, as we have seen, close diplomatic contacts were
maintained. The Nan-chao kingdom continued to advance culturally and technologically, stimulated in part by its increasingly wholehearted adoption of
Buddhism. It was after the 829 invasion, however, that Nan-chao also began
t o extend its influence and to expand its territorial control to the south. Its
campaigns deep into mainland Southeast Asia, though not always successful,
were in some cases catastrophe to the peoples and states of that region.
Given this new orientation toward its southern borders, it was perhaps
natural that Nan-chao would eventually turn its ambitions toward the region
of modern Kwangsi and ultimately toward the T'ang protectorate in Annam
(northern Vietnam) as well. As we have seen, it is possible that as early as
846 a brief clash occurred in that region between Nan-chao and T'ang forces.'
Even if we assume that this attack was associated with Nan-chao forces, however, it could have been little more than a tentative and inconsequential raid.
Nonetheless, there definitely was recurring instability in this corner of the
T'ang empire. For one thing, this was an area of quite confusing ethnic
diversity, never truly under direct T'ang administrative rule.2 At best, the
territory corresponding t o modern Kwangsi and northern Vietnam was
loosely administered by the Chinese through a series of largely autonomous
chi-miprotectorates.3 Chinese population in this area was never large, down
even t o fairly recent times. This presented a far more unsettled situation than
even frontier regions of Szechwan, in which the Chinese presence, though
sometimes problematic, was long-standing and relatively secure. Throughout
the T'ang period, and particularly in the ninth century, there was a virtually
unending series of insurrections against Chinese control by one or another of
these aboriginal groups in the hinterlands of Kwangsi and ~ n n a m Neverthe.~
less, the exotic natural resources of this area and the international trade
which flourished in Canton and Hanoi made it worth the trouble and the risk
t o try t o maintain security and control in this area.'
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According to our sources, these unsettled conditions were often brought
on by the incompetence or the severity of T'ang administrators in the far
south, whose actions provoked the local peoples to acts of resistance. Such
conditions eventually provided the Nan-chao kingdom with a real opportunity
to expand in this direction.
Previously, periodic troubles in this region had been of a purely local
nature, and the instigators were usually put down or accommodated by T'ang
forces without too much d i f f i ~ u l t y .In~ 854, however, tensions were greatly
intensified, evidently as a direct result of the exploitative policies of the new
T'ang official in Annam, Li Cho. We are told that Li had obtained his post in
Annam by bribing the son of the powerful chief minister Ling-hu T'ao.' In
describing h s actions in Annam, these sources make it clear that Li intended
t o make that bribe pay off. Thus, Li's administration of Annam was said to
have been especially harsh and acquisitive, even for a region whose incumbents
regularly amassed enormous fortunes. In particular, he is charged with alienating one group of local peoples, known as the Ch'ung-mo Man, by forcing
them to sell livestock to the Chinese at greatly deflated prices: one tou of salt
for one horse or COW.*
In that same year, Li Cho also decided on h s own authority to quit sending a contingent of six thousand Chinese soldiers each winter to defend the
border northwest of Annam, presumably from the possibility of Nan-chao
attack. In this region, winter was a particularly vulnerable season for an
invasion, since then the threat of infectious disease, which itself was evidently
an effective defense against invading armies during most of the year, was not
so great.g Li's decision may have reduced defense expenditures for the region.
However, this unilateral action was resented by the chief of the Ch'i-kuantung Man (also called the T'ao-hua peoples), Li Yu-tu. He and his tribe
reportedly had given long-standing support t o T'ang administrators in Annam,
both in the form of taxes and by providing permanent border garrisons in this
northwestern section. The sudden elimination of the Chinese winter garrison
had left Li Yu-tu feeling exposed and isolated.1°
Li Yu-tu's sense of alienation from the T'ang was reportedly encouraged
by the Nan-chao commander in Che-tung. It should be remembered that after
the conquest of the Ts'uan and the annexation of this area of eastern Yunnan
(near modern Kunming) in the middle of the eighth century, the Nan-chao
court had established Che-tung to consolidate its control in the east. Later it
was renamed Shan-ch'an and elevated to the position of Nan-chao's 'Eastern
Capital.' Now Shan-ch'an, still referred t o as Che-tung in some sources, was
being used as a forward staging area for Nan-chao's aggressive policies against
the Kwangsi and Annam regions." The Nan-chao commander there established communications with Li Yu-tu and gave a wife to his son t o seal an
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alhance with him. This, the hstorians ominously report, was the beginning of
the Nan-chao calamity in Annam.12
Several other instances of needlessly severe treatment of the local peoples
by Li Cho are grimly recounted in the sources.13 Although Li left h s post in
Annam in 855, his policies there had provoked widespread alienation of the
local frontier peoples who were critical to the security of h s northern border.
Thls set the stage for more serious troubles beginning in 857 and 858.
By the summer of 857, frontier disturbances in this region were getting
out of hand. The Ch'i-tung Man, whose leader earlier had been killed by Li
Cho, were at tacking T'ang administrative posts with regularity, and the
Chnese troops in Jung-chou were themselves out of control.14 It was to deal
with these troubles that the T'ang court appointed Wang Shih to the post of
Annam protector-general at the beginning of the following year.15
Wang Shih is well known as the most effective Chnese military commander of the 850's and 860's.16 HIS stint in the far south gave him a good
opportunity t o demonstrate that effectiveness. After his arrival in Hanoi,
Wang took steps t o improve the region's defenses. An impenetrable pahsade
of reeds was planted around Hanoi, surrounded by a deep moat and then
another thicket of sharpened bamboo. The quality of government troops in
this region was also significantly improved. Thus, when a large force of
'southern Man' troops, in this case identified fairly clearly as being from Nanchao, approached the area, they were intimidated. Wang was able to convince
them that they had nothing to gain from attacking, and the Nan-chao army
quickly pulled back. Its commander reportedly sent someone to explain that
they were simply trying t o restore order among the local peoples and had no
intention of invading Chinese territory."
This claim is reminiscent of Nan-chao attempts to justify the 829 invasion
of Szechwan; and similar rationalizations would often be relied upon in future
attacks against Annam and Szechwan as well. This may be taken as a further
indication of Nan-chao's excellent intelligence concerning conditions in surrounding areas and of the quickness with whch they took advantage of all
such opportunities. On the other hand, it is also an indication of the great
caution which they employed on most such occasions. When they
encountered effective resistance, they usually opted for a timely retreat. This
is a theme that often recurs in Chinese accounts of the difficulties of the
following two decades.
In the meantime, Wang Shih also showed steady leadership in quelling an
insurrection of local vagrants.'' He moreover succeeded in restoring the
finances of this region. Troops who had not been properly paid for years were
again well provided for; and for the first time in several years Annam sent in
its quota of tax contributions to the T'ang court.lg Fortuitously, it would
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seem, the peoples of Champa (Chan-ch'eng) and Cambodia (Chen-la) again
established contact with China, through his administration in ~ a n o i Wang's
.~
successes in stabilizing Annam, however, were to be short-lived. His effectiveness in Annam was recognized by the T'ang court, and thus, in the spring of
860, he was called back to the north t o command the campaign against the
very serious rebehon led by Ch'iu Fu that was then raging in the T'ang
province of Che-tung, on the eastern coast of Chlna, north of ~ u l u e n . ~ '
Meanwhile, several things had happened to disrupt normal diplomatic
relations between Nan-chao and T'ang China. Despite the fact that their
incursions into Kwangsi and Annam had grown more serious and more overt,
Nan-chao missions to the T'ang court still kept appearing on a regular basis.
In addition to the cultural and diplomatic advantages of these missions, Nanchao probably benefitted from them economically as well, though there is no
firm evidence either to support or to dispute this conjecture. Be that as it
may, the size of the retinue of these missions was very large and getting larger.
The T'ang court seems to have felt this to be an increasing burden. Moreover,
the long-standing educational program for Nan-chao youths in Ch'eng-tu was
still flourishng. Reportedly, stipends and related expenses for these students,
who over the years could 'virtually be numbered in the thousands,' were a
great drain on the budget of the regional commander there.22
In 859, Tu Ts'ung, then just beginning a second term as regional commander of Szechwan, petitioned t o restrict the number of persons allowed to
come in the Nan-chao missions, as well as the number of students accommodated in Ch'eng-tu. The court approved.23 But these restrictions angered
the Nan-chao ruler Feng-yu. In response, he recalled all Nan-chao students
then in China; and that year's mission to China simply delivered a memorial
t o the frontier official at Sui-chou rather than journeying t o the T'ang court
itself. Communication between the two countries became strained.24
That, however, was only the beginning of diplomatic difficulties. A Chinese
envoy was sent to the Nan-chao lungdom in 859 to inform the Nan-chao court
of the death of Emperor Hsiian-tsung. But by the time that the T'ang mission
arrived, the Nan-chao king Feng-yu too had died. This coincidence caused a
serious diplomatic crisis. Feng-yu had been succeeded by his son Shih-lung.
(According t o custom, one would expect Feng-yu's son's name t o begin with
the syllable 'yu.' This apparent break in the pattern of patronymic linkage
has never, t o my knowledge, been adequately explained.) Shih-lung was
peeved that the T'ang court should expect Nan-chao t o send its condolences
when the Chinese themselves had not yet sent a mission, as was customary, to
express sympathy for his father's death and to recognize his own succession.
He therefore treated the Chinese envoy shabbilym2'
Later, when the T'ang court learned what had happened, yet another
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thorny problem arose. The Chinese were unwilling to grant investiture to the
new Nan-chao ruler since the first syllable of his name was written with a
character tabooed because of its association with the personal name of
Emperor T'ai-tsung, Li Shh-min. (Consequently, all T'ang and Sung period
sources refer t o Shih-lung as 'Ch'iu-lung.'26) It is perhaps revealing to note
that these punctihous controversies over form and ritual apparently led to a
complete break in diplomatic relations between the two countries, whereas
border conflict and even ruinous invasions had not.
For his part, the Nan-chao king began calling himself 'emperor' (huang-ti)
and adopted his own era name rather than following the era name in effect in
T'ang C h n a , as had all prior Nan-chao kings since I-mou-h~iin.~'It is also
reported that he changed the name of his country, calling it the Ta-li kingd ~ m (That
. ~ name,
~
however, seems t o have been used only temporarily. It
should not be confused with the name of the later Ta-li kingdom, founded in
937, w h c h is written with a different character. This is, nonetheless, an
interesting precedent for that name.)
Unfortunately, this diplomatic breakdown had occurred just as Nan-chao
was becoming increasingly involved in T'ang troubles in the frontier regions
of Annam and Kwangsi. These events set the stage for two decades of fullscale border war beginning in 861, during which Annam would twice fall to
Nan-chao forces and Szechwan would again be severely threatened as well.

The struggle for Annam
In 859, immediately after the rupture of diplomatic relations between
Nan-chao and China, the Nan-chao lung Shih-lung sent an army in an attack
on Po-chou (modern Tsun-i, in Kweichow), which was apparently captured
with little diffi~ulty.~'However, neither then nor at any other time did the
Nan-chao kingdom control regions t h s far east into Kweichow for long. In
the following year, the new T'ang governor in Annam, Li Hu, took it upon
himself t o recapture Po-chou, though it lay far outside of his jurisdiction. His
bold counter-attack was successful and the Nan-chao army was repulsed, but
the maneuver left L's own command in Annam v ~ l n e r a b l e . ~
l h s was especially dangerous at a time when Chnese officials there had
still not resolved the sources of hostility which had come t o plague relations
between them and some of the local peoples. It appears that Nan-chao was
well aware of this enmity and characteristically encouraged it. The upshot of
all this was that, during the winter of 860-861, one group of these peoples
(whose former leader Li Hu himself had executed) called in Nan-chao troops.
With their collaboration, Nan-chao was able t o take advantage of the absence
of Li's army t o overrun Annam and even t o capture Hanoi i t ~ e l f . ~ '
This initial Nan-chao capture of Hanoi, however, seems to have been
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wholly fortuitous, without any long-range plans for conquest. Thus, when Li
Hu's forces hastily returned to Annam, they had little trouble driving the
Nan-chao invaders out.32 Yet these events must have made any ambitions
that the Nan-chao court entertained toward this area and the fabulously rich
trade which came through it seem more realistically attainable. The T'ang
court, in the meantime, had taken a harsh view of what they regarded as Li
Hu's dereliction of his responsibihty in Annam. Despite his effective recovery
of Po-chou and the victories that he had won, he was demoted and exiled to
~ a i n a n33.
In the fall of 861, after having pulled back from Annam, the Nan-chao
army struck at Yung-chou, in modern Kwangsi. T'ang forces there were
inadequate to defend the region. A recent plan to economize by replacing
Yung-chou's complement of garrison soldiers, whlch previously had come
from adjoining areas, with local recruits had not worked effectively.
Reportedly, Yung-chou's troop strength had as a result been diminished by
seventy or eighty per cent of what it had been before. Once again, Nan-chao
seems to have taken full advantage of t h s opportunity, driving out the
remaining T'ang forces, and capturing the area.34
Again, Nan-chao's occupation of Yung-chou was quite brief, only around
twenty days. However, in that period the Nan-chao army managed to plunder
the region thoroughly. After they had left and T'ang forces returned to Yungchou, they found the region to have been desolated, with only a small fraction of its former inhabitants still there.35
By this time Tu Ts'ung, whose petition to restrict the size of Nan-chao
missions and the number of their students in China had been one cause of the
deterioration of relations between the two countries, had returned to the
T'ang capital and had been named one of the court's four chief ministers.
Realizing belatedly the extent of the Nan-chao threat in the south, the danger
of renewed attack in Szechwan, and thus the desirability of keeping Nan-chao
in a friendly alliance, Tu proposed that the court take steps to heal the breach.
Tu urged that the court should first send a representative to commiserate over
Feng-yu's death. This minister would also be instructed to explain to the
present Nan-chao lung and his officials the reason for the court's displeasure
concerning the ruler's name. If only Shih-lung would alter his name slightly to
avoid conflict with dynastic sensitivities, the T'ang court would forthwith
send a mission of investiture and treat the new king with full honors. Again, it
is extremely interesting to note that the Chinese were willing to overlook
several very serious Nan-chao attacks in the south, including the capture and
plunder of key areas, in order to seek conciliation - but that they could not
ignore this breach of form. In any case, the matter was settled before the
mission to Nan-chao could set out. News arrived that Nan-chao had again
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struck into Szechwan, attacking Sui-chou and reaching as far north as the
Ch'iung-lai pass. Consequently, Tu's proposal of appeasement was shelved .=
ti Hu's demotion and exile had coincided with Wang K'uan's appointment
as the T'ang governor for Annam. Wang, however, was ineffectual against
continuing Nan-chao attacks during hls brief administration there. His
repeated requests for aid convinced the T'ang court t o replace him with Ts'ai
Hsi, formerly the civil governor of Hunan, who was then apparently serving
as a subordinate official in Annam." In addition, some thirty thousand
troops from provincial armies in the north were reportedly put at Ts'ai's
disposal. As in Szechwan three decades earlier, the arrival of so many Chinese
soldiers seems t o have had an immediate stabilizing effect. For the time being,
Nan-chao forces no longer advancedm3'
About thls time, however, personal jealousy and spite among some of the
T'ang officials in the south began t o affect the course of Clunese efforts
against Nan-chao. A low-level court official named Ts'ai Ching, described in
the sources as cruel and cunning, had been sent to Ling-nan in the spring of
862 on a mission for the court. After his return, Ts'ai Ching proposed a major
reform in the administrative organization of Ling-nan, a region which
included most of modern Kwangtung and Kwangsi and had jurisdiction over
Annam as well. Up t o that time, Ling-nan had been subdivided into five
administrative units: Kuang-chou, the most important, t o the east; Kuei-chou
(not t o be confused with modern Kweichow province), t o the north and west;
Yung-chou, to the west; Jung-chou, in the center; and Annam to the south
and west.39 (See the map on p. 11 1.) Now Ts'ai convinced the court t o divide
the province into eastern and western halves. Kuang-chou remained the seat
of administration for Ling-nan East, while Yung-chou was upgraded t o the
status of an independent regional commandery (chieh-tu shih), now t o be
called Ling-nan West, with much territory attached t o it from Kuei-chou and
~ u n ~ - c h o Itu .is~not surprising that Ts'ai Ching was able t o get himself
appointed t o govern Ling-nan West. From his administrative base in Yungchou, he was t o have authority over Annam as well.41
Apparently one of Ts'ai Ching's first acts as regional commander was to
petition that the northern troops which had been placed under Ts'ai Hsi's
command for the defense of Annam be recalled. We are told that Ts'ai
Ching's motives were purely spiteful, for he was jealous of Ts'ai Hsi, whose
continued success against Nan-chao forces in Annam might outshine any of
his own achievements. Ts'ai Ching claimed that Nan-chao forces had moved
far out of the area and that these troops were therefore unnecessary and a
wasteful expense. He argued cleverly that frontier commanders would
naturally claim that extra soldiers were needed so that they could strengthen
their own armies and add t o the amount of requisitioned supplies that would
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come through their hands. His arguments convinced the T'ang court, who
ordered the relief forces to return to their home provinces, despite strenuous
objections from Ts'ai Hsi in ~ n n a m . ~ ~
Ts'ai Hsi sent in numerous memorials in which he pointed out that Nanchao and its allies had a well-organized system of intelligence and that they
were just waiting for an easy opportunity to attack. Thus, Annam could
hardly afford not to be prepared. Yet the court would not even grant that
five thousand of the northern troops be left behind. Further desperate pleas
from Ts'ai Hsi went u n a n ~ w e r e d . ~ ~
What satisfaction Ts'ai Ching got out of this, however, was short-lived. His
own administration in Yung-chou was reportedly extremely rapacious and his
system of justice unspeakably
His own troops finally could take it no
longer and drove h m from Yung-chou. He fled north to Kuei-chou, but could
find no support there either. Finally, he was demoted t o a post in Hainan.
When he refused to go there, he received an order from the court to kill himself.4s
Thus the situation in Annam had again been made favorable for a Nanchao attack, which was not long in coming. During the winter of 862-863, a
Nan-chao army of fifty thousand invaded.46 Much of what we know about
thls invasion, and indeed about this whole era of relations between Nan-chao
and China, comes to us from an official named Fan Ch'o, who served Ts'ai
Hsi as a trusted lieutenant. Even before Ts'ai had been promoted to the top
position in Annam, he had employed Fan in reconnaissance missions into the
Nan-chao camp.47 Fan's task seems to have been both to gather information
and to attempt negotiations with the Nan-chao leaders. In 861, he did manage
to lead a small patrol into the Nan-chao camp and to see several of the Nanchao generals, along with their collaborator, a local chieftain named Chu Taoku. Although nothng was accomplished by his attempts to negotiate, Fan did
bring back much information concerning the makeup of the Nan-chao forces
and the extent of their support from local peoples.48
As we have seen, the Nan-chao army was actually a confederation of forces.
In addition to the military core described in chapter 4, numerous neighboring
peoples who were allied with or had been subjugated by Nan-chao added
significantly to its fighting strength. Fan Ch'o specifically mentions seeing the
following peoples in the ranks of Nan-chao's invading forces: the Ho Man,
P'u-tzu Man, Hsiin-ch'uan Man, Lo-hsing Man, Wang-chii-tzu Man, Mang Man,
Chn-ch'ih Man, the Pyu, and others.49 According to Fan's reports, they were
all fierce and unrelenting fighters. And of course, in this invasion of Annam,
they were joined by those local peoples of that area who had been disaffected
from T'ang control.s0
Late in 862, Ts'ai Hsi sent urgent messages to Ch'ang-an warning of Nan-
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chao's impending attack. In response, the T'ang court finally sent several
thousand relief troops from the Hunan region. It was decided, however, that
these forces should remain at Yung-chou, since Chinese officials feared that a
Nan-chao attack there could cut off vital communication and supply lines.
Ts'ai Hsi again requested additional support, but by the time that a thousand
more soldiers had reached the area, Hanoi was already under siege and the
T'ang troops were unable t o break through.''
During the time that Hanoi was under siege, Ts'ai Hsi had a copy of I-mouhsiin's 794 oath of fidelity to the T'ang tied to an arrow and shot into the
Nan-chao camp. This desperate act of indignation, however, went una n ~ w e r e d . ' Finally,
~
early in the spring of 863, after bitter fighting, Hanoi
again fell t o Nan-chao. Ts'ai Hsi hlmself was killed, along with most of hls
family and retainers. His subordinate Fan Ch'o, though h s e l f wounded,
managed t o escape, loyally carrying Ts'ai's seal of ~ f f i c e . ' ~
These experiences naturally (and fortunately for us) made a strong
impression on Fan Ch'o. He resolved t o compile a book detailing all he had
come t o know about Nan-chao, both for the benefit of the Chmese court and
t o aid frontier officials who would have t o deal further with them.54 This, of
course, is the invaluable work known t o us as the Man-shu, which provides
the fullest surviving description of the Nan-chao kingdom as well as a detailed,
and at times understandably acrimonious, account of the events leading to
the fall of h n a m in 863.''
According t o Fan, as the city fell, furious hand-to-hand fighting took
place. In spite of heroic efforts by some of the T'ang forces defending Hanoi,
the defenders were virtually wiped out. Later, Nan-chao went on to take
other key points in Annam, during which naval battles reportedly also took
place.56 In all, it is said that in the two conquests of Annam, Nan-chao forces
killed or captured more than 150,000 T'ang subject^.^'
Unlike the first conquest, which was more in the nature of a timely raid,
the 863 capture of h n a m seems t o have been a well-organized campaign
with the goal of permanent occupation of this region. Surely one of the
major Nan-chao objectives must have been t o tap the riches of the Nan-hai
trade, for which Hanoi was a major port.S8 However, the sources say nothing
about either the exploitation or the disruption of thls trade by Nan-chao
forces while they were in control there, so one is left only to speculation. It
is certain, however, that this time the Nan-chao army did not follow the
pattern of first plundering the city and then quickly pulling back. Rather,
they left some twenty thousand troops behind t o defend and administer the
region, under the commanders Yang Ssu-chin and Tuan Ch'iu-ch'ien. It is
reported that all of the local peoples in the surrounding area quickly submitted t o their a ~ t h o r i t y . ' ~
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Meanwhile, all of the T'ang troops in this area had been ordered t o pull
back t o defend other parts of Ling-nan from the threat of further conquest.
Nan-chao continued its assault with an attack on Yung-chou. The Yung-chou
commander, Cheng Yu, who had replaced Ts'ai Ching, was not up t o t h s
challenge and requested that an experienced general be sent down to take
command. The T'ang court called upon K'ang C h ' e n ~ h s u h who
,
previously
had been successful in campaigns against the troublesome T'ang-hsiang
peoples in the n ~ r t h w e s t . ~K'ang
"
was given around ten thousand additional
troops with w h c h t o resist an-~hao.~'
In the summer of 863, the T'ang court made further administrative
changes in the Ling-nan region. The most important of these was to abolish
the Annam protectorate (ru-hu fu), thereby acknowledging the loss of Hanoi,
at least temporarily. A provisional administration for Annam was set up at
the Hai-men commandery (near modern Pei-hai, in Kwangsi), under an
official named Sung Jung. K'ang Ch'eng-hsun remained commander-in-chief
of the expeditionary forces against an-~hao.~~
In addition, problems of supply for T'ang forces in Lng-nan were discussed at court and various attempts were made to resolve them. The normal
route of supply followed the valley of the Hsiang River from Hunan, which
was said to have been an arduous journey, full of obstructions. The most
interesting of the attempted solutions was a proposal made by a native of
Min-chou (in modern Fukien, on the southeast coast), who was probably a
merchant, to supply Ling-nan by a sea route.63 Special transport ships were
constructed, each with a capacity of a thousand measures (hu) of grain,
whlch could reach Kuang-chou in less than a month. His proposal was
adopted and at first seems t o have worked well. However, merchants and
sailors soon began to experience arbitrary exploitation from the officials in
charge; they suffered greatly from being held strictly accountable for any
losses en route. Thus, as many problems were created by this scheme as were
res~lved.~"
However, an additional series of relief measures was enacted in order t o
reduce the strain on the people of Ling-nan, who had been hit hard by the
Nan-chao incursions. Tax exemptions were declared for two years; and even
restrictions on the gathering of pearls were relaxed.65 Moreover, liberal treatment was prescribed for all of the soldiers and local peoples who had fled
north t o Hai-men and Yung-chou after the Nan-chao attack. Evidently, this
move was calculated to prevent these people from being pushed into the Nanchao camp.66
In the spring of 864, Nan-chao attacks in the Yung-chou region became
even more serious. They were met by the large contingent of relief forces
from eight northern provinces that had been placed under K'ang Ch'eng-
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hsiin's command. Even with what should have been an effective force, however, we are told that K'ang botched things badly. Insufficient precautions
were taken against Nan-chao; as a result, large numbers of K'ang's troops were
killed in initial battles with them. K'ang and the remainder of h s soldiers
were surrounded at Yung-chou. The outlook was hopelessly bleak, yet K'ang
was afraid t o approve a subordinate's proposal t o stage a surprise night attack
against the Nan-chao forces. Realizing that otherwise all was lost, this assistant
commander went ahead with the attack anyway. Nan-chao troops were
caught off guard and suffered heavy losses; the next day they lifted the siege
and left.67 Subsequently, K'ang embittered his officers and troops by hmself
taking credit for this timely victory over Nan-chao, whde his subordinates
received neither rewards nor recognition. Eventually, however, K'ang's
ineffectiveness was brought t o light, and he was forced t o r e ~ i g n . ~
It was at thls point that T'ang fortunes in the south took a favorable turn,
with the appointment of Kao P'ien t o command Chinese efforts to recover
Annam and t o expel Nan-chao from the Ling-nan region altogether. Kao was
the grandson of Kao Ch'ung-wen, a well-known general who had seen service
against the rebelhous official Liu P'i in Szechwan early in the ninth century.69
Kao's family, who originally came from the non-Chinese state of Po-hai,
north of Korea, had long been associated with the T'ang palace armies.% But
though Kao grew up in martial surroundings, he seems t i have had a precocious bent for literature and scholarly pursuits as well. Later, Kao was to
be well known as a poet." In fact, he was one of the most remarkable figures
of his time. I-hs flamboyant style and preoccupation with Taoist ritual make
him an especially fascinating subject for study.* Undeniably, he was an
extremely charismatic and effective, though unorthodox, military leader. His
triumphant services against the T'ang-hsiang, whose recalcitrant attacks in the
northwest were again causing the Chinese grief, had already demonstrated
that.n
In the fall of 864, Kao P'ien was entrusted with the command of
expeditionary forces in the south, with overall authority for the campaign to
recover ~ n n a m Once
. ~ ~ again, however, dislike and jealousy among T'ang
officials in the south were to hamper Chinese efforts against Nan-chao. The
sources report that the eunuch military supervisor (chien-chiin)at Hai-men,
Li Wei-chou, bore a strong personal dislike for Kao and constantly urged him
t o push forward with the campaign against Nan-chao. Eventually, Kao set out
with an advance force, on the understanding that Li would send additional
troops behind. However, after Kao and his force had gone, Li remained holed
u p in Hai-men, without sending a single soldier t o Kao's support.75
Nevertheless, Kao pressed onward with the expedition. In the fall of 865,
he captured Feng-chou, smashing the resistance of the local peoples who lived
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there and confiscating their harvest. Thus his troops were well supplied for
the continuing campaign.76 An advance camp of Nan-chao soldiers simply
burned their own supplies and fled when Kao's forces approached. Yet, these
were merely preliminary skirmishes. As Kao's army drew nearer to Hanoi, the
occupying forces of Nan-chao organized for resistance. Nevertheless, Kao
continued t o win victory after victory.77
Kao's reports t o the T'ang court of this triumphal advance, however, were
consistently blocked at Hai-men by his nemesis, Li Wei-~hou.~'The court
thus had no idea of what was happening in the south. When they commanded
a full report, Li Wei-chou falsely accused Kao P'ien of timidly dawdling at
Fengchou and not advancing against the enemy. This accusation led t o the
appointment of Wang Yen-ch'iian t o replace Kao, who was summarily recalled
t o court for a full i n ~ e s t i g a t i o n . ~ ~
In the meantime, Kao's campaign had made continuous progress. By the
summer of 866, he had met and defeated Nan-chao forces outside Hanoi.
Nan-chao casualties were reportedly very h g h . Kao then put Hanoi itself
under tight siege.*
Kao sent additional messengers t o report this latest victory. Their route
took them by boat from Hanoi t o Hai-men. En route, we are told, they spied
a convoy approaching, with banners and pennants flying. Inquiring of a passing s h p , they learned that it was Li Wei-chou and the new commander of the
southern expedition coming t o take charge. Kao's messengers figured that if
they were spotted they would be detained and their report would not get
through t o Ch'ang-an. Accordingly, they hid among some small islands, and
proceeded only after the other ships had passed. When they finally arrived in
Ch'ang-an and handed in their report, the court was surprised and delighted.
Immediately, a general pardon was ordered in celebration. Kao P'ien was
promoted in rank and reinstated as commander in ~ n n a m . "
During this period, Li Wei-chou and Wang Yen-ch'iian had arrived at Kao's
camp outside of Hanoi. Reportedly, Hanoi had been under siege for more
than ten days and was about ready t o
When Wang Yen-ch'iian presented the court's decree t o him, Kao had little choice but t o transfer command t o Wang and head back north. By the time he had reached Hai-men,
however, the new order from the court reinstating him had arrived. Thereupon, Kao P'ien quickly returned t o Annam and resumed command of the
campaign.83
Unfortunately, during his brief absence, Wang and Li had managed t o disaffect the soldiers under their command and had allowed the siege of Hanoi
t o be relaxed. Thus, in t h s interim, half of the Nan-chao forces had been able
to escape." After Kao P'ien had returned t o the scene, the assault on Hanoi
was effectively renewed, and the city soon fell. It is reported that more than
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thirty thousand of its Nan-chao defenders were killed, including the Nanchao
commander Tuan Ch'iuch'ien. Chu Tao-ku and other leaders of those local
peoples who had collaborated with or submitted to Nanchao were executed.
Thereafter, all of the local peoples of Annam and the Kwangsi region again
surrendered t o the T'ang. And thus, by the autumn of 866, Hanoi was once
again under Chinese administration. Soon thereafter, Nan-chao forces were
expelled from all of Annam."
This was a major achievement, symbolized by the establishment late in
866 of the Cling-hai commandery in Annam, with Kao P'ien named as
regional ~ o m m a n d e r . ' ~While he remained there, Kao P'ien worked hard t o
strengthen Annam's defenses. Although Hanoi had had a city wall at least
from the time of Chang Po-i's tenure as governor there in the middle of the
eighth century, Kao P'ien now greatly enlarged and strengthened it.'" He also
helped t o insure the smooth transport of supplies into Hanoi by dredging
canals and removing large boulders which had made navigation in the initial
stages of the water route t o Canton h a z a r d o u ~ . ~
Kao P'ien's convincing defeat of Nanchao forces in Annam and, subsequently, his significant improvement of Hanoi's defenses had a lasting effect.
Although already Nan-chao had again begun t o threaten the security of
Szechwan, T'ang control over Annam was never again challenged. Little
wonder that Kao P'ien, when he was called back t o the T'ang court, was able
more or less t o dictate the appointment of his grand-nephew (tsung-sun) Kao
Hsiin, who reportedly had been his most effective field lieutenant, t o replace
him as commander in ~ n n a r n . ' ~
There had been much jubilation at the T'ang court when news first arrived
that Hanoi had been regained and that Nan-chao forces had been driven out
of the Annam region. Again a general pardon was proclaimed and congratulatory memorials poured into court.* Significantly, however, the T'ang court
was careful not t o encourage any further hostility with Nan-chao. Rather, the
Chinese commanders in Annam, Yung-chou, and Szechwan were ordered
merely t o strengthen and maintain their positions; they were given explicit
instructions not t o take the offensive against Nan-chao. In addition, an official
named Liu T'ung was assigned t o attempt renewed negotiations with the Nanchao kingdom. As far as the T'ang court was concerned, if friendly relations
could be re-established, all previous offenses would be f ~ r g o t t e n . ~ '
It is quite obvious why the T'ang court should be willing to be so magnanimous. The decade of warfare with Nanchao in the south had taken a
heavy toll. As we have seen, Chinese casualties in Annam and the Kwangsi
region had been very high. More importantly, the threat t o Annam and in fact
t o all of Ling-nan had forced the T'ang court repeatedly to send large numbers of troops from most of the provincial armies in the north that the central
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government could s t d count upon. This caused great economic and social disruption at a time when the dynasty could least afford it.
Terrific economic pressures and popular unrest had been building in many
of the interior provinces of T'ang China for some time. Governmental mismanagement of essential services, official corruption, famine, flooding,
plagues - these stresses had led to increasing banditry and ultimately to mass
rebellions, such as the one led by Ch'iu Fu in Che-tung in 859.92 Yet during
the 860's, the necessity for heavy impositions on these already distressed
areas for funds and supplies to sustain the continual and intense frontier
fighting in the south greatly exacerbated those conditions. There was great
concern at the T'ang court over these spiraling developments, as reflected in
Emperor I-tsung's pronouncement of 864, lamenting Nan-chao recalcitrance
and the great havoc that they had wrought and announcing special emergency
relief measures for those areas that had come under Nan-chao attack.93
A new stage of social protest was reached when popular distress and disaffection found expression in the P'ang Hsiin rebellion, which raged for two
years throughout a wide area of the interior of Chna, especially in the Lower
Yangtze valley.w Significantly, this rebellion began as an insurrection of a
contingent of garrison soldiers who had been sent on frontier duty in the far
south. Among the relief forces dispatched to aid against the Nan-chao invaders
in 862 was a group of soldiers from Hsii-chou, in Wu-ning province, located
on the Grand Canal southeast of modern Kaifeng. Throughout the first half
of the ninth century, the Wu-ning region had been a serious concern for the
T'ang court. This area was highly militarized, and its commanders had made
themselves semi-independent from central government control. Robert
Somers has shown that increasingly serious acts of insurrection in 849,859,
and especially in 862 had led the T'ang court to attempt to demilitarize the
area completely. As part of this solution, one contingent of the Wu-ning
army had been sent south for a three-year tour of duty defending the
frontier ."
Further harsh measures against the remaining soldiers of this area, however, only succeeded in turning them into bandits. Finally, the government
offered an amnesty to those former soldiers who would agree to enroll for a
tour of duty in the border areas of Ling-nan. Thus, in 864, an additional
three thousand Wu-ning soldiers were sent to the south, where they were
assigned to garrison Kuei-chou (modern Kweilin, in ~ w a n ~ s i ) . ~ ~
Originally, it had been promised that the Wu-ning soldiers would be
replaced and allowed to return home after a three-year tour of duty. In 868,
however, after that agreement had been extended by government fiat for the
second time, these soldiers mutinied. (It should be noted that this was more
than two years after the end of hostilities with Nan-chao in the Ling-nan
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region.) Led by an officer among their ranks named P'ang Hsiin, they started
on their journey back north.97 The T'ang court at first took a lenient attitude
toward these rebellious soldiers; the soldiers themselves, however, remained
suspicious of the government, and thngs soon got out of hand. When P'ang
lisiin and his band returned t o Wu-ning, their home province, a confrontation
developed. Soon large numbers of distressed peasants joined the revolt and
the uprising quickly spread over a broad area. It took almost a full year for
government forces t o end the rebellion and, significantly, the court had t o
rely on foreign military support from a number of Turlush tribes (especially
the Sha-t'o) t o do it.98
Thus, indirectly, Nan-chao attacks in the south had helped t o provide the
context for the beginnings of the P'ang Hsiin revolt, regarded as the real precursor of the soon-to-come Huang Ch'ao rebellion, which would disrupt the
fabric of Chinese society and cripple the dynasty i r r e t r i e ~ a b l ~Indeed,
.~~
traditional historiographical opinion has always blamed Nan-chao for these
developments. At the end of their remarks on the Nan-chao kingdom, the
compilers of the New Tirng History (Hsin T'ang-shu) emphatically conclude
that 'the T'ang was destroyed by Huang Ch'ao, but the foundations of the
calamity were laid at Kweilin,' i.e., in the garrison revolt led by P'ang Hsiin,
which originated in Kweilin, and (by implication) in the Nan-chao invasions
which had preceded the P'ang Hsun rebelli~n."'~
Such a conclusion, however, is both an exaggeration and a distortion. It is
true that the Nan-chao invasion of the south greatly exacerbated T'ang
troubles. But t o think that the rebellions which destroyed the dynasty truly
originated in the south ignores both the growing economic and social distress
in the country as a whole and the particular pattern of military revolt which
was long-standing among the soldiers of WU-ning."' The Nan-chao kingdom
did contribute a great deal t o the dynasty's decline, as the subsequent narrative wiU re-emphasize. Yet it is important t o realize that, even indirectly, Nanchao did not cause the fall of the an^.'^

The renewed threat against Szechwan
Fortunately for the T'ang, the P'ang Hsiin rebellion occurred during a
period of relative tranquillity and stability at the frontiers, a lull during w h c h
there were no major external challenges to Chinese security. In particular, in
the southwest the Nan-chao kingdom, after being defeated and driven from
the Annam region in 866, caused no further major problems for China, down
t o 869. Nan-chao itself seems t o have been strained by the Annam campaigns
and perhaps needed this time t o recover. In any case, t h s interval allowed the
T'ang court t o concentrate most of its resources on the suppression of the
P'ang Hsun rebellion. Beginning in 869, however, and for the next several
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years, Nan-chao again proved itself to be Chna's chef foreign threat by
mounting a series of full-scale invasions into Szechwan.
In the early 860's, there had been occasional Nan-chao forays against
Szechwan. But these all had been limited to attacks on the area around Suichou, on the frontier itself. One such attack, as we have seen, put an end to
consideration of a proposed T'ang mission of appeasement, whch had been
suggested by Tu Ts'ung in 861 .Io3 Later, around the beginning of 864, Nanchao again attacked the Sui-chou region.lW This attack was repulsed by the
T'ang official in charge there, Yii Shih-chen, who captured more than a thousand of the invaders. This was a comparatively minor affair, but Yii Shihchen's name should be remembered. Soon he would play an entirely different
role in the Nan-chao incursions.
After the 864 attack on Sui-chou, the T'ang court took precautions to
strengthen the entire area by assigning additional garrison soldiers and by constructing two new forts near S u i - c h ~ u . Then
' ~ ~ in the fall of that year, the
chief of the Liang-lin tribe (part of the so-called Tung Man peoples, who had
been effective allies of the T'ang since the time of Wei Kao) defeated an
attacking Nan-chao army. Nan-chao casualties were high, including many
captives and quite a few defectors.lo6
In the summer of the following year, however, things took a bad turn. Suichou was lost, largely through the collaboration with Nan-chao of the very
people who had turned back the invaders in the preceding year: both Yii
Shih-chen and the Liang-lin tribe. According to the sources, Yii had systematically kidnapped many members of the Liang-lin and had ransomed or sold
them as slaves. Thus, when Nan-chao again attacked, the Liang-lin peoples in
revenge opened the gates of Sui-chou to them, allowing them to capture the
fortress and to kill all of its defenders. As for Yii Shih-chen, he himself
reportedly defected at that time to the Nan-chao forces.lo7
This is where matters stood in 866, while Kao P'ien's campaign for the
recovery of Annam was going on. Yet even before the recapture of Hanoi,
Nan-chao itself began to show renewed interest in negotiations with the T'ang
court. Late in the spring of 866, Nan-chao sent the ch 'ing-p'ing kuan official
Tung Ch'eng to Ch'eng-tu, where he was received with great ceremony by the
new Chinese regional commander Li FU."' Nan-chao, however, was not willing to resume the ritual and terminology of the past, symbolic of vassal-like
subordination to the T'ang court. Tung Ch'eng thus insisted on diplomatic
treatment as an equal. Li Fu indignantly refused and a long, heated argument
developed. Finally, and quite undiplomatically, Li Fu had Tung Ch'eng seized
and beaten, and then threw him in jail.lo9
Later in that year, when Liu T'ung, who had been assigned the task of
renewing negotiations with the Nan-chao kingdom, took over as regional com-
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mander in Szechwan, he immedtately released Tung Ch'eng. The T'ang court
summoned Tung to Ch'ang-an and there treated him with great honors. This
visit seems to have resolved nothlng, however; Tung was soon sent back to
Nan-chao. (Later that year, LI Fu was demoted for his hot-headed actions
against the Nanchao envoy.)110
In the summer of 868, further administrative changes were ordered for
Szechwan, changes that were in many ways reminiscent of the reorganization
of Ling-nan, which had been brought about by Ts'ai Ching's proposal of 861.
A junior official from Feng-hsiang named LI Shih-wang submitted a memorial
to the court in whch he argued that Sui-chou was the key point in the T'ang
system of defense to ward off Nan-chao incursions into Szechwan. He argued
that Ch'eng-tu, the seat of the present regional administration, was far
removed from Sui-chou and that it was thus difficult to coordinate an effective defense of the frontier under the existing system. He thus proposed the
creation of a new, independent command area, to be known as the Ting-pien
Army, and an increase in the size of the garrison force at Sui-chou; he further
suggested that this new regional unit should be administered from Ch'iungchou, to the southwest of Ch'eng-tu. The court agreed to all of ths. Li Shihwang himself was appointed to be the new Ting-pien regional commander
(chieh-tu shih). His jurisdiction included not only Sui-chou but also all of the
other important localities southwest of Ch'eng-tu, including Mei-chou, Shuchou, Ya-chou, Chiachou, and Lichou. (See the map on p. 11 1.) Li Shihwang was thus given overall responsibility for the defense of the main routes
of Nan-chao attack into ~zechwan."'
Li's motives for this proposal seem to have been entirely self-aggrandizing.
Ln reality, Ch'iung-chou was located fairly close to Ch'eng-tu, while Suichou
was still several hundred miles away. In short, this administrative change did
nothing to help with coordination of the defense against Nanchao in the far
southwest ."2
The sources have further unflattering things to report about Li Shih-wang.
The Nan-chao court had sent an official named Yang Ch'iu-ch'ing to seek the
release of Tung Ch'eng, who as we have seen had been imprisoned by Li Fu
and subsequently had been sent on to Ch'ang-an. According to the sources, Li
Shih-wang wanted to provoke Nan-chao into an attack so that he could have a
chance to demonstrate his merit against them. For this reason, he had Yang
Ch'iu-ch'ing killed."3 However, all of the military officials of Szechwan bore
a grudge against Li for having disrupted the previous military organization of
the province. Thus, it is said, they now sent secret messages to the Nan-chao
court, reporting this incident and encouraging them to attack.ll4
Li Shih-wang had accumulated such a vast fortune in his short time in the
area, we are told, that he was very much hated by all of his troops, who
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'wanted to eat him alive ."15 Realizing his danger, Li managed to get the T'ang
court to recall him. He was then replaced by an official named Tou P'ang; but
Tou unfortunately proved to be even more rapacious and cruel than Li Shihwang. Thus, 'even before the Nan-chao invaders had arrived, the Ting-pien
region had already become greatly distressed.'l16 Nan-chao's effective system
of intelligence could not have failed to notice all ths."'
Thus the winter of 869 saw a renewal of large-scale Nan-chao aggression
against China's southwestern frontier, ending the lull in hostilities that had
lasted since 866. Now the Nan-chao army and allied forces, led personally by
the Nan-chao king Shih-lung, again staged a major invasion of Szechwan,
which was to be just as serious a threat to the security of that region as had
been the invasion of 829-830. The progress of this incursion, however, was
not quite as quick as the one before. Chinese defenses were able to hold up
the Nan-chao advance at strategic points: first at the Ch'ing-ch'i pass, then at
the Ta-tu River.
The battle at the Ta-tu k v e r was especially critical. It lasted for eight or
nine days without the Nan-chao forces being able to get across. Finally, Nanchao soldiers and engineers succeeded in cutting a route across the high Taliang mountains, striking out to the east against Cha-chou (modern Lo-shan).
Several victories along the way, including one which was achieved by dressing
in clothes captured from defeated Chinese soldiers, brought them to Chachou. Its garrison was routed and its commander was killed.118
Meanwhile, however, the main force of the Nan-chao invaders had still not
managed to cross the Ta-tu River. The commander of the Ting-pien army,
Tou P'ang, arrived to coordinate the defense of that strategic natural barrier.
Under the pretext of negotiations, however, some of the Nan-chao soldiers
were able to get across the river on rafts and attacked Tou's headquarters. At
this point, the sources report that Tou P'ang was terrified and was barely
prevented from hanging himself in his tent. While his army, under his subordinates Miao Ch'uan-hsu and An Tsai-jung, were engaged in a desperate
struggle with the Nan-chao forces, Tou fled alone on hor~eback."~
Though caught in a tight bind, the T'ang soldiers managed to fight bravely
and effectively, and most of them finally were able to escape. However, this
failure to check the Nan-chao advance exposed the territory further north to
their attack. Soon they overran both Li-chou and Ya-chou. Perhaps remembering the experience of 829-830, all of the populace of this region fled to the
hills to escape capture. The defeated Chinese soldiers, on the other hand,
roamed about pillaging the area.l2'
The fall of Li-chou and Ya-chou had further alarmed the Ting-pien commander Tou P'ang. He now abandoned Ch'iung-chou, his administrative seat.
Ch'iung-chou too was subsequently ravaged by the disordered T'ang soldiers,
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who then continued their retreat northward. Thus Nanchao was able t o pass
through Ch'iung-chou totally unopposed. Early in 870, the Nanchao contingent which had captured Chia-chou moved further t o the north and east,
taking Mei-chou. Thus all of the area assigned t o the Ting-pien command had
now fallen t o the invaders.I2' By this time the T'ang court had responded t o
news of this serious incursion by sendmg a large contingent of relief forces
under Yen Ch'ing-fu to block it.12*
According t o our sources, during this period Ch'eng-tu had only an inner
wall (tzu-ch
(Apparently, this was one long-lasting effect of the
destructive 829 invasion.) The population of the city, now swollen by
refugees from areas further south, was thus crowded into an extremely
restricted area, with insufficient water and highly unsanitary conditions,
awaiting the Nan-chao attack.'%
Moreover, the general quality of the troops defending Ch'eng-tu continued
t o be quite bad. However, at this time a new program of recruitment and
training of a local militia force was begun under the direction of Yen Ch'ingfu and Lu Tan. Weapons, armor, and fortifications were all upgraded; a spirit
of local pride and competition were encouraged. The result was an elite force
of three thousand soldiers, known as the T'u-chiang, or 'shock troops."25
In the meantime, the speed of the Nan-chao advance had perhaps been
slowed by their force's preoccupation with plunder, which seems t o have
been the primary motive for this incursion as for the 829 i n ~ a s i 0 n . l ~ ~
Apparently, this caused them t o linger for a while at each captured city, a
pattern which may ultimately have weakened them. On the other hand, the
delay gave T'ang forces in Ch'eng-tu precious time t o prepare and t o
strengthen them~elves.'~'
Still, a Nan-chao attack on Ch'eng-tu was certain to come. After they had
advanced t o Shuang-liu, the district nearest t o Ch'eng-tu itself, the regional
commander Lu Tan sent an assistant once more t o attempt t o negotiate with
the Nan-chao leaders. However, Nan-chao refused t o deal with the Chinese
except on a basis of diplomatic equality. They moreover made numerous
demands for special treatment, including for instance a covered carriage for
the Nan-chao king's entry into Ch'eng-tu and permission t o lodge in the
famous halls built nearly three centuries before for Prince Hsiu of the Sui.
All of this the Chinese resolutely refused t o g-rant.12'
It was at this point that the siege of Ch'eng-tu began in earnest. More relief
forces were sent t o Szechwan, but thew unfortunately did Ch'eng-tu little
good. Instead, ironically, they were mostly pre-empted by Tou P'ang, who
after being driven from his Ting-pien command had fled t o Han-chou, located
just north of Ch'eng-tu, on the main route t o the T'ang capital. It is said that
Tou, who was humiliated at having lost all of the territory under his command,
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actually hoped that Ch'eng-tu would fall t o Nan-chao forces, thus malung his
own failures seem less serious. Thus, whenever additional troops arrived in
Szechwan, Tou always told them that the Nan-chao army outnumbered
government troops by ten to one, thereby convincing them that it would be
prudent t o hold back and gather their strength before advancing against
them.129
The situation in Ch'eng-tu itself was made more dangerous, as in the case
of the 829 invasion, by the presence of potential collaborators. Sources
report, for instance, the case of a certain Li Tzu-hsiao, who was a friend of
Yii Shih-chen, the Sui-chou official who had defected to the Nan-chao ranks
several years before. In Ch'eng-tu, LITzu-hsiao planned a series of signals t o
direct the Nan-chao attack; he himself would set fire t o the city's eastern
storehouse. His plot was discovered, however, and he of course was executed.
When Nan-chao forces did appear a few days later t o carry out the attack,
nothing happened from within the city, and so they pulled back.lJO
Not long thereafter, however, the Nan-chao army returned t o attack in
force. Herbert Franke has shown that usually in attacks on fortified cities in
medieval China the advantage lay very much with the defenders.l3l So it
would seem t o have been in this case as well, despite the fact that Nan-chao
forces employed rather sophisticated siege equipment in the assault, including
so-called 'cloud bridges' e i i n liang) and 'goose-carriages' (0-ch'e), devices
used for scaling walls."* In addition, they constructed awnings which they
hoped would allow them t o draw close enough t o the Ch'eng-tu inner wall t o
tunnel under it. In every case, however, the besieged Chinese rained arrows,
fire, molten iron, and various other vile substances down on the attackers,
destroying their equipment and killing many of their number.'33
Subsequently, a brief attempt at negotiation was totally unsuccessful, for
the Nan-chao leaders still insisted on what the Chinese regarded as presumptuously grandiose treatment. Finally, Shih-lung himself led a last furious
assault. Again they were defeated. Suddenly, the next morning, those within
Ch'eng-tu were very much relieved t o learn that the Nan-chao forces had
given up the siege and retreated.13"
The Nan-chao retreat was orderly and unpanicked. Nonetheless, there does
seem t o have been a chance of catching them and of destroying their army
before they had a chance t o escape back across the frontier. This chance was
lost, however, again largely because of personal jealousy and animosity among
the Chinese commander^.'^^ The fact that the Nan-chao attackers were
allowed t o escape seems t o have provoked much popular displeasure in
Szechwan, whose citizenry had been aroused t o great hatred and resentment
of the invaders. If we can believe the sources, the Nan-chao army treated
those Chinese whom they captured very cruelly. Reportedly, they always cut
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off their ears and noses before letting them go. (Thereafter, the sources assert,
some eighty per cent of the inhabitants of this region were forced t o wear
artificial ears and noses made from wood.lM) Such acts, even if isolated,
could only have heightened popular resistance to the Nanchao invaders.13'
Nan-chao had not been successful in capturing Ch'eng-tu, and the strengthening of this region in response t o their invasion may have been the major
reason that they did not attack again for some time. However, we can safely
assume that they did get a great deal of booty from their campaign into
Szechwan, which must always have seemed t o them the most attractive and
convenient target for attack. Thus it is not surprising that they would again
eventually return.13'
In the winter of 874, an unidentified Nan-chao commander led another
invasion into Szechwan. One of the most interesting features of t h s particular
attack was Nan-chao's use of 'floating bridges' Vu-liang) to facilitate their
crossing of major strategic rivers.139 Nonetheless, fighting was heavy and
T'ang forces at first effectively slowed Nan-chao progress. Once again, however, the Nan-chao leaders feigned negotiations, claiming that they merely
wanted t o express their grievances, accumulated over the past several years, in
person t o the T'ang court. Momentarily, T'ang forces relaxed, and the Nanchao army was able t o take advantage of that opportunity to break through.Iq0
Thereafter, they quickly advanced as far as Ya-chou and Ch'iung-chou. And
once again, all of the Chinese population in their path fled north to the relative
safety of ch'eng-tu.141
The Nan-chao commander then sent a set of envoys to Ch'eng-tu. There
they once again assumed the pose that they were not really invading Szechwan
but were just passing through that region on their way t o deliver their
grievances t o the T'ang court. The new regional commander in Ch'eng-tu, Niu
Ts'ung (son of the famous chief minister and factional leader of the 820's and
830's, Niu Seng-ju), who is described in the sources as timid and indecisive, is
said t o have been duped by this Nan-chao claim. He was about t o accede t o
the Nan-chao demand t o enter Ch'eng-tu and t o let their leaders stay in the
old Sui royal mansion, but he was prevented from making this blunder by his
subordinate Yang Ch'ing-fu. At Yang's suggestion, Niu had all of the Nanchao envoys killed except for two who were allowed t o return Niu's message
t o the Nan-chao camp.'42 In his letter (which may actually have been drafted
by Yang), Niu severely rebuked the Nan-chao leaders for their treachery and
ingratitude t o the T'ang, which had done so much t o help their a n ~ e s t 0 r s . l ~ ~
By this time the T'ang court had decided t o take further steps t o deal with
the Nan-chao invasion. Still more relief forces were sent t o Szechwan, and
named t o command them was the illustrious Kao ~ ' i e n . 'Since
~ ~ his smashing
victory over Nan-chao forces in Annam in 866, Kao had served the central
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government as well in other regional posts. He had come to be trusted by the
court and was famous throughout China as the most effective and reliable
T'ang military ~ommander.'~'It was hoped that in this case too Kao would
prove effective in ending the Nan-chao threat to Szechwan once and for all.
Kao P'ien was sent out to Szechwan early in 875. At that time, although
Ch'eng-tu itself was not under siege, conditions within that city were
extremely trying. Countless people had fled into Ch'eng-tu, fearful of the
approaching Nan-chao armies. The city was cramped and filthy. Supplies, we
are told, were already beginning to run out, especially fresh drinking water.
Many people were already dead from disease and hardship, and their corpses
were simply piled in the streets.'& Kao P'ien knew about these desperate
conditions, but he was also supremely confident that the very news of his
approach would panic the Nan-chao forces and cause them t o retreat. Thus,
even before his arrival in Ch'eng-tu, Kao sent someone ahead to order that
the gates of the festering city be opened and that the transient populace be
returned to the co~ntryside.'~'A subordinate pointed out the imminent
danger of Nan-chao attack, but Kao showed no concern. With great disdain,
he characterized the Nan-chao forces as 'petty rogues, easily stood up to.'14'
Moreover, he claimed that there was little need for so many government
troops in the area, who were a wasteful expense and a burden on the countryside. Kao therefore petitioned that most of the T'ang relief forces be called
back.'49
When Kao P'ien finally did arrive in Ch'eng-tu, he found as he had
expected that Nan-chao forces had retreated and sent out an army which
caught up with them at the Ta-tu River. There, a great many Nan-chao
soldiers were killed or captured. Nan-chao leaders and local collaborators
were brought back to Ch'eng-tu, where they were e x e ~ u t e d . " ~Subsequently,
however, when Kao proposed a massive expedition across the frontier into
Nan-chao territory itself, the T'ang court refused permission. By this time
banditry and intense social dislocation were widespread within China. Thus,
the T'ang could hardly sustain a campaign outside of its own borders."'
Thus the remainder of Kao P'ien's stay in Szechwan was preoccupied with
internal matters. In particular, Kao P'ien, like Li Te-yii before him, concentrated on improving the defenses of the region. The Ch'iung-lai pass and the
stockades defending the Ta-tu River were rebuilt, and new fortresses were
constructed in strategic points along the line of Nan-chao attack. When
properly garrisoned, these defenses were an effective deterrent, which may be
one of the reasons why Nan-chao never again invaded Szechwan during the
T'ang period."2 In addition, Kao P'ien, an indefatigable builder of walls,
oversaw the construction of a great outer wall (lo-ch 'eng) for Ch'eng-tu, under
'~
measures in
the supervision of a monk-engineer named ~ h i n ~ - h s i e n . ' Kao's
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building this wall were extremely equitable. Great care was taken not to disturb agricultural lands, and corvCe demands were light and fairly distributed.
Kao's efficient measures were popular, and the wall was completed in only
three months.'54
However, one aspect of Kao's tenure in Szechwan was not so just. He
treated the recently formed local militia, the T'uchiung, whom he may have
regarded as potentially rebellious, with utter disdain and seems almost systematically to have provoked them into a mutiny. After barely escaping with
his life, Kao carried out a ruthless campaign of extermination against them,
which extended to their entire families - mothers, babies, and pregnant
women included. Thousands were wiped out; their bodies were reportedly
loaded onto carts at night and dumped into the river.ls5
Nevertheless, Kao P'ien's acluevements against Nan-chao and in the restoration of the defenses of both Annam and Szechwan were impressive. His
accomplishments must be regarded as one of the major reasons for Nanchao's
subsequent willingness to adopt a more humble attitude and to negotiate on
terms more acceptable to the T'ang court. For the remaining years of the
dynasty, the Nan-chao kingdom was never again an active threat to China's
security.
Rapprochement and decline
During the period that Ch'eng-tu's wall was being constructed, there
was some concern that Nan-chao might again attack. Kao P'ien was confident
that his forces could repulse any such reoccurrence, but he feared that further
disruption of the area might provoke serious disturbances among the populace. Thus, to insure that Nan-chao would not take advantage of unsettled
conditions during this critical period, Kao found it expedient to send Chinghsien as an envoy to negotiate with the Nan-chao court.'%
Ching-hsien was the Buddhist monk who had reportedly been actively
engaged in the design and engineering of the Ch'eng-tu wall. That he was now
chosen by Kao for the important responsibility of re-establishing an acceptable relationship with the Nan-chao leaders is entirely consistent with what
we know of Kao's character and temperament. Kao P'ien seems to have been
a very religious man, or at least a very superstitious one. Throughout his
checkered career, he freely used both Buddhist and Taoist priests as advisors
and lieutenants.15'
Yet in the case of the 876 mission to the Nan-chao court, there was an
additional good reason why the Buddhist priest Ching-hsien was chosen. In
recent years the Nan-chao court had never treated envoys from China with
proper respect and deference. Rather than himself giving any sign of
obeisance, the Nan-chao ruler would always remain seated to accept the bows
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of the Chinese. Kao P'ien knew, however, that by this time the Nan-chao
court was devoutly Buddhist, and he figured that the monk--envoy Chinghsien would receive more favorable treatment. This estimation proved to be
correct. The Nan-chao king reportedly ordered his high officials t o welcome
Chlng-hsien with respectful bows, whde he himself listened attentively t o
what Ching-hsien had t o say.'''
Ching-hsien's mission t o Nan-chao apparently was effective in persuading
Shih-lung t o submit again t o T'ang diplomatic forms. An agreement was
reached which included a promise of a T'ang princess for the Nan-chao king,
an offer which evidently had not been authorized by the T a n g court.lS9 On
the other hand, even before Ching-hsien's mission the Nan-chao court had
shown an eagerness t o restore peaceful relations. Soon after being driven out
of Szechwan by Kao P'ien, Shih-lung had two or three times sent emissaries
t o Kao, asking for a truce. One of these emissaries returned the wife of a
Chinese official, reportedly a member of the T'ang royal family, who had
been captured in Annam. However, Kao P'ien had responded haughtily t o
these overtures, executing some of the emissaries and threatening others with
a massive Chinese expedition against the Nan-chao capital.160 Thus, the
success of Ching-hsien's mission t o Nan-chao may have derived more from its
symbolic indication that the Chinese were now willing t o negotiate. Indeed,
though Shih-lung soon sent high officials along with some thirty hostages t o
the T'ang court t o request a new treaty of friendship, he still insisted on elder
brother/younger brother or at least unclelnephew terminology for the
relationship, rather than that of lord and vassal.16'
In 877, Shih-lung died; his demise was hastened, we are told, by the rage
he felt at having been thwarted at every turn by Kao P'ien's effective leadership.'62 He was succeeded by his son, Lung-shun, still quite a young man,
who is sometimes called by his Buddhist name, ~ a . As
' ~in ~the case of previous rulers, Lung-shun seems t o have given new names t o his country, calling
it both Ho-t'o and the Ta-feng-min kingdom. (For clarity's sake, it seems best
t o follow the practice of the standard Chinese sources and refer t o the kingdom consistently as an-~ha0.l~~)
Lung-shun's accession marked the beginning of a new and final era of
relations between T'ang China and the Nan-chao kingdom. As we have seen,
the long series of military campaigns carried out during Shih-lung's reign had
seriously weakened T'ang China, but they seem t o have exhausted Nan-chao
as well. This probably was the real reason for Nan-chao's increased willingness
t o restore peaceful and even submissive relations with the T'ang court, even
though they maintained their insistence on altered terminology.
In 877, Lung-shun sent a new set of envoys t o China. Significantly, however, this new mission went first not t o Szechwan, where the redoubtable Kao
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P'ien was still in command, but t o Yungchou in modern Kwangsi. The
regional commander there, Hsin Tang, urged the Tang court to seek rapprochement with the Nan-chao kingdom and not t o lose this opportunity to
reduce defense requirements in the south, which over the years had cost
China dearly. The T'ang court agreed, and Hsin sent a general named Tu Hung
with gifts and letters t o escort the Nan-chao envoy back to the Nan-chao
capital. Subsequently, we are told, garrison forces in the Yung-chou region
were reduced by as much as seventy per cent.16'
In the following year, the T'ang court seems t o have been caught by
surprise when a Nan-chao envoy came with a request for a marriage alliance
(ho-ch 'in), which he said had been promised them by Kao P'ien's envoy
~ h i n ~ - h s i e nAgain,
. ' ~ ~ however, the Nan-chao mission did not fulfiU all of the
ritual obligations expected of subject peoples in the idealized Chnese scheme
of foreign relations. In particular, the Nan-chao envoy insisted on being
addressed as the representative of a younger-brother country (ti) and not as
a vassal (ch 'en).167 Emperor Hsi-tsung submitted this problem to a full-scale
court debate. The court seems t o have been deeply divided over t h s issue.
One group of high-ranking ministers, led by Ts'ui T'an, Cheng T'ien, and
others, argued that so long as Nan-chao arrogantly refused to submit t o the
proper etiquette of relations with the Chinese, the T'ang could not grant their
request without the risk of becoming the laughing-stock of future generation~.'~'
Other ministers at court, however, disagreed with this assessment and
urged that for the sake of a stable frontier the Nan-chao request should be
granted without too much quibbling over diplomatic niceties. Chief of those
holding this view was the chief minister Lu Hsi, who we know was a close
associate and political ally of Kao p'ien.16' So great was the controversy over
this issue that, after a particularly unseemly argument between Lu Hsi and
Cheng T'ien, both chief ministers were demoted.'"'
In the meantime, the regional commander of Yung-chou, Hsin Tang, had
sent another mission t o Nan-chao. Thus a pattern was emerging whereby the
Kwangsi region became the principal route of diplomatic contact between the
Nan-chao kingdom and China, replacing Szechwan in that role. This pattern
was t o continue after both the Nan-chao and T'ang dynasties had fallen.
Eventually it was t o be practically the only route of contact between the
courts of both Northern and Southern Sung China and the Ta-li kingdom,
Nan-chao's successor.171 This 878 mission, however, was ill-fated; most of its
members died from disease on the way, and it was finally abandoned.ln
Then in the following year, Hsin Tang entrusted another of his officers,
Hsu Yun-ch'ien, with what he regarded as an extremely important mission to
Nan-chao. Hsii's mission was not destined t o accomplish much in substance,
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but Hsu's account of his journey to the Nan-chao kingdom, the Nan-chao lu,
in three chiian, was extremely important historiographically. Although it has
long been lost, it seems to be quoted extensively in Tzu-chih t itng-chien and
Hsin T'clng-shu and is thus ultimately the most important source for this
latest period of Nan-chao history.ln
Hsu Yiin-ch'ien found the Nan-chao ruler Lung-shun and his court in Shanch'an, which is what Che-tung was called in this period.1* Although it is not
clear whether the Nanchao court had actually been moved there, tlus is
another indication of the importance of the eastern portion of the Nan-chao
kingdom in the latter half of the ninth century."' Hsu has left us a picture of
a youthful ruler, fond of hunting and drinking. While Hsu was in Lung-shun's
presence, the Nan-chao ruler personally directed a martial arts contest in which
Lung-shun himself took part. Afterwards, he entertained Hsu with wine and
song and called upon Hsu, in the midst of the celebration, to explicate the
text of the Ch 'un-ch 'iu, the famous Spring and Auhrrnn Annals.
Again,
however, the issue of diplomatic terminology came up, for the Nan-chao ruler
was still unwilling to have himself regarded as a mere T'ang vassal. When Lungshun insisted on this point, Hsu admonished him, reminding him that his
ancestors had been able to unify the kingdom in the first place only with
T'ang patronage. Lung-shun, we are told, treated Hsii very well during his
seventeen-day stay in his country. Yet Hsii left without getting the Nan-chao
king to revert to acceptable tributary terrninology.'"
Thus, neither the question of diplomatic terminology nor Nan-chao's
request for peace and for a T'ang princess had been resolved. The matter
dragged on until 880. By that time, the gigantic rebellion in China led by
Huang Ch'ao and Wang Hsien-chih had grown intense and widespread. Moreover, the situation in Annam had again become critical when T'ang troops
there staged yet another revolt, forcing the regional commander t o flee.178
The T'ang court simply could not risk any further trouble from Nan-chao,
and therefore the issue of granting ho-ch 'in to the Nan-chao court remained a
lively subject of debate.
It was at this point that the chief minister Lu Hsi offered the most telling
analysis of the situation then facing the T'ang court, as well as the best
description of the extent of disruption and exhaustion which the Nan-chao
attacks against Chinese borders had caused.
Late in the Ta-chung period [847-8591 the imperial treasury was full.
But from the Hsien-t'ung period on [860-8731, Nan-chao has twice
captured Annam and Yung-chou, has once invaded Ch'ien-chung, and
four times has attacked Szechwan. The entire empire is exhausted from
the levies of troops and the transport of supplies. For more than fifteen
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years, the greater part of tax revenues has not reached the capital, and
because of this the three ministries and the imperial treasury are
depleted. Our warriors have died from endemic disease, and the people
have been so hard-pressed they have become bandits, thus bringing
China t o the point of anarchy. Nanchao is responsible for all of this . . .
If Nan-chao were to unloose an invasion or attack, how could we deal
with it? It would be better instead t o dispatch an official emissary to
respond t o them. Even if we cannot yet get them to call themselves
vassals and t o submit tribute, still as long as we do not cause the
grievances which they bear to grow even deeper and do not strengthen
their resolve t o attack our frontiers, then it will do.'*
Emperor Hsi-tsung's response was t o send someone to inform the Nanchao
leaders that they would be granted a marriage alliance and would no longer be
addressed as vassals. In addition, gifts of gold and silk were presented to them.
An imperial prince named Li Kuei-nien (the Prince of Ts'ao) was sent, along
with Hsu Yunch'ien as his assistant, on a state visit to Nanchao.laD
While it is true that Nan-chao too had been exhausted by the many years
of border warfare with China and thus was no longer a serious threat, it is still
important t o remember that during these years the T'ang was in truly
desperate straits and could not afford any chance of trouble in the southwest.
Thus in 881, when Li Kuei-nien's mission t o Nan-chao returned with a
memorial of submission from the Nanehao king, Hsi-tsung was willing t o
promise his own sister (Emperor I-tsung's second daughter), the An-hua
Princess, in marriage t o the Nan-chao king.'"
However, it is very possible that the Chinese never intended t o carry out
this marriage alliance. In fact, when Lung-shun sent three of his chief
ministers, Chao Lung-mei, Yang Ch'i-hun, and Tuan I-tsung, t o Ch'eng-tu (the
temporary capital of the T'ang court after it had fled Huang Ch'ao's armies) t o
receive the T'ang princess, the Chinese indulged in an act of treachery.
Ironically, it was Kao P'ien, whose own envoy had first promised a Chinese
princess t o the Nan-chao ruler, who now sent in a memorial from his new post
in Yang-chou, pointing out that these three officials were the most important
and trusted in the Nan-chao kingdom and proposing that they be poisoned.
The emperor and his court seem t o have had no qualms about following this
suggestion. AU of the Nan-chao envoys were killed. From this time on, we are
told, 'there were no more talented officials' in the Nan-chao kingdom. Misleading as this may be, the Nan-chao kingdom was already weakened by its
years of war with China and thereafter continued to decline.'" The Nanchao court, militarily exhausted and increasingly preoccupied with its own
significant internal changes, apparently did not even venture t o take advantage
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of the T'ang dynasty's terribly vulnerable position while in exile in Ch'eng-tu
in the 880's.
Subsequently, there were at least two more missions from the Nan-chao
kingdom that pressed for the fulfillment of the promise of a Chinese princess,
but they were put off with various excuses: in 882, that the court was stdl
trying to determine the proper protocol;'83 in 883, that the marriage should
wait until Hsi-tsung's court in exile could return t o Ch'ang-an.'" Finally, the
T'ang court did appoint several officials to lead a mission which would carry
the An-hua Princess to the Nan-chao kingdom. However, with the quelling of
the Huang Ch'ao rebellion and the return of the T'ang court t o Ch'ang-an,
there was no longer any compelling reason t o grant the marriage alliance t o
Nan-chao, and thus it never took p1a~e.l'~
This was practically the last official contact between the Nan-chao kingdom and T'ang China. After Lung-shun's death and the accession of his son
Shun-hua (or Shun-hua-chen) in 897, a Nan-chao envoy appeared at Li-chou
in Szechwan, reportedly with a request t o restore friendly intercourse. However, Wang Chien, then the regional commander in Szechwan, counseled the
court not to demean itself by replying to Nan-chao and guaranteed that as
long as he was in control in the southwest, Nan-chao would not dare t o
attack.'86
It is interesting t o note here that some of the local peoples in the Li-chou
region were said t o have been in Chinese employ as spies against Nan-chao. It
is reported, however, that they also accepted payment from Nan-chao and in
fact actually acted as counter-spies against the Chinese. Whenever there was
dissension within Szechwan, their leaders would advise Nan-chao to attack.18'
As we have seen, there is strong evidence that this sort of collusion was a longstanding practice and that it had more than once contributed t o the effectiveness of Nan-chao incursions into this region. Previous Chinese commanders, it
is said, did not want t o risk further disturbances by punishing these collaborators. Wang Chien, however, resolved t o end this situation and therefore
executed several of them. This, it was claimed, discouraged Nan-chao from
ever again attacking the Szechwan frontier.'"
By 897, T'ang China had been fatally weakened by rebellion and regionalism, and diplomatic relations with the T'ang court could have meant little
anyway. There was no further communication between the two countries
before the final collapse of the T'ang dynasty in 907.""'

EPILOGUE
T H E F A L L O F T H E NAN-CHAO D Y N A S T Y
A N D ITS SUCCESSOR KINGDOMS IN Y U N N A N

This book was conceived as a study in Chnese frontier history, specifically
the southwestern frontier during the T'ang dynasty. After the early 880's, no
very significant contacts took place between T'ang China and the Nanchao
kingdom; nor did any of the Chnese states that held power during the Five
Dynasties period (907-960) have much interest in or contacts with the far
southwest. In fact, that area was not a major concern of the Chinese again
until the thirteenth century, when Mongol armies invaded the region as part
of their plans for the conquest of a l l Asia. That clearly is another story.
Thls study, therefore, might well end here - except that the reader, having
gotten this far, will probably be interested in the denouement of the Nanchao kingdom and an outline of how its successors fared through the centuries until its territory was finally brought under effective Chinese administrative control. This brief epilogue is meant solely to provide such a concluding account, without much analysis or detail.
Unfortunately, the lack of official contact between Nan-chao and China
after the early 880's meant that almost no information was recorded in surviving Chinese sources concerning developments in Yunnan during the last
two decades of the ninth century. Our knowledge of this final period of the
history of the Nanchao dynasty thus rests heavily on data that can be
gleaned from the few sunriving art works of late Nan-chao and Ta-li times,
works which have already been studied thoroughly by Li Lin-ts'an, Chapin,
Soper, and others.'
Despite the paucity of information, however, what emerges from these
sources is an interesting picture of cultural change and internal political
struggle which, after the premature death of the Nan-chao king Shun-hua in
902, culminated in the deposition of his infant heir and the subsequent
destruction of the entire Nan-chao ruling family. The most obvious of those
cultural developments was the accelerated religious transformation of the
Nan-chao kingdom during the reign of Lung-shun (877-897). Indeed, Lungshun must be regarded as the key figure in the formal adoption of B u d h s m
as the state-supported religion of the Nan-chao kingdom and a l l of its suc-
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cessor states in Y ~ n n a n Lung-shun's
.~
pious devotion to Buddhism is reflected
in his adoption of the titles of 'Maharaja' (mo-ho-lo-ts b) and 'Earth--Wheel
King' (t 'u-lun wang), as evidenced in the famous scroll in the Taipei Palace
Museum, the Fan-hsiang chiian. As Soper has observed, these titles can be
taken as indications of Lung-shun's striving for the Buddhist Cakravartin ideal
of 'Universal l on arch.'^
The reign of Lung-shun may also have witnessed an increased influx of
cultural influences from Southeast Asia. Lung-shun's quest for a marriage
alliance with the T'ang had ultimately failed; but according to some postSung sources, he found solace in a princess whom he obtained from the
Southeast Asian kingdom known to the Chinese as K'un-lun.' This evidence
has been used to support the theory of prominent Southeast Asian influences
on Nan-chao and Ta-li art styles, especially as represented by bronze statues
of Avalokitesvara (Kuan-yin), of which several outstanding examples s u r ~ i v e . ~
Perhaps these religious and cultural developments also had some effect on
the Nan-chao kingdom's internal politics during that period. In particular,
one might see in Lung-shun's apparent devotion to Buddhism a tendency to
withdraw from active control of the Nan-chao government, with the Nanchao chief ministers (called t 'an-ch b or pu-hsieh after the middle of the ninth
century)' gradually assuming preponderant power. In fact, it seems that by
the time of Lung-shun's reign the dominance of the Meng family was being
supplanted by that of the numerous Pai Man clans who had long served in
most official Nan-chao posts.8 This was part of the gradual process whereby
the Wu Man rulers of the Nan-chao kingdom were replaced in name as well as
in fact by the Pai Man elite of Yunnan, who as we have seen had for centuries
occupied a pre-eminent role in the rather highly developed civilization of that
region. Indeed, one modern Yunnanese scholar believes that by the time of
Lung-shun the Meng dynasty rulers were already actually controlled by their
own chief minister^.^
Ironically, however, the actual deposition of the Meng rulers of Nan-chao
was accomplished by a descendant of Cheng Hui, the Chinese captive who
had played such a prominent role within the Nan-chao kingdom during the
last decades of the eighth century. There is no mention of Cheng Hui's
immediate survivors in any of our sources, but it seems likely that he or they
intermarried with the Nan-chao elite and thereby maintained an active role at
the Nan-chao court.1° In any case, by the end of the ninth century one of
Cheng Hui's descendants, a man named Cheng Mai-ssu, was serving in high
office under the Nan-chao king, ~ung-shun."
According to some sources, Cheng Mai-ssu was often left in charge of the
state when Lung-shun was away from the capital.12 Cheng himself thus
gradually took over as virtual ruler. This situation only became more pro-
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nounced under Lung-shun's successor, Shun-hua. And when Shun-hua died in
902, leaving an infant son as heir, Cheng Mai-ssu gained custody of the baby
and cruelly kdled him. He then staged a coup and wiped out the entire Meng
clan.') In that same year, Cheng set up h s own dynasty in Yunnan, changing
the name of the country to the Ta-ch'ang-ho kingdom.14
This act of usurpation formally ended the rule of the Nan-chao kingdom,
though its name was still often used by the Chnese to refer t o the states
which succeeded it in Yunnan. The Ta-ch'ang-ho dynasty founded by Cheng
Mai-ssu, however, did not last for long. In 928, Cheng Mai-ssu's grandson was
overthrown; over the next decade, the short-lived Ta-t'ien-hsing kingdom,
founded in 928 by Chao Shan-cheng, and the Ta-i-ning kingdom, founded in
929 by Yang Kan-chen, held sway in Yunnan." Finally, in 937, another Pai
Man official named Tuan Ssu-p'ing usurped the throne and founded his own
dynasty, which he called the Ta-li kmgdom. In contrast t o its immediate predecessors, the Ta-li kingdom's rule in Yunnan was to last for more than three
centuries.16 All of these successor states governed the same basic population
as had the Nan-chao kingdom. Their institutions, economy, and culture also
seem t o have remained basically the same, so far as we can tell from the
rather limited sources for this period of Yunnanese history.
As for the continuing relationship between these states and the Chinese,
we know really very little. There are indications of both bellicose forays and
peaceful overtures between the Ta-ch'ang-ho kingdom and China during the
first decades of the tenth century. During the winter of 914, forces from the
Ta-ch'ang-ho kingdom invaded Szechwan but were driven off, reportedly with
heavy casualties, by the local strongman Wang chien." Chinese troops set
out across the Ta-tu River in pursuit of the fleeing invaders, but they were
quickly called back by Wang Chien, who decided it would not be prudent t o
risk being drawn into their territory. Subsequently, Wang had a number of
collaborators executed; after this, we are told, forces from that region no
longer dared t o attack ~zechwan."
Some years later, in 925, Cheng Mai-ssu's son and successor, Cheng Min
(sometimes called Cheng Jen-min), sought a marriage alliance with the court
of the Later Han dynasty, then in power in south China. The Chinese seem to
have been impressed with the cultural attainments of Cheng Min's envoys,
who submitted examples of their poetry in Chinese, written in a proper,
vigorous style on heavy, parchment-like paper.1g Despite the fact that the
Chinese still found their attitude to be 'disrespectful,' their mission was
successful and a Chinese princess was sent t o Cheng Min by the Later Han
ruler.20 After that, however, there was very little recorded contact between
the two peoples for well over a century.
Relations between the Ta-li kingdom and China after its reunification
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under the Sung dynasty (960-1 279) were also quite restricted and not nearly
as interesting as the Nan-chao kingdom's interaction with T'ang China. It is
said that the founder of the Sung dynasty, when presented (like Sui and T'ang
emperors before him) with a proposal t o conquer the peoples of Yunnan,
reviewed the difficult history of relations between T'ang China and the Nan-
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chao kingdom and decided that the area simply was not worth the trouble
and the risk. Using a ceremonial axe, he sketched a line representing the Ta-tu
River and ordered that all territory beyond that strategic natural boundary
should not be the concern of the dynasty he had founded." Although it is
likely that this account is anecdotal, the story does effectively represent the
very conservative nature of Sung policy toward the southwestern frontier.
However, a period did ensue when the Sung court was forced to turn its
attention toward the far southwest - not to defend that frontier but rather
simply t o obtain as many horses as could be gotten in trade from Yunnan.
China's dire need for those horses, of course, had resulted from its troubles
elsewhere. It is well known that the first half of the twelfth century was a
very difficult time for Sung Chna. In particular, the struggle with the Jurchen
peoples, who had established their own Chin dynasty on the northern frontier
and who clearly had ambitions for the conquest of China, did not go well.
Indeed, in 1127 the Sung court was forced to abandon its original capital at
Kaifeng and subsequently to retreat south of the Huai River. Yet strategically,
one of the most important setbacks the Chnese had suffered was the loss of
their pasturelands and horse-breeding grounds in the north and northwest.
Since heavy fighting continued, even after Chna concluded a peace with the
Jurchen in 1142, the military need for horses remained a critical issue.
The interesting point for us is that the Sung court did find an alternative
and less vulnerable source of horses in the southwest. The Chinese had known
of a fine breed of horses from Yunnan at least as early as the ninth century,
horses that were prized especially for their endurance.22 Probably the Chnese
had traded for these horses for some time, but that trading arrangement was
formalized and greatly expanded during the early decades of the twelfth century. This trade was probably most important during the decade of the
1130's, when a succession of horse caravans from the southwest traveled
overland t o join Sung armies in the north.23 Court debates in 1 133 and 1 1 36
concluded that it was best t o suffer the opening of formal relations with the
Ta-li kingdom, if need be, for the sake of those horses.24 It is interesting,
however, that the trading arrangement itself seems t o have been kept indirect
and restricted t o the Kwangsi border region around Yungchou. Local peoples
in that area acted as middlemen, procuring horses from Ta-li and exchanging
them in regulated markets for Chinese salt, silk, and silver.25 At its height,
something like fifteen hundred Ta-li horses were delivered to the Southern
Sung capital each year.26 That trade seems also t o have spurred frontier trade
in other items from the Ta-li kingdom: notably musk, medicinal items, felts,
and Yunnanese swords, which were evidently renowned throughout the
region.27
Although this indirect trading arrangement seems t o have continued for
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some time, significant direct contacts between Sung C h n a and the Ta-li kingdom were still relatively few.28 Clearly, the Sung court was usually far too
preoccupied with serious border troubles elsewhere t o consider aggressive
intervention in the southwest, and there was relatively little need to defend
that frontier. Although militarily respected and even feared by the Chlnese,
the Ta-li kingdom can hardly be characterized as an aggressive power. By
Sung times, the Ta-li kingdom probably controlled considerably less territory
than had Nan-chao during its most expansive decades in the middle of the
ninth century. It was predominantly centered on the area around the Ta-li
plain, and its hegemony probably never went beyond the boundaries of
modern Yunnan. Ta-li could not have been considered a real territorial threat
t o any of Sung China's southern provinces, either in Szechwan, in Kweichow,
or in Kwangsi.
As for Annam, the fall of the T'ang marked the end of extended Chinese
domination in that region; the Chinese protectorate there was overthrown,
and an independent Vietnamese kingdom was established in 939.29 In Burma
too, a new independent kingdom was founded, probably not long after the
Nanchao destruction of the ancient Pyu kingdom in the 830's.~' There does
not seem t o be any record, however, of significant military or diplomatic
activity between the Ta-li kingdom and either this Burmese kingdom of
Pagan, or the new Vietnamese state, or any other Southeast Asian country
throughout this subsequent period. Nor did any other strong, expansionist
power arise again in Tibet or in other areas of southwestern China t o threaten
the security of Yunnan during the post Nan-chao era. Thus, though limited in
size and might, the Ta-li kingdom seems t o have remained unmolested and
independent down t o the middle of the thirteenth century.
It was then that Mongol armies conquered Yunnan in a carefully executed
campaign that was part of a grand strategy for the conquest of Sung
Ironically, it was the Mongol Yuan dynasty that first effectively ruled Yunnan
as a directly administered province of China. Although the Mongol overlords
partially restored the authority of the Tuan clan, who were given a special,
hereditary role in the administration of their ancient homeland,32 from 1253
on Yunnan's independence was finally ended.
The process thus began by which this area and its peoples, for so long a
source of attraction and of trouble for the Chinese, were made an integral
part of China.
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Notes to prologue
'The Southerners' seems to be the closest, non-pejorative English approximation
of Man-tzu, the Chinese generic term for the foreign ethnic groups living all along
the southern frontier regions. Although the term is used here in a fairly general
sense, reference to the Nanchao kingdom is clear from the following context.
Modern Hsich'ang, in Szechwan province. In T'ang times, Suichou was usually
the furthest secure Chinese outpost in the far southwest.
Wei Kao, who served as military governor or regional commander of Hsich'uan,
roughly the western half of modern Szechwan province, from 785 to 805.
The component kingdoms from which the Nanchao kingdom was formed. See
chapter 3.
The Tsang-ko were a relatively peaceful ethnic group occupying parts of modern
Kweichow province during T'ang times. See chapter 1.
Emperor Hsiian-tsung, who is lauded for the glorious period of his reign known as
the K'ai-y uan era (7 13 -74 1).
Regional Commander of Hsi-ch'uan from 749 to 75 1.
Po Chii-i's poetical account does not quite square with the historical details of this
disastrous campaign, which will be recounted in chapter 4.
The Erh-hai Lake, located near Ta-li in western Yunnan province.
The mid-790's, the height of the reign of Emperor Te-tsung (reigned 779-805).
Po Chii-i clearly implies the Emperor's derision at Wei Kao's self-inflating
memorial.
The Moso can be equated with the modern Na-hsi peoples of northwestern
Yunnan, bordering on Tibet. See chapter 2.
Su-yu is apparently the Chinese transliteration of a Nan-chao official title; however, it and wei-ch'ieh are terms for which even the erudite modern scholar Ch'en
Yin-k'o could not determine precise meanings. See Ch'en Yin-k'o, Yuan-Po shih
chien-cheng kao, 203 -7.
The ch'ing-p'ing kuan were the Nanchao chief ministers. See chapter 4.
Throughout T'ang and into Sung times, the Nanchao kingdom was evidently
famous for these red cane staffs and golden leather belts. The terms are explicated
by Ch'en Yin-k'o, using a variety of T'ang historical and literary sources, in YuanPo shih chien-cheng kao, 203-7. A strong visual impression of Nan-chao dress,
weapons, and accoutrements, both civil and military, can be gotten from the
detailed depiction of a procession of Nanchao nobles found in the extraordinary
scroll known as the Fan-hsiang chiian, a section of which is reproduced on the
bookjacket. See chapter 3.
I-mou-hsiin was one of the great Nanchao kings, who ruled during the eventful
period from 779 to 808. His son Hsiin-koch'iian succeeded him and ruled briefly
from 808 to 809. It was Hsiin-ko-ch'iian who led the Nanchao mission to the
T'ang capital in 793, symbolizing the momentous realliance between China and
the Nanchao kingdom. See chapter 4.
Apparently, to have an unobstructed view of this strategically important visitor,
about whose country Emperor Te-tsung must have been curious for some time.
According to Chinese court ritual, of course, all of these imperial liberties were
highly improper.
The author of this poem, Po Chii-i, was one of several T'ang poets who played an
active and important role in the dynasty's bureaucratic life. Po is famous for this
sort of political satire, especially in the genre known as Hsin yueh-fu, of which
this and the poem translated in chapter 4 are good examples. See CTSh, 426,
4689-99. (Po's compatriot Yuan Chen also wrote a poem on this identical theme.
See CTSh. 419,4619.)
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APPENDIX
T ' A N G - N A N - C H A O DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS

61 8--620 Ts'uan Hung-ta reinstated by T'ang court as local ruler in Yunnan;
T'ang mission sent t o Ts'uan territory, resulting in Ts'uan capitulation and tribute missions t o China
Chi Hung-wei led T'ang expedition t o K'un-ming peoples, who sub621
mitted and sent tribute; Yao-chou established as seat of T'ang control in far southwest
ca. 624
T'ang abandoned direct control by naming Ts'uan Kuei-wang
governor-general of Nan-ning, succeeding Wei Jen-shou
T'ang expedition led by Liang Chien-fang against Sung-wai Man
648
resulted in their capitulation and tribute
T'u-mo-chih Man and Chien-wang Man submitted t o T'ang
649
65 1-652 Chao Hsiao-tsu expedition forced submission of Paishui Man and
Po-nung peoples
Mengshe Chao ruler Hsi-nu-lo sent mission t o T'ang court headed
653?
by son Losheng; T'ang court responded with gifts and titles; other
tribute missions reportedly sent during following decades by Hsinu-lo and Lo-sheng
Hsierh Ho Man sent tribute mission t o China
656
Yao-chou raised in status t o a governor-generalship (tu-tu fu)
664
K'un-ming peoples submitted t o T'ang; their chiefs were given
672
Chinese titles and authority
Tibet captured T'ang outpost of An-jung; Hsierh Ho Man and
680
others submitted t o Tibet; Yao-chou abandoned by T'ang
Ts'uan
Ch'ien-fu and Wang Shan-pao requested reestablishment
688
of Chinese power at Yaochou
Lang-ch'iung peoples submitted t o T'ang; later, Yungch'ang
689
peoples also submitted
Tibet subjugated the Pai Man and Wu Man peoples of Yunnan
703
Nan-chao ruler Sheng-lo-p'i sent mission t o China; T'ang court
722
responded with gifts and official titles
Nan-chao tribute mission t o T'ang court
732
Nan-chao king P'i-lo-ko sent tribute mission t o Tibet
733
P'i-lo-ko sent mission t o T'ang court and submitted tribute
734
T'ang court granted title 'King of Yunnan' t o P'i-lo-ko
738
T'ang initiatives against the Ts'uan; construction of Pu-t'ou road
early
740's
through Yunnan
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Nanchao mission t o T'ang court headed by Feng-ch'ieh-i; T'ang
responded with gifts and honors
T'ang asked Nan-chao to intervene in troubles with the Ts'uan
746
Quarrel reported between P'i-lo-ko and T'ang envoy at Nanchao
late
740's
court
T'ang envoy sent t o confirm succession of KO-lo-feng as 'King of
748
Yunnan'
T'ang frontier official alienated KO-lo-feng;Nan-chao attacked
750
Yao-chou
T'ang regional commander Hsien-yu Chung-t'ung refused Nan-chao
75 1
apology; T'ang punitive expedition met heavy defeat
75 1 -752 Nan-chao allied with Tibet, receiving gifts and titles from Tibetan
court
752-754 Series of disastrous defeats for T'ang armies in Yunnan
Chinese repulsion of combined TibetanINan-chao invasion of
779
Szechwan led t o deterioration of relations between Nan-chao and
Tibet
Proposal by chief minister Li Pi t o woo Nan-chao back into alliance
787
with China in order to 'cut off Tibet's right arm'
late
Captured Chinese advisor at Nanchao court Cheng Hui urged re780's
alignment with T'ang
787
Chinese regional commander Wei Kao proposed cultivation of Nanchao through intermediary frontier peoples
788
Nanchao messenger sent t o Wei Kao through Tung Man intermediaries
Wei Kao sowed dissension between Tibet and Nan-chao, in addition
789
t o successive military triumphs over Tibet
79 1
Growing distrust between Tibet and Nanchao and continued
surreptitious contacts between Wei Kao and Nan-chao court
792
Wei Kao sent Nan-chao king I-mou-hsun a proposal for a joint
attack on Tibet
793
I-mou-hsun sent envoys t o T'ang court, renouncing Tibet and realigning with China; T'ang ruler responded with extraordinary
honors
794
Wei Kao sent envoy Ts'ui Tso-shih t o Nanchao court t o convey
imperial message; Nanchao formally broke with Tibet and swore
treaty oath with China
794
After victorious surprise attack on Tibet, Nan-chao sent another
tribute mission t o China
794
Chinese minister Yuan Tzu headed investiture mission t o Nan-chao
court; impressive ceremony and celebration
795
Nan-chao sent return mission t o T'ang court with tribute
799
Wei Kao established school for Nan-chao youth in Ch'eng-tu
802
Nan-chao tribute mission t o Ch'ang-an accompanied by envoys
from its vassal state of Pyu; both submitted exotic music troupes
805
Nan-chao mission offered sacrifices at deceased Emperor Tetsung's tomb
806
Nan-chao tribute missions
74 5
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Nan-chao tribute missions; Nan-chao envoy granted an official title
by T'ang court
T'ang court suspended for three days t o commemorate Nanchao
ruler I-mou-hsiin's death; Chinese appointed envoy t o offer condolences and confirm N a n - c h a ~successor
T'ang court dismissed the first envoy and appointed another; a new
seal was cut and presented t o Nan-chao
Nan-chao envoys granted an imperial audience and gifts; later, Nanchao sent another tribute mission
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao envoys honored at imperial banquet and granted official
titles; another Nan-chao tribute mission arrived later that year
Nan-chao envoys honored with imperial banquet and gifts
Nan-chao envoys honored with imperial banquet; later that year
another Nan-chao tribute mission arrived
Nan-chao envoys granted official titles, imperial gifts, and credentials (kuo-hsin)
T'ang court suspended for three days to commemorate Ch'uanlung-sheng's death; Chinese appointed envoy t o offer condolences
and confirm Nan-chao successor
T'ang envoy sent t o Nan-chao with news of T'ang empress's death;
later that year, another Nan-chao tribute mission arrived
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao tribute mission; Nan-chao offer to help T'ang armies
against Tibet was not accepted
Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial gifts
Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial gifts
Nan-chao offer t o help turn back Tibetan assaults on Szechwan;
Nan-chao envoys honored at imperial banquet
Nan-chao tribute mission; T'ang court appointed envoy t o offer
condolences and confirm Nan-chao successor; Nanchao sent
embassy t o give thanks
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao envoys honored with imperial banquet; later another
tribute mission
Nan-chao tribute mission arrived in midst of Nan-chao invasion and
plunder of Szechwan
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao envoys honored with imperial banquet
Nan-chao envoys honored with imperial banquet and gifts
Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial gifts
Nan-chao tribute mission
Nan-chao envoys offered New Year's congratulations; envoys
honored with imperial banquet; later that year, another Nanchao
tribute mission
Nan-chao envoys given imperial gifts
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Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial audience, official
titles and gifts
Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial audience
Nan-chao tribute mission; envoys given imperial audience
Nan-chao tribute mission received imperial audience, banquet, and
gifts
T'ang regional commander Tu Ts'ung petitioned t o restrict size of
Nan-chao tribute mission and number o f students in Ch'eng-tu;
Nan-chao king Feng-yu recalled all students, and communications
became strained
T'ang envoy sent t o inform Nan-chao court of Chinese emperor's
death; new Nan-chao ruler Shih-lung peeved that China had not
sent mission with condolences over his own father's recent death;
Chinese envoy was treated badly
Dispute arose over similarity between name of new Nan-chao ruler
and tabooed name of previous T'ang emperor; Nan-chao king began
t o call himself 'emperor'
Nan-chao attacks on Chinese territory began, culminating later in
the capture of the T'ang protectorate of Annam
After recapturing Hanoi, Chinese attempted t o renew peaceful
relations with Nan-chao; both sides exhausted by frontier fighting
Nan-chao sent official envoy t o Ch'eng-tu; unwilling t o resume
vassal status, he was beaten and jailed; later released and sent t o
T'ang capital, he was treated with honors, but nothing was resolved
Nan-chao attacks on Szechwan renewed by Shih-lung; Shih-lung
demanded extraordinary honors and treatment as a diplomatic
equal
Another large-scale invasion of Szechwan; Chinese ultimately
refused t o negotiate with Nan-chao envoys
New Szechwan regional commander Kao P'ien sent Buddhist monk
Ching-hsien as envoy t o Nan-chao court, where he was treated
respectfully; Ching-hsien persuaded Shih-lung t o submit t o T'ang
diplomatic terms; Nan-chao ruler was promised a T'ang princess;
later Nan-chao sent envoys t o Szechwan but still refused t o
acknowledge vassal status
New Nan-chao ruler Lung-shun sent envoys t o T'ang court through
Kwangsi; Chinese sent gifts back t o Nan-chao court
Nan-chao envoy arrived at T'ang capital with request t o carry out
the promised marriage alliance, but still refused subordinate status;
this led t o a bitter debate at the T'ang court
Kwangsi regional commander sent mission t o Nan-chao court, led
by Hsu Yun-ch'ien; he was treated well in a personal audience with
Lung-shun, but the Nan-chao ruler still refused Chinese tributary
terminology
Chinese court debate on granting princess t o Nan-chao continued;
Li Kuei-nien mission sent t o Nan-chao
Li mission returned with Nan-chao promise of submission; T'ang
court agreed t o grant Nan-chao an imperial princess; Nan-chao
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envoys sent t o receive princess were treacherously killed by the
Chinese, and the marriage alliance was never fulfilled
Nanchao mission which arrived t o press for promised princess was
unsuccessful
Another unsuccessful Nan-chao mission t o demand Chinese
princess
New Nan-chao ruler Shun-hua sent envoy t o request restoration of
friendly relations with China; at urging of Szechwan regional commander Wang Chien, this request was ignored by the T'ang court

Sources: TFYK, chiian 963.- 5, 968-- 72, and 974-6; THY, chiian 99; CTS,
chiian 1-20 and 197; HTS, chuan 222a and 222b; Bacot e t al., Documents.
Compare Hsiang Ta's table of historical events in MSCC, 339--91.
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Li Sheng +,'&
Li Shih-wang
Li Te-yu I-+ 42:+&
Li Yu-tu -+Ct]liYi
Liang Chien-fang ql@k
Liang Jui '4C'i~
Liang-lin m f i
Ling-nan
Liu P'i ~ I J M
Liu Po-ying @Jl]lbg
Liu T'ung SlJ(&j
lo-ch'eng Rhd;
Lo-hsing Man +!#)f;$@
Lo-sheng (Lo-sheng-yen) A@ (a&
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Lolo jq&jg
Lii Ch'iu-chun 1j.U .Em
Lu Hsi
Lu-nan jl,L&
Lu Tan
Lung-shun (Fa) [I.$@ (&)
Man (Man-tzu)
Man-shu
Mang Man TzB
Mao-chou %j+l
Meng
Meng-she Chao @$$%
Meng-sui Chao BfiZG
Meng Y u .$#jgl
Mi-ch'en
Mieh-lo-p'i D$@]fi
Minchia E%?j?
Mo-h0-10-~S'O@315#@
Moso @%Nan-chao #CIS
Nan-chao r '11-chrrotr fi$ #?I
Nan-chung j$j+
Nan-ning $j@
niu-huang q.3
Niu Ts'ung +#

Glossary
Nii-wang j,tE
o-ch'e $!:J~J:
Pa-kuo sheng-Ch'iang i(W4& ;E
Pai Man
Pai-shui Man
Pai-tsu 0 h$
Pai-tzu kuo nTa
P'ang Hsun I[jiilUj
P'ang-ming @$,
P'ang-shih-hsi @~i51$-2
P'ei Huai-ku kN2.i
P'ei Yuan-yu -&%&
P'i-lo-ko &@M
P'iao-hsin $;!{g
P'iao-p'ang @I{#$$
pien-sai shih &%$$
P'o-ch'ung '&@j
Po-nung B % 5
pu-hsieh ?$Fi
Pu-t'ou $53
P'u-tzu Man g3-@l
Pyu (P'iao) @!;
San-lang (Lang-jen) 3-43 A)
Shan-ch'an g m
she-hsiang
She-lung $@
Sheng-lo-p'i &@&
Shih-lang Chao
Shih-lung (Ch'iu-lung) $il@ (@@)
Shih Man @@
Shi h-p'ang 1+@
Shih-tzu kuo ?jIi$+Dl
Shih Wan-sui
shuang @
Shun-hua (Shun-hua-chen)
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Shun Man J I @ g
su-yu f$$#
Sui-chou #$ j1l.l
Sung-wai Man $2fi@
Ta-ch'ang-ho kuo %E$uD
Ta-ch'in seng %s{g
Ta-chung kuo
Dl
Ta-feng-min
Ta-i-ning kuo k&$$D
ta-jung A@

Ta-li (859-877)
Ta-li kuo (937-1253) ABlaTIl
Ta-t'ien-hsing kuo -A-X&$M
Ta-tu
T'ai-ho A$u
T'ai-teng
t'an-ch'o iN#&
T'ang Chiu-cheng jig j ~ @
T'ang Meng 1~4%
T'ao-hua jen #kxA
Teng-t'an Chao jep$2$
Ti IS;
T'ieh-ch'iao
Tien
T'ien-chu X?
tien-jen {LtJA
Tien-ts'ang fi1,1;3
Ting-pien $ 3
Tou P'ang
tsa-chu #@J
Ts'ai Ching -6%;
Ts'ai Hsi %@
Tsan-p'u chung g$$&
Tsang-ko jI$j11j
ts'ao
Ts'ou-lo-tung $$$#@$#
Ts'uan %
Ts'uan Chen .@@
Ts'uan Ch'im-fu ~ E I ~ U
Ts'uan Hung-ta :g$Lik
Ts'uan Kuei-wang a % 6 \ d 3
Ts'uan Wan QR
'Ts'ui Ning (Ts'ui Kan) @@ (@tW)
Ts'ui Tso-shih
t'u-chiang -213
t'u-lun wang kE/$jX
T'u-rno-chih Man @$$fl@!
T u Ts'ung $+E
T'u-yii-hun U I $ $ ~ %
T u Yuan-ying $in;@
Tuan Ch'iu-ch'ien @@%
Tuan Chung-i @,%,%
Tuan Lun E$$
Tuan Ssu-p'ing g,e,T
Tuan Wen-ch'ang g g ,9
Tung Ch'eng %&
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Tung Chung-chih
Tung Man jZB
tung-ti
tzu-ch'eng ?%
Tzu-chou f i j n I > I
tzu-nu chin-chin +&@,i$#
tzu-yun (or tzu-yen) H 2 ( B S)
Wang Chien E&
Wang-chu-tzu Man 9 ij:Y#
Wang Jen-ch'iu E{I%
Wang Shan-pao 3
1
s
s
Wang Shih E;Ft:
Wang Ts'o-tien El$$@
Wang Yen-ch'uan -Xg&
Wang Yu XI;::
Wei Ch'i-hsiu i@-fi{*
wei-ch'ieh I@VJU
Wei-chou #.)sl j
Wei Jen-shou @{I&$
Wei Kao @5,2
Wei-shan ~ ~ C L I
Wu-hua IOU
X@#
Wu Man ,!2j@.
Wu Pao-an -Gig!&

Wu-teng
ya-ch'eng JFh&
Yang Ch'ing-fu #@jg
Y ang Ch'iu-ch'ing @,@%
Yang-hsieh-mieh # t:ij:q
Yang Kan-chen #Tfi
Yang Kuo-chung
Yang-p'i
jl;h
Yang Ssu-chin #,p&
Yao-chou &,j.l,l
Yeh-lang
Yen Ch'ing-fu &'iQ@
Yen-ko
Y i $Ir
Yu Shih-chen %f-@
yuan-chiao chin-kung
Yuan Tzu
Yueh-hsi Chao gvrg
yun-liang 3:
Yunnan
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Yun-nu11chi
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Y ung-ch'ang i)c
Y ung-chou &j+(
Yung T'ao
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agriculture, 119-20
Ai-lao peoples, 4 , 4 7 , 50, 55
An-hua Princess, 157, 158
An-i, 7
An-jung, 26-9, 31, 32.40, 88, 11 1
An Lu-shan, 72, 77, 81, 89
An-nan, see Annam
An-ning, 31,64,65,69, 77, 111
Annam, 69,94.103,130,131-45,156,
164 ;see also Chiaochou
An Tsai-jung, 148
Arabs, 87, 89
armics: Nanehao, 51-2, 79-80, 101,
138; T'ang, 73, 76, 107-9, 1 12,
124-6, 127,137, 147, 148, 149,
153; Tibetan, 30; see also garrisons
bridges, 36, 78, 96, 151
Buddhism, 18,56,128-9,153,159-60,
187 n. 163
Burma, 129, 164; see also Pyu
Cambodia (Chen-la), 129, 134
Canton, see Kuang-chou
Ccntral Asian protectorates, 26, 32
Chai-chou, 13
Champa (Chanch'eng), 13, 134
Chang clan, 50, 55
Chang Chien-ch'eng, 128
Chang Chienchih, 3 3 -6
Chang Ch'ien, 18
Chang Ch'ien-t'o, 70, 7 1
Chang Chiu-ling, 43, 178 n. 129
Changch'ou Chieneh'iung, 64
Chang Hsiin-ch'iu, 60
Chang-i Fort, 124
Chang-lochin-ch'iu, 56, 60
Chang-lo-p'i, 4 1
Chang Po-i, 143
Chang Shen-su (Chang Shou-su), 40- 1
Ch'ang-an: Nan-chao cnvoys visit, 14, 21,
57, 65,66, 91, 94, 98, 105, 113,
127, 142, 158; Tibetans capture,
24, 81; distance from Szechwan,

110; court intrigues, 83, 91, 142;
Nestorianism, 12 1 - 2; court exiled
from. 158
Chao, see Chao, Six
Chao clan, 20, 50, 55
Chao Hsiao-tsu, 21 -2, 55
Chao Kuo-chen, 77
Chao Lung-mei, 157
Chao Shaneheng, 16 1
Chao, Six, 1, 37-42,46, 52.-63, 78, 100
Chao-t'ung (mod.), 99
Chao, Western, 17
Chao Wu-kuei, 31
Che-tung fortress (mod. Kunming), 78, 99,
102, 132, 156
Chen-la, 129, 134
Ch'en Tzu-ang, 37, 107
Cheng Hui, 85, 86-7,90,95,160
Cheng Jen-min, 161
Cheng Mai-ssu, 87, 160
Cheng Man-li, see Cheng Hui
Cheng Min, 16 1
Cheng T'ien, 155
Cheng Yii, 140
Ch'eng-tu: in Sui and early T'ang, 9, 1 1,
14, 16; communications and
missions, 20,40, 91, 101-2, 105,
107, 1 10, 134, 146; Ts'ui Ning and
779 invasion. 83, 84; invasion and
aftermath, 107, 109- 15 passim,
118-27 passim; in late ninth century, 146-53, 157
Chi Hung-wei, 14
chi-mi policy, 16, 17, 131
Ch'i-hsiang peoples, 77
Ch'i-kuang-tung Man, 132
Ch'i-tsang-che-che, 9 2
Chia-chou, 111, 126, 147, 148
Ch'iang peoples, 25, 26, 28, 32, 37, 181
n. 127
Chiao-chou (Hanoi), 13, 17, 19, 20,64,
69, 88, 111, 131-43 passim
chieh-ru-shih,40, 137, 147; Nan-chao, 79
Chiench'uan, 36, 53,62,63, 100

Index
Chien-lang Chao, 6 2 ; map, 5 3
Chien-nan (Hsi- and Tung-ch'uan): map,
11 1 ; 26, 34, 110; becomcs military
governorship, 4 0 ; in ninth century.
106, 117-19, 125, 127;seealso
Szechwan (passim); Ch'eng-tu
Chien-ning, 8, 55
Chien-shui, see Pu-t'ou
Chien-wang Man, 21
Ch'ien-chou, 17, 94; see also next entry
Ch'ien-chung, 77, 104, 111, 135, 156;see
also previous entry
Chin-ch'ih Man, 61, 138
Chin-ning, 8, 3 1, 64, 1 1 1
Ch'in state, 4
Ching-hai, 143
Ching-hsien, 152, 153-4, 155
Ch'ing-ch'i road, 11, 110, 111, 124, 148
ch'ing-p'in~kuan (chief rninistcrs), 79, 86,
103, 146
Ch'ing-shui trcaty, 85
Ch'iu Fu rebellion, 134, 144
Ch'iu-lung, see Shih-lung
Ch'iu-tz'u, 26, 32
Ch'iung-chou, 110, 111, 147, 148-9, 151
chou-hskn system, see provincial administration
Chu-ko Liang, 6 , 11, 3 3 , 5 4 , 55
Chu Ling-ch'ien, 64, 65
Chu Tao-ku, 138, 143
Chu t'ao, 90
Chu Tz'u, 8 5 , 9 0
Ch'u state, 3, 4
Chuang kungs, 8
Chuang Ch'iao, 4
Ch'ung-mo Man, 132
Chu-mcng-ch'ung, 91, 9 2
Chu-na-shih, 91
Chu-wu-hsing, 91
Ch'uan-fcng-yu, see Feng-yu
Ch'uan-li-sheng, 58, 103, 109
Ch'uan-lung-sheng, 58, 103, 109
chiin-chiang (generals), 7 9
communications, 11, 17, 19, 20, 22-3,
26, 28, 3 7 , 6 4
cultural contacts, 80, 86-7, 97; in Ch'engtu, 101-2, 104-5, 134;after sack
of Ch'eng-tu, 113, 116, 119, 121,
122; with Tibct, 24, 25, 28; see also
tribute
Dongson culture, 3 -4
Drug (Dru-gu) statc, 174 n. 125
Ennin, 105
Erh-hai Lakc, 11, 15, 17, 20-1, 29, 38,
41, 57-63 passim, 96
Erh-ho Man, see Ho Man
Erh-yuan (mod.), 6 2
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Fan Ch'o, 138, 139
Feng-ch'ieh-i, 5 8 , 6 5 , 6 9 , 78, 102
Feng-chou, 14 1
Feng-mich, 37-9,60
Feng-se tribes, 91
Feng-shih, 38, 39
Feng Su, 127
Feng-yu, 58, 103, 109, 127, 129, 134
Five Dynasties, 159
fu-ping systcm, 73 ;see also militia; armies
garrisons: early T'ang, 16, 33, 3 4 , 4 0 ; in
ninth century, 107, 126, 136,
144-5, 155; see also armies
Hai-hsi, 18
Hai-men, 11 1, 140, 141, 142
Hainan, 138
Han-chou, 149
Han-chung, 6
Han dynasty, 3 , 4
Han, Later, dynasty, 161
Hanoi, see Chiao-chou
hereditary appointment, 16, 27
historiography, 14- 15, 59, 115
Hjan, see 'Jan
ho-ch'in, see marriage alliances
Ho-ch'ing (mod.), 6 2
Ho Fu-kuang, see Lu-kuang
Ho Lu-kuang, 69, 76
Ho-su, 32
Ho-t'an, 66
horses, 9, 30, 119, 163
Ho Hung-jcn, 1 9
Hou-li dynasty, 1 9 3 n. 16
Hai-ch'ang, see Sui-chou
Hsi-ch'uan, 106 ;see mainly Chien-nan
Ho Man, 20, 28, 29, 36, 37, 55, 60-7,
138
Hsi-erh Ho, 1, 22; Man tribes of, see Ho
Man; see also Erh-hai
Hsi-lu, 86
Hsi-nu-lo, 56, 57, 5 8
Hsi-ta-mou, 187 n. 166
Hsia-kuan, 6 3
Hsieh tribes, 17
Hsien-an Princess, 90
Hsien-yii Chung-t'ung, 1, 64, 71, 72, 73,
83
Hsin Tang, 155
Hsu Chien, 37
Hsu Yun-ch'ien, 155-6, 157
Hsun-ch'uan peoples, 77, 1 3 8
Hsun-ch'uan, 2, 58, 95, 102, 103
Hsun-meng-ts'ou, 9 5
Huang Ch'ao, 156, 157, 158
Hui-t'ung, 77

Index
I-ch'uan-loshih, see next entry
1-lo-shih, 52, 63; map, 54; table, 54
I-mou-hsun, 2,58, 85, 86-7, 90-100,
101-2
I-pin, see Jung-chou
India, 17, 26, 87, 89, 128
institutions, 78-80, 160; see also
provincial administration
'Jan tribe (Jang, Hjan), 29,43, 45
Jung-chou, 22,94, 110,111, 133,137
K'ang Ch'eng-hsun, 140. 14 1
Kao Ch'ung-wen, 141
Kao Hsien-chih, 71
Kao Hsun, 143
Kao Li-shih, 76
Kao P'ien, 141-3, 151-5, 157
Kao Sheng-t'ai, 193 n. 16
Karashar, 26, 32
Kashgar, 26, 32
Khmer peoples, 129
Khotan, 26, 32
KO-lo-feng, 1, 58, 60, 62,66, 69-85
passim, 86, 102
Kuangthou (Canton), 19.88, 13 1,137,
140
Kucha, 26, 32
Kuei-chou, 111, 137,138, 144
K'un-chou, 10, 14
K'un-lun kingdom, 129. 160
K'un-ming (mod. Yen-yuan), 30,40,4 1,
54, 99; peoples, 4, 14, 22, 55
Kunming (mod.), see Che-tung fortress
Kuo Chao, 110,112,113,122,123
Kuo Chung-hsiang, 1 16 - 17
Kuo Hsu-chi, 68
Kuo Ying-i, 83
Kuo Yuan-chen, 116
Kwangsi, 17, 13 1, 155 ;see mainly Annam
Kweichow, see Ch'ien-chung
Lang-ch'iung peoplcs, 32, 38, 39
Lang-ch'iung Chao, 38, 39,41, 53, 54, 57,
62,100
Lang-chou, 22
Lang-jen, 54, 62-3, 100
Lao peoples, 9, 13, 16, 17
Lhasa, 63
Li clan, 20, 55
Li Chi-fu, 123
Li Chiang, 185 n. 67
Li Chih-ku, 36-40, 4 1
Li Cho, 132-3
Li-chou, 111, 147, 148, 158
Li Ch'uan, 109
Li Fu, 146, 147
Li Hao, 44
Li Hsiian-tao, 40

Li Hu, 135-7
Li Ku-yen, 127
Li Kuei-nien, 157
Li Lin-fu, 72, 73
Li Meng, 40, 1 16
Li Mi, 65-6,67, 75-6, 83
Li Pi, 87-90,91,96
Li Sheng, 84
Li Shih-wang, 147-8
Li Te-yii, 120-2, 123-6, 127
Li Tzu-hsiao, 150
Li Wei-chou, 14 1, 142
Li Yu-tu, 132
Liang Chi-shou, 22, 32
Liang Chien-fang, 20- 1, 55
Liang Jui, 8-9
Liang-lin tribes. 9 1, 146
Lin-an, see Pu-t'ou
Linchou, 98
Lin-i, see Champa
Ling-hu T'ao, 132
Ling-nan, 111, 137, 140, 141, 144;exile
in, 106. 110
Liu Fang. 13
Liu Hui, 12
Liu P'i, 107, 141
Liu Po-ying, 17, 19-20
Liu T'ang, 143, 146
Lo-hsing peoples, 77, 13 8
Lo-shan (mod.), 148
Lo-sheng (-yen), 57, 58
Lolo, see Yi peoples
Lu-chin-kuan, 35
Li Ch'iu, 107, 116
Lu Hsi, 155. 156
Lu-nan, 34, 71
Lu-pei, 35
Lu river, 35, 74
Lu Tan, 149
Lun-mang-je, 98
Lung-shun, 58, 154, 156, 158. 159-60
Lung-t'ou, Lung-wei, 63
Lii Ch'iuchun, 3 1, 36
Lu Yungchih, 192 n. 157
Ma-chou, 2 1
Ma-ting-te, 98
Man tribes, 20, 21, 26-51 passim, 54-63
passim, 66, 91, 99. 104, 132, 138.
160, 161
Mang Man, 61,138
Mao-chou, 26, 27. 28
marriagc alliances (hoch'in), 24, 25, 28,
33,90,105, 155-8passim; Nanchao-Tibetan, 45
Meichou, 147, 149
Mci-shan, 126
Mcng clan, 49, 55.56, 103, 160, 161
Mcng Lien, 20

Index
Meng-she Chao, 38, 39,41,42,49, 53, 54,
56, 6 1, 63 ;Meng-she (place), 99
Meng-sui Chao, 52, 5 3, 54, 59
Meng Yu, 21,55
Mi-ch'en kingdom, 129
Mi-tu (mod.), 59
Miao Ch'iian-hsii, 148
Mieh-lo-p'i, 60- 1
militia, 73, 107, 153; see also armies
Minchia peoples, see Pai peoples
mining, 119, 120; see also salt
Mon peoples, 129
Mongols, 164
Moso peoples, 2, 29,43, 85, 93, 98, 99
Myava tribes, 29,43-4
Na-hsi peoples, 29, 43, 167 n. 12
Nan-chung, 6 , 3 3
Nan-hai trade, 19,64, 139; see also trade
Nan-ning, 9- 17 passim
Nan-yueh, 4, 18
Nang-tung, 21
Nestorianism, 121- 2
Niu Ts'ung, 151
Nii-wang kingdom, 129
Pa culture, 3.4
Pagan (Burmese kingdom), 164,188
n. 186
60,
Pai Man, 29-30,43-4,49-51,54-7,
160, 161;see also Man tribes
Pai Min-chung, 127
Pai peoples (Minchia), 49, 50, 52
Pai-shui Man, 21
Pai-tsu peoples, see Pai pcoples
Pai-tzu kingdom, 55
P'ang Hsun rebellion, 144-5
P'ang-ming, 37, 38-9, 41, 60
P'ang-shih-hsi, 32, 3 8
Pao-shan, see Yung-ch'ang
Pei-hai, see Hai-men
P'ei Huai-ku, 32
P'ei Yuan-yii, 130
P'i-lo-ko, 41 -5, 57-69 passim, 78, 96
P'iao-p'ang, 91
Pin-ch'uan (mod.), 60
Po-chou, 135
Po Chu-i: citcd, 1-2, 74-5
Po-nung tribes, 2 1- 2
Po-ch'ung, 60
protectorates (Central Asia), 26, 32
provincial administration, 9, 10, 15, 17,
21, 22, 31.40, 137, 147
Pu-t'ou road, 20, 61,64,69, 111
P'u-tzu Man, 138
Pyu kingdom, 77, 98, 102. 129,138
salt, 9, 30, 33, 34,40, 64, 77, 99, 120,
163
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San-lang pcoples, 54, 62-3, I00
shamanism, 8, 21, 128
Shan-ch'an, 102, 132, 156;see also Chetung fortress
Shang-chieh-tsan, 92
She-lung, 58
Shen-ch'uan, see T'ieh-ch'iao
Shang-kuan, 63
Sheng-lo-p'i, 41, 57, 58
Shih-lang Chao, 52, 53,62, 100
Shih-lung, 58, 134-5, 136, 148, 150, 154
Shih-p'ang, 52, 63; map, 54; table, 54
Shih-tzu kuo, 129
Shih Wan-sui, 10-1 3, 173 n. 79
Shu: culture, 3 , 4 ; Sui province, 11, 12
Shu-chou, 33, 147
Shu Han state, 6, 33
Shuan-liu, 149
Shuang-she, 20
Shun-hua (-chen), 58, 158, 159, 161
silk, 119
slavery,4,13, 16, 18,37,117,119,120,
146
Songtsen Gampo, 25
Sri Lanka, 129
Su Jung, 173 n. 79
Su-le, 26, 32
Sui-chou: maps, 88, 111 ;in early T'ang,
14 -27 passim, 40; Chang Chienchih's proposals, 34, 35; threatened
and occupied, l , 7 7 , 84, 86, 110,
116, 118, 124, 127, 134, 137, 146;
Li Shih-wang's proposals, 147
Sui dynasty, 3-13
Sun Ch'iao, 108, 109, 117
Sung dynasty, 162-4; T'ai-tsung, 35
Sung Jung, 140
Sung-ming tower, 59
Sung-wai Man, 20
Szechwan, passim; maps, 5, 27, 111;see
Chien-nan; Ch'ien-chung
Ta-ch'ang-ho kingdom, 16 1
Ta-chung kuo, 193 n. 16
Ta-i-ning kingdom, 161
Ta-li kingdom, 8, 51, 155, 161-4; of Shihlung, 135
Ta-li plain, 60, 62, 63, 71, 72; Ta-li (mod.),
11, 20, 85
Ta-t'icn-hsing kingdom, 16 1
Ta-tu River, 115, 148, 152, 163
T'ai-ho-ch'eng, 63, 76
T'ai-teng, 77, 92, 111, 118, 124
T'ang Chiu-cheng, 36
T'ang dynasty, monarchs: Kao-tsu, 14, 16;
T'ai-tsung, 16, 20; Kao-tsung, 21,
57; Empress Wu, 35, 57; Hsuantsung, 1, 26.40, 72, 76; Te-tsung,
1, 88-90, 95; Hsien-tsung, 101,
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123; Mu-tsung and Ching-tsung,
106; Wen-tsung, 106, 1 10; Wutsung, 121; 1-tsung, 144; Hsi-tsung,
155,157,158
T'ang Meng, 18
T'ao-hua peoples, 132
Te-hua inscription, 45,67, 70, 75, 76, 77,
80,87
Teng-ch'uan, see Teng-t'an
Teng-t'an, 38, 39,60, 76
Teng-t'an Chao, 37-8, 39,41, 53.54, 57,
60.62.100
Thai peoples, 47 -52
Tibet: rise of, 22-45; and Nan-chao, in
early T'ang, 56-63; Nan-chao
alliance, 69- 100; in decline,
99-100, 101, 104,105.106, 125,
127
Tibeto-Burman peoples, 49 -5 1
T'ieh-ch'iao, 78, 96; maps, 27, 53
Tien lake, 36; kingdom, 4, 8, 11
Tien-ts'ang range, 7 1, 96
T'ian Tsai-pin. 108
Ting-pien Army, 147, 148
Tou P'ang, 148, 149-50
trade
southwestern and overseas: Han, 4,
18-19; T'ang, 19-20,64,105,
119, 131,139; Sung, 163
Tibetan, 28
see also tribute
tribute: before Sui, 33; Sui and early
T'ang, 9, 14, 15, 16, 22; mid and
late T'ang, 59, 94,96, 98, 102,
104; Tibetan, 24; see also trade
tsa-chii , 121
Ts'ai Ching, 137-8
Ts'ai Hsi, 137, 138, 139
Tsang-chou, 17
Tsang-ko, 1, 16, 17, 77, 95
ts b o (ministries), 79
Ts'ao Chi-shu, 23
Ts'ou-lo-tung, 96
Ts'uan clan, 6-8, 9, 14, 20, 21,55,63-8,
70.78
Ts'uan Chen, 9, 10
Ts'uan Ch'ien-fu, 31, 34
Ts'uan Ch'ung-tao, 66
Ts'uan Fuch'ao, 66
Ts'uan Hung-ta, 14, 15, 16
Ts'uan Kuci-wang, 16,65,66
Ts'uan Shou-ou, 66
Ts'uan Wan, 10, 11, 12, 13
Ts'ui Kan, 82-4
Ts'ui Ning, 82-4
Ts'ui T'an, 15 5
Ts'ui Tso-shih, 95, 96
Tsun-i, see Po-chou
Tu Hung, 155

Tu Hung-chien, 83
Tu Ts'ung, 134, 136
m-mfir. 22.31
Tu Yuan-ying, 106 - 10, 118, 12 1
T'u-chiang, 149, 153
T'u-mo-chih Man, 21
T'u-yu-hun, 25, 26, 88
Tuan clan, 8, 50, 164
Tuan Chbiu-ch'ien, 139, 143
Tuan Chung-i, 93 -4
Tuan Chung-kuo. 179 n. 21
Tuan I-tsung, 157
Tuan Lun, 14
Tuan Ssu-p'ing, 16 1
Tuan Wen-ch'ang, 104
r 'uon-chieh, 107 ;see also militia, armies
Tun-huang, Tibetan annals from, 25, 29,
31
Tung clan, 20. 55
Tung Ch'eng, 146, 147
Tungch'uan, 110; see also Chien-nan
Tung Chungchih, 112
Tung Man, 91,92, 146
Tiisong, King, 29, 30
Tzu-chou, 110, 111, 122
rz'u-shih, 9, 10, 17, 31
Uighurs, 82, 87-90, 93,96, 99, 105
Vietnam, 4, 13; see mainly Annam
Wang clan. 20, 50
Wang Ch'ang-shu, 10
Wang Ch'eng-hsun, 63
Wang Chien, 158, 161
Wang-chii-tzu Man, 138
Wang Hsienchih, 157
Wang Jen-ch'iu, 3 1
Wang K'uan, 137
Wang Shan-pao, 3 1, 34
Wang Shih, 133-4
Wang Ts'o-tien, 103, 109, 112, 115,
118-19
Wang Yen-ch'iian, 142
Wang Yii, 60
Warring States period, 4
Wei Ch'i-hsiu, 124
Wei-chou, 27, 28, 187 n. 166
Wei Jen-shou, 15, 16
Wei Kao, 90-9, 101, 107, 124
Wei-shan (mod.). 59
Wei Shihchung, 10
Wen-ch'eng Princess, 25
Wu Man, 29-30,43-4,49-50,53-64
passim, 66, 160; see also Man tribes
Wu-ning, 144
Wu Pao-an, 116
Wu-tcng tribes, 91, 92
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Ya-chou, 111, 147, 148, 151
Yang clan, 20, 50, 55
Yang Ch'i-hun, 157
Yang Ch'ing-fu, 15 1
Yang Ch'iu-ch'ing, 147
Yang-chou, 157
Yang-hsieh-mieh, 85
Yang Hsiu, 1 1-1 2
Yang Kan-chen, 161
Yang-kua-chou, 59
Yang Kuei-fei, 72, 73
Yang Kuo-chung, 65, 72, 73, 75, 76, 89
Yang Lien, 21
Yang Sheng, 20- 1
Yang Ssu-chin, 139
Yang T'ung-wai, 21
Yang Wu-t'ung, 12-13
Yang Yen, 84
Yao-chou, 14, 21, 22, 27, 30-7, 40, 70,
71, 75, 88, 111, 116
Yeh-kungch'uan, 6 2
Yeh-lang, 18

Yen Cheng-hui, 62
Yen-ch'eng, 40
Yen-ch'i, 26, 32
Yen Ch'ing-fu, 149
'Yen-ko'. 58
Yen-yuan, see K'un-ming
Yi peoples (Lolo), 7, 8,49, 50, 51
Yuan Tsai, 83
Yuan Tzu. 96-7, 124
Yueh, hsi Chao, 52, 53,54, 60
Yun-nan: mod. passim; name for Yaochou arca, 70, 179 n. 37
Yung-ch'ang peoples, 22, 32, 61, 62,66,
100
Yung-chou, 111, 136-41 passim, 155,
156, 163
Yung T'ao, 113-15
Yii-chou, 19
Yu shih-chen, 146, 150
Yu-tien, 26, 32
Yii-tseng, 6 0

